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Preface
As is well known, silicon carbide (SiC) is an attractive material for power device
applications owing to its physical properties. Also these properties enable us to realize
electronic devices or MEMS that operate in extremely severe circumstances such as high
temperature or high radiation field, so-called ‘hard electronics’ devices. Furthermore, SiC
has an advantageous chemical nature for device applications that a SiO2 film can be grown
on the surface by thermally oxidation like Si, which cannot be obtained with other wide
bandgap semiconducting materials.
Recently, some SiC power devices such as Schottky-barrier diodes (SBDs), metal-oxidesemiconductor field-effect-transistors (MOSFETs), junction FETs (JFETs) have come onto the
market. However, technological improvements for material characterizations and
fundamental device processing are still needed for the stable supply (i.e. mass products) of
these devices or their cost-down. This book abundantly describes the essences of SiC
devices, by SiC devices, and for SiC devices. I hope that this book would be placed in an
obscure corner of an improving site of some SiC device.
I would like to thank all the authors who contributed to this article. Especially, I deeply
acknowledge some of the authors who accepted my offer despite being very busy. Ms.
Viktorija Zgela, Ms. Maja Bozicevic, and Ms. Danijela Duric, the publishing process
managers, made much effort for this work. They contacted with all the authors, kept them
confortable in the publishing process and sometimes encouraged them to compose their
chapter. I would like to also acknowledge Dr. Sadafumi Yoshida, Ex-Professor of Saitama
University, who gave me a lot of valuable advices. Finally, I thank my wife, Megumi
Hijikata, who always supports me through my life.
Yasuto Hijikata
Division of Mathematics, Electronics and Informatics,
Graduate School of Science and Engineering,
Saitama University, Japan

Section 1

Characterization for Device Application

Chapter 1

Nondestructive and Contactless Characterization
Method for Spatial Mapping of the Thickness and
Electrical Properties in Homo-Epitaxially Grown SiC
Epilayers Using Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy
Sadafumi Yoshida, Yasuto Hijikata and
Hiroyuki Yaguchi
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/50749

1. Introduction
%(%+*z.% !zc%dz%/z+*!z+"z0$!z)+/0z,.+)%/%*#z/!)%+* 10%*#z)0!.%(/z"+.z0$!z".%¥
tion of high power electronic devices with extremely low loss, owing to its excellent physical
properties, such as high breakdown electric field, high saturation electron drift velocity, and
high thermal conductivity. Nowadays, some kinds of devices, such as SBDs, JFETs and
MOSFETs have been on the market. For the fabrication of SiC devices with high yield rates,
i.e., for reducing the scattering of device specification, the production of high-quality, large%)!0!.z!,%w3"!./z3%0$z1*%"+.)z0$%'*!//z* z!(!0.%(z,.+,!.0%!/z%/z%* %/,!*/(!^z *z+.¥
der to characterize the electrical and thickness uniformity of the epi-wafers during the
device process, i.e^_z0+z'*+3z$+3z0$!z0$%'*!//_z +,%*#z+*!*0.0%+*z* z)+%(%05z.!z %/¥
tributed over the SiC epi-layers, it is necessary to develop the characterization method that
can perform the determinations of thickness and electrical properties simultaneously in a
nondestructive and noncontact way.
To characterize the distribution of the electrical properties over SiC wafers and homo-epiwafers, conductivity mapping is often performed [1]. However, the distribution of carrier
+*!*0.0%+*z* z)+%(%05z**+0z,.+2% !z".+)z0$!z+* 10%2%05z),,%*#_z!1/!z0$!z+*¥
ductivity depends both on the distribution of dopant concentration and the crystallinity
* u+.z %/0.%10%+*z+"z.5/0(z !"!0/^z *z+. !.z0+z$.0!.%6!z0$!z %/0.%10%+*z+"z..%!.z+*¥
!*0.0%+*z* z)+%(%05z+2!.z!,%w(5!./_z!(!0.%(z)!/1.!)!*0z0!$*%-1!/z/1$z/z((z!"¥

© 2013 Yoshida et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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fect measurements and capacitance-voltage (C–V) measurements have been widely used.
These techniques, however, are disadvantageous as a device fabrication process monitoring
tool because they require the formation of electrodes on a sample. By using a mercury probe
as an electrode, C–V measurements can be performed without the formation of electrodes on
a sample. However, the problems caused by the contamination with mercury contact have
been pointed out, recently.
Optical measurement techniques such as Raman scattering spectroscopy [2-5], infrared (IR)
/,!0.+/+,%z!((%,/+)!0.5zeIf_z+,0%(z/+.,0%+*z)!/1.!)!*0/zeJfz$2!z!!*z1/! z0+z!/0%¥
mate the carrier concentration in SiC wafers as a nondestructive and contactless method. IR
reflectance measurements have been used to estimate the electrical properties of GaAs [8] and
SiC [9]. Macmillan et al^zeDCfz.!,+.0! z0$0z0$!z0$%'*!//z+"z$+)+w!,%04%((5z#.+3*z%z3¥
fers can be estimated from the interference oscillations in IR reflectance spectra observed both
below and upper frequency ranges of the reststrahlen band (800–1000cm–1 z"+.z%d^z+3¥
days, the reflectance measurements in near IR spectral range (1000–4000cm–1) is widely used
to estimate the thickness of homo-epitaxially grown SiC layers in the SiC device process. As
the thickness of epilayers used for power devices are in the range from several to several tens
µm, the observation of reflectance spectra in near IR spectral range is suitable to analyze the
oscillation of reflectance caused by the interference effects of light in the epilayers.
!z$2!z !2!(+,! z0$!z)!0$+ z+"z+0%*%*#z0$!z0$%'*!//z* z!(!0.%(z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z/!)%¥
conductor wafers and epi-wafers, simultaneously, by using IR reflectance spectroscopy
[11-15]. In this paper, we will summarize the development of the method, and will discuss
the validity of the electrical properties derived from the IR reflectance by comparing with
those estimated from Hall effect and C–V measurements. Finally, we will show the results of
applying this method to characterize the electrical activation of impurity and crystalline
damages in the ion-implanted, and post-implantation-annealed SiC epilayers.

2. Characterization method of the electrical properties in SiC wafers
using IR reflectance spectroscopy
2.1. Method of obtaining carrier concentration and mobility from IR reflectance
spectroscopy [11,12]
The values of dielectric constants of semiconductors in IR spectral region can be calculated
as a function of wavelength or frequency using the dispersion equation. For the analysis of
IR reflectance spectra, a number of dielectric function models have been proposed [16-20].
The classical dielectric function (CDF) model [16], which assumes the damping constant of
the LO phonon is the same as that of the TO phonon, has been widely used. In the case of
3% !z* #,z/!)%+* 10+./z3%0$z*z+2!. ),! z,(/)+*z/5/0!)z(%'!z%_z0$!z.!"(!¥
0*!z/,!0.1)z%/_z$+3!2!._z/0.+*#(5z !,!* !*0z+*z w,$+*+*z ),%*#z!1/!z0$!z,(/¥
mon is overdamped and the LO phonon frequency is much higher than the plasma frequency
!4!,0z"+.z$!2%(5z +,! z/!/^z+.z0$!/!z.!/+*/_z3!z$2!z$+/!*z0+z1/!z0$!z)+ %"%! z(//%¥
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cal dielectric function (MDF) model taking into account the contribution of the TO phonon
damping constant and the LO phonon damping constant independently [17]. Considering
the contributions from phonons and plasmons, the dielectric constant is given as

c(q) = c

(

qL 2  q 2  i\L q
qT 2  q 2  i\T q



2

qp 2

q + iap q

)

(1)

where cX is the high frequency dielectric constant, qT and qL are the TO- and LO-phonon
frequencies, respectively, \T and \lz.!z0$!zwz* z w,$+*+*z ),%*#z+*/0*0/_z.!/,!¥
tively, ap is the free-carrier damping constant, and qp %/z0$!z,(/)z".!-1!*5z+"z0$!z".!!z.¥
riers, which is given by

qp =

Ne2
m * c

(2)

where N, e, and mtz.!z0$!z".!!z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*_z!(!0.+*z$.#!_z* z!""!0%2!z)//_z.!¥
spectively. The free-carrier damping constant p is the inverse of the scattering time m and
therefore the free-carrier mobility can be derived using the following relation,
µ=

e
m * ap

(3)

//1)%*#z 0$0z 0$!z 3"!./z .!z 1*%"+.)! z %*z 0$!z !,0$z %.!0%+*_z 3!z 1/! z 0$!z *+.)(w%*%¥
dence reflectance of a semi-infinite medium R, which is expressed as
R(q) =

(n  1)2 + k 2
(n + 1)2 + k 2

(4)

where n and k are the optical constants, derived from cSc0=(n–ik)2.
$!z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*z* z)+%(%05z*z!z !0!.)%*! z5z"%00%*#z0$!z!4,!.%)!*0(z%*".¥
red reflectance spectrum with calculated ones. To fit the spectra, we used the least-squares
method based on eqs. (1) and (4), where we adopted qp, ap, and \L as adjustable parameters.
2.2. Measurements of IR reflectance spectra of SiC wafers and estimation of electrical
properties [12]
Single crystal wafers of commercially produced n-type (nitrogen doped) 6H-SiC were used.
z .!"(!0*!z /,!0.z 3!.!z )!/1.! z 1/%*#z 03+z +1.%!.w0.*/"+.)z %*"..! z c dz /,!¥
trometers, JASCO FT/IR–VM7 for the far-infrared region (30–600 cm–1) and JASCO FT/IR
670-PLUS for the middle-infrared region (400–2000 cm–1d_z .!/,!0%2!(5^z +.z ".w%*"..! z .!¥
flectance measurements, two light sources (a mercury arc-lamp and nichrome light source),
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three beam splitters (4, 12, 25 µm thick Mylar films) and a p-DTGS (pyroelectric deuterated
triglycine sulfate) detector were used. For middle-infrared reflectance measurements, a high
intensity ceramic light source, a KBr beam splitter, and a TGS detector were employed. Each
IR reflectance spectrum was measured with 1 cm–1 spectral resolution. The light diameters
were 5 mm for far-infrared measurements, and 3 mm for middle-infrared measurements.
$!z)!/1.!)!*0/z3!.!z,!."+.)! z"+.zcCCCDdz%w"!/z+"zIw%z3"!./z0z*!.(5z*+.)(z%*¥
cidence. An Al mirror was used as a reflectance reference.

Figure 1. %F>J9J=<J=>D=;L9F;=KH=;LJ9E=9KMJ=<>GJ$ /AO9>=JKOAL@N9JAGMK;9JJA=J;GF;=FLJ9LAGFK9LJGGEL=EH=Js
9LMJ=<GLL=<DAF= 0@=KGDA<DAF=KK@GOL@=>ALL=<KH=;LJ9;9D;MD9L=<MKAF?) "EG<=D 0@=N9DM=KG>;9JJA=J;GF;=Fs
tration and mobility obtained from fitting to the measured IR spectra are described in the figure [12].

The dotted lines in Figure 1 show the typical infrared reflectance spectra of several 6H-SiC
3"!./z+"z %""!.!*0z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*/z0z.++)z0!),!.01.!^z$!z,(/)z! #!/z* z.!/0¥
/0.$(!*z* /z,,!.z%*z0$!z".w z* z)% (!w z.!#%+*/_z.!/,!0%2!(5^z!z !.%2! z0$!z2(¥
ues of carrier concentration and mobility by the curve fitting of calculated curves to the
observed ones. For the curve fitting, we chose qp, \L, ap as adjustable parameters. For the
2(1!/z+"z0$!z+0$!.z,.)!0!./_z3!z!),(+5! z0$+/!z+0%*! z".+)z)*z/00!.%*#z)!/¥
urements, cX=6.52c0, qT=797cm–1, qL=969.4cm–1, \T=2cm–1, and m*=0.35m0 for 6H-SiC[2]. Since
the light is normally incident on the (0001) face of the samples, these parameters are all for
the modes vibrating perpendicular to the c-axis.
From the curve fitting analysis, we obtained a good fit for each experimental spectrum,
which was obtained by measuring nine samples with carrier concentrations in the range of
4×1017~3×1019cm–3. The solid lines in Figure 1 show examples of the fitted curves obtained by
fitting to the typical IR reflectance spectra shown as the dotted line in each figure. The free-
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carrier concentration and drift mobility were derived from the best-fit parameters of qp and
ap using eqs.(2) and (3d_z)!*0%+*! z+2!^z$!z2(1!/z+"z".!!w..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*z* z)+¥
bility obtained are also given in each figure.
As shown in Figure 1 (c), there is a slight discrepancy at approximately 900 cm–1 between the
/,!0.1)z+/!.2! z* z0$0z(1(0! z1/%*#z0$!z z)+ !(zc!-^zcDdd^z$%/z %/.!,*5z%*¥
creases with increasing carrier concentration in the high 1019 cm–3 range. For heavily doped
SiC crystals, the CDF and MDF models would be inappropriate because the MDF model is
derived considering the effects of phonons and plasmons independently. In the case of
heavily doped SiC crystals, the plasma frequency is closed to the phonon frequency and the
z ,$+*+*z * z ,(/)+*z .!z /0.+*#(5z +1,(! ^z $!.!"+.!_z 0$+1#$z 0$!z z )+ !z *z ,¥
proximately estimate the electrical properties of heavily doped SiC wafer, it is necessary to
1/!z*+0$!.z %!(!0.%z"1*0%+*z)+ !z0$0z0'!/z%*0+z+1*0z0$!z!""!0z+"z z,$+*+*w,(/¥
mon coupled modes [19,20] to obtain more accurate values.
2.3. Comparison with the values derived from Hall effect measurements [12]
+.z0$!z+*"%.)0%+*z+"z0$!z2(% %05z+"z0$!z2(1!/z+"z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*z* z)+%(%05z !¥
.%2! z".+)z z.!"(!0*!z/,!0._z3!z,!."+.)! z((z!""!0z)!/1.!)!*0/z"+.z0$!z/)!z/)¥
ples used for IR reflectance measurements and compared between the values obtained from
0$!z+,0%(z* z!(!0.%(z)!0$+ /^z$!zIw%z3"!./z3%0$zz3% !z2.%!05z+"z..%!.z+*!*¥
trations ranging from 3.4×1017 to 2.4×1019cm–3 were used.
We cut the SiC wafers to a size of 5×5 mm2 for the Hall effect measurements using van der
Pauw method. After chemical cleaning, ohmic contacts were fabricated at the corners of each
sample by the evaporation of nickel and subsequent heat treatment at 1000°C for 10 min. IR
reflectance measurement and Hall measurement were carried out at room temperature.

Figure 2. Comparison of (a) carrier concentration and (b) mobility values, NIR, !IR G:L9AF=<>JGE%.J=>D=;L9F;=KH=;LJGs
scopy measurements with those from Hall effect measurements, NHall, !Hall 0@=:JGC=FDAF=KJ=HJ=K=FLL@=;9K=G>;GEs
plete agreement with each other [12].
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Figure 3. The variations in drift mobility evaluated from IR reflectance spectroscopy, and Hall mobility measurements
plotted against carrier concentration. The reported values of Hall mobility [23] and those calculated theoretically
(NA/ND=0) following reference [24] are also shown for comparison [12].

In Figure 2 (a) and (b), 0$!z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*/z* z)+%(%0%!/z!/0%)0! z".+)z0$!z z.!"(!¥
tance spectra are plotted against those obtained from the Hall effect measurements. As the
reported Hall scattering factor rH is approximately unity at room temperature for 6H-SiC
[21,22], we assumed rH is equal to unity for the calculation. Good agreement was obtained
between the electrical characteristics obtained from IR reflectance measurements and those
from Hall effect measurements.
The LO phonon damping constant \L_z3$%$z%/z+*!z+"z0$!z &1/0(!z,.)!0!./_z2.%!/z(%*!¥
.(5z 3%0$z ..%!.z +*!*0.0%+*^z $%/z 0!* !*5z %/z %*z #++ z #.!!)!*0z 3%0$z 0$!z .!/1(0/z +¥
tained by Raman scattering spectroscopy [17] in which, as was explained, the interactions
between ionized impurity and LO phonon, and free carrier and LO phonon increase with
increasing doping concentration.
In Figure 3, the drift mobility and Hall mobility of the 6H-SiC wafers are plotted against the
determined free carrier concentration, and against those reported by Karmann et al [23]. The
Hall mobilities obtained in the present study are a little higher than those determined by
Karmann et al. %*zz$%#$w..%!.w+*!*0.0%+*z.!#%+*^z!z(1(0! z0$!z .%"0z* z((z)+%¥
lity at room temperature as functions of dopant concentration following references [24-26],
assuming that the compensation ratio NA/NDRC_z* z+*/% !.! z"%2!z..%!.z/00!.%*#z)!$¥
anisms (acoustic phonon deformation potential scattering, polar optical phonon scattering,
%*0!.2((!5z ,$+*+*z !"+.)0%+*z ,+0!*0%(z /00!.%*#_z *!10.(z %),1.%05z /00!.%*#_z * z %+*¥
ized impurity scattering) as in reference [29]. The values of the mobility obtained in this
work are lower than those obtained from the theoretical calculations. This result suggests
that the compensation ratio is not 0 but approximately 0.2 in this study and a little higher in
the case of Karmann et al.
Through comparison, we have ascertained that the electrical characteristics of SiC wafers
can be estimated by IR reflectance spectroscopy with high credibility.
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2.4. Spatial mapping of the electrical properties over SiC wafers [11,12]
To demonstrate the capability of the method proposed, we performed the spatial mapping
of the distribution of the carrier concentration and mobility of a commercially produced 2
inch 6H-SiC wafer. For the spatial mapping, we employed a micro FTIR (JASCO Irtron
IRT-30 infrared microscope), which was equipped with a mercury cadmium telluride (MCT)
detector. The diameter of the beam was 0.1 mm and the interval between measured points
3/zHz))zcz0+0(z+"zDECz)!/1.!)!*0z,+%*0/d^z!z,!."+.)! z0$!z)!/1.!)!*0/z%*z0$!z/,!¥
tral range of 560–2000 cm–1 with a spectral resolution of 4cm–1.
Figure 4 shows an example of the spatial distribution of the free-carrier concentration and
mobility of a commercially produced 2-inch 6H-SiC wafer obtained using this technique.
$%/z)!/1.!)!*0z0!$*%-1!z*!! /z*+z,.%+.z/1."!z0.!0)!*0_z!1/!z0$!z*0%2!z+4% !z(5¥
!.z0$%'*!//z* z/1."!z.+1#$*!//z.!z*+0z)+.!z0$*zFz*)z* z0$!%.z%*"(1!*!z+*z0$!z.!"(!¥
tance spectra is negligible in IR region. The uniformity of free-carrier concentration and
)+%(%05z0$.+1#$+10z0$%/z3"!.z!4!,0z"+.zHz))z".+)z0$!z! #!z3!.!z!/0%)0! z0+z!z,,.+4¥
imately ±9% and ±15%, respectively. The free-carrier concentration mapping shows that the
free-carrier concentration in the central region is greater than that in the edge region. On the
+0$!.z $* _z 0$!z )+%(%05z ),,%*#z /$+3/z 0$!z *!#0%2!z +..!(0%+*z +"z 0$!z )+%(%05z %/0.%1¥
tion with that of carrier concentration. When conductivity mapping is used as the method
for the mapping of electrical properties of the wafer, it leads to the misleading conclusion
that the electrical uniformity over the wafers is approximately ±5% and the wafer is almost
uniform, because the conductivity is determined as the product of carrier concentration and
mobility. Therefore, the proposed IR reflectance spectroscopic method is more appropriate
for the characterization of the distribution of the electrical properties of SiC wafers.

Figure 4. Spatial mapping of (a) carrier concentration and (b) mobility in a commercially produced 2 inch 6H-SiC wafer
[12].
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3. Characterization method of the electrical properties and thickness of
epilayers using IR reflectance spectroscopy
3.1. Method of obtaining the carrier concentration, mobility, and thickness of epilayers,
simultaneously [13]
In this section, we propose the method for the simultaneous determination of the electrical
properties, i.e., free carrier concentration and mobility, and the thickness of epilayers as well
/z1('z(5!.z5z z.!"(!0*!z)!/1.!)!*0/^z%./0_z3!z3%((z!4,(%*z0$!z,.+! 1.!z+"z+0%*¥
ing carrier concentration, mobility and thickness of the epilayers on SiC wafers. Then, we
will compare the electrical properties derived from the IR reflectance analyses with those
from Hall effect measurements for n-type epilayers grown on p-type substrates, and with
those from C–V measurements in the case of n-type epilayers on n-type substrates. Finally
we will discuss the validity of the obtained values from the proposed method.
The carrier concentration and mobility of epilayers and substrates, as well as the thickness
+"z0$!z!,%(5!./z*z!z !0!.)%*! z/%)1(0*!+1/(5z5z"%00%*#z0$!z(1(0! z.!"(!0*!z/,!¥
tra to measured ones. The reflectance R from an air/ epilayer/substrate structure at normal
incidence is given by

R=

r1 + r2 e 2i
1 + r1r2 e 2i

2

,

where

=

2 nd


(5)

where r1 and r2 are the Fresnel reflection coefficients at the air/epilayer and the epilayer/
substrate interface, respectively, and b is the phase shift of light in the epilayer, n and d are
the refractive index and the thickness of epilayer, respectively, and f %/z32!(!*#0$^z$!z+,¥
0%(z+*/0*0/z+"z%z%*z z/,!0.(z.*#!z.!z !.%2! z".+)z0$!z %!(!0.%z+*/0*0/z/zz"1*¥
tion of the frequency of the incident light, given by eq.(1) both for substrate and epilayer. As
in the case of SiC bare wafers written in Section 2, we fitted the calculated spectrum to the
measured one by adjusting the values of qp, ap, \T and \L of the epilayer and those of the
substrate, and the epilayer thickness d^z.+)z0$!/!z2(1!/_z3!z*z+0%*z0$!z..%!.z+*!*¥
tration N and mobility µ of the epilayer and substrate using eqs. (3) and (4d^z *z0$!z(1(¥
tion, we adopted the values cX=6.56, qT=798cm–1, qL=970cm–1, and m*MG=0.58m0, m*MK =0.31m0,
obtained from the Raman scattering measurements of 4H-SiC [2fz* z+,0%(z !0!0%+*z+"z5¥
clotron resonance (ODCR) [27]. Considering that the free carriers distribute themselves in
proportion to the square root of each effective mass, the averaged effective mass, m*=
(m*MKm*MG)1/2, and m*=(1/m*MK1/2+1/m*MG1/2)/(1/m*MK3/2+1/m*MG3/2) were used for the calculation
of the carrier concentration and mobility, respectively.
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3.2. Measurements of IR reflectance spectra and derivation of electrical properties and
thickness of SiC epi-wafers [13]
Samples used in this study were nitrogen doped n-type 4H-SiC epilayers grown on n- and ptype 4H-SiC substrates supplied from National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and
Technology (AIST). The epilayers were grown on 4H-SiC (0001) Si face 8 off substrates by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The details of the epilayer growth have been described
elsewhere [28]. In the case of the n-type epilayers on pw05,!z/1/0.0!/_z0$!z..%!.z+*!*0.¥
tion of the epilayers was in the range between 3×1017 and 2×1018 cm–3_z* z0$0z+"z0$!z/1¥
strates was typically 4×1016 cm–3. On the other hand, in the case of the n-type epilayers on ntype substrates, the net doping concentration (ND– NA) of the epilayers was in the range
between 1×1017 and 8×1017 cm–3, and that of the substrates was typically 5×1018 cm–3. The
thickness of the epilayers were 6~7 µm, measured by scanning electron microscope (SEM)
observation of the cleaved facet of the samples. The IR reflectance spectra in the frequency
range of 80–2000 cm–1z3!.!z)!/1.! z0z.++)z0!),!.01.!z1/%*#z/)!z/,!0.+)!0!./z)!*¥
tioned in Section 2.2. Hall effect measurements were performed at room temperature using
van der Pauw method for n-type epilayers on pw05,!z/1/0.0!/^z$)%z+*00/z3!.!z".%¥
0! z +*z 0$!z !,%(5!.z /1."!/z 5z 0$!z !(!0.+*z !)z !2,+.0%+*z +"z %z * z /1/!-1!*0z *¥
nealing at 900°C for 30min in N2 atmosphere. C–V measurements were performed at room
temperature using a mercury probe as a Schottky contact.
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Figure 5. IR reflectance spectrum of an n-type epilayer on a p-type substrate at room temperature denoted by dashed
line. The solid line shows the fitted curve calculated using the MDF model. The values estimated from this fitting are
listed in the figure [13].
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At first, we estimated the carrier concentration and mobility of n-type epilayers on pw05,!z/1¥
strates from the reflectance measurements, and compared with these values obtained from
Hall effect measurements. Figure 5 shows typical IR reflectance spectra measured for the ntype epilayers on p-type substrates. The solid line denotes the calculated values fitted to the
experimental one shown as the dashed line. The values Nepi = 3.2×1017 cm–3, µepi = 296 cm2/(V
s), and d = 6.60 µm were obtained by a curve fitting analysis. These values are listed in the
figure. In the case of pw05,!z/1/0.0!z3$+/!z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*z%/z(+3z%*z#!*!.(_z0$!z.!"(!¥
tance spectrum is almost independent of the electrical properties of the substrate, thus, it is
difficult to estimate the carrier concentration and mobility of the substrate. Therefore, we
used the values for the pw05,!z/1/0.0!z3%0$+10z!,%(5!.z+0%*! z".+)z0$!z((z!""!0z)!/¥
urements. The thickness of the epilayers obtained from the IR reflectance measurements and
those measured from the SEM observation coincide with each other within ±1%.
The carrier concentrations and mobilities obtained from the IR reflectance measurements
are plotted with respect to those obtained from Hall effect measurements in Figures 6 (a)
and (b), respectively. Since the Hall scattering factor rHz%/z.!,+.0! z0+z!z,,.+4%)0!(5z1*%¥
ty at room temperature for 4H-SiC [27,29] as in the case of 6H-SiC, we directly compared
the drift mobilities estimated from the IR reflectance measurements and those of the Hall
)+%(%0%!/z+0%*! z".+)z0$!z((z!""!0z)!/1.!)!*0/^z$!z!..+.z./z/$+3*z%*z0$!z"%#¥
ures represent the accuracy of the fitting analysis, and the accuracy is about ±4% for both
the carrier concentration and the mobility, whereas the accuracy of the values derived from
Hall effect measurements is about ±10%. As can be seen from these figures, the electrical
,.+,!.0%!/ z +0%*! z ".+) z 0$! z .!"(!0*! z /,!0. z .! z %* z #++ z #.!!)!*0 z 3%0$ z 0$+/! z +¥
0%*! z".+)z0$!z((z!""!0z)!/1.!)!*0/^z$!/!z.!/1(0/z/1##!/0z0$0z0$!z,.+,+/! z)!0$¥
od is valid for obtaining the values of carrier concentration and mobility of the epilayers.
+3!2!._z.!"1(z+/!.20%+*z+*"%.)/z0$0z0$!z2(1!/z+"z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*z* z)+%(%¥
05z !.%2! z".+)z0$!z%*"..! z.!"(!0*!z)!/1.!)!*0/z.!z/(%#$0(5z(+3!.z0$*z0$+/!z+¥
tained from the Hall effect measurements. The difference can be explained by the
+*/% !.0%+*z0$0z0$!z,.0z+"z".!!z..%!./z0.,,! z%*z !"!0/z+.z+1* ! z5z +,*0/z*¥
not follow in the THz frequency range used for the reflectance measurements, unlike in
Hall effect measurements, where a direct current is supplied.
Next, we estimated the values of carrier concentration and mobility for n-type epilayers on
nw05,!z/1/0.0!/z".+)z0$!z z.!"(!0*!z/,!0.z)!/1.! ^z%#1.!zJz/$+3/zz05,%(z z.!¥
flectance spectrum observed and its fitted curve. The values Nepi = 1.3×1017 cm–3, µepi = 403
cm2/(V s) and d = 4.45 µm; and Nsub = 7.1×1018 cm–3, µsub = 53 cm2/(V s) were obtained by curve
fitting analysis as the parameters of the epilayer and substrate, respectively. The accuracy of
0$!z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*z* z)+%(%05z+"z!,%(5!.//z !.%2! z".+)z0$!z"%00%*#z+"z0$!z z.!"(!¥
tance spectrum is about ±10%. In Figure 8, the free carrier concentration estimated from the
IR reflectance spectra is plotted with respect to the net doping concentrations ND– NA !¥
rived from C–V measurements. We calculated the free carrier concentrations n from the net
doping concentrations using
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n(T ) + N A =

N (h )
N (k)
+
1 + {gn(T ) / N C }exp ]E(h ) / kB T
1 + {gn(T ) / N C }exp ]E(k) / kB T
N C = 2M C

(

m*d .s. kB T
2j§2

)

3/2
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Figure 6. Values of (a) carrier concentration and (b) mobility estimated from IR reflectance measurements and Hall
effect measurements. The dotted line in the figures corresponds to the case of complete agreement with each other
[13].
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shows the fitted curve calculated using the MDF model. The values estimated from this fitting analysis are listed in the
figure [13].
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, NAz%/z0$!z+*!*0.0%+*z+"z!,0¥
ors, and N(h) and N(kdz.!z0$!z+*!*0.0%+*/z+"z0$!z*%0.+#!*/z+1,%! z0z$!4#+*(z* z1¥
bic lattice sites, respectively. Since the number of hexagonal sites is equal to those of cubic
sites for 4H-SiC, the donor concentration ND is given by N(h) + N(k). The values of ](h)
and](k) are the ionization energies of the nitrogen donor at hexagonal and cubic lattice
sites, respectively, and g = 2 is the spin degeneracy factor. Equation (7) gives the effective
density of states, where Mc = 3 is the number of equivalent conduction band minima, and
m*d.s. is the density-of-states effective mass. The values of ](h) and ](k) were set as 50
meV and 100 meV, respectively, referring to the reported experimental data [30,31f^z$!z2(¥
ues of m*  = 0.58m0, m*MK = 0.31m0, m*ML = 0.33m0 derived from ODCR measurements [27]
were adopted. The solid line in Figure 8 shows the free carrier concentrations calculated as a
function of the net doping concentration, where we assumed that NA/ ND = 0 or ND / (NA +
ND) = 1, because the epilayers we measured are hardly compensated [32f^z $!z 2(1!/z +¥
tained from the IR reflectance spectra are slightly lower than the calculated values, as in the
case for the samples of n-type epilaers on pw05,!z/1/0.0!/^z$!z2(1!z+"z .%"0z)+%(%05z(¥
culated in consideration of five carrier scattering mechanisms [24] is 340 cm2/(Vs), in the case
of NA/ ND = 0 and ND –NA =2.7×1017cm–3, which is almost the same as the value obtained from
the IR reflectance spectrum, i.e., 403 cm2uc/d^z$%/z.!/1(0z(/+z%* %0!/z0$0z0$!z+),!*/¥
tion of the sample is low.
3.3. Extension of the carrier concentration range down to 1016cm–3 order using Terahertz
frequency range [14]
We have shown that the carrier concentration and mobility of substrate and epilayers as
well as the thickness of epilayer are obtained simultaneously from IR reflectance spectra in
the frequency range of 80–2000cm–1_z* z+*"%.)! z0$0z0$!z2(1!/z+"z0$!z..%!.z+*!*0.¥
tion, mobility and epilayer thickness estimated from IR reflectance spectroscopy are valid.
However, it was difficult to estimate the electrical properties of homo-epilayers with carrier
concentrations less than 1×1017 cm–3 without IR reflectance spectra less than 80 cm–1. Figure 9
is the variation of plasma frequency with carrier concentration calculated from eq.(2) for 4HSiC. The figure indicates the plasma frequencies are smaller than 100cm–1 "+.z0$!z..%!.z+*¥
centration less than 1017 cm–3. Figure 10 shows the variations of the reflectance spectrum of
epilayers with the decrease of carrier concentrations from 3×1018 to 3×1016cm–3^z $!z )#*%¥
fied features of the calculated reflectance spectra for 1×1017cm–3, 5×1016, and 1–5×1015cm–3 in
Terahertz frequency range are shown in Figure 11. These figures suggest that it is necessary
to measure a spectrum down to around 20cm–1 for extending the carrier concentration down
to the order of 1016 cm–1.
From these considerations, we extended the spectral range of the reflectance measurements
down to 20 cm–1 (0.6 THz) by using terahertz reflectance spectroscopy to be able to apply the
method for epilayers with the carrier concentrations in the range of 1016 cm–3. Also we have
compared the free carrier concentrations estimated from reflectance measurements with the
net doping concentrations obtained from C–V measurements to discuss the validity of this
characterization method.
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Samples used in this study were nitrogen doped n-type 4H-SiC epilayers grown on n-type
4H-SiC substrates by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [28]. The net doping concentration
(ND– NA) of the epilayers was in the range between 5×1016 and 1×1018 cm–3, and that of the
substrates was typically 5×1018 cm–3. The thickness of the epilayers was 6–7 µm, measured by
SEM observation. C–V measurements were performed using gold electrodes evaporated on
the samples as Schottky contacts. The reﬂectance spectra were measured at room temperature for the spectral region of 20–100 cm–1, 80–600 cm–1 and 540–2000 cm–1 using terahertz
time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) (Aispec: pulse IRS 1000/2000), FTIR spectrometers
(JASCO: IR-VM7) and (JASCO: Irtron IRT-30), respectively.
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Figure 9. Variation of plasma frequency ωp with carrier concentration N.
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Figure 10. Calculated reﬂectance spectra of the SiC epilayers (3μm thick) with various carrier concentrations on a SiC
wafer (Nsub=5.5×1018, μsub=50cm2/Vs).
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Figure 11. Calculated reflectance spectra of the SiC epilayers (5eEL@A;COAL@DGO;9JJA=J;GF;=FLJ9LAGFKGF9/AO9s
fer (Nsub=4×1018cm–3, !sub=50cm2/Vs).

Figure 12. Measured and calculated reflectance spectra of an n-type epilayer on an n LQH=KM:KLJ9L=9LJGGEL=EH=Js
ature. The values estimated from this fitting analysis are listed in the figure [14].

We have estimated the values of carrier concentration and mobility for the samples of n-type
epilayers on n-type substrates from the IR reflectance spectra measured. Figure 12 shows the
measured and calculated reflectance spectra of the epilayer with a net doping concentration
around 5×1016 cm–3z0z.++)z0!),!.01.!^z/z/$+3*z%*z0$!z"%#1.!_z.!"(!0*!z/,!0.1)z)!/¥
1.! z5z6z.!"(!0*!z/,!0.+/+,5z.!z3!((z+**!0! z3%0$z0$0z)!/1.! z5z z.!"(!¥
tance spectroscopy at around 100 cm–1, and we obtained a good fit between the measured and
the calculated spectrum. From the values of fitting parameters, the values Nepi = 3.2×1016 cm–3,
µepi = 562 cm2/(V s) and d = 6.14 µm, and Nsub = 6.8×1018 cm–3, µsub = 63 cm2/(V s) were obtained.
In Figure 13, the free carrier concentrations estimated from the IR reflectance spectra are
plotted against the net doping concentrations ND– NA derived from C–V measurements. We
calculated the free carrier concentrations n from the net doping concentrations using eq.(6).
The solid line in the figure shows the free carrier concentrations calculated as a function of
net doping concentration. We assumed that NA/ ND = 0 or ND / (NA + ND) = 1, because the
epilayers we measured are hardly carrier-compensated [32]. The values obtained from the
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reflectance spectra are in fairly good agreement with solid line, suggesting that the values of
the carrier concentrations estimated from IR reflectance spectra have a sufficient validity.
However, a careful look confirms that the values of carrier concentration derived from the
.!"(!0*!z)!/1.!)!*0/z.!z/(%#$0(5z(+3!.z0$*z0$+/!z!/0%)0! z".+)z0$!z!(!0.%(z)!/¥
urements as in the case of carrier concentrations higher than 1017cm–3. The same tendency
was observed in the comparisons with the Hall effect measurements for the samples of ntype epilayers on p-type substrates as shown in Figure 8. This tendency is considered to be
partly because of the adoption of inappropriate effective mass values for the calculation of
reflectance spectra. It is also considered as a cause that the part of free carriers trapped in the
!"!0/z+.z+1* ! z5z +,*0/z**+0z"+((+3z%*z0$!z6z".!-1!*5z.*#!z1/! z"+.z0$!z.!¥
flectance measurements, as mentioned above.

4. Characterization of electrical properties and residual crystalline
damage in ion-implanted and post-implantation-annealed 4H-SiC
epilayers using IR reflectance spectroscopy
4.1. Method of obtaining the electrical properties and crystalline damage in ionimplanted SiC epilayers [15]
Ion implantation is an indispensable process for selective area doping into crystalline silicon
carbide (SiC), because the doping of impurities by thermal diffusion is hard to apply for SiC
!2%!z ,.+!//z 1!z 0+z 2!.5z /)((z %""1/%+*z +*/0*0z +"z %),1.%0%!/z %*z %^z "0!.z 0$!z %+*z %)¥
,(*00%+*_z**!(%*#z0z$%#$z0!),!.01.!/z%/z*!!//.5z"+.z0%20%*#z0$!z +,*0/z!(!0.%(¥
ly as well as recovering the crystallinity of SiC damaged by ion implantation. Hall effect
)!/1.!)!*0/_z /!+* .5z %+*z )//z /,!0.+/+,5z c dz * z 0.*/)%//%+*z !(!0.+*z )%.+¥
scopy (TEM) have been widely used to characterize the electrical properties, depth profile of
the impurities and crystalline damage of implanted layers, respectively. These techniques
are, however, inappropriate to use as device process monitoring tools because Hall effect
measurement requires the formation of electric contacts, and SIMS and TEM observations
.!/1(0z%*z0$!z !/0.10%+*z+"z0$!z/),(!/^z!!*0(5_z0$!z/$+.0z,!.%+ z* z$%#$z0!),!.01.!z*¥
nealing is used in SiC device process [35f^z+z)'!z(!.z0$!z!""!0z+"z/$+.0z,!.%+ z$%#$w0!)¥
perature annealing, we investigated the annealing period dependence at the annealing
temperature of 1700°C.
!!*0(5_z%0z$/z!!*z.!,+.0! z0$0z0$!z.5/0((%*!z )#!z%* 1! z5z%+*z%),(*00%+*z"¥
fects the infrared (IR) reflectance spectra around the reststrahlen region (~800–1000 cm–1)
[33,34f_z* z0$!z %""!.!*!z+"z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*z!03!!*z!,%04%(z(5!.z* z/1/0.0!z%*¥
duces the interference oscillation in the near IR region (1000–4500 cm–1). In this study, we
performed the IR reflectance measurements in the spectral range between 600 and 8000 cm–1
for high-dose phosphorus ion implanted and post-implantation-annealed 4H-SiC wafers to
characterize both the electrical properties and crystalline damage of the implanted layers
without destruction and contactless.
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Figure 13. The carrier concentration estimated from the reflectance spectra for an n-type epilayer on an n LQH=KM:s
strate as a function of doping concentration obtained from C–VE=9KMJ=E=FLK>GJ=9;@K9EHD= 0@=KGDA<DAF=J=HJ=s
sents the theoretical carrier concentration for T=300K assuming zero doping concentration (NA=0) using eq. (6). The
dotted line represents NFTIR=ND–NA as a guide to the eye [14].

4.2. High-dose phosphorus ion implantation, post-implantation annealing and IR
reflectance measurements [15]
The samples used in this study were 4H-SiC (0001) substrates with p-type ~5 µ)z0$%'z+)¥
mercially produced epitaxial layers. The multi-energy implantations of phosphorus ions at
500°C were carried out through the 10 nm thick oxide film in six steps (40–250 keV) in order
to form a box-shaped profile with a thickness of 0.3 µm. The total implanted dose was 7×1015
cm–2. After removing the oxide film by HF, the post implantation annealing was conducted
%*z .z 0)+/,$!.!^z +z %*2!/0%#0!z 0$!z **!(%*#z 0!),!.01.!z !,!* !*!z +"z .5/0((%*!z .!¥
covery and electrical properties in the implanted layers, the samples were annealed for 30
)%*z0z %""!.!*0z0!),!.01.!/z+"zDECC[_zDFCC[_z* zDGCC[^z *z %0%+*_z0+z,,(5z0$!z z.!¥
flectance analysis to the short-period high-temperature annealing process, we also carried
out the post implantation annealing at 1700°C for various periods between 0.5 and 10 min.
z .!"(!0*!z )!/1.!)!*0/z 3!.!z ..%! z +10z 0z .++)z 0!),!.01.!z +*z *!.(5z *+.)(z %*%¥
!*!z1/%*#zz)%.+zw z/,!0.+)!0!.zc(%#$0z!)z %)!0!.z3/zC^Dz))d^z$!z/,!0.(z.!/¥
olution and range were 4 cm–1 and 600–8000 cm–1, respectively.
4.3. Analysis of carrier concentration, mobility and crystalline damage from IR reflectance
spectra [15]
Figure 14 shows the annealing temperature dependence of IR reflectance spectrum. For as%),(*0! z /),(!/_z 0$!z .!"(!0%2%05z )4%)1)z * z 0$!z /$,!z %*z 0$!z .!/0/0.$(!*z * z !¥
creases and becomes blunt, respectively, as compared to those of unimplanted samples.
"0!.z0$!z$%#$z0!),!.01.!z**!(%*#_z0$!z.!"(!0%2%05z)4%)1)z%*z0$!z.!/0/0.$(!*z* z.!¥
+2!./z0+z0$0z+"z1*%),(*0! z/),(!/^z$%/z%/z.!/1(0! z".+)z0$!z.5/0((%*!z.!+2!.5z%*z%)¥
planted layer. In the spectral range above ~2000 cm–1, the evident interference oscillation is
observed. It indicates that the implanted dopants are activated and the refractive index of an
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implanted layer is changed by the change of carrier concentration. We can see the tendencies
that the reflectance around 1000 cm–1 !+)!/z(.#!.z3%0$z%*.!/%*#z0$!z**!(%*#z0!),!.¥
01.!^z!z*(56! z0$!z+/!.2! z/,!0.z0+z!2(10!z0$!z )#!z+"z0$!z%+*z%),(*00%+*z(5¥
ers assuming that the implanted layers are composed of two phases, recrystallized SiC
phase and defective SiC phase. We have derived the effective dielectric constants ceffz+"z%)¥
planted layers using an effective medium approximation (EMA) [33],
0 = (1  f )

cc  ceff
cd  ceff
+f
cc + 2ceff
cd + 2ceff

(8)
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Figure 14. The IR reflectance spectra obtained from the 4H-SiC wafers high-dose implanted and post implantation
annealed for 30 minutes [15].
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Figure 15. The structural model of the ion implanted SiC wafers used in the calculation of reflectance spectra [15].
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30 min. The best fit parameters are described in the figure [15].

where cc and cdz.!z0$!z %!(!0.%z+*/0*0/z+"z.!w.5/0((%6! z* z )#! z,$/!/_z.!/,!¥
tively, and fz%/z0$!z2+(1)!z".0%+*z+"z )#! z,$/!^z!z//1)! z0$0z0$!z".!-1!*5z !¥
pendence of both the dielectric constants of re-crystallized phase and defective phase
follows the MDF model given by eq.(1)^z!"!..%*#z0+z0$!z.!/1(0z+"z z+/!.20%+*/_z3!z!)¥
,(+5! z0$!z/0.101.(z)+ !(z0$0z0$!z%+*z%),(*0! z(5!.z%/z+),+/! z+"zFz(5!./`z*z1* )¥
aged surface layer, a carrier-concentration- plateau layer, and a graded-carrier-concentration
layer as shown in Figure 15. Furthermore, we assumed that the volume fraction of defective
,$/!z%*zz#. ! w..%!.w+*!*0.0%+*z(5!.z%/z/)!z/z0$0z%*zz..%!.w+*!*0.0%+*w,(¥
0!1z(5!.^z+.zz#. ! w..%!.wz+*!*0.0%+*z(5!._z3!z1/! z0$!z)1(0%w(5!.z/0.101.!z,¥
proximation assuming that the free carrier concentration decreases exponentially with depth
and the mobility changes in inverse proportion to carrier concentration.
4.4. Annealing temperature dependences of electrical activity and re-crystallization [15]
As an example of curve fitting analysis, the spectrum of the sample annealed at 1400°C for
30 min and the fitted curve are show in Figure 16^z!z+0%*! zz#++ z"%0z%*z0$!z3$+(!z/,!¥
tral region measured. The best-fit parameters derived are also described in the figure. Figure
17 (a) shows the annealing temperature dependence of the volume fraction of the defective
,$/!^z5z,+/0z%),(*00%+*z**!(%*#_z0$!z2+(1)!z".0%+*z+"z !"!0%2!z%z ./0%((5z !¥
.!/!/z".+)zLEzMzc/z%),(*0! dz0+zE^LzMzcDECC[z**!(! d_z* z !.!/!/zz(%00(!z3%0$z%*¥
creasing of annealing temperature up to 1400°C. Figure 17 (b) shows the annealing
0!),!.01.!z !,!* !*!z+"z0$!z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*zc+,!*z%.(!dz* z0$!z)+%(%05zc+,!*z0.%¥
angle) in the re-crystallized phase. For comparison, the electrical properties derived from
Hall effect measurements [35] are also plotted in the figure (filled symbols). We can see a
good agreement in the electrical characteristics between IR reflectance spectroscopy and
((z!""!0z)!/1.!)!*0/^z$!z".!!z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*/z.!z()+/0z+*/0*0z%*z0$!z0!),!.¥
ature range studied, as in the case of the volume fraction of defective phase. In contrast, the
carrier mobility becomes large with increasing the annealing temperature. These results
show that the post implantation annealing at a temperature as low as 1200°C reduces the
volume fraction of defective SiC drastically and put the impurities in substitutional lattice
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sites, but the crystalline recovery of re-crystallized phase is insufficient. In other words, the
annealing temperature higher than 1400°C is necessary for improving the mobilities, as well
as for activating the impurities.
Figure 18 shows the IR reflectance spectra for the samples annealed for various annealing
periods. The spectrum for the sample annealed for 0.5 min is almost the same as that for the
sample annealed at 1400°C for 30 min. There is little change with annealing period up to 10
min in the reflectance spectra except for the oscillation periods. Since the oscillation periods
are concerned with the thickness of the implanted layer, these changes suggest that the
0$%'*!//z+"z0$!z%),(*0! z(5!./z%/z$*#! z5z!2,+.0%+*z+.z,.!%,%00%+*z%*z0$!z%),(*0¥
ed SiC layer. From the analysis, the thickness of the implanted layer dimpla decreases from
0.25 µm (0.5 min annealed) to 0.19 µ)zcDCz)%*z**!(! d_z* z0$!z0$%'*!//z+"zz#. ! w.¥
rier-concentration layer increases from 0.05 µm to 0.08 µm. The volume fraction of defective
SiC phase decreases drastically down to 2.9 % by 0.5 min annealing and is almost constant
up to 10min. The derived annealing period dependence of free carrier concentration and
mobility also shows that the recovering of the crystallinity and the electrical activation are
sufficient by the annealing even for 0.5 min. These results indicate that the high temperature
annealing as high as 1700°C puts the impurities onto substitutional lattice sites and recovers
the crystallinity of the implanted layers within 1 min.

Figure 17. The annealing temperature dependences of (a) volume fraction of defective SiC phase, and (b) free carrier
concentration and mobility in re-crystallized SiC phase. The values determined from Hall effect measurement also
plotted in (b) for comparison [15].
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Figure 18. The IR reflectance spectra obtained from the samples annealed at 1700°C for various annealing periods [15].
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5. Conclusion
!z,.+,+/! z0$!z)!0$+ z"+.z!/0%)0%*#z0$!z!(!0.%(z,.+,!.0%!/_z/1$z/_z..%!.z+*!*0.¥
tion and mobility of semiconductor wafers using IR reflectance spectroscopy. In the method,
the observed spectra are fitted with the calculated ones, and the free carrier concentration
and mobility are determined from the fitted parameters. In the calculation, we used the
modified dielectric function (MDF) model for the dispersion relation of dielectric constants.
We demonstrated the estimations of carrier concentrations and mobilities of commercially
produced 6H-SiC wafers from observed IR reflectance spectra in the frequency range of 400–
2000cm–1^z!z/$+3! z0$0z0$!z".!!z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*z* z)+%(%05z+0%*! z".+)z z.!¥
flectance measurements agree well with the values obtained from Hall-effect measurements
in the carrier concentration range of 1017~1019 cm–3, which suggests that we can estimate the
carrier concentration and mobility accurately in a nondestructive and noncontact way. We
!)+*/0.0! z/,0%(z),,%*#/z+"z..%!.z+*!*0.0%+*z* z)+%(%05z%*zEw%*$zIw%z3¥
fers using this method and showed its usefulness to characterize the spatial distribution of
the carrier concentration and mobility in SiC wafers.
!40_z3!z,,(%! z0$%/z)!0$+ z0+z0$!z/%)1(0*!+1/z !0!.)%*0%+*z+"z0$!z..%!.z+*!*0.¥
tion, mobility and thickness of homo-epilayers, and the carrier concentration and mobility of
substrates. IR reflectance spectra with the frequency range of 80–2000 cm–1 were measured
for n-type 4H-SiC epilayers on p-type and nw05,!zGw%z/1/0.0!/z3%0$z %""!.!*0z..%!.z+*¥
centrations. The obtained values of electrical properties for n-type epilayers on pw05,!z/1¥
strates were compared with the values obtained from Hall-effect measurements, and those
for n-type epilayers on n-type substrates were compared with the values from C–Vz)!/1.!¥
)!*0/^z$.+1#$z0$!/!z+),.%/+*/_z3!z/$+3! z0$0z0$!z$.0!.%60%+*z)!0$+ z1/%*#z z.!¥
flectance measurements can determine the electrical property and the thickness of SiC homoepilayers simultaneously and accurately. We also showed that the extension of the observation
frequency range to Terahertz region (down to 20cm–1) enables us to characterize the wafers
and epilayers with carrier concentrations ranged from 1016 to 1019cm–3 orders.
Finally, we performed the characterization of both the electrical properties and crystalline
damage in high-dose phosphorous implanted and post implantation annealed 4H-SiC layers
1/%*#z z.!"(!0*!z/,!0.+/+,5^z$!z$.0!.%60%+*z.!2!(! z0$0z0$!z%),1.%0%!/z.!z0%¥
20! z5z**!(%*#z0zz0!),!.01.!z/z(+3z/zDECC[z"+.zFCz)%*_z0$+1#$z0$!z/1""%%!*0z.!¥
covery of the crystallinity needs higher annealing temperatures than 1200°C. It is also found
".+)z0$!z z.!"(!0*!z*(5/!/z0$0z0$!z**!(%*#z0zDJCC[z0%20!/z0$!z%),1.%0%!/z* z.!¥
+2!./z0$!z.5/0((%*%05z+"z%),(*0! z(5!.z3%0$%*zDz)%*^z$!/!z.!/1(0/z/1##!/0z0$0z0$!z)!0$¥
od can give the information of, not only the electrical properties, but also the crystalline
damages of ion-implanted SiC epilayers simultaneously.
In conclusion, the electrical characteristics of SiC wafers and the electrical properties and
0$%'*!//z +"z %z !,%(5!./z *z !z +0%*! z /%)1(0*!+1/(5z ".+)z 0$!z *(5/!/z +"z z .!"(!¥
0*!z/,!0.+/+,5z%*z*+* !/0.10%2!z* z+*00(!//z)**!._z3$%$z)'!/z,+//%(!z0+z+¥
tain the spatial mapping of the electrical characteristics and thickness of SiC epilayers by
scanning a probing light beam. Therefore, the method we proposed is a useful technique as
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z)+*%0+.%*#z0++(z+"z%z !2%!w,.+!//_z%^!^_z0$!z)+*%0+.%*#z+"z0$!z +,%*#z+*!*0.0%+*_z.¥
rier mobility and thickness, and their uniformity over the wafers in homo-epitaxial growth
,.+!//_z* z0$!z.!+2!.5z+"z.5/0((%*%05z* z!(!0.%(z0%20%+*z+"z%),1.%0%!/z%*z,+/0w%)¥
plantation-annealing process.
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1. Introduction
Optimization of Silicon Carbide (SiC) bulk growth by physical vapor transport (PVT) has
allowed commercial realization of SiC wafers with low defect density. Dislocated micropipes
(MPs), known as the most killing defects in SiC devices, have been reduced to the density
levels as low as 0.7–0.5 cm−2 . However applications of SiC as a material for high-power
electronics are still hampered. High-performance high-power electric systems require SiC
devices capable of handling the current capacity of at least 100 A, which means that the MP
density of SiC wafer should be less than 0.5 cm−2 [16]. Fabrication of such high quality
wafers, in particular, in low cost is indispensable for manufacturing of high-current devices.
Various methods such as the enhancement of polytype stability [26, 31], the reduction of
screw dislocations [22], the restriction of inclusions [23], etc., help control MP density.
Polytype transformation, dislocations, and MPs, and their interaction or conversion are
complicated phenomena which are of particular interest to SiC crystal growers and device
engineers. Dislocations are largely induced by foreign polytype inclusions (FPIs) [27], but
disappear when the inclusions transform back to the initial polytype [26]. The improvement
of the polytype stability immediately and dramatically decreases the MP densities [29].
When accumulated at the boundaries of FPIs, MPs may coalesce each other, forming pores
[10, 11, 13].
Nowadays, dislocation processes in SiC single crystals are studied by means of Synchrotron
Radiation (SR) X-ray topography [24, 25, 33] combined with defect selective etching [30] or
computer simulation of Bragg-diffraction images [3, 18]. A very good methodology to study
hollow defects in SiC — to map them and to evaluate their sizes — is phase contrast X-ray
imaging [19], which is available due to high spatial coherency of third generation SR sources.
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Figure 1. (a) Scheme for obtaining diffraction and phase-contrast images on-line: (1) SR beam from storage ring, (2) beam
defining slits, (3) diffracted beams, (4) film, (5) mirror, (6) scintillator, (7) objective, (8) detector. I, II and III correspond to the
succession of 6H-SiC axial-cut slices investigated in turn. (b) Laue pattern of the (0001) 6H-SiC wafer (direction [1210] horizontal)
fixed perpendicular to SR beam.

The purpose of the present paper is to characterize the evolution of pores and MPs during
SiC growth using SR white beam phase contrast imaging and Bragg diffraction topography.
We document defect reduction mechanisms and suggest theoretical and computer models to
explain them.

2. Experimental
The samples used in this study were prepared from a 4H and 6H-SiC boules grown in Ar
by the sublimation sandwich technique [31]. The Ar pressure in the growth chamber was
80 mbar. The growth temperature was 2180◦ C, and the growth rate was 0.5 mm × h−1 . The
crystals were N-doped and had a n-type conductivity with a donor concentration 2 × 1018
cm−3 . They contained B to a concentration (1–2) × 1017 cm−3 . Besides, doping of SiC by Al
to a concentration of approximately (2–7) × 1017 cm−3 occurred because of the Al presence
in the polycrystalline SiC source. After polished and treated to eliminate damaged layers on
both sides, the sample thicknesses were controlled as about 500 µm.
The foreign polytype inclusions located close to the surface were revealed with the aid of
a photoluminescence (PL) microscope in visible as well as in ultraviolet light under the
magnifications of 50× – 200×. The polytype was identified by the color of PL [28]. The
opening of pores and MPs on molten KOH etched sample surfaces was detected using optical
and scanning electron microscopies (SEM), performed with Zeiss universal microscope and
JEOL JSM-6330F FESEM, respectively.
Imaging experiments were done at the 7B2 X-ray microscopy beamline of Pohang Light
Source (PLS), Korea [2]. The 7B2 bending magnet port of the PLS storage ring provided an
effective source size of the order of 60 µm (160 µm) in the vertical (horizontal) direction at the
distance 34 m from the sample. Unmonochromatized (‘white’) radiation with the spectrum
ranged from 6 to 40 keV was propagated through a polished beryllium window of 2 mm
thick and then through a specimen with no optical elements in between.
X-ray phase contrast in the white beam is formed because of a small angular size and a high
spatial coherence of third generation SR source. The white beam spectrum has a curve shape
with a maximum at a certain energy in the case at hand. Decreases in the radiation intensity
at high and low energies are caused by the SR generation’s nature and the absorption in the
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sample, respectively. Therefore, even ‘white’ SR is partially coherent, which is quite sufficient
for recording phase-contrast images of small objects such as MPs in SiC [19].
White rather than monochromatic beam gives higher intensity, larger exposed area, the use
of various research methods during a single experiment, but has the attendant disadvantage
that obtained information is mostly qualitative. The task of obtaining reliable information can
be solved by developing numerical simulation of phase-contrast images. Such an approach
was recently proposed [1, 19] based on Kirchhoff integral calculation for monochromatic
SR harmonics followed by summation over an actual spectrum, taking into account the
absorption in sample. In particular, the Fit Microtube Image (FIMTIM) program was
developed for automatic determination of the parameters of the MP cross section in two
dimensions from the good-fit condition for calculated and experimental profiles of relative
intensity. From this it was shown that MP cross section can vary not only in its size, but also
in its orientation, during its growth [1].
In our studies, MPs are assumed to be screw dislocations with hollow cores [17], as made
certain by combining phase contrast imaging and topography. Evolution of pores and MPs
during SiC growth presents a substantial challenge, because a SiC boule is not transparent
as a whole even for hard synchrotron X-rays. The series of slices were cut perpendicular
(on-axis) and parallel (axial-cut) to the growth direction of 6H and 4H-SiC boules. Between
on-axis 6H-SiC slices, the shapes and distributions of defects were variable. It was essential to
have some special means of finding the same area of interest between the slices. Taking into
account the microscopic sizes of defects, this area was controlled as rather small as 1.5 mm
× 1.5 mm. X-ray phase-contrast micro-imaging was utilized for the area mapping, and the
Laue pattern served for orientation.
Fig. 1(a) shows the experimental set-up combining phase contrast imaging and topography
techniques. In a diffraction mode, topographs were recorded on a photographic film.
Phase-contrast images were taken with a charge coupled device camera (14-bit gray scale
and 1600 × 1200 pixels range). Before recorded X-ray image was converted into visible lights
by a 150 µm thick CdWO4 scintillator and magnified by a lens system with a magnification
from 1× to 50×.
Six on-axis 6H-SiC wafers were numbered as ‘wafer I’ (adjacent to the seed), ‘wafer II’ (the
next to grow), and so the last wafer near the top of the boule as ‘wafer VI’. The area mapping
was preceded by the following orientation procedure. Each wafer was mounted with a
miscut line, that is, an intersection between the surface and the basal plane (0001), vertical
and the surface perpendicular to the beam. Each wafer was aligned to have the same Laue
pattern of the orientation. For instance, the wafers I, II, III in the succession of one to another
are sketched on Fig. 1(a). Fig. 1(b) shows an indexed Laue pattern for the (0001) orientation
obtained from the wafer I at a distance of 9 cm. Similar patterns were then recorded from
the wafer II, and so on.

3. The evolution of defects during SiC growth
Defect evolution from wafer to wafer was investigated on the area of interest from the
matched overlap of the wafer images. For example, Fig. 2(a) shows the matched overlap
of the wafer I (gray) cut off near the seed and the next wafer II (black). The region 1 is the
area of interest, while the region 2 is a reference point to refine the wafer match. Here a group
of MPs undeviatingly propagated through all the wafers, as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b). Pores
and MPs in the region of interest 1 in the wafers I and II are displayed in Figs. 2(c) and (d),
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Figure 2. (a) The outline of the wafers I (gray) and II (black) imaged after the Laue pattern adjustment is completed. The area 1
is the area of interest. The wafer images are lapped over in such a way that the positions of propagating MPs encircled by the
area 2 overlie in SR phase contrast images of (b). Comparison of SR phase contrast images of pores in the wafers I (c) and II (d).
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Figure 3. (a) SR phase-contrast image of the pores in the wafer I. (b) PL micrographs of 4H-SiC inclusions in 6H-SiC matrix; the
white in (b) and the black in (c) arrows point to the boundaries of the inclusions where the pores are located in (a).
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Figure 4. SR phase contrast image of the pores and MPs in the wafer I. The arrows point to the group of MPs (1) and the pore
(2). The group of MPs is magnified in the inset: (3, 4) — MPs, (5) — pore.
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Figure 5. Pores and MPs in the wafers III, IV. The pores are counted III-1 and III-2 (a). MPs in the wafer IV (b).
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1
4 mm

100 µm
Figure 6. SR phase-contrast image of MPs in the latest-to-grow wafer VI. Schematic of the wafer with black squares
highlighting the locations of MPs is shown in the inset. MPs are located on the square #1.

respectively. One can see that the wafer I has higher density of pores. In addition, Figs. 3(a),
(b) and (c) taken in SR X-rays and PL, respectively, show pores and FPIs in the wafer I located
just outside the scope of the image in Fig. 2(c). The high resolution of Fig. 3(a) demonstrates
that the groups of pores (marked by black and white arrows) consist of short tube-shaped
or slit-like segments. The morphology of such pores was investigated and attributed to the
elastic interaction between MPs and boundaries of FPIs, resulting in coalescence of MPs into
larger pores elongated along the boundaries [11, 13]. FPIs were indeed observed on the
same location, as revealed by the yellow PL images [28] of n-type 4H-SiC containing N and
B in Fig. 3(b) and (c), recorded at 77 K. The comparison with the pore images in the optical
micrographs taken prior to the excitation of PL (data not shown), indicates that the pores
trace the FPI boundaries.
A group of pores in Fig. 3(a) is partly displayed in the phase contrast image of Fig. 4. One
pore from the group is marked by the arrow 2. Notice that the arrow 1 points to the group
of MPs located at the place of interest in Fig. 2(c). The magnified image of the group is
shown in the inset to Fig. 4. MPs appear as line segments, of which lengths are dependent
on the wafer thickness, the miscut angle, and the sample tilting relative to the beam. The
MPs run in different directions instead of lying parallel to the growth direction, similar to the
observation described in an earlier paper [32]. In fact, the majority of MPs deviated from the
growth direction and inclined toward one another or other defects in all six wafers studied.
Interestingly, one can see that the sign of contrast changes per every MP as well as along its
axis. For instance, a typical MP image with black edges and a white inside shows a reversal
to light edges and a black inside, as is the case in the upper right corner of the inset of Fig. 4.
The MP #3 from the group of three MPs and the MP #4 nearby demonstrate the features of
black contrast. The effect was well explained by the simulation of MP images measured in
a white SR beam [20]. At high angles between the MP axis and the beam, the section size
of MP along the beam is small. At low angles, the section size increases, and the wave field
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intensity inside the MP starts oscillating. The black contrast appears as a result of average,
because in the white radiation fringes are not resolved. In such a way, the image simulation
confirms that MPs can move parallel to the growth front towards one another and other
defects.
A detailed investigation of MPs shows that the MP #3 and, especially, the MP #4 sharply
inclined toward the slit-shaped pores nearby (for instance, to the pore #5 in the inset to
Fig. 4). The attraction of the MPs to the pores is confirmed by their contrast behavior and
verified by observing the density change of MPs during the SiC growth. The MP density in
the group 1 reduced in the wafer II compared to I. The attraction of the MPs to the pore was
suggested and explained by their absorption to pores [11, 13]. We believe that, at the initial
stage of growth, the pores are generated by the attraction of MPs by FPIs, followed by MP
coalescence [10, 11].
The number of pores reduced during the growth, as shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d). Fourteen
pores, labeled in the sequence from I-1 to I-14, are identified from the wafer I as shown in
Fig. 2(c). They reduce to ten pores on the same location of the wafer II, as shown in Fig. 2(d).
We note that pores migrate and noticeably change their configuration. With further growth,
the number of pores much more reduces from ten pores in the wafer II to two pores [III-1
and III-2 in Fig. 5(a)] in the wafer III. It is worth noting that new MPs appear in the wafer
III. As the growth proceeds, pores are overgrown: no pores detected in the wafer I are seen
in the place of interest of wafer IV [Fig. 5(b)]. However, one sees more MPs which obviously
group together. They are bent and irregular in shape, size and propagation direction. In
the last wafer VI, MPs density remains very inhomogeneous: it is high in some local places,
as highlighted in the inset to Fig. 6 by black squares, but low on average. Phase-contrast
image of the figure shows the distribution of MPs in a representative location #1. One can
see short projection lengths of the MPs running in various directions inside the sample fixed
perpendicular to the beam. The imaged area in Fig. 6 is 1.2 mm × 1.2 mm. Taking into
account that the area displayed in Fig. 5(b) is slightly smaller (1.2 mm × 0.8 mm), and the
number of MPs is noticeably bigger, one can conclude that the density of MPs decreases with
growth.
The observations of MPs in this 6H-SiC boule and many other similar 6H and 4H-SiC boules
provided strong evidences for the reactions of MPs [7–9]. Reaction between MPs is always a
positive process in view of their elimination during the crystal growth.

4. Reduction of micropipes density via self-reactions
4.1. Radii reduction and gradual healing
4.1.1. Micropipe ramification at the front of a growing crystal
Ramification of MPs is accompanied by the partitioning of their Burgers vectors. According
to the Frank rule [6], the equilibrium MP radius is proportional to the squared magnitude
of its Burgers vector. As a result, ramification of MPs results in a decrease of their radii.
The sketch of Fig. 7(a) represents a dislocated MP with the radius r0 and the Burgers vector
b0 splitted into two smaller ones with the radii and the Burgers vectors r1 , r2 and b1 , b2 ,
respectively. A typical phase-contrast image of a ramified dislocation with a hollow core is
shown in Fig. 7(b).
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The ramification was modeled by Gutkin et al. to determine when a MP is favorable to split
into a pair of MPs with smaller radii and Burgers vectors [7]. The angle between ramifying
segments of the MP ‘tree’ was assumed to be small enough to consider these segments as
a pair of parallel MPs. Also, it was assumed that the ramification required the repulsion of
the ramifying segments. It is worth noting that the reverse process of the MP merging may
follow the MP split. If the MPs formed by the split stay in contact, they are energetically
favored to coalesce and produce a single MP. In this case, the split and following coalescence
results only in a decrease in the MP radius. However the merging of the MP segments
generated by the split does not occur if these segments, once formed, repulse each other. It
was shown that the MPs may either repulse at any distance or repulse at distances d greater
than the critical distance dc and attract each other at d < dc . The ramification of the MP
segments (not followed by their coalescence) is possible if they repulse at any distance or the
critical distance dc is small enough. The parameter region where the ramifying MP segments
repulse at any distance is shown in Fig. 7(c). The system state diagram is depicted in the
coordinate space (b1 /b2 , r1 /r2 ). The upper and lower curves separate regions I and III, where
the MPs attract each other at short distances while they repel each other at long distances,
and the corresponding critical distance hc = dc - r1 - r2 between the MP free surfaces exists,
from region II, where the MPs repulse at any distance. As is seen, an attraction area may
exist for two same-sign MPs if b1 /b2 and r1 /r2 differ by more than 15%–25%. Ramification
which does not require overcoming an energetic barrier is possible if the MPs are of the same
sign, the radius of the original MP exceeds the equilibrium one, the total MP surface area
reduces due to the ramification, and the radii of the ramifying MPs are approximately in the
same ratio as the magnitudes of their dislocation Burgers vectors.
4.1.2. Merging of micropipes
Many morphologies of coalesced MPs were observed experimentally in SiC crystals by means
of x-ray phase-contrast imaging. To explain these phenomena, a computer simulation of MP
evolution was performed [9]. It has been shown that the reaction of MP coalescence gives
rise to the generation of new MPs with smaller diameters and Burgers vectors, which again
r 1 /r 2
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Figure 7. (a) Initial MP with the radius r0 and the Burgers vector b0 splits into two parallel dislocated MPs 1 and 2 with the
radii and the Burgers vectors r1 , r2 and b1 , b2 , respectively located at a distance d from each other. (b) SR phase-contrast image
of a ramified configuration. Halos correspond to etch pits on the wafer surface. (c) The system state diagram in the coordinate
space (b1 /b2 , r1 /r2 ). The curves separate parameter regions I and III, where both attraction area and unstable equilibrium
position exist for two MPs, from parameter region II, where the MPs repulse at any distance.
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leads to diminishing their average density. In particular, when the interacting pair of MPs has
incomparable diameters or is located far (at the distance of more than about 5 average MP
diameters) from other MPs, the coalescing MPs come directly to each other along the shortest
way between them. In this case their behavior is governed by elastic interaction between them
only. In some other cases, the ends of two MPs with opposite-sign Burgers vectors start to
move around one another. One of the reasons for this is the action of neighboring MPs. The
winding of MPs around each other results in coalescence of their subsurface segments. The
examples of twisted configurations and the modeling can be found in a review [14].
4.1.3. Correlated reduction in micropipe cross sections
Reactions of ramification, merging and twisting of MPs occur when MPs come in contact,
touching each other by their surfaces. However, phase-contrast imaging shows that MPs
which are not in a direct contact may have variable cross-sections. In our paper [12], we
demonstrated the experimental evidence of two neighboring MPs reducing their diameters
(approximately by half) one after another, at different distances from the surface of a grown
crystal. This can be treated as an indirect proof of the contact-free reaction. Such an idea
appeared when we studied the axial-cut slice of 4H-SiC boule with the orientation (11.0).
MPs located almost parallel to the growth axis were nearly parallel to the sample surface.
The sample was fixed on the holder with its surface perpendicular to the beam and rotated
to achieve a horizontal position of MP axes. So the images were measured by using the more
coherent vertical projection of the source. In the topography mode, the sample was tuned
to obtain a symmetrical Laue pattern. An example of an indexed Laue pattern for the (11.0)
sample orientation is displayed in Fig. 8(a). One can see many diffraction vectors g available
for the characterization of dislocations.
For few individual MPs, the distances between the edges modified along their axes showing
that their cross-sections changed through the crystal. A good example is the MP pair shown
in Fig. 8(b) and (c). An optical micrograph of Fig. 8(c) displays vertical lines of black contrast
which are non-uniformly distributed over the sample area and uneven horizontal lines of
light contrast. The former are attributed to MPs and the latter to layered inclusions of
foreign polytypes (6H and 15R). We note that MPs agglomerate along the boundaries of
the inclusions. The group of closely spaced MPs labeled as MP1 and MP2 is located distant
from the other MPs. This particular group was examined in detail in synchrotron light. To
indicate the positions of the MPs in figures 8 and 9, we used the features of non-variable
contrast, namely, the morphological defect [visible in Fig. 8(c) to the left from the MP1] and
the MP bundle located at a distance of 950 µm and 1100 µm, respectively.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) demonstrate X-ray topographs of the MPs recorded in the 21.2 and 01.10
reflections, respectively. The white arrow indicates the MP1 located at a distance of 950 µm
from the mark (that is the morphological defect) shown in Fig. 8(c). The diagram in Fig. 9(c)
represents the diffraction geometry. Synchrotron beam propagates along the surface normal
[11.0], while the basal plane normal [00.1] lies perpendicular to the beam. We suspect that
the dislocation Burgers vector b of the MP1 is parallel to [00.1]. The diffraction vectors g1 =
21.2, and g2 = 01.10 and the Burgers vector b [00.1] are projected onto the film. The angles
between the projections, ∠g1 , b and ∠g2 , b, are also displayed. We note that, for a pure
screw dislocation, its image is invisible when g · b = 0. In Fig. 9 one notices that the contrast
increases with the decrease of the angle. The MP1 is invisible in the 21.2 topograph when
∠g1 , b = 78.8◦ , as in Fig. 9(a), but discernible in the 01.10 reflection when ∠g2 , b = 20.6◦ , as
in Fig. 9(b). The contrast behavior indicates that the dislocation of the MP1 is of screw type.
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Figure 8. (a) Indexed Laue pattern for (11.0) 4H-SiC wafer (direction [00.1] horizontal) fixed perpendicular to SR beam. The
sample-to-film distance is 130 mm. (b) SR phase-contrast image of the studied MPs, MP1 and MP2. (c) Optical micrograph
(transmission) of MPs and foreign polytype inclusions. The distances from MP1 to the morphological defect (950) and the MPs
bundle (1100) are shown in microns.

Phase contrast images of the MPs 1 and 2 were measured in a series at the distances from
5 to 45 cm from the sample to detector, increasing the distance every 5 cm. The image
registered at the distance of 10 cm is shown in Fig. 10(a). To determine the characteristic
sizes of the MP cross sections in different points along the MP axis, we applied the method
of computer simulation [1, 19] of the measured intensity profiles. For every MP cross section
under investigation, the computer program calculated many profiles for various possible
section sizes on the base of Kirchhoff propagation to find the profile, which gives the best fit
to the experimental profile. The parameters could be varied by user as well as via automatic
procedures. One procedure calculated all points over a square net, while the other one
looked for the best fit at every step and arrived at the best matching point. The coincidence
allowed us to determine both the longitudinal (along the beam) and transverse (across the
beam) sizes of the section [Fig. 10(b)].
The transverse diameters of MP1 and MP2 are presented in Fig. 10(a) versus the distance
along the pipe axes increasing in the growth direction. It is seen that the transverse size of
MP1 reduces from 7.4 to 2.1 µm with growth. At the same time, the transverse size of the
MP2 reduces from 4.1 to 1.6 µm. In contrast, the longitudinal diameters remain almost the
same as of the order of 0.8 µm for the MP1 and 0.5 µm for the MP2 (data not shown). In
the correlated decrease of the MP1 and MP2 cross-section sizes in Fig. 10(a), several features
are apparent. A remarkable decrease in the MP1 cross-section size occurs in the distance
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Figure 9. SR white beam topographs of MP1 and adjacent MPs obtained in the reflections g1 = 21.2 (a) and g2 = 01.10 (b).
The position of MP1 is determined relative to the morphological defect shown in Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the diffraction
geometry (c). SR beam (a black arrow) propagates parallel to [11.0]. The dislocation Burgers vector b of MP1 is supposed
parallel to [00.1], and the angles are ∠g1 , b = 78.8◦ and ∠g2 , b = 20.6◦ .
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Figure 10. (a) Phase contrast image of micropipes MP1 and MP2 in the interval of 70–500 µm along the pipe axes. The
sample-to-detector distance is 10 cm. Variation in transverse cross-section sizes along the lines of MP1 (black squares) and MP2
(open squares) are shown in µm. (b) The experimental (open circles) and simulated (curves 1–3) intensity profiles (the intensity
in relative units via the distance across the MP image). The best agreement is achieved through a sequential adjustment in the
pipe diameters perpendicular and parallel to the beam. The sample-scintillator distance is 45 cm. The transverse/longitudinal
diameters are equal to 5.6/1.0 µm (curve 1, fit = 1.92 × 10−4 ). For comparison, curve 2 shows the best fit (8.12 × 10−4 ) for
the circular cross section 1.76/1.76 µm, while curve 3 is given for the intermediate case 3.0/1.4 µm (fit = 5.71 × 10−4 ).
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interval from 74 to 132 µm while the transverse diameter of MP2 drastically decreases later
in the distance interval from 314 to 345 µm. In addition, a rapid decrease of the transverse
diameter of MP1 happens in the distance interval from 393 to 458 µm when the transverse
diameter of MP2 remains almost invariable.
The radii reduction of both MPs was explained by a contact-free reaction between them
[12, 14]. We suppose that the MP1 and MP2 contain superscrew dislocations with opposite
Burgers vectors b1 and b2 . In case of a contact-free interaction micropipe MP1 emits a
full-core dislocation half-loop, which expands by gliding, reaches the surface of micropipe
MP2, and reacts with its dislocation. The corresponding dislocation reactions are described
by equations: b1 - b0 = b3 and b2 + b0 = b4 , where b3 and b4 are new Burgers vectors
of micropipes MP1 and MP2, respectively. Strong reduction in the radii can lead to their
gradual healing.

4.2. Annihilation of micropipes
MP merging may lead to the annihilation of initial MPs at the growing surface. We
considered the motion of subsurface segments of MPs under the action of elastic forces
due to their interaction and some effective friction [9]. The latter accounted for some extra
surface energy related to the steps appearing on the pipe cylindrical surfaces during lateral
displacements of the pipe segments. As a result, various reactions between the subsurface
pipe segments were observed. In particular, it has been shown that the reaction of MP
coalescence can lead to the annihilation of initial MPs. Some typical defect configurations
in a 3D space are displayed in Fig. 11. They may be subdivided into planar and twisted
pipe configurations. The planar configurations arise when the interacting pair of MPs is
located far from other MPs; and the coalescing MPs come to each other along the shortest
way [Fig 11(a)]. The twisted configurations like double spirals form if the interacting MPs are
located within dense groups of other MPs. In this case, the coalescing MPs twist [Fig 11(b)].
When the magnitudes of Burgers vectors are the same, the initial defect configuration of a
dipole is transformed into a new configuration of a semiloop [Fig. 11(c)]. As a result, we
expect that the density of MPs would diminish during the crystal growth. The smaller the
surface energy is the faster this process would be.

5. Structural models of pore overgrowth
5.1. Generation of pores in early stage of SiC growth
From our observations of FPIs, pores, MPs and their changes during the bulk SiC crystal
growth described above, we suggest the formation mechanisms of defects as follows. The
nucleation of FPIs in the initial stage is suggested as a basis of massive generation of full-core
dislocations [26], pores and MPs [10, 11, 13, 31]. The bottom and lateral faces of growing FPIs
are possibly the formation sites of interface dislocation structures to accommodate the misfit
or misorientation of the matrix and FPI’s crystalline lattices. The FPI boundaries are also
able to serve as easy paths and sinks for vacancies which are nucleated at the growth front
and migrate towards the crystal bulk. High densities of interface dislocations and vacancies
thus formed possibly lead to coagulation of vacancies, forming slit-like pores along the FPI
boundaries.
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Figure 11. Coalescence of MPs with equal magnitudes of Burgers vectors results in the annihilation of the subsurface MP
segments (a, b). The coalescing MPs come to each other along the shortest way (a) or twist (b). The Burgers vectors are shown
in units of c, which is the lattice parameter in the growth direction. The coordinates x and y are given in units of Gc2 /(8π 2 γ),
where G is the shear modulus and γ is the specific surface energy. The length of MPs (along the z axes) is in arbitrary units that
depend on the growth rate. SR phase-contrast image of semi-loops resulting from macropipes twisting (c).

Another possible mechanism of pore formation is the attraction and agglomeration of MPs
at FPI boundaries [10, 11, 13], for instance, resulting in the majority of pores observed at the
boundaries of FPIs (Fig. 3). By effectively accommodating both the dilatation and orientation
misfits between FPI and matrix, these pores in early stages can attract additional random
full-core dislocations and MPs from neighboring regions (Fig. 4), as earlier described in detail
[13]. In such a way, the interface pores can extend along FPI boundaries and accumulate
dislocation charge that is the resulting Burgers vector of all the dislocations absorbed by the
pore. Of course, one can not exclude the presence of the pores that have been formed by the
other mechanisms and do not contain any dislocation charge.

5.2. Generation of MPs in the intermediate stage
When the FPIs stop to grow and become overgrown by the matrix, there is no reason for
the pore formation as misfit defects. The disappearance of pores started to occur at this
point, as seen in Figs. 2 and 5. We suggest three possible mechanisms that can explain the
disappearance and its contribution to the increase in MP density.
First, pores can dissolve through emission of vacancies, which migrate to full-core
threading dislocations on the FPI/matrix interface [15, 26] and are absorbed by them,
as illustrated in Fig. 12. These dislocations can reach the growth front and proceed to
grow with it [Fig. 12(a)]. At the dislocation core, these vacancies are coagulated with the
vacancies that migrate from the growth front along the dislocation cores, thus forming
embryos of new MPs [Fig. 12(b)].
Second, the pores can be overgrown by the lateral growth of the crystal and, if they
contain dislocations with large Burgers vectors, can transform to MPs by the mechanism
described earlier [21].
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Figure 12. Mechanism of MP nucleation through coagulation of vacancies at the cores of threading dislocations. (a) Pore at
the boundary of FPI starts to dissolve by emitting vacancies which migrate to neighboring full-core threading dislocations. (b)
Vacancies from pore and growth surface migrate along the dislocation cores, meet and coagulate, thus transforming full-core
dislocations to MPs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 13. The pore of a convex shape has equal number of up-steps and down-steps and does not contain screw dislocation.
(a) Open pore, (b) overgrown pore.

Third, if pores have complex shapes (like those represented in Figs. 2–4, they can produce
dislocated MPs during their lateral overgrowth even without full-core dislocations as
described below.
The surface regions around pores always contain surface steps. If the numbers of the steps
up and down (let us call them up-steps and down-steps, respectively) are equal, there would
be no screw dislocation inside the pore. Otherwise there should be a screw dislocation
with a Burgers vector of the magnitude equal to the difference between the sum heights of
up-steps and down-steps. Let us consider the first case as shown schematically in Fig. 13
and Fig. 14 for simple convex and complex pore shapes, respectively. If the pore shape is
convex (say, circular or elliptical), its overgrowth can hardly lead to the formation of screw
dislocations (Fig. 13). However, if the pore shape is complex with some concave fragments
[Fig. 14(a)], one can expect that the pore starts to overgrow through a bridge between two
opposite concave fragments in a narrow part of the pore [Figs. 14(b) or (c)]. This bridge can
separate the initial pore into smaller ones. If the two new pores have different numbers of
up-steps and down-steps on the growth surface, the difference can be compensated by large
(or small) steps on the bridge [it is called S-bridge here, Fig. 14(b)] with no screw dislocations.
Otherwise the bridge can have a smooth surface without steps and be distorted [it is called
D-bridge here, Fig. 14(c)], forming a semi-loop of superdislocation. The edge segment of the
semi-loop lies under the D-bridge, while the two screw segments are within their new pores.
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b
(a)
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b
(c)
Figure 14. (a) The pore of a complex shape has equal number of up-steps and down-steps and first does not contain screw
dislocation. (b) Pore overgrowth starts with a stepped bridge (S-bridge); if the large step compensates small steps around the
two new pores, then no screw dislocations appear. (c) Pore overgrowth starts with a distorted bridge (D-bridge); there is no
compensation of small steps around the two new pores, in which case a dislocation semi-loop arises: the edge segment of the
semi-loop lies under the D-bridge, while two screw segments are within their new pores. These new pores become embryos of
dislocated MPs.

These new pores can become embryos of dislocated MPs. It is worth noting that a similar
mechanism for screw dislocation nucleation at foreign phase inclusions was first proposed
by Chernov [4]. Dudley et al. experimentally observed and explained the nucleation of a pair
of MPs at an inclusion in 4H-SiC [5]. In such a way, a pore elongated along the growth front
and overgrown with the formation of many D-bridges can ‘produce’ many MPs of alternate
dislocation signs of equal or different radii depending on the dislocation Burgers vectors.
Similar separate dense arrays of MPs are demonstrated in Figs. 5 and 6.
As a result, the density of pores (and full-core dislocations) decreases at this stage of crystal
growth, while the density of MPs increases, as seen in Fig. 5.

5.3. Evolution of defects in later stage
The situation at the next stage of the crystal growth depends on whether new FPIs are
generated or not. If generated, then the stages described above are repeated. However,
though formed as explained in the intermediate stage, MPs can be attracted to FPIs and
absorbed by their boundaries, producing extended pores there by agglomeration [10, 11]. If
new FPIs are not nucleated, the processes of self-organization occur in the MPs ensemble:
MPs elastically interact and react with each other as well as with full-core dislocations, as
described in the section 4. As a result, some MPs annihilate or diminish their Burgers vectors
and are finally healed. Otherwise they form separate dense groups of MPs which proceed to
grow with the crystal.
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6. Conclusions
The evolution of defects was investigated by using on-axis and axial-cut slices prepared from
6H and 4H-SiC PVT grown crystals. SR phase contrast imaging enabled us to visualize not
only MPs and the pores formed at the boundaries of FPIs, but also their changes during SiC
growth. Detailed mechanisms for the evolution from FPIs to pores and finally to MPs were
suggested. In the early growth stage, FPIs not only induce massive generation of full-core
dislocations and MPs but also attract them, forming slit-type pores at the boundaries of FPIs.
In the intermediate stage, when FPIs stop to grow and become overgrown by the matrix, the
pore density significantly reduces, which is attributed to their transformation into new MPs.
In the later stage, the MP density decreases, providing evidence for their partial annihilation
and healing.
The reactions of MPs in view of their elimination during the crystal growth were briefly
reviewed. The reduction of MP cross-section, which can eventually results in its overgrowth,
occurs at the crystal growth when MP splits, as well as merges or interacts with another
MP in a non-contact mode. The split happens if the splitting dislocation overcomes the
MP attraction zone and the flat crystal surface attraction zone. Merging can occur due to
collective mesoscopic effects in a random ensemble of MPs. The twisted dipoles result under
the action of neighboring MPs. When the magnitudes of Burgers vectors are the same, the
dipole is transformed into a new configuration of a semiloop. Such reactions of ramification
and coalescence of MPs, as well as annihilation for dipoles of MPs, were observed by
phase-contrast imaging. Computer simulation of phase-contrast images demonstrated the
correlated reduction in the radii of two remote MPs, which provided a support of contact-free
reaction between them.
This study suggests that the key point for the elimination of defects from such crystals is
the suppression of FPI nucleation. The reactions of MPs are necessary for diminishing their
density; and such reactions should be faster as the surface energy becomes smaller.
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1. Introduction
/z %/z '*+3*_z /1$z  2*0#!/z +"z /%(%+*z .% !z /z z $%#$z $. *!//z cG0$z ,(!z "0!.z %¥
mond) [36, 37], high chemical and radiation resistance, high melting point, etc. became the
basis of its wide application not only in microelectronics [1f_z10z(/+z/z.!".0+.5z* z.¥
sive materials. Silicon carbide is included in the oxidation resistant composite materials [42]
used in coating system for "Space Shuttle", capable of withstanding temperatures up to
DHCC[z0z0$!z!*0.*!z+"z0$!z/$%,z%*0+z0$!z0)+/,$!.!^z *z)*5z00!),0/z0+z !2!(+,z*z!"¥
fective oxidation-protection coating for carbon-carbon composites with excellent mechanical
properties at elevated temperature, silicon carbide coating has shown the best performance
for short periods of up to 1900K [39f^z +.z (+*#!.z ,!.%+ /z * z $%#$!.z 0!),!.01.!z ,,(%¥
tions, a challenging coating system should be developed.
Silicon carbide is regarded by researchers as a suitable material for the front wall structures
of fusion reactors. The boers, cutting disks, grinding paper of SiC can be used for boring,
drilling, surface grinding and cutting of steel, nonferrous metals, natural stone, concrete,
wood and plastic.
$!z/0%(%05z+"z/%(%+*z.% !z0+z$%#$z0!),!.01.!z0.!0)!*0z%/z+"z/,!%(z%*0!.!/0^z/zz/,!¥
cial application, silicon carbide can be thermally oxidized in the form of SiO2_z* z0$!z !2%¥
ces which can be easily fabricated on Si substrate (Power MOSFET, IGBT, MOS controlled
thyristor, etc.) can also be fabricated on SiC substrate [23]. In paper [23] the parabolic growth
of thickness of thermal oxide versus oxidation time was observed, and the slope of the plots
increases with increasing temperature. The thickness values of oxide films were about 23-77
*)zc%w"!_z3!0z+4% 0%+*d_zDKwIFz*)zc%w"!_z .5z+4% 0%+*d_zEDCwKDCz*)zcw"!_z3!0z+4% ¥
0%+*dz* zDEHwEICz*)zcw"!_z .5z+4% 0%+*dz"+.z+4% 0%+*z0%)!zIz$z* z !,!* z+*z0!),!.¥
ture value (1000, 1050, 1110 or 1150°C).
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Doped with different impurities, silicon carbide is used in semiconductor technology [63, 12].
%!( w!""!0z 0.*/%/0+./_z %+ !/z * z +0$!.z !(!0.+*%z !2%!/z /! z +*z %z $2!z /!2!.(z  ¥
2*0#!/z+),.! z0+z/%)%(.z/%(%+*z !2%!/_z"+.z!4),(!_z0$!z+,,+.01*%05z0+z3+.'z0z0!)¥
peratures up to 600°C, high speed and high radiation resistance. A large number of
polytypes of SiC makes it possible to create heteropolytype structures [31, 32, 33]. Currently,
using the methods of vacuum sublimation [48], molecular beam epitaxy [15], the epitaxial
and heteropolytype layers based on the cubic 3C-SiC and two hexagonal 6H-SiC, 4H-SiC on
substrates of SiC, are grown. Heteroepitaxial layers of 3C-SiC on substrates of Si by chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) [41fz.!z#.+3*^z0z0$!z0!),!.01.!/z!(+3zDECC[z0$!.!z.!z+* %¥
0%+*/z"+.z0$!z#.+30$z+"z+0$z,+(5wz* z**+.5/0((%*!z%z3%0$z %""!.!*0z !#.!!/z+"z.5/0(¥
linity and structure of the cubic polytype 3C-SiC. Such conditions were realized in the
magnetron sputtering [25, 56], laser ablation [53] and plasma deposition [36f_z ,(/)w!*¥
hanced chemical vapor deposition [19, 43], molecular beam epitaxy [16]. At temperatures
below 1500°C in the direct deposition of carbon and silicon ions with energy of ~100 eV, the
growth of nanocrystalline films with a consistent set of the polytypes 3C, 21R, 27R, 51R, 6H
is possible [49, 50, 51].
In recent years there has been an intensification of studies on the synthesis of SiC by highdose carbon ion implantation into Si [37, 35]. In addition, the synthesis of SiC by high dose
implantation of carbon ions into silicon is also of fundamental scientific interest due to the
wide practical application [9 - 11, 47f_z"+.z!4),(!_z0+z.!0!zz+0%*#z* z%*/1(0%*#z%z(5¥
ers in the manufacture of integrated circuits. High quality crystalline -SiC film on SiO2 can
be obtained by multiple implantations of carbon ions into silicon and subsequent selective
oxidation of the top layer of Si [52]. Intensively developing area is the formation by this
technique in SiO2 of nanostructured systems with inclusions of nanocrystals and clusters of
Si, SiC and C, providing at the expense of size effects luminescence throughout the visible
spectrum [57]. The study of the stability of these films to high temperature treatment is also
of special interest.
The ion synthesis of silicon carbide and studies of crystallization process attract attention of
researchers [12, 35, 37, 63]. The implantation of single energy carbon ions with a Gaussian
%/0.%10%+*z+*z0$!z !,0$z%*z/%(%+*z%/z+"z%*0!.!/0z 1!z0+zz,.!/!*!z+"z3% !z.*#!z+"z**+(5¥
ers with different concentrations of carbon and silicon atoms and, therefore, a presence of
different clusters and nanocrystals of silicon, carbon and silicon carbide in the implanted
(5!.z"0!.z%),(*00%+*z* z**!(%*#^z$!z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z0$!/!z(5!./z$2!z!!*z%*2!/0%#0¥
ed in detail. In previous investigations, the carbon ions with energy of 40 keV were used for
considered purposes in a number of papers [8, 13, 20], and doses ranged 1016-1018 cm-2 were
1/! z%*z()+/0z((z+"z%*2!/0%#0%+*/_z3$!*z0$!z%+*z/5*0$!/%/z+"zz/%(%+*z.% !z"%()z3/z.¥
ried out [2]. The IR absorption technique was widely applied for the investigation of these
layers [26, 55]. It has been used, mainly, to confirm the formation of silicon carbide in the
implanted layer and, to obtain the new information about the layer structure as well. In
/+)!z,,!./_z0$!z !,!* !*!z+"z+0$z/$%"0z+"z0$!z32!z(!*#0$z+"zz)%*%)1)z+"z z0.*/)%/¥
sion peak and the change of its half width versus the annealing temperature are used for
interpretation of IR transmission spectra. In our opinion, it is necessary to investigate such
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important characteristics as a change of an area under a curve of IR transmission spectrum
band and a change of peak amplitude at 800 cm-1 versus the annealing temperature which
contains very valuable information about the structure changes in an implanted layer. If the
thickness of ion-synthesized film is comparable or smaller than the wavelength of incident
!(!0.+)#*!0%z. %0%+*_z1* !.z!.0%*z#!+)!0.%z+* %0%+*/z+"z0$!z!4,!.%)!*0_z+*!z*z+¥
/!.2!z*+0z+*(5z0$!z0.*/2!./!z+,0%(z+/%((0%+*/z+"z0+)/zcw,$+*+*/d_z/z3!((z/z(+*#%01¥
dinal optical lattice oscillations (LO-phonons) [3]. The detection of LO-phonon peak of SiC
* z%0/z$*#!z"0!.z"%()z**!(%*#z#%2!z %0%+*(z%*"+.)0%+*z+*z0$!z.5/0((%60%+*z,.+¥
esses. It is necessary to carry out the circumstantial investigations devoted to an analysis in
detail of change in a wider temperature interval of an half width of IR transmission peak
which characterizes the degree of structure order of an ion implanted layer.
*z 0$!z )&+.%05z +"z *(+#+1/z /01 %!/_z 0$!z ,+/0w%),(*00%+*z %/+$.+*+1/z **!(%*#z +"z /)¥
ples was carried out at temperatures from 400 up to 1200°C [11, 14, 2, 27f^z+3!2!._z%*z/!2¥
eral studies [28, 47] the temperature range was extended and, the ion implanted layers had
!!*z**!(! z0z0!),!.01.!/zDFCCz* zDGCH[^z!z!(%!2!z(/+_z0$0z0$!z0!),!.01.!z%*0!.¥
2(zGCCwDECC[z%/z*+0z/1""%%!*0z"+.zz**!(%*#z+"z %/+. !.! z(5!.z* z+),(!0%+*z+"z.5/¥
tallization processes. A more detailed investigation of processes at temperatures ranged
".+)zECz1,z0+zDGCH[z,!.)%0/z0+z+/!.2!zz*1)!.z%*0!.!/0%*#z!""!0/z0'%*#z,(!z%*z*z%)¥
planted layer.
The authors of papers [11, 2, 5, 55fz !(.!z+10zz/%#*%"%*0z %""1/%+*z+"z.+*z* _z+*¥
trariwise, that is negatived in works [13, 26, 27]. The authors of papers [8, 4, 47, 34] show
that a layer has the electron conduction after annealing. The data of [28] give of evidence
about the p-type conduction.
In a number of studies [6, 2, 5] a synthesis of SiC on a (100) oriented silicon substrate is considered
/z,.!"!.(!_z10z0z0$!z/)!z0%)!z%*z,,!./zeDFfz0$!z+.%!*00%+*zcDDDdz+"z/1/0.0!z%/z !¥
clared as a most suitable. [4] investigated the optical and photoelectric properties of the SiCSi structure, formed by implantation into (100), (110) and (111) oriented n- and p-type silicon
of 12C ions with energies of 40 and 70 keV, and doses of 4.3 × 1017 and 5 × 1017 cm-2. Analysis
of the IR absorption spectra of silicon layers implanted by carbon ions with energy of 70 keV
allowed finding a significant dependence of crystallinity of the SiC layer on the orientation of
0$!z/1/0.0!z"0!.z**!(%*#z0z0!),!.01.!/z+"zJCCPLCC[^z(0$+1#$z0$!z0!0.$! .(z%Pw
bonds more intense formed at an orientation of the substrate (100), annealing at 1100°C all
evens out differences in the absorption spectra for all three substrate orientations (100), (110)
* zcDDDd^z$!z,$+0+2+(0#!z,$+0+.!/,+*/!z3/z+0%*! z%*z((z%),(*0! z/0.101.!/^z *2!/0%¥
gation of current-voltage characteristics showed improvement in the rectification effect of the
/0.101.!z"0!.z**!(%*#^z$!z,+//%%(%05z+"z.!0%*#z+"zw%y%z$!0!.+/0.101.!/z5z%+*
%),(*00%+*z0!$*%-1!zc* z#,z+"zE^FLz!z* zD^DDz!_z.!/,!0%2!(5dz3/z/$+3*^
.*#%/z!0z(^zeDJ_zDKfz"+.)! zw%z%*z/%(%+*z5z$%#$w0!),!.01.!z%),(*00%+*zcKHCxLHC[dz+"
.+*z%+*/z3%0$z!*!.#%!/zECCz'!z* z +/!/z.*#! z3%0$%*zcC^EPDdQDC18 cm-2. Implantation was
..%! z+10z%*0+z/%(%+*z3"!./z+"z+.%!*00%+*zcDCCdz* zcDDDd^z *z+0$z/!/_zw%z3/z"+.)!
3%0$z0$!z/)!z+.%!*00%+*z/z0$!z)0.%4^z 0z(/+z.!,+.0! z0$0z%),(*00%+*z0zz(+3!.z0!),!.¥
01.!zcHCC[d_z10z0z$%#$!.z!*!.#5zcFCCz'!dz(! /z0+z0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z#++ z-1(%05zw%^
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Aleksandrov et al. [6] carried out the synthesis of single-crystal SiC layer with one-step technique
of high current ion implantation of carbon atoms into silicon substrates with orientations (001)
* zcDDDd^z%*#(!z.5/0(z(5!.z+"z%_z3$%$z+*0%*/zz/)((z*1)!.z+"z03%*/_z3/z/5*0$!¥
sized by the implantation of carbon ions with dose of 6×1017 cm-2 into (001) oriented silicon
wafer using a focused ion beam with current density of 300 A/cm2. When the ion current
density was 150 A/cm2, a single crystal SiC layer with a high concentration of twins was formed
at the interface with the substrate Si. On top of this layer is formed a layer of polycrystalline
SiC. When the implantation of carbon ions was carried out into (111) oriented silicon, single
.5/0(zw%z(5!.z%/z*+0z"+.)! z!2!*z3$!*z%),(*0! z%*0+z/1/0.0!z$!0! z1,z0+zz0!),!.¥
ature of 850°C. Polycrystalline SiC layer at the surface and single-crystal SiC layer with a high
density of twins near the interface with the crystal Si matrix, are formed.
This chapter presents the study of silicon carbide and carbon layers on silicon synthesized
by ion beam techniques. The investigations of silicon layers implanted by carbon ions with
energy 40 keV and dose 3.56×1017 cm-2 after annealing over a wide temperature range from
20 up to 1400°C using the special IR analysis are described. The features of change of the
SiC-peaks in the spectra of the infrared transmission due to the influence of the Gaussian
,.+"%(!z+"z0$!z %/0.%10%+*z+"z.+*z%*z/%(%+*z.!z/$+3*^z4,!.%)!*0/z0+z+/!.2!z0$!z(+*#%¥
tudinal optical oscillations (LO-phonons) associated with the silicon carbide were carried
out. A type of a conduction of synthesized silicon carbide was studied. Definite information
from a shape analysis of the IR transmission curve was obtained. A particular attention was
attracted on some problems which were disputable in previous investigations. IR studies of
$%#$w0!),!.01.!z%*/0%(%05z+"z$+)+#!*!+1/z(5!./z+"z/%(%+*z.% !z+*zcDCCdz* zcDDDdz+.%¥
ented silicon substrates synthesized by multiple implantation of carbon ions with energies E
= 40, 20, 10, 5 and 3 keV, are described. By IR spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy and
X-ray reflectometry the composition and the processes of structural adjustment of the layer
1.%*#z **!(%*#z .!z *(56! ^z 5z %+*w!)z /,100!.%*#z * z )#*!0.+*z /,100!.%*#z 0!$*%¥
ques the SiC0.8 and C films on the silicon wafers were deposited. Characteristics of the films
by X-ray reflectometry are analyzed.

2. Experimental
Carbon implantation was carried out under completely oil-free conditions using elaborated
accelerator. A vacuum in the implantation chamber is created by help of the ceolite vacuum
pumps (6.5×10-2 Pa) and titan magnet discharge pumps (1.3×10-4 Pa). These pumps permit to
except completely the organic compounds in volume which could be to contaminate the surface
+"z0$!z%),(*0%*#z/),(!/^z/zc %+4% !z+"z.+*dz$/z!!*z1/! z0+z+0%*z0$!z/%*#(!w$.#¥
ed ions of 12C+. The implantation dose was determined by integrating of the beam current
registrated on the target with suppression of a secondary emission. In order to prevent a sample
heating during implantation, the ion current density was kept at a level less than 3 mkA/cm2.
The temperature of the target during the implantation is controlled by a thermocouple and, it
not exceeds 20–25°C. The implantation of carbon ions was carried out into single-crystal (100)
and (111) oriented silicon wafers of sizes 7×12×0.4 mm3 with an electrical resistivity 4–5 and
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DCz$)z)_z.!/,!0%2!(5^z"0!.z(!*%*#z* z.!)+2%*#z0$!z*0%2!z/1."!z+4% !z%*zz$!)%¥
cal etch, the samples were mounted in the target chamber of the implanter.
A set of these silicon wafers were implanted by 12C+ ions with energy 40 keV and dose
3.56×1017 cm-2 0z.++)z0!),!.01.!^z+z+/!.2!z0$!z(+*#%01 %*(z+,0%(z+/%((0%+*/zc w,$+¥
nons) of atoms in synthesized film, a rotating shaft was incorporated into work chamber of
infrared spectrometer. A sample holder is attached on this shaft. This system permits to
)'!z0$!z z0.*/)%//%+*z)!/1.!)!*0/z+"z*z%+*z%),(*0! z(5!.z2!./1/z*z*#(!z+"z%*%¥
dence of electromagnetic radiation on sample surface over the range 0-360° with step of 5°.
However, in practice, at measuring of spectra we change the angle of incidence from 0 up to
±75°. It was observed no differences in transmission spectra measured from samples sloped
0+z0$!z. %0%+*z0zz.+00%+*z+"z/$"0z+0$z(+'3%/!z* z*0%w(+'3%/!z".+)z0$!z*+.)(^z /+¥
$.+*+1/z**!(%*#z+"z%+*z%),(*0! z/),(!/z3/z..%! z+10z%*z211)z+2!.z0$!z0!),!.¥
ture range 200-14000C with steps of 50-200°C. The annealing was carried out in a low-inertia
!+*+)%(z211)z"1.*!z!/,!%((5z!(+.0! z* z.!0! z"+.z0$!/!z,1.,+/!/^z 0z3/z.¥
ried out in conditions of completely oil-free pumping-out at a residual pressure ~ 1.3×10-4 Pa.
The temperature was controlled by a help of tungsten-rhenium thermocouple.
+z+0%*zz.!0*#1(.z,.+"%(!z+"z0$!z %/0.%10%+*z+"z.+*z0+)/z%*z0$!z/%(%+*_z%),(*0¥
tion of carbon ions of different energies and doses into second set of single-crystal silicon
wafers of n- and p-type of conductivity was carried out sequentially in the following order:
1) E = 40 keV, D = 2.80×1017 cm-2, 2) 20 keV and 0.96×1017 cm-2, 3) 10 keV and 0.495×1017 cm-2,
4) 5 keV and 0.165×1017 cm-2, 5) 3 keV and 0.115×1017 cm-2. The ratio of the concentrations of
carbon and silicon atoms in the depth was about NC/NSi = 0.7. Post implantation annealing of
the samples was performed in a vacuum in the temperature range 200-1200°C for 30 min
with a step of 200°C. Then, the SiC films were subjected to prolonged isothermal annealing
at the temperature of 1200°C for several hours in an atmosphere of inert gas (Ar) and, after
specific time intervals infrared transmission spectra were recorded. The IR transmission
spectra were recorded in differential regime on double-beam infrared spectrometer
cGCCP5000 cm-1). The spectra both at perpendicular incidence of infrared rays on the sample
/1."!z* z0z*z*#(!z+"zJF[z3%0$z.!/,!0z0+z0$!z*+.)(z0+z0$!z/),(!z/1."!z3!.!z)!/¥
1.! ^z$!z+),+/%0%+*z+"z0$!z(5!./z3/z!4)%*! z5z1#!.z!(!0.+*z/,!0.+/+,5^z$!z,¥
rameters were as follows: incident electron beam of diameter 1 µm, energy 10 keV, angle of
incidence 45°, diameter of scanning region 300 µm, vacuum 1.33 ×10-8 Pa, angle of Ar+ beam
incidence 45°. Parameters of films were investigated using the X-ray reflectometry at small
glancing angles by recording the angular dependence of the reflection coefficient for two
spectral X-ray lines CuK (0.154 nm) and CuK (0.139 nm) at the facility "ComplexXRay C6".
Selection of spectral lines CuK and CuK  ".+)z,+(5$.+)0%z/,!0.1)z3/z..%! z+10z1/¥
ing thin semi-transparent and thick untransparent monochromators, respectively, made
from the pyrolytic graphite with a mosaic angle of 0.5°.
SiC films on the silicon substrates (25°C) were also synthesized by ion-beam sputtering of a
two-component target of graphite and silicon. The C films on the silicon substrate (75°C) by
magnetron sputtering were synthesized. Parameters of SiC and C films on Si substrates
were determined using the X-ray reflectometry.
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3. Results and discussion
3.1. A model of an carbon implanted silicon layer and the mechanism of the low
temperature formation of Si- and SiC crystallites
In Fig.1 the calculated profile of carbon atom distribution in Si constructed basing on data Rp
* zYp from [21] are presented. The Gaussian profile (Fig.1, curve 1) was calculated for the
implantation of carbon ions with energy 40 keV and dose 3.534×1017 cm-2, when the carbon
concentration in the distribution peak is equal to stoichiometric composition of SiC, i.e.
NC/NSi = 1, where NC/NSi is the ratio of the concentrations of C and Si atoms. The curve 2 in
Fig.1 shows the calculated profile, corresponding to dose D = 3.56×1017 cm-2 of carbon ions
used in this investigation.
3.1.1. LO-phonons and their applications to analysis of an implanted layer
As it is well known [45, 66], during interaction of electromagnetic waves with an infinite
.5/0(z(00%!_z0$!z0.*/2!./(z+,0%(z+/%((0%+*/zcw,$+*+*/dz+"z0+)/z.!z!4%0! ^z *z+2!.¥
whelming majority of previous investigations, the synthesis of silicon carbide was identified
5z$!(,z+"z/,!0.z+"z0.*/2!./(z+,0%(z,$+*+*/^z+z00!),0/z3/z) !z0+z !0!0z0$!z(+*#%¥
tudinal optical oscillations (LO-phonons) of atoms of lattice for a Gaussian concentration
profiles of carbon in spite of that majority of studies in the field of ion synthesis of silicon
carbide was carried out using these profiles. [3] found that an absorption at wave number
980 cm-1 is observed, if the angle of incidence of irradiation on the sample surface deviate
from perpendicularity. Implantation of carbon ions with energies of 24 and 40 keV and a
dose of 4.3 × 1017 cm-2 carried out at room temperature into a (111) oriented Si plate of p-type
conductivity. Annealing was performed in a vacuum at temperatures of 900 and 1100°C for
30 minutes. The presence in the transmission spectrum of bands associated with the LO-and
TO-phonons made possible to calculate such parameters of SiC, as high frequency, X, and
the low-frequency dielectric constant, 0, attenuation coefficient of the phonons, the effective
$.#!z*/e and the force constant . So, the detection of LO-phonons may be used to obtain
 %0%+*(z%*"+.)0%+*z+10zz/0.101.!z+"z%+*z%),(*0! z(5!.^z +.!2!._z0$!z".!-1!*5z2(¥
ues of both the transversal- and longitudinal oscillations permit to determine the parameters
of efficient charge which is a quantitative criterion of a compound polarity. The efficient
charge value permits to calculate a mobility of free charge carriers.
"zz0$%'*!//z+"z%+*z/5*0$!/%6! z"%()z%/z(!//z+.z+),.(!z3%0$zz32!z(!*#0$z+"z0$!z!(!0.+¥
)#*!0%z. %0%+*z%*% !*0z+*z"%()n/z/1."!_z0$!z(%)%00%+*/z.!(0! z3%0$z0$!z+* %0%+*z+"z%*¥
finity of crystal lattice are lifted. As a result, one can to observe the longitudinal optical
oscillations of lattice atoms at definite geometrical conditions of experiments [66f^z *z0$%/z.!¥
lation, the special experiments to observe these phonons were carried out. For this purpose,
the IR transmisssion spectra versus an angle of incidence of electromagnetic radiation on
sample surface with step of 5° were measured.
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Figure 1. The calculated profiles of distribution of carbon atoms in Si constructed basing on data of Rp and `.p from
[21]. The energy of carbon ions is 40 keV, dose 3.534×1017;q-2 (curve 1) and 3.56×1017;q-2 (curve 2).

In Figs.2 and 3 the IR transmission spectra of both (100)- and (111) oriented silicon samples
implanted by carbon ions with energy 40 kev and dose 3.56×1017 cm-2_z"0!.z%/+$.+*+1/z*¥
*!(%*#z+2!.z0$!z0!),!.01.!z.*#!zECCwDGCC[_z.!z,.!/!*0! ^z$!z/,!0.z0z+0$z,!.,!*¥
dicular incidence of infrared rays on the sample surface and at an angle of 73° with respect
to the normal to the surface were measured. In Fig.4 the wave number values in maximum
of IR transmission versus the annealing temperature are presented. The curves on this figure
were constructed using the experimental data presented on Figs.2 and 3. The curves for TOphonons were constructed basing on the infrared transmission spectra measured by using of
perpendicular incidence of the infrared rays on the sample surface.
Figs. 2 and 3 show the appearance of an IR absorption peak at 965-970 cm-1 in the spectra
from samples inclined to IR irradiation at an angle of 73° with respect to the normal to the
sample surface. This absorption peak begins to be appeared after annealing at 1000°C for
both types of substrate orientation together with the main peak at 797-800 cm-1z3$%$z+..!¥
/,+* /z 0+z 0$!z 0.*/2!./(z +,0%(z 0+)%z +/%((0%+*z +"z %^z /%*#z +*z 0$!z 2(1!/z +"z 32!¥
length of this peak, its amplitude and synchronous modification together with the peak for
transversal optical oscillation of SiC during annealing as well, the peak at 965-970 cm-1 was
//+%0! z3%0$z(+*#%01 %*(z+,0%(z,$+*+*/z+"z/%(%+*z.% !^z$!z0!),!.01.!z+"z w,$+¥
non appearance is about 300°C higher, than that for TO-phonons of SiC (700°C). It may be
1/! z5z/)((*!//z+"z0$!z w,$+*+*z,!'z),(%01 !z* _z%*z+*/!-1!*!z+"z0$%/_z5z %""%¥
culties of their registration.
For (100) oriented substrates, the increase of the annealing temperature over the range
DCCCP1350°C leads a linearly increase of LO-phonon wavelength at minimum of amplitude
from 930 to 965 cm-1 * _z0$!*z32!(!*#0$z%*.!/%*#z%/z/01.0! ^z/z"+.zcDDDdz+.%!*0! z/1¥
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strates, unlinearly increase of LO-phonon wavelength in the range 955P970 cm-1 up to
1400°C is observed. Thus, the formation of SiC crystallites, i.e. the intensive formation of Siz0!0.$! .(z+* /z+"z*!!//.5z(!*#0$z* z+* z*#(!/_z%*z0$!z/!z+"zcDDDdz+.%!*0! z/1¥
strate is not completed up to the silicon melting point, as for (100) oriented substrate that is
completed at 1350°C. The difference between the LO-phonon curves behaviour for (100) and
(111) oriented substrates indicates on the differences in the crystallization mecanism. One
can see an influence of silicon substrate orientation on SiC crystallization in the implanted
layer from the TO-phonon curve also (Fig.4).

Figure 2. The IR transmission spectra of (100) oriented Si samples implanted by +C12 ions (E = 40 kev, D = 3.56×1017
cm-2 9>L=JAKG;@JGFGMK9FF=9DAF?GN=JL@=L=EH=J9LMJ=J9F?= f9if:jf
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In some investigations no changes in the IR transmission spectra after annealing at 700°C
[8], 850°C [14], 875°C [11], 900°C [26], 1100°C [2fz3!.!z+/!.2! ^z$0z3/z!4,(%*! z5z"%*¥
ishing of the -SiC formation process. Really, that may be correct, if we are based on the
analysis of TO-phonon curve only. However, as is seen from Fig.4, the TO-phonon curves
show the saturated absorption and give no addititional information over the temperature
range of 900–1400°C, as the LO-phonon curves undergo the substantial changes at these
temperatures indicating on the structural changes in the ion implanted layer. Thus, one can
conclude that the observation and measurement of LO-phonon peak are important for an
analysis of crystallization process.
As it is known [38], the TO- and LO-phonons frequences are bounded with the equation:

hLO
c0 1/2
=( )
hTO
c

(1)

Where 0 and Xz.!z0$!z(+3w".!-1!*5z* z0$!z$%#$w".!-1!*5z %!(!0.%z+*/0*0/_z.!/,!¥
tively. The effective charge e*/e is determined from the equation [54]:
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where ¢0 is the resonance frequency, N = 4.84×1022 cm-3 is the concentration of ion pairs, Mn
= (M+M-)/(M++M-) = 1.396×10-23 g is the reduced mass of ion pair, TO = 2.395×10-13 cm-1 is the
frequency of TO-phonon irradiation.
The dimensionless parameter, _z3$%$z%/z,.+,+.0%+*(z0+z0$!z/+.,0%+*z-1*0%05_z%/z !0!.¥
mined from the equation:
c0  c
k = 4j

(3)

The values of 0, e*/e and  determined from the equations (1)—(3) are equal to 9.82, 0.89,
and 0.25, respectively. The value of X has been chosen to be equal to 6.7, because according
to [45] the sufficiently great dispersion of this value leads an insignificant changes. So, both
the detection and the measuring of LO-phonons have been permited to determine some
characteristics of synthesized film.
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Figure 3. The IR transmission spectra of (111) oriented Si samples implanted by +C12 ions (E = 40 kev, D = 3.56×1017
cm-2 9>L=JAKG;@JGFGMK9FF=9DAF?GN=JL@=L=EH=J9LMJ=J9F?=Zf9if:jf
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Figure 4. 39N=FME:=JKG>%.LJ9FKEAKKAGFEAFAEME>GJ0+ 9F<(+ H@GFGFH=9CKG>/AN=JKMK9F9FF=9DAF?L=Es
perature for carbon implanted silicon layers on Si substrates (E = 40 kev, D = 3.56×1017 cm-2): 1 - Si(000); 2 - Si(111).

3.1.2. The IR transmission analysis of ion-implanted layer on (100) and (111) oriented silicon
In Figs.5a and b, the values of amplitude and halfwidth (FWHM) of the IR transmission
,!'_z .!/,!0%2!(5_z 2!./1/z *z %*% !*!z *#(!z +"z 0$!z %*"..! z . %0%+*z +*z 0$!z .+*z %)¥
,(*0! z cDCCdz +.%!*0! z /%(%+*z /),(!/_z .!z ,.!/!*0! ^z $!/!z 0z 3!.!z +0%*! z "0!.z %/+¥
chronous annealing of samples over the range 200-1200°C for 30 min with the step of 200°C.
!#%**%*#z".+)z*z*#(!zzRzHC[zcFig.5a),z()+/0z(%*!.z !.!/%*#z+"zw,$+*+*z,!'z)¥
plitude and simultaneous increasing of LO-phonon peak amplitude are observed. The
changes of LO- and TO-phonons peak amplitudes are correlated with one another.
The halfwidth (FWHM) changes of the peak have a more complicated dependence from the
incidence angle of the infrared radiation on the sample surface (Fig.5b). This dependence
has no correlation with the data in Fig.5a. The half-width of the peak is usually dependent
+*z0$!z-1(%05z+"z0$!z.5/0(z/0.101.!z+"z0$!z"%()z* z/$+1( z*+0z !,!* z+*z0$!z*#(!z+"z%*%¥
dence of IR radiation. Apparently, the decreasing of halfwidth of the TO-phonon peak can
!z!4,(%*! z5z0$!z,.!/!*!z+"z*+*w0!0.$! .(z%ww+* /z+"zz!.0%*z05,!_z3$%$z.!z+.%¥
ented in the space of the film in such a way that with increasing angle  above 35° they
cease to absorb infrared radiation at frequencies near 800 cm-1. This is equivalent to the effect
of decay of these bonds, since it leads to a decrease in the amplitude and the narrowing of
the TO-phonon peak, but can not testify about improving the structure of the layer. This is
also accompanied by the appearance of deformed LO-phonon peak in the frequency range
near 950 cm-1. With the increase of the angle  up to 73°, the narrowing of LO-phonon peak
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and an increase in its amplitude are taken place. The interpretation of these results requires
further investigation.

Figure 5. Amplitude (a) and halfwidth (FWHM) (b) of TO- and LO-phonons peaks of SiC of the IR transmission versus
the incidence angle of IR radiation on the surface of the carbon implanted Si.

In previous IR investigations of implanted by 12C+ ions silicon layers, a shift in frequency of
an absorption maximum versus the annealing temperature, and also the changes of half3% 0$z* z),(%01 !z+"z,!'z3!.!z+/!.2! ^z*(56%*#z0$!z z0.*/)%//%+*z/,!0.z,.!/!*0¥
ed in Figs.2 and 3, one can see not only the changes of these parameters. A base-line to each
spectrum (Fig.2, 1350°C) was drawn. As is seen, the areas of obtained figures are changed,
too (Fig.6). In our opinion, the area under the IR transmission curve is associated with the
number of absorbing objects in the ion-implanted layer and better shows the transformation
of these objects during isochronal annealing. As the object may be not only the crystallites of
SiC, but also the another types of infrared active compounds of carbon atoms with carbon or
silicon atoms, and silicon atoms one with another, which one can unify under one common
appellation - clusters.
Basing on the mentioned above, the IR transmission spectra (Figs.2 and 3) were analyzed in
detail accordingly to all listed points. In Fig.6 an area of the IR transmission peak (see Fig.2)
associated with TO-phonons of SiC obtained both at perpendicular incidence of infrared
rays on the sample surface (curve 1) and at an angle of 73° with respect to the normal to the
sample surface (curve 2), versus the annealing temperature are presented. Area values can
be determined by direct measurement or by using the expression (Fig.2, 1350°C):



1
1
A = (T 1 + T 2)(h2  h1)  m(h)dh  (T 1 + T 2)(h2  h1)   m(h)bh
2
2

(4)

where A P total absorption (or transmission) in relative units in the wave number range
1TT2_z¡cdzP transmission at frequency _z1 and T2zP the values of IR transmission at wave
*1)!./z1z* z2, respectively, zP step of measurements, equal to 2.5 or 5 cm-1. The areas
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corresponded to LO-phonons have been not measured due to of their infinitesimal. Further
0$!z 0z +0%*! z "+.z z ,!.,!* %1(.z %*% !*!z +"z w.5/z +*z /),(!z /1."!z 3%((z !z %/¥
cussed, as an analysis of the curve 2 is difficult due to the absence of the reflection data. As
%/z/!!*z".+)z%#^zIzc1.2!zDd_z0$!z"+1.z,!'/z0zICC_zDCCC_zDECCz* zDFHC[z.!z!2% !*0(5z+¥
/!.2! _z3$%$_z/!!)%*#(5_z.!z.!(0! z3%0$z"+1.z,$5/%(z,.+!//!/z+1.%*#z%*z%+*z%),(*0¥
ed layer in four temperature ranges. The same maxima are observed for curve 2 in
approximately the same temperature ranges. On this curve a fifth maximum at 200°C is also
observed.
0z%/z*!!//.5z0+z*+0!_z0$0z%*z)+/0z,.!2%+1/z%*2!/0%#0%+*/_z)%*(5_z0$!z%*"+.)0%+*/z+..!¥
sponding to the peak in range 900-1000°C are obtained using the dependences of halfwidth
and a shift in frequency of an absorption maximum from the annealing temperature. The
physical processes corresponded to the peaks of both 600 and 1200-1400°C have not been
studied in detail, partly, due to the hard access of the temperature range of 1200-1400°C and,
partly, due to weak defined processes at 600°C. It follows from the Fig.6 that the change of
area of SiC-peak takes place over the whole temperature range from 20°C up to 1400°C.
In Fig.7 the values of IR transmission amplitude for TO-phonons of SiC at wavenumber 800
cm-1 and for LO-phonons of SiC versus an annealing temperature for spectra presented in
Figs.2 and 3 (curves 1, 1’ P for the perpendicular incidence of IR rays on sample, the curves
2, 2’, 3, 3’ P for an angle of 73°), are shown. When constructing these dependences we have
believed that the IR transmission amplitude at 800 cm-1 is proportional to the concentration
of tetrahedral oriented SiPC-bonds of atoms incorporated into crystallites of SiC. All factors
which can affect on a broadening of peak corresponding to an infinitely thin ideal film of
SiC have been neglected. This approximation is to some extent, may distort the true picture
of the physical phenomena occurring in ion-implanted layer. However, this assumption is
very important in a qualitative sense, since it allows understanding the general course of the
process and separating a region of the IR transmission peak [30] due to the contribution of
crystallites of SiC in the area value, from a region due to the optically active clusters. As seen
in Fig.7, the overall shape of the curves 1 and 2 for the TO-phonons is about the same and
has a number of features, in particular, at 1300°C, which is also found on the curve 3 for the
LO-phonons. The changes of amplitude take place over the all temperature range from 20
1,z0+zDGCC[^z$!.!z.!z %""!.!*!/z%*z0$!z.5/0((%60%+*z,.+!//!/z+"z.+*z%),(*0! z/%(%¥
con layers for the orientation of the substrate (100) and (111).
In Fig.8 0$!z$("w3% 0$z+"z0$!zw,$+*+*z,!'z+"z%z0z,!.,!* %1(.z%*% !*!z+"z z. %¥
tion on sample surface for spectra shown in Figs.2 (curve 1 P for substrate Si(100)) and 3
(curve 1' Pz"+.z/1/0.0!z%cDDDdd_z2!./1/z*z**!(%*#z0!),!.01.!_z%/z,.!/!*0! ^z$!z*(+¥
gous dependences have been presented in previous papers [8, 47, 26f^z+3!2!._z0$!z0!),!.¥
01.!z.*#!z3/z*..+3!.z* _z0$!.!"+.!_z0$!z)4%)z0zDECCz* zDFHC[z3!.!z*+0z"+1* ^
To explain these effects let us consider the ideal case again. We assume that the broadening
of the absorption band due to different processes is absent and, therefore each frequency in
0$!z0.*/)%//%+*z/,!0.1)z+..!/,+* /z0+z+*!z+.z+0$!.z+* z!03!!*z0$!z0+)/z+"z0$!z%)¥
planted layer. On this basis, we can see that, immediately after the implantation the contour
of the transmission curve covers a wide range of frequencies, i. e. in ion-implanted layer
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0$!.!z.!z)*5z %""!.!*0z+* /z0$0z/+.z0z %""!.!*0z".!-1!*%!/^z "z+*!z00.%10!/z0$!z".!¥
quency of 800 cm-1 0+z0$!z0!0.$! .(z+.%!*0! z%ww+* z+"z(!*#0$z+"zC^DLGz*)zc+* z$.¥
teristic of the silicon carbide), so in the implanted layer there are the systems with the bond
lengths of both larger and smaller than this. In general, the presence of different bond
lengths between the atoms of the ion-implanted layer is completely natural because atoms
can stop at different distances from each other in the process of implantation.
In our case, the most interesting bonds are the single-, double- and triple silicon-silicon (Si–
Si, Si=Si, SiZSi), silicon-carbon (Si–C, Si=C, SiZC) and carbon-carbon (C–C, C=C, CZC) bonds
presented in Fig.9. Simple covalent bond C–C, formed by the overlap of two sp3-hybrid
electron clouds along the line connecting the centers of atoms, is -bond. One of the electron
pairs in the double C=C bond forms -bond, and the second bond is formed by p-electrons
with the clouds in the form of "eight", which overlapping, form a -bond. Triple CZC bond
is a combination of one -bond and two -bonds [22]. The lengths of single bonds are
/$+3*z%*z,.+,+.0%+*z0+z+*!/z3$%$z.!z$.0!.%/0%z"+.z0$!/!z+* /z%*zz0!0.$! .(z+.%!*¥
tation, although they can have various values in the ion implanted layer. And in the case of
double and triple bonds they may be either higher or lower than the values given. The
(!*#0$z+"zz/%*#(!z+* z+"z0$!z/)!z05,!z+"z0+)/z3/z0'!*z!-1(z0+z03%!z0$!z+2(!*0z. %¥
us of atoms, and the length of the Si–C-bond was taken as half the sum of double the values
of covalent radii of Si- and C without correction for their ionicity. The lengths of double and
0.%,(!z+* /z3!.!z0'!*z0zC^CEDz* zC^CFGz*)z/$+.0!.z0$*zz/%*#(!z+* _z.!/,!0%2!(5^z.%¥
ple bond between two atoms can be represented by two tetrahedra sharing a common face,
and for the double bond - by two tetrahedra sharing a common edge [44].

Figure 6. An area of the IR transmission peak for TO-phonons of SiC at perpendicular incidence of the radiation on the
sample surface (curves 1, 1') and at 73° from a normal (curves 2, 2') for spectra presented in Figs.2;MJN=K  KM:s
strate Si(100)) and 3 (curves 1', 2' - substrate Si(111)), versus an annealing temperature.
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Figure 7. The IR transmission amplitude values for TO-phonons of SiC (curves 1, 1', 2, 2') at 800 cm-19F<>GJ(+ H@Gs
nons of SiC (curves 3, 3') at perpendicular incidence of the radiation on the sample surface (curves 1, 1') and at 73°
from a normal (curves 2, 2', 3, 3') to surface for spectra presented in Figs.2 (curves 1, 2, 3 - substrate Si(100)) and 3
(curves 1', 2', 3' - substrate Si(111)), versus an annealing temperature.

Figure 8. Half-width of the TO-phonon peak of SiC at perpendicular incidence of IR radiation on sample surface for
spectra presented in Figs.2 (curve 1 ] substrate Si(100)) and 3 (curve 1' ]KM:KLJ9L=/A N=JKMK9F9FF=9DAF?L=Es
perature.
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Figure 9. Various types of bonds between silicon, carbon atoms or their combination.

In the process of implantation of carbon into silicon vast majority of the covalent bonds of the
substrate, starting with the amorphization threshold, are not covalent, because of violation of
bond lengths and angles between them. However, among the formed Si–C-bonds there are
tetrahedral bonds, the distances and angles between atoms of which correspond exactly to the
crystallites of silicon carbide. This is confirmed by the presence of absorption at 800 cm-1 and
5z0$!z.!/1(0/z+"z0$!z10$+./zeEIfz3$+z% !*0%"%! z5z!(!0.+*z %"".0%+*z0$!z,.!/!*!z+"z/%(%¥
con carbide crystallites immediately after the implantation of carbon into silicon.
We believe that the ion-implanted layer consists mainly of various combinations of the nine
types of bonds, shown in Fig. 9. Moreover, it is possible the presence in the implanted layer
+"z0$!z/%*#(!z!(+*#0! z+* /_z/!/-1%_z".!!zco *#(%*#odz* z$5.% %6! z+* /_z/z3!((z/z.!/¥
+**!/z* z+0$!.z$%#$!.z+. !.z%*0!.0%+*/z/z3!((^z5z)'%*#z0$!/!z//1),0%+*/_z3!z,.+¥
ceed not only from the contour of the spectrum of infrared transmission, covering a wide
range of frequencies. We are basing also on the ability of carbon and silicon atoms to form
besides single bonds also double and triple bonds [29, 44, 64, 46]. In paper [27], an aggregate
of carbon atoms was named as a cluster. In this paper, as a cluster we have in mind all the
nine types of bonds and combinations thereof, from which are formed during annealing a
three-dimensional clusters and crystallites of Si and SiC.
Table 1 presents the values of the binding energy for all nine types of bonds, shown in %#¥
ure 9. The sum of the energies of two and three single C–C bonds are equal to 688 and 1032
kJ mole-1, respectively, such that by 73 and 220 kJ mole-1 higher than energy values of the
C=C and CZC bonds listed in Table 1. This suggests that the structures of the C=C and CZ
bonds for one bond has less energy than the structures with a single C–C bonds.
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Types of bond Binding

Types of bond Binding

Types of bond Binding

energy,

energy,

energy,

kJ mole-1

7R9;81-1

7R9;81-1

Si–Si

187

Si–C

290

C–C

344

Si=Si

<374

Si=C

<580

C=C

615

/Au/A

<561

/Au

<870

u

812

Table 1. The values of binding energy for nine types of bond.

By analogy, reasonable to assume that clusters Si=Si, SiZSi, Si=C, SiZC per bond also has less
energy than clusters with single Si–Si and Si–C bonds. Consequently, the energy of double
and triple bonds Si=C, Si=Si, SiZC and SiZSi must be less than the sum of the energies of two
or three single Si–Si and Si–C bonds, as is shown in Table 1. It is evident that the most
strongly bonds are the carbon-carbon and then carbon-silicon and silicon-silicon clusters.
Let us consider the special features of the curves on Figs.6–8 /%*#z+*z0$!z//1),0%+*/z,.!¥
sented above.
The temperature range 20-600°C
It is known [65] that a typical recrystallization temperature of amorphous silicon lies in the
temperature range 500–600°C. When the dose of the implanted carbon ions is much higher
than the amorphization threshold and, the implanted atoms combining with the silicon
0+)/z *z "+.)z 0$!z %*(1/%+*/z +"z *!3z +),+1* /z +"z +*/% !.(!z 2+(1)!_z 0$!z .5/0((%6¥
tion of silicon, in the case of a Gaussian distribution profile of implanted atoms, starts at the
/1."!z* z0$!z%*0!."!zo %/01.! z(5!.zxz/1/0.0!oz* z#+!/z%*z0$!z %.!0%+*z0+z0$!z)4%¥
)1)z+"z0$!z.+*z %/0.%10%+*z3%0$z%*.!/%*#z**!(%*#z0!),!.01.!^z$!z/%(%+*z.5/0((%¥
tes are formed in regions where the concentration of silicon atoms exceeds the concentration
of carbon.
The values of concentration ratio NC/NSi (Fig.1) are small on the edges of distribution and, a
significant number of silicon atoms falls at each implanted carbon atom. In this temperature
range, such combinations of clusters in ion-implanted layer are decaying which consist
mainly of bonds of SiPSi, Si=Si and elongated SiP_z/z0$!5z$2!z0$!z(+3!/0z!*!.#5z %//+%¥
0%+*z)+*#z0$!z05,!/z+"z+* /z(%/0! z+2!^z/z !5z+"z0$!z(1/0!./_z3!z)!*z/1$z.!#.+1,¥
ing of the atoms in system and the change the lengths of chemical bonds and angles
between them, which lead to the most energetically favorable state of system. In such state
there is a system of atoms with tetrahedrally oriented bonds, which are the most stable and
1.(!^z((z+0$!.z05,!/z+"z+* /z* z0$!%.z#!+)!0.%(z..*#!)!*0/z.!z!*!.#5z1*,.+"%0¥
ble; they are insufficiently stable and can decay during annealing.
As it is seen from curves 1 and 1’ in the Figs. 6 and 7, the increasing of both an area of SiCpeak of IR transmission and its amplitude at 800 cm-1 takes place over the temperature range
ECP600°C, i.e. the formation of SiC crystallites takes place at temperatures significantly less
0$0z%0z%/z*!!//.5z"+.z0$!z%z"+.)0%+*z5zz0$!.)(z#.+30$^z$!z)!$*%/)z+"z0$%/z,$!¥
nomenon is of interest.
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In the system "implanted layer Pz/1/0.0!o_z0$!z,$+*+*/z.!z#!*!.0! z%*z0$!z,.+!//z+"z*¥
*!(%*#^z$%/z/5/0!)z%/zz/%*#(!z!*0%05z* _z%0z%/z.!/+*(!z0+z//1)!z0$0z!03!!*z0$!z%)¥
planted layer and the substrate there is a continuous interaction of phonons. Since the
thickness of the substrate is much greater than the thickness of the implanted layer, then,
with respect to the layer, the substrate can act as a huge reservoir of phonons, which able,
1!z 0+z %0/z $!0z ,%05_z .!!%2!z +.z !(%2!.z 0$!z ,$+*+*/z 0+z 0$!z %),(*0! z (5!.^z /z 0$!z %)¥
planted layer is thermodynamically nonequilibrium system, the process of interaction of
phonons with the atoms will go towards reducing the free energy of the system. During
each collision of a phonon with cluster of the implanted layer, the phonon absorption will
occur if the energy of the system will decrease.
*!.#5z.!(!/! z 1.%*#z0$!z !5z+"z(1/0!./_z%/z0.*/"!..! z0+z0$!z(00%!_z3$%$z*z1)1¥
late and transfer it to another cluster, followed by the formation of energetically favorable
system, in this case, the crystallites of Si and SiC. It is also possible direct transfer of energy
of the decaying SiPSi-cluster to other types of clusters. In this temperature range, mainly,
weakly bound SiPSi-clusters can decay during the interaction with phonons. More energy
.!-1%.!/z"+.z0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z.5/0((%0!/z+"z%z* z%^z$%/z!*!.#5z%/z0.*/"!.! z0+z0$!z.!0¥
ing atoms by the lattice. The considered above mechanism of formation of crystallites of Si
* z%_z0$!z/+w((! z+2!.w..%!.z)!$*%/)_z3$!*z0$!z%*0!.0%*#z0+)/z+2!.+)!z0$!z!*¥
ergy barrier of height E  En, is shown in Fig.10^z$%/z)!$*%/)z+"z"+.)0%+*z+"z0!0.$!¥
drally oriented bonds SiPSi and SiPC from an energy point of view is advantageous for the
crystal lattice, since it thereby reduces its free energy.
All possible mechanisms of the tetrahedral oriented SiPSi- and SiPC-bonds formation should
!z!*!.#5z,.+"%0(!z"+.z0$!z.5/0((%*!z(00%!z0+z !.!/!z".!!z!*!.#5z+"z/5/0!)^z$!z"+.)¥
tion of crystallites of Si and SiC in the range 20P600°C occurs mainly due to the decay of
clusters such as the longest SiPSi- and SiPC-bonds, but also partly due to the disintegration
of other types of clusters. A number of studies have shown [5, 26], that immediately after the
implantation, the presence of a minute quantity of SiC crystallites with hexagonal structure
is observed in the ion implanted layer and, they are transformed into w%z0z0$!z0!),!.¥
ture of 400°C and higher. It is impossible to identify the presence of Si crystallites due to
their optical inactivity in this range of the infrared absorption. However, their presence is
*+0z%*z +10_z/z)1$z(!//z!*!.#5z%/z.!-1%.! z0+z!4,!* z"+.z0$!%.z"+.)0%+*z0$*z"+.z0$!z"+.¥
mation of SiC crystallites at the implementation of over-barrier mechanism. As we showed
earlier, in layers SiC0.03 with a low carbon concentration the crystallites of Si increase their
/%6!/z".+)zEz0+zFz*)z%*z0$!z.*#!zECPJCC[zc%#^DDd^
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Figure 10. Illustration of the over-barrier mechanism of the formation of the tetrahedral oriented bonds

Figure 11. X-ray diffraction patterns of the SiC0.12 layer after implantation (a) and average sizes of crystallites in the (111)
HD9F=9>L=JAEHD9FL9LAGF9F<9FF=9DAF?:]/A>GJD9Q=J/A0.03 ]/A>GJD9Q=J/A0.12 ]/A>GJD9Q=J/A0.12).

Peak area immediately after implantation is not zero, i. e. a part of the carbon atoms is included
into composition of the optically active clusters (Fig.6). If we assume that, after annealing at
1000-1250°C almost all carbon atoms are optically active and optically inactive clusters broke
1,_z3!z/!!z0$0z%))! %0!(5z"0!.z0$!z%),(*00%+*z+"z.+*z%*0+z0$!zcDCCdz* zcDDDdz+.%!*0¥
ed silicon at least 65% and 60% of carbon atoms were concentrated in optically inactive clusters,
.!/,!0%2!(5_z%"z0$!z%),(*00%+*z3/z..%! z+10z5zz +/!z/1""%%!*0z0+z+0%*z0$!z/0+%$%+)!0¥
ric concentration (E = 40 keV, D = 3.56×1017 cm-2). A number of carbon atoms is included into
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stable types of optically inactive clusters which stable up to melting point of silicon. It is known
[44], that the optically inactive objects consist of the clusters and their chains that lie in one
plane. The formation of clusters and chains of planar systems of nets may be due to energy
+*/% !.0%+*/^z+.z!4),(!_z%*zeHfz0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z(0!.*0%*#z(5!./z+"z/%*#(!z.5/0(z/%(%¥
con with amorphous silicon precipitates enriched with carbon in the ion-implanted layer,
attributed to the fact that the system in such a way reduces its free energy.
Spatial pattern of ion-implanted layer is difficult to model, since a Gaussian distribution
profile of implanted atoms is characterized by the change by depth of the concentration of
carbon atoms NC/NSi and, thus, the mechanism of physical processes from one layer to layer
is changed. We can construct a flat infrared inactive net in the middle of layer where NC/NSi
= 1. Flat optical inactive net consisting of C and Si atoms, linked by single, double and triple
bonds, may also contain free ("dangling") bonds of the silicon and carbon atoms. These
bonds may connect to atoms of the other flat net or on the association of the atoms which do
*+0z(%!z%*z+*!z,(*!^z$!z0+)/z3$%$z +z*+0z(%!z%*z+*!z,(*!_z*z"+.)z*z//+%0%+*z+"z+,¥
tically active clusters.
With increasing annealing temperature at first the decay of elongated single bonds at two
atoms united by a triple bond, is taken place. These pairs of atoms inhibit the diffusion of
0+)/z%*z0$!z(5!.^z$!*_z0$!z!*!.#!0%((5z1*"2+.(!z/%*#(!z+* /z+"z0+)/z.!z %/%*0!#.0¥
ed in the planar nets of clusters. The subsequent increase in annealing temperature would lead
to the disintegration of the planar nets forming a number free carbon and silicon atoms, as
well as pairs of Si and C atoms, linked together by multiple bonds. Free carbon and silicon
0+)/z*z)+2!z+*z/$+.0z %/0*!/z* z&+%*z0+z"+.)z0$!z.5/0((%0!z%z+.z%_z3$%$z%/z,.+"%0¥
ble from an energy point of view and, as a result, the energy of system is decreased.
In addition to the planar nets of clusters, the ion-implanted layer may contain long chains of
clusters, which are also optically inactive. The chains can be formed by alternating different
types of bonds, and their degradation temperature may be different. There are also local
clusters non-interacting with the surrounding atoms and consisting of three-, four- and
more atoms linked together by double bonds. They are most stable clusters due to the full
richness of their bonds. Perhaps these clusters are not disintegrated up to the melting point
of layer.
In Fig.12z0$!z z0.*/)%//%+*z),(%01 !z2!./1/z0$!z**!(%*#z0!),!.01.!z"+.z %""!.!*0z".!¥
quencies is shown. It is evident that clusters absorbing at frequencies of 850 and 900 cm-1, in
0$!z.*#!zECxICC[z % z*+0z %/%*0!#.0! _z/z0$!%.z),(%01 !z.!)%*/z1*$*#! ^z$!z,+/%¥
tion of minimum of IR transmission peak does not change and is located at 757 cm-1 (Fig.4).
This indicates the dominant role of one type of clusters, which absorb at 757 cm-1^z $!z %*¥
.!/!z+"z0$!z),(%01 !z+"z0$!z,!'zc%#^zDE_z1.2!zFdz%* %0!/z*z%*.!/!z%*z0$!z+*!*0.¥
tion of these clusters with increasing annealing temperature. At the same time the
concentration of clusters, which absorb at 700 cm-1 and correspond to the elongated single
bond, is simultaneously increased. The energy of both the formation and decay of these
bonds is a least one (E = hd_z/z0$!5z/+.z0$!z. %0%+*z+"z(+3!/0z".!-1!*%!/z)+*#z+*¥
sidered. It follows from Fig.7 (curve 1) and 12 (curve 1), that the bonds being very similar to
tetrahedral bonds of SiC which absorbs at 800 cm-1, are formed in the implanted layer. That
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follows also from decrease of peak halfwidth (Fig.8)z%*z0!),!.01.!z.*#!zECxGCC[^z 0/z%*¥
crease in range 400–600°C may be associated with intensive restructuring of Si–Si bonds of
amorphous silicon before recrystallization at the surface and near the substrate, where the
concentration of carbon is low. The increase in peak area of the TO-phonon SiC in this range
(Fig. 6, curves 1, 1 ') is caused by an increase in the number of tetrahedral bonds and close to
them, which absorbs in the range 750-850 cm-1 (Fig.12, curves 1, 3, 5).
No significant differences between the properties of the films on the substrate orientation (100)
and (111) in this temperature range were observed, except for the fact that the area of SiCpeak and amplitude at 800 cm-1 are slightly higher for the orientation (111), which indicates a
higher number of tetrahedral bonds of SiC and a smaller number of optically inactive clusters.

Figure 12. EHDALM<=G>%.LJ9FKEAKKAGF>GJN9JAGMKO9N=FME:=JN9DM=KN=JKMK9F9FF=9DAF?L=EH=J9LMJ=  w
cm-1  `;E-1  y;E-1  x;E-1 9F< v;E-1.

The temperature range 600-800°C
The area under IR spectrum curve is decreased in this temperature range (Fig.6) due to the
decay of the optical active clusters absorbing at the frequencies close to 700 and 750 cm-1
(Fig.12). As shown in previous studies (Fig. 13d, e), this is due to the decay of elongated Si
Pw+* /z%*z0$!z(5!./z3%0$zz(+3z+*!*0.0%+*z+"z.+*^z*z%*0!*/%2!z,.+!//z+"z %/%*0!¥
gration of these bonds occurs in layers SiC0.4 and SiC0.12z!03!!*z0$!z/1."!z* z0$!z)4%¥
mum of the carbon distribution. In addition of the decay of the optical active non0!0.$! .(z%Pw+* /_z/!!)%*#(5_z !"+.)! z%w%z+* /z.!z %/%*0!#.0! _z0++^
$!z%*0!*/%2!z.!..*#!)!*0z+"z(1/0!./z%/z$.0!.%6! z"+.z0$%/z0!),!.01.!z.*#!^z/zz.!¥
sult of multiple collisions the atoms of clusters, successively passing from the initialthrough the intermediate states to the most energy favorable end position, form the
tetrahedrally oriented bonds of Si- and SiC crystallites. A significant change of halfwidth of
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the SiPC-peak of IR spectrum begins for film on (100) oriented substrate (Fig.8). In case of
(111) oriented silicon substrate the same is taken place some later. A certain increase of the
concentration of clusters absorbing on the wavenumbers ranged from 850 to 900 cm-1 (Fig.
12, curves 4, 5) is simultaneously taken place. The ordering of layer structure in region near
the substrate is taken place, too.

Figure 13. !>>=;LG>L@=9FF=9DAF?L=EH=J9LMJ=GFL@=%.LJ9FKEAKKAGF9EHDALM<=9LO9N=FME:=JKG> w;E-1,
 `;E-1  y;E-1  x;E-1 9F< v;E-1MF<=JFGJE9DAF;A<=F;=G>%.J9<A9LAGFGFL@=K9Es
HD=KMJ>9;=9/A1.4:/A ;/A  </A  =/A >/A .

The temperature range 800-1000°C
Accordingly to Figs. 6-8 and 12 almost whole ion implanted layer takes place in the process
of crystallization of Si and SiC in this temperature range. The probability of over-barrier
mechanism of the formation of Si- and SiC crystallites, seemingly, is increased as is seen
from the significant increase of the IR transmission amplitude at 800 cm-1 (Fig.7, curves 1, 1’).
$!z"(0z*!0z+"z(1/0!./z* z0$!z$%*/z+"z0$!)z%*zz#.!0z!40!*0z.!z %/%*0!#.0! ^z$!z%*0!*¥
/%2!z !5z+"z0$!z%*"..! z0%2!z*+*w0!0.$! .(z%xw+* /z%/z0'!*z,(!z* _z0$!z/!/-1%(¥
teral- and, partially, the double silicon-silicon bonds simultaneously with the infrared
inactive single bonds can disintegrated as well. Seemingly, the energy of the phonons may
be sufficient for the disintegration of the infrared inactive C–Si-, C–C- and even C=Si-bonds.
Simultaneously, the formation of the most energy favorable tetrahedrally oriented bonds of
Si- and SiC-crystallites is taken place (Figs. 6, 7, curves 1, 1’; Fig.12, curve 3). The continious
process of the formation of the infrared active clusters absorbing on the frequencies close to
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JCCP800 cm-1z%/z0'!*z,(!z%*z0$!z(5!.z* _z0$!z+*!*0.0%+*z+"z0$!/!z(1/0!./z3%0$z0$!z%*¥
creasing of the annealing temperature is increased. The absorption at 800 cm-1z!#%*/z/%#*%"%¥
cantly predominate over the ones at another frequencies. That leads to the significant
increase of the IR transmission amplitude at this frequency in comparison with the increase
of amplitude at another ones (Fig.12, curve 3) and, that is perceived as a frequency shift of
the IR absorption maximum (Fig.4). The increase of concentration of clusters absorbing on
frequencies higher than 800 cm-1 is observed, too (Fig. 12, curves 4, 5).
So, the increase of the area under the IR transmission curve in the temperature range
800-1000°C is caused, mainly, by the absorption at frequency of 800 cm-1_z%^!^z5z+* /z$.¥
acteristic to the SiC-crystallites and, by bonds absorbing on frequencies both more and less
than 800 cm-1 as well. In the case of the (100) oriented substrate the number of tetrahedral Si
PC-bonds reached at 1000°C some maximum and does not change up to 1200°C, whereas in
0$!z/!z+"z+.%!*00%+*zcDDDdz%0z%*.!/!/z#+%*#z/)++0$(5z%*z0$!z.*#!zLCCwDFCC[^z+),.%¥
son with the data in Fig.13 shows that such flat areas of curves at these temperatures are
typical for the layers SiC0.7, and especially for SiC0.4^z$!z0+0(z +/!z+"z%),(*0! z%+*/z+"z.¥
bon in the case of SiC0.7 was D(SiC0.7) = 4.54×1017 cm-2, and D(SiC0.4) = 2.72×1017 cm-2, and is
comparable to the dose of carbon ions with an energy of 40 keV for the considered Gaussian
distribution of carbon: D (40 keV) = 3.56×1017 cm-2. The halfwidth of IR-spectrum maximum
(Fig.8)z%*z0$!z.*#!zKCCwDCCC[z%/z.,% (5z !.!/! ^z$0z%/z*z!2% !*!z+"zz/%#*%"%*0z+.¥
!.%*#z+"z0$!z%+*z%),(*0! z(5!.z/0.101.!z1/! z5z0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z%wz* z%w.5/0((%¥
tes. It goes more intensively in case of (100) orientation of substrate.
The temperature range 1000-1100°C
In spite of the fact that the formation of new SiC crystallites in the implanted layer at these
temperatures is not taken place (Fig.7, curve 1, 1’; Fig.12 and 16, curves 3), the decrease of
area of SiC-peak of IR transmission curve is significant (Fig.6, curves 1, 1’). As it was shown
earlier (Fig.11), the dimensions of Si- and SiC-crystallites are enlarged with the increase of
the annealing temperature. Thereby, we believe that in this temperature range the uniting of
small crystallites of Si and SiC in the larger ones is taken place, resulting the frequency shift
of LO-phonon peak in IR spectrum to a higher frequency (Fig. 4), as well as the growth of its
amplitude (Fig. 7, curve 3). When combining the crystallites, in the area of their union the
!5z+"z0$!z+0$z+,0%((5z0%2!z* z%*0%2!z(1/0!./z%/z0'!*z,(!^z$%/z!4,(%*/z0$!z !¥
crease in the amplitude of the infrared transmittance for clusters absorbing at frequencies of
800-900 cm-1 (Fig. 12) and the corresponding decrease in the area (Fig. 6). Apparently, this
0!),!.01.!z%/z%*/1""%%!*0z"+.z0$!z !5z+"z(1/0!./zR%z* zRz* _z/zz.!/1(0z0$!z"+.)¥
0%+*z+"z*!3z%z.5/0((%0!/z%/z*+0z+/!.2! ^z+3!2!._zz2+(1)!z+"z,+(5.5/0((%*!z%z%/z+*¥
tinuously increased due to the disintegration of Si-Si, Si=Si bonds in regions with low
concentration of carbon (Fig.1, regions I and II).
*z0$!z/!z+"z0$!z/1/0.0!z+.%!*00%+*z%cDDDd_z0$!z%w,!'z.!z%/z.! 1! z0+zz(!//!.z!4¥
tent, and is larger after annealing at 1100°C than the peak area for the substrate Si(100) due
to the fact that the number of tetrahedral bonds and crystallites continues to grow.
The temperature range 1100-1200°C
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Both the area of Si–C-peak (Fig. 6) and its half-width (Fig. 8) increase in this temperature
interval, while the volume of the polycrystalline SiC is unchanged (Fig. 12, curve 3 and Fig.
7, curve 1), as the further growth of SiC crystallite size due to their association (Fig. 4, curves
of LO-phonons) is taken place. The growth of the area and half-width of Si–C-peak are
caused by the formation of new optically active clusters absorbing at frequencies of 750-900
cm-1 (%#^z DEdz 1!z 0+z 0$!z !5z +"z /0(!z (1/0!./^z /z z .!/1(0_z 0$!z %+*w%),(*0! z (5!.z !¥
grades the structure (increase in half-width of the peak).
The temperature range 1200-1250°C
No significant changes in the formation of new infrared active clusters over this range are
taken place. The decaying clusters with short SiPC-bonds, absorbing at frequencies of
KCCP900 cm-1 (Fig. 12, curves 1-3) are converted into clusters with long bonds, absorbing at
700 and 800 cm-1 (Fig. 12, curves 4 and 5). Therefore, the area of SiPC-peak is not changed
(Fig.6) for both orientations of substrate (100) and (111). The annealing temperature 1250°C
may be sufficient for the decay of sesqui- and double SiPw+* /^z/zz.!/1(0_z0$!z+*!*0.¥
tion of tetrahedrally oriented SiPC-bonds increases, the atoms are combined into crystallites
of SiC, and the amplitude of the IR spectrum at 800 cm-1 increases (Fig. 12, curve 3). There is
z"1.0$!.z/0.!)(%*%*#z+"z0$!z/0.101.!z+"z0$!z%+*w%),(*0! z(5!.zc%#^zKd_z+0$z 1!z0+z0$!z"+.¥
mation of new crystallites of SiC, as well as due to an increase in their size (Fig. 4, curve of
LO-phonons).
The temperature range 1250-1300°C
Seemengly, there may be competing processes here. Firstly, in the case of the substrate
Si(100) in this interval there is a decay of a large number of tetrahedral bonds (Fig. 7, curve
1), which is the main reason for reducing the area of SiC-peak at 1300°C (Fig. 6, curve 1). At
the same time the amplitude of the LO-phonon is decreased (Fig. 7, curve 3) and the halfwidth of the peak is increased (Fig. 8, curve 1), indicating a deterioration of the structure. In
contrast, in the case of the substrate Si(111) the peak area (Fig. 6, curve 1') and the amplitude
at 800 cm-1 (Fig. 7, curve 1') are increased, and this is accompanied by a decrease in the halfwidth of the TO-phonon peak and an increase in amplitude of the LO-phonon peak (Fig. 7,
curve 3'), i.e. by the improving of the layer structure. We assume that there may be two
dominant mechanism of the influence of substrate orientation on the layer structure at high
temperatures. During the recrystallization of the damaged layer in the interface "the SiC film
– Si substrate", both a destruction of the silicon crystallites and the uniting of their atoms
with the substrate are taken place. The difference of the recrystallization of the substrate
Si(100) may be the appearance of forces and conditions for the destruction of the defective
crystallites of silicon carbide. This leads to a decrease in amplitude at 800 cm-1 and increase
the half-width of the peak due to the appearance of non-tetrahedral SiPC-bonds. The second
)!$*%/)z)5z!z//+%0! z3%0$z %""!.!*0z+*!*0.0%+*/z+"z.+*z*!.z0$!z/1."!z+"z/%(¥
icon. After implantation into (100) oriented Si substrate, the carbon-riched surface layer is
much thicker than in case of Si(111) substrate, so the sublimation and desorption of carbon
at high temperatures will lead to a significant decrease in the amplitude values of the SiCpeak at all frequencies. Ie, the experiments to study an influence of substrate orientation on
the desorption of implanted carbon are necessary.
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The temperature range 1300-1350°C
Despite the increase in the desorption of carbon, the area of SiC-peak (Fig. 6), as well as the
amplitude at all frequencies of spectra are increased in case of the film on the substrate Si(100)
(Fig. 12, curves 1-5). The atoms of clusters, which formed due to the destruction of defective
.5/0((%0!/z+"z%z%*z0$!z,.!2%+1/z0!),!.01.!z.*#!_z.!w1*%0!z#%*z%*z"+.)z+"z0$!z.5/0((%¥
tes of SiC, as well as in form of optically active clusters, which absorb at frequencies near 800
cm-1^z *z %0%+*_z/0(!z(1/0!./z3%0$z%R_z%Zz* zRz+* /z.!z %/%*0!#.0! zc%#^zLd^
Growth of SiC crystallite size leads to a frequency shift of LO-phonons peak in the shortwavelength region (Fig. 4). Since in an isolated system unacceptable the processes occurring
with increasing free energy, the uniting of two crystallites occurs, if is accompanied by a gain
%*z!*!.#5z%*z+),.%/+*z3%0$z0$!z!*!.#5z!4,!* ! z%*z0$!%.z !5^z *z0$!z/!z+"z0$!z+.%!*0¥
tion of the substrate Si(111) a decrease of the area of SiC-peak (Fig. 6, curve 1'), as well as the
amplitude at 800 cm-1 (Fig. 7, curve 1') occur due to increased desorption of carbon.
The temperature range 1350-1400°C
Although at these temperatures the decay of optically inactive clusters, formation of both
new crystallites and optically active SiC-clusters should be the greatest, nevertheless the
growth of area and the amplitude of the SiC-peak of IR spectrum is not observed. On the
contrary, they decrease (Fig. 6 and 7), which can be explained to the dominant influence of
sublimation and desorption of carbon. The volume of polycrystalline SiC is also reduced,
which is accompanied by a decrease in the amplitude of LO-phonons (Fig. 7_z1.2!zFd^zz"1.¥
ther ordering of the structure of ion-implanted layer occurs, as evidenced by the decrease in
the peak half-width of IR spectrum.
In conclusion, it is necessary to note that the quantity of absorbing SiPC-bonds in the silicon
layer with Gaussian distribution of implanted carbon reaches a maximum at 1000°C for
(100) oriented substrate and, at 1000 and 1250°C for (111) oriented substrate (Fig. 6). Most of
the carbon atoms combine with atoms of silicon, forming the tetrahedrally oriented bonds of
SiC (Fig. 12, curve 3). Seemingly, there are flat nets and chains of clusters (%#^zLd_z3$%$z+*¥
/%/0z)%*(5z+"z+* /z%x%_z%zRz%_zx%_zxz* _z0$%/z0!),!.01.!z%/z/1""%%!*0z"+.z0$!%.z !¥
cay. Some significant part of the carbon atoms form bonds of higher order, which decay at
temperatures of 1200-1400°C and above. At high temperatures, 1300-1400°C (Figs. 6 and 7)
occur intense desorption processes of carbon.
A shape of IR transmission peak
All presented spectra (Fig.2) $2!z/$,!z %""!.!*0z".+)z/%),(5z %/,!./%2!z/,!0.1)zc0$!+.!0¥
ically calculated). The transmission band both left and right from the transmission peak are
perceptible asymmetric and, one can not describe it's shape by a simple analytical function.
$!z/$,!z/5))!0.5z%/z !.!/! z3%0$z0$!z**!(%*#z0!),!.01.!z%*.!/%*#z* _z%0z%/z)%*¥
%)(z%*z0$!z0!),!.01.!z.*#!zDFCCxDFHC[^z$!z"1.0$!.z%*.!/!z+"z0$!z**!(%*#z0!),!.¥
ture leads to the increase of asymmetry, too. The contour of the transmission peak for TOphonons at perpendicular incidence of electromagnetic radiation on sample surface after
annealing at 1350°C is most close to the dispersive one.
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2%+1/(5_z0$!z/5))!0.5z+"z z0.*/)%//%+*z+*0+1.z%/z.!(0! z3%0$z0$!z,.!/!*!z+"z0$!z%*¥
frared active clusters in the ion implanted layer, and the concentration of clusters is minimal
when the asymmetry is minimal, i.e. at 1350°C. In this relation, a largest area of SiC-peak
corresponds to maximum amplitude of absorption at wavenumber 800 cm-1 (Figs.7 and 8).
As is seen from amplitude values in Fig.12 (curves 1, 2, 4, 5), there is a certain quantity of the
non-tetrahedral optical active clusters at 1350°C. Seemingly, a presence of very stable optical
inactive clusters, which are not disintegrated even at the melting point of Si, is possible.
Measurement of a conduction type of carbon implanted silicon layer
The (100) oriented substrates of n- and p-Si of dimensions 7×5×0.3 mm3 with resistivities 4PH
z have been implanted by carbon ions with values of energy 40 keV and dose 3.56×1017
cm-2z0+z !0!.)%*!zz05,!z+"z+* 10%+*^z"0!.z%),(*00%+*_z0$!z/),(!/z$2!z!!*z%/+$.+¥
nously annealed in vacuum over the temperature range from 200 up to 1200°C with step
200°C for 30 min. A surface layer of the annealed samples have been removed by etching in
an acid mixture HF:HNO3 in composition of 1:10. A type of conduction of the implanted
surface has been determined using thermo-emf after each 0.5 mm along both horisontal and
vertical directions. The thermo-emf have fixed with approximately equiprobability the both
n- and p-type of conduction on n-Si substrates, while on the p-Si substrates the thermo-emf
have shown the p-type of conduction only. We believe that p-type of conduction on the n-Si
substrates is provided by the SiC crystallites. The conduction of the Si crystallites is similar
to the conduction of the substrate. If the substrate is p-Si, so the both Si- and SiC-crystallites
$2!z 0$!z ,w05,!z +"z +* 10%+*^z +_z 0$!z /5*0$!/%6! z %w.5/0((%0!/z $2!z ,w05,!z +"z +* 1¥
tion independently from the type of substrate.
3.2. Investigation of high-temperature instability of solid SiC films synthesized by ion
implantation
/z/00! z%*z,.#.,$zE_z"+.z+*/0.10%+*z+"zz.!0*#1(.z,.+"%(!z+"z0$!z %/0.%10%+*z+"z.¥
bon atoms in the silicon, the implantation of carbon ions of different energies and doses in
the second group of single-crystal silicon wafers of n- and p-type conductivity was carried
out sequentially in the order according to Table 2. The doses of ions were chosen in such a
way to obtain a layer SiC0.7 with the ratio of the concentrations of carbon and silicon atoms
through a depth of about NC/NSizRzC^J^z+/0%),(*00%+*z**!(%*#z+"z0$!z/),(!/z3/z,!.¥
formed in a vacuum in the temperature range 200-1200°C for 30 min with a step 200°C. In
some cases, to compare also were analyzed the samples with films SiC0.95.
E, keV
D(SiC0.7), 1017 cm-2
D(SiC0.95), 1017 cm-2
NC(Gibbons) profile [21]

40

20

10

5

3

2.80

0.96

0.495

0.165

0.115
0.184

4.48

1.54

0.792

0.264

Rp(E), nm

93.0

47.0

24.0

12.3

7.5

a.p(E), nm

34.0

21.0

13.0

7.0

4.3

Table 2. Values of energy, E, dose, D, projected range, Rp! 9F<KLJ9??DAF? a.p(E), for 12C+ ions in Si, used for
constructing a rectangular distribution profiles SiC0.7 and SiC0.95.
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3.2.1 Influences of annealing, sputtering and the film composition changes during high
dose implantation on the thickness and shape of the distribution profile of carbon atoms
Fig. 14 shows the calculated profile NC(Gibbons) of distribution of carbon atoms through the
depth of silicon for the energies and doses of ions according to Table 2, which is the sum of
Gaussian distributions constructed with the use of Rp(E) and Yp(E) by [21fzc dz%*z+. ¥
ance with the expression:
N (x) =

(x  Rp )2
D
1/2 exp  2]R 2
]Rp (2j)
p

(5)

where x – the distance from the surface.

Figure 14. distribution profiles in Si produced by ion implantation (see Table 2). (a) SiC0.7; (b) SiC0.95; NC(Gibbons) is the
profiles calculated according to [21], where NC(Gibbons) = NC(40 keV) + NC(20 keV) + NC(10 keV) + NC(5 keV) + NC(3
keV). NC(20°C), NC(1250°C) and NO(1250°C) are the Auger profiles of carbon and oxygen, respectively, in a layer after
high-dose implantation and annealing at 1250°C for 30 min.

Fig. 14 also shows the experimental curves (Fig. 14, curves NC(20°C), NC(1250°C) and
NOcDEHC[dd_z+0%*! z5z1#!.z!(!0.+*z/,!0.+/+,5_z/$+3%*#z0$!z.0%+z+"z0$!z+*!*0.¥
tions of carbon and oxygen atoms to silicon (NC/NSizzO/NSidz0$.+1#$z0$!z !,0$z+"z0$!z/)¥
ple after implantation (20°C) and annealing at 1250°C for 30 min in an argon atmosphere
containing some oxygen. These distributions are constructed through a depth, taking into
+1*0z0$!z+* %0%+*z0$0z0$!z*1)!.z+"z.+*z0+)/z%*z/%(%+*z* _z+*/!-1!*0(5_z0$!z%*0!¥
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grals and the area under the curves NC(Gibbons) and NC(20°C) must be equal one another at



a first approximation. The areas under the curves were equal to SG = S20°C = (N C / N Si )dx = 90
units (or 100%), and after annealing at 1250°C: S1250°CzRzJDz1*%0/zc+.zJL^GMdz 1!z0+z0$!z"+.)¥
tion of silicon oxide layer. When evaluating the number of carbon atoms in a thin surface
region (8 nm), where NC/NSi is very great due to the low content of silicon atoms (NSi<<
5×1022 cm-3), an approximation was made that the NC/NSi does not exceed 2.3 (Ngraphite =
11.6×1022 cm-3 and Nsilicon = 5×1022 cm-3). At the same time, the area under the profile curve for
the region x> 22.2 nm were estimated SG = 78 units, S20°C = 66 units and S1250°C = 65 units. That
is, the areas under the profile curves before and after annealing for x > 22.2 nm are almost
equal, but less than calculated value, since part of the carbon atoms after implantation was
concentrated near the surface (x <8 nm), and during annealing occur desorption of carbon
from the layer (x<22.2 nm) and the formation of silicon oxide. The interface "the SiC film - Si
substrate" in the experiment was more abrupt than it was expected. After annealing for 30
)%*10!/_z()+/0zECMz+"z0$!z0+0(z*1)!.z+"z.+*z0+)/z !/+.! z".+)z0$!z.+*w.%$z/1.¥
face layer of the film. Fig. 14 shows that the average concentration of carbon and oxygen
were: NC/NSi = 0.7 in the depth 22.2 < x < 110 nm and the NO/NSizS 3.0 at the surface layer x <
22.2 nm. In this case there is penetration of oxygen atoms into the layer up to 30 nm.
Some difference between the shape of the experimental and calculated curves of the profile
is observed (Fig. 14). The distribution NC(Gibbons) was made without taking into account
the effects of sputtering and composition changes in the layer by high dose implantation.
Accounting for the effect of surface sputtering during high dose of implantation of carbon
ions (E = 40 keV, D = 2.8×1017 cm-2) allows to assume the displacement of profile further into
the layer with increasing dose, to some expansion of the profile and, consequently, to reduce
the carbon concentration at the peak of the distribution in comparison with the calculated
2(1!^z+3!2!._z$*#%*#z0$!z+),+/%0%+*z+"z0$!z/%*#(!w.5/0(z/%(%+*z/1/0.0!z1,z0+zz)%4¥
ture of C and Si atoms during the implantation suggests the formation of a significant
amount of double and tripple Si–C- and C–C-bonds, which are more strong than the Si–Sibonds, as well as the formation of stable carbon and carbon-silicon clusters. This results a
decrease of Rpcdz* zYp(E) during implantation.
The decrease of Rpcdz !.!/!/z0$!z%*"(1!*!z+"z/1."!z/,100!.%*#z+*z0$!z,+/%0%+*z+"z0$!z %/¥
tribution maximum of carbon atoms, i.e., the maximum should remain nearly on the same
depth. Moreover, the decrease of pcdz3%((z%*.!/!z0$!z.+*z+*!*0.0%+*z0z0$!z)4%¥
mum of peak and a more sharp decrease in concentration in the direction to the substrate
and to the surface. This will cause a decrease in the depth of the interface "film SiC – the
substrate Si», which becomes more sharp with increasing dose, as well as an occurrence of
!,.!//%+*z!03!!*z,!'/zGCz* zECz'!_z* z,+//%(5z!03!!*zECz* zDCz'!^z$!z,,!.¥
ance of depression between peaks 40 and 20 keV in Fig. 14 for layers SiC0.7 and SiC0.95 may be
due to these reasons.
The surface sputtering during the implantation of carbon ions with energies of 10, 5 and 3
keV is more intense with decreasing ion energy. This should lead to an increase in carbon
concentration near the surface due to shift of the distribution maxima of these ions one to
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another (N C(3 keV) and NC(5 keV) in the direction of NCcDCz'!dd^z/zz.!/1(0_z/%#*%"%*0z%*¥
crease in the concentration of carbon in the surface layer is observed.
It is seen in Fig.14b that the average concentration of carbon and oxygen were: NC/NSi = 0.95
in the depth of the layer from 20 to 110 nm and the NO/NSizS 2.33 at the surface layer up to a
depth of about 20 nm. At the same time observed the penetration of oxygen up to 80 nm to



the depth. It was found for a layer SiC0.95 that SG = S20°C = (N C / N Si )dx = 144 units (or 100%),
and after annealing at 1250°C: S1250°Cz Rz DCFz 1*%0/z c+.z JD^FMd^z $1/_z %0z ,,!./z 0$0z "0!.z *¥
nealing for 30 minutes, almost 30% of the carbon atoms desorbed from the surface layer of
0$!z "%()^z 0z 0$!z /)!z 0%)!z 0$!z ,,!.*!z +"z z (5!.z +"z +45#!*z 0+)/z 0z 0$!z /1."!z %/z .!¥
vealed. The area under the profile curve for the region x > 25 nm were estimated SG = 121
units, S20°C = 99 units and S1250°C = 95 units. i.e., the area under the curves of the profile before
* z"0!.z**!(%*#z"+.z.!#%+*z4zUzEHz*)z.!z/%)%(.z%*z)#*%01 !_z10z#%*z(!//z0$*z(1¥
(0! z+*!_z/%*!z,.0z+"z0$!z.+*z0+)/z"0!.z%),(*00%+*z3/z+*!*0.0! z*!.z0$!z/1.¥
face (x < 19 nm), and after annealing, there was desorption of carbon from layer (x <25 nm)
* z0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z/%(%+*z+4% !^z$!z%*0!."!zo0$!z%z"%()zxz%z/1/0.0!oz%*z0$!z!4,!.%¥
ment also was sharper than the expected one.
$!z,.!/!*!z+"zz/$.,z%*0!."!zo0$!z%z"%()zxz%z/1/0.0!oz,!.)%0/z0+z/1,,+/!z0$0z%/z,+/¥
/%(!z0+z+0%*z,.+)%/%*#z.!/1(0/z+*z0$!z)!/1.!)!*0z+"z"%()z0$%'*!//z5zw.5z.!"(!0+)!¥
try, although this method is typically used for films deposited with a very sharp interface "a
film - substrate" and for ion-implanted layers usually does not apply. The parameters of the
SiC0.7 film by this method were investigated at small grazing angles z5z.!+. %*#z0$!z*¥
gular dependence of the reflection coefficient using two spectral lines CuK (0.154 nm) and
CuK (0.139 nm) on the installation "ComplexXRay C6" [61]. The oscillations of intensity
were observed, assigned to the interference of X-ray reflections in the layers SiC0.7 and SiO2
(Fig. 15).
The first maximum of reflection with intensity I1zRzLFECJz,1(/!/z0z*z*#(!z+"zEzRzC^GDK[ is
observed (Fig. 15). The angle of total external reflection is evaluated as an angle where the
intensity is equal to a half of the first maximum (I = I1/2 = 46603 pulses), ie 2 = 0.449°, or 
= 0.2245° = 3.918 mrad. Using the Henke program is determined that this value of  +..!¥
sponds to the value of film density 2.37 g/cm3, which is close to the density of cristobalite
(SiO2) 2.32 g/cm3. Further, with increasing of the incidence angle, the intensity of reflection
increases again up to I2 RzJIKFDz,1(/!/z* z0$0z%* %0!/z0$!z,.!/!*!z+"zz)+.!z !*/!z/0.1¥
ture. If the intensity falls up to the value I = I2/2 = 38415 pulses, the value 2c = 0.486°, the
critical angle is equal to c = 0.243° = 4.241 mrad, which corresponds to a density 2.77 g/cm3
and is close to the density of quartz (SiO2) 2.65 g/cm3. As shown in Fig. 15, then there is a
second increase in intensity up to I3 = 34416 pulse which corresponds to a denser structure.
If the intensity falls up to the value I = I3/2 = 17208 pulse, the value 2c = 0.526°, and c =
0.263° = 4.590 mrad. This corresponds to a density  = 3.25 g/cm3_z3$%$z%/z(+/!z0+z0$!z !*/%¥
ty of silicon carbide - 3.2 g/cm3.
$!z(5!.z0$%'*!//z%/z !0!.)%*! z5z0$!z"+.)1(zE z/%*zzRz_z+.z0'%*#z%*0+z+1*0z0$!z/)((
2(1!/z+"z`z zRzuEzz*)_z3$!.!zzwz0$!z32!(!*#0$z+"z1  (0.154 nm) or CuK (0.139 nm)
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. %0%+*_z* zE av was determined as an average from several (j - i) peaks (Table 3). To
determine the thickness, four narrow peak of SiC, and two broad bands of SiO2, probably from
two different phases - cristobalite and quartz (Fig. 15), were used. The second broad band
consists of 3 bands. The thickness of the resulting system (SiO2zPz%0.7zPz%dz3/z+10zDCCz*)^

Figure 15. X-ray reflectometry using two spectral lines CuKi (0.154 nm) and CuKj (0.139 nm) ("ComplexXRay C6") of
parameters of the SiC0.7 films, synthesized by multiple implantation of carbon ions with energies of 40, 20, 10, 5 and 3
keV into silicon, after annealing at 1250°C.

Layer

 Mj

 Mi

j–i

M av+ MjJ Mi,65

N

0N M:9

SiC

1.138

0.598

4

0.135

0.15405

65.4

SiO2

3.154

2.012

3

0.38

0.15405

23.2

SiO2

2.012

1.178

1

0.83

0.15405

10.6

Table 3. Determination of the thickness of the layers in the system (SiO3]/A0.7]/A:Q4 J9QJ=>D=;LGE=LJQ9;;GJ<AF?
=IM9LAGF<rKAFkl

Similar measurements for the SiC0.95z(5!.z(/+z(! z0+z0$!z+/!.20%+*z+"z0$!z%*0!*/%05z+/%((¥
tions of X-ray reflections. The first maximum of reflection with intensity I1 = 98703 pulses at
*z*#(!z+"zEzRzC^FLI[z%/z+/!.2! zc%#^zDId^z$!z.%0%(z*#(!z+"z0+0(z!40!.*(z.!"(!0%+*z%/
evaluated as an angle where I = I1uEzRzGLFHEz,1(/!/_z10z%*z0$%/z/!z%*z0$!z,+/%0%+*z+"zz)%*%¥
)1)z zRzHFLIDz,1(/!_z%^!^zEczRzC^GHK[_z* zzRzC^EEL[zRzF^LJLz). ^z$%/z*#(!z+..!/,+* /z0+
0$!z"%()z !*/%05zE^GIz#u)3, which is close to the density of optical glass 2.51 g/cm3. Further,
with increasing of incidence angle, the intensity of reflection is again increased up to I2 =
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57255 pulses, which indicates the occurrence of a more dense structure. If the intensity falls
up to the value I = I2/2 = 28627 pulses, the value 2c = 0.510°, the critical angle is equal to c =
0.255° = 4.451 mrad. This corresponds to a density 3.06 g/cm3, which is close to the density of
silicon carbide - 3.2 g/cm3.

Figure 16. X-ray reflectometry of parameters of the films SiC0.95, synthesized by multiple implantation of carbon ions
with energies of 40, 20, 10, 5 and 3 keV into silicon after annealing at 1150°C.

To determine the thickness of the layers, four narrow peaks of SiC, and two broad bands of
SiO2 (Fig. 16) were used.

Layer

 Mj

 Mi

j–i

M av+ MjJ Mi,65

N

0N M:9

SiC

1.066

0.690

4

0.094

0.15405

93.9

SiO2

2.19

1.426

2

0.382

0.15405

23.1

Table 4. Determination of the thickness of the layers in the system (SiO2.33]/A0.95]/A:Q4 J9QJ=>D=;LGE=LJQ

The thickness of the system (SiO2.33 P SiC0.95 P Si) was 117 nm, which was comparable to the
estimated thickness of the film. SiO2 peaks are visible not clearly. Perhaps this is because the
annealing temperature was taken at 100°C lower (1150°C).
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3.2.2 The study of the high-temperature instability of solid SiC0.7 films synthesized by ion
implantation
In Fig. 17, the IR transmission spectra of the homogeneous SiC0.7 "%()/_z/5*0$!/%6! z+*z/1¥
strates of Si(100) with resistivity 4P5 Ohm cm (a) and Si(111) with resistivity 10 Ohm cm (b),
/1&!0! z0+z%/+0$!.)(z**!(%*#z0z0$!z0!),!.01.!zDECC[z"+.z/!2!.(z$+1./z%*z*z0)+/¥
phere of inert gas (Ar), are presented. Comparing these two figures (a) and (b), one can see
0$0z0$!z*01.!z+"z0$!z%z"%()/z"+.)! z+*z/1/0.0!/z3%0$z %""!.!*0z.5/0((+#.,$%z+.%!*0¥
tions, are different. This difference manifests itself in the amplitudes and half-widths of the
,!'/z+..!/,+* %*#z0+z0$!z!4%00%+*z+"z+0$z0.*/2!./!z* z(+*#%01 %*(z+,0%(z(00%!z+/¥
cillations of SiC (TO- and LO-phonons).

Figure 17. The dependence of the IR transmission spectra of implanted by +C12 ions Si on the annealing time at the
temperature 1200°C: a) n-Si, the orientation of substrate Si(100), b) p-Si, the orientation of substrate Si(111).

After annealing at 1200°C for 30 min in the IR spectra an intense peak at 800 cm-1 which
associated with the TO phonons of SiC, as well as a peak at 960 cm-1 corresponding to the LO,$+*+*/z+"z%_z.!z+/!.2! ^z 0z%/z/!!*z0$0z%*z+*0./0z0+z0$!z/,!0.z+"z"%()z+*zcDCCdz+.%!*0¥
ed Si substrate, the transmission spectra of oscillation modes of SiC of film on the (111) oriented
silicon substrate are more blurred and the level of the transmission spectra of the two modes
are superimposed on each other, and does not achieve the initial zero level in the wave number,
equal to 915 cm-1. This is caused by the half-width of these peaks (Fig. 17 and 18).
The narrowing of the peak (Fig. 18) up to 40 cm -1 occurs as a result of intensive formation of
the tetrahedrally oriented SiPC-bonds absorbing at 800 cm -1, as well as the decay of bonds
which absorb at frequencies different from the value of 800 cm-1. Since the tetrahedral bond
corresponds to the crystalline phase of silicon carbide, the narrowing of the peak of the IR
spectrum with a minimum at 800 cm-1z%/z//+%0! z3%0$z0$!z,.+!//z+"z+. !.%*#z+"z0$!z%)¥
planted layer. As is seen from Fig. 18, for the SiC0.7 layer the narrowing of the peak is more
intense with increasing time of isothermal annealing up to 6.5 hours in the case of the (111)
oriented substrate in comparison with (100) orientation. After annealing for 8.5 hours or
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)+.!zz"1.0$!.z*..+3%*#z+"z0$!z,!'z%/z/(+3%*#_z%* %0%*#zz+),(!0!z,.+!//!/z+"z%z(0¥
tice ordering. Thus, it was established that the annealing duration of the less than 6.5 hours
at 1200°C is insufficient to form the structure of silicon carbide.
As is seen from Figs. 17 and 19_z0$!z),(%01 !z2(1!/z+"z0$!z,!'/z3%0$z%*.!/%*#z+"z**!(¥
%*#z0%)!z0zDECC[z.!z.! 1! ^z$%/z%* %0!/zz !.!/!z%*z0$!z0+0(z2+(1)!z+"z/%(%+*z.¥
bide due to disintegration of SiC and desorption of carbon. Since the amplitude of the SiCpeak of infrared transmission is proportional to the concentration of SiPC-bonds, the
)!/1.!)!*0/z+"z%0/z2(1!z3!.!z) !z%*z0$!z/,!0.z"0!.z%/+0$!.)(z**!(%*#z0z0$!z0!)¥
perature of 1200°C (Fig. 19). For (100) oriented silicon substrate of n-type conductivity, the
amplitude of the TO- and LO-phonon peaks of the infrared transmission (Fig. 19, curves 2
and 4) after annealing for 0.5P6.5 hours were higher than the same for (111) oriented silicon,
and then the decay of SiC in this layer becomes more intense. However, as is seen from Figs.
17 and 19_z"0!.z**!(%*#z"+.zDD^Hz* zDF^Hz$+1./z0$!z %/%*0!#.0%+*z+"z/%(%+*z.% !z%/z(¥
most finished for the SiC0.7z(5!.z+*z0$!zcDDDdz/1/0.0!_z3$%(!z"+.z0$!zcDCCdz+.%!*00%+*z%/z+¥
served after annealing during up to 15.5 hours.

Figure 18. Dependence of the half-width of the TO-phonons peak of SiC of IR spectra on the annealing time at the
temperature of 1200°C for SiC0.7 layers: 1 - Si(111) substrate, 2 - Si(100) substrate.

It should be also noted that the signal from the LO-phonons in the spectra of both types of
substrate disappears earlier (Fig. 19) than the signal from the TO-phonons, and in particular,
at (111) orientation of substrate. Thus, a gradual decrease in the amplitudes of the TO-and
LO-phonon peaks of SiC in the IR transmission spectra of ion-synthesized SiC films at the
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increasing time of high-temperature annealing indicates the decay of the SiC structure, i.e.
the instability of these films to such regime of treatment.

Figure 19. EHDALM<=G>0+ 9F<(+ H@GFGFH=9CKG>/AG>%.LJ9FKEAKKAGFN=JKMKL@=9FF=9DAF?LAE=9LL@=L=EH=J9s
ture of 1200°C for SiC0.7 layers on silicon substrates of (100) and (111) orientation: 1 – Si(111), TO-phonon peak; 2 Si(100), TO-phonon peak; 3 - Si(111), LO-phonon peak; 4 - Si(100), LO-phonon peak.

Since the amplitude of the infrared transmission at the wavenumber 800 cm-1 is proportional
0+z0$!z+*!*0.0%+*z+"z0$!z0!0.$! .((5z+.%!*0! z%xw+* /_z%0/z)#*%01 !/z3!.!z)!/¥
ured in the spectra after isothermal annealing at the temperature of 1200°C (Fig. 20, curve 3).
Assuming that the amplitude at any frequency is proportional to the number of the Si–C+* /z3$%$z/+.z0z0$%/z".!-1!*5_z0$!z),(%01 !/z"+.z0$!zw,$+*+*/z3%0$z32!*1)¥
bers 700, 750, 850 and 900 cm-1 (Fig. 20) in the case of incidence of IR radiation to the sample
surface at an angle of 73° to the normal were also measured.
It is seen in Fig. 20a, b (curves 3) that after annealing at 1200°C for 0.5 hour of the SiC0.7 film
on the Si (100) substrate, the amplitude at wavenumber 800 cm-1 is higher than the same for
the Si(111) substrate (70 and 58%), indicating a higher content of the tetrahedrally oriented
%w+* /^z 0z%/z(/+z/!!*z0$0z0$!z*1)!.z+"z%w+* /z3$%$z.!z(+/!z0+z0!0.$! .(z+.%!*0¥
tion and absorb at 750 and 850 cm-1_z%*z0$!z/!z+"z0$!z/1/0.0!z%zcDCCdz%/z(+3!.z"0!.z**!(¥
ing for 0.5 h (Fig. 20, curves 2 and 4) in comparison with the substrate Si(111) due to their more
intense transformation into the tetrahedral SiC-bonds. The nonlinear nature of the curve 3 in
0$!z.!#%+*zC^HzPzK^Hz$+1./z)5z!z 1!z0+z0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z0!0.$! .((5z+.%!*0! z%w+* /z%*
the layer simultaneously with their decay at the surface. The saturation of this process after
**!(%*#z 1.%*#zI^Hz$+1./z.!/1(0/z%*zz"/0!.z !.!/!z%*z0$!z*1)!.z+"z+* /z 1.%*#z"1.¥
ther annealing.
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Figure 20. 0@=9EHDALM<=G>L@=AF>J9J=<LJ9FKEALL9F;=9L>AP=<O9N=FME:=JKN=JKMKL@=<MJ9LAGFG>AKGL@=JE9D9FF=9Ds
ing of the SiC0.7 layer (angle of incidence of infrared rays on the sample is 73° from the normal): 1 – 700 cm-1, 2 – 750
cm-1, 3 – 800 cm-1, 4 – 850 cm-1, 5 – 900 cm-1; a) the substrate orientation Si (100), b) the substrate orientation Si (111).

This process is clearly demonstrated on the time dependence of the area of SiC-peak, which
is proportional to the total number of optically active Si–C-bonds (Fig. 21). Although the peak
amplitude at the minimum of IR transmission (Fig.19, curve 2) and at 800 cm-1 (Fig.20, curve
3) for the Si substrates with (100) orientation are higher than in the case of (111) orientation,
the value of area of SiC-peak for (111) was higher after annealing for 0.5 hours. This is due to
a greater half-

Figure 21. The area of the TO-phonon peak of SiC in spectra of the IR transmission versus the annealing time at the
temperature of 1200°C for the SiC0.7 layers (angle of incidence of infrared rays on the sample surface - 73° from the
normal): 1 - the orientation of the substrate Si(111), 2 – the orientation of the substrate Si(100).

3% 0$z+"z0$!z,!'z1/! z5zz/%#*%"%*0z)+1*0z+"z+,0%((5z0%2!z%Pw+* /z(+/!z0+
tetrahedrally oriented, which absorb at 750 and 850 cm-1 and, probably due to the smaller
amount of stable carbon silicon clusters in the film on (111) oriented silicon substrate. It is not
contradict to the data for the SiC layer with Gaussian distribution of carbon in silicon, for
which was shown that immediately after the implantation of carbon into the (100) and (111)
oriented silicon at least 65% and 60% of carbon atoms are concentrated in optically inactive
clusters, respectively (see 3.1.2, Fig. 6 “The temperature range 20-600°C”). The strong carbon
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clusters prevent the crystallization of SiC, and they are less susceptible to oxidation and prevent
0$!z,!*!0.0%+*z+"z+45#!*z%*0+z0$!z%w(5!.^z$!z%z"%()z+*zcDCCdz/1/0.0!z$/z)+.!z-1*0%¥
ty of stable clusters after implantation and, as a result the smaller value of area of SiC-peak
* z/)((!.z)+1*0z+"z+,0%((5z0%2!z%Pw+* /z"0!.z**!(%*#z"+.zC^Hz$+1./z* _z%0z(!//
/1/!,0%(!z0+z+4% 0%+*z0zDECC[zxzDH^Hz$zc%*/0! z+"zDF^Hz$z"+.zcDDDdz%z/1/0.0!d^z$!z.!(0%2!(5
rapid decay of close to tetrahedral Si-C bonds (Fig. 20b, curves 2 and 4) led to the decrease
3%0$z$%#$!.z/,!! z+"z0$!z*1)!.z+"z+,0%((5z0%2!z%Pw+* /z%*z0$!z/!z+"zcDDDdz+.%!*0¥
0%+*z+"z%z/1/0.0!^z *z#!*!.(z0$!z !,!* !*!z+"z0$!z.! 10%+*z+"z+,0%((5z0%2!z%Pw
bonds on the annealing time is linear. This implies that the rapid decay of close to tetrahedral
%Pw+* /z3/z+1..%*#_z)%*(5_z 1!z0+z0$!%.z0.*/"+.)0%+*z%*0+zz0!0.$! .(z+* ^z$!
linear dependence indicates the homogeneity of the layer, and a rectangular profile of the
%/0.%10%+*z+"z.+*z0+)/z%*z/%(%+*_z/z3!((z/z0$!z"0z0$0z0$!z !5z.0!z+"z/%(%+*z.¥
bide does not depend on the depth of the oxidation front. Some decrease in the slope of angle
of the curves at the end of the annealing is occurring due to oxidation of the interface "the SiC
film – Si substrate".
The value of the wave number of the minimum of SiC-peak of the infrared transmission (the
position of the minimum of peak) defines a prevailing kind of optically active bonds which
absorb at this wavenumber at this temperature. For the considered layers after annealing at
DECC[z"+.zC^Hz$_z0$!z0.*/)%//%+*z,!'/z3%0$z2(1!/z+"z)%*%)1)z0z32!*1)!./zKCFz*
KCIz)-1, characteristic of crystalline silicon carbide, are observed (Fig. 22). It was found that
with increasing annealing time, the position of the peak minimum varies smoothly and moved
in the direction of the wave number increase (Fig. 17 and 22).

Figure 22. Wave number of the minimum of SiC-peak of IR transmission versus the annealing time at 1200°p for the
SiC0.7 layers on silicon substrates of (100) and (111) orientations: 1 - Si (111), TO-phonons, 2 - Si(100), TO-phonons, 3 Si(111), LO-phonons, 4 - Si(100), the LO-phonons.
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In our opinion, the frequency shifts of SiC-peak upward indicate a decrease in crystallite
size of SiC. We have previously identified size effects, which manifested in the influence of
the crystallite sizes of silicon carbide on its optical properties. It was shown (Fig.23) that the
differences of the SiC0.03, SiC0.12 and SiC0.4 layers with low carbon concentration from the
SiC1.4, SiC0.95 and SiC0.7 layers with high carbon concentration are manifested in the absence
+"z w,$+*+*z ,!'z +"z %z %*z 0$!z z 0.*/)%//%+*z /,!0.z * z %*z z /$%"0z 0z DCCC[z +"z )%*%¥
mum SiC-peak for TO-phonons in the region of wave numbers higher than 800 cm-1_z$.¥
teristic for the tetrahedral bonds of crystalline SiC, which is caused by small sizes of SiC
.5/0((%0!/zcV 3 nm) and by an increase of contribution in the IR absorption of their surfaces,
* z0$!z/1."!/z+"z%z.5/0((%0!/z+*0%*%*#z/0.+*#z/$+.0z%Pw+* /z/z3!((^

Figure 23. 39N=FME:=JG>L@=%.LJ9FKEAKAGFH=9C>GJ0+ 9F<(+ H@GFGFK/A9K9>MF;LAGFG>L@=9FF=9DAF?L=Es
perature: 1 - SiC1.4, 2 - SiC0.95, 3 - SiC0.7, 4 - SiC0.4, 5 - SiC0.12, 6 - SiC0.03.

In this case (Fig. 22), the increase of annealing duration of SiC0,7 layer leads to both the shift
of the minimum of the IR transmission peak up to 820 cm-1_z* z0$!z.! 10%+*z+"z0$!z),(%¥
tude of the LO-phonon peaks and their subsequent disappearance, although SiC0.7z%/z+*/% ¥
ered as the layer with a high concentration of carbon. At the same time more intense process
of the shift of the minimum of SiC-peak occurs after annealing for longer than 8.5 hours,
3$%$z(! /z0+z0$!z %/,,!.*!z+"z0$!z,!'z+"z w,$+*+*/^z$%/z*z+1.z3$!*z0$!z,!*!¥
tration of oxygen deep into the layers, their interaction with the carbon atoms on the surface
of the crystallites of silicon carbide with the formation of molecules of CO/CO2. Desorption
of carbon atoms causes a decrease in the size of the SiC crystallites and their disintegration.
With increasing duration of annealing, the homogeneous SiC0.7 layer entirely transforms into
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SiO2_z* z0$!*z#+!/z0$!z+4% 0%+*z+"z0$!z%*0!."!zk%z"%()zxz%z/1/0.0!l_z%*z3$%$z0$!z.¥
bon concentration decreases uniformly with depth according to a Gaussian law. Thus, the
+*!*0.0%+*z+"z.+*z%*z0$!z.!)%*%*#z(5!.z!#%*/z0+z !.!/!^z$%/z(! /z0+z0$!z,,!.¥
ance of phenomenon which is characteristic for the SiC0.4, SiC0.12, SiC0.03 layers, namely, to
shift of the minimum of the IR transmission peak up to 820 cm-1, and to a decrease of the
amplitude of the LO-phonon peak and their subsequent disappearance. Thus, size effects
are confirmed, published by us in 2011.
3.3. Parameters of SiC and C films on Si substrates synthesized by magnetron and ionbeam sputtering
3.3.1. Parameters of C films on Si substrates synthesized by by magnetron sputtering
.+*z0$%*z"%()/z3!.!z+0%*! z5z.!0%2!z)#*!0.+*z/,100!.%*#z1/%*#z*zzECCCz/5/¥
0!)^zz#.,$%0!z0.#!0z3%0$zz %)!0!.zWHCz))z* zz0$%'*!//z+"zFz))z3/z1/! ^z$!z)#¥
netron sputtering mode parameters were: cathode voltage Uc = 470 V, the ion beam current
Iion RzFHz)z* z0$!z.#+*z,.!//1.!z%*/% !z0$!z$)!.zWDz^z$!z.+*z"%()/z3!.!z !,+/¥
ited on a set of cleaned silicon substrates. The temperature of the substrate was 75°C.
The presence of a sharp interface "C film - Si substrate" permits to investigate the thickness
and density of the film by X-ray reflectometry (CompleXRay C6) by recording the angular
dependence of the reflection coefficient using two spectral lines CuK (0.154 nm) and CuK
(0.139 nm). The oscillations of intensity were observed, assigned to the interference of X-ray
reflections from the boundaries of carbon layer (Fig. 24).
It is known that the density of graphite is 2.2 g/cm3 and the density of diamond - 3.51 g/cm3.
Since the density of the resulting film was 3.32 g/cm3 (Table 5 and Fig.24), we concluded that
the diamond-like carbon film was synthesized.
Layer
C

Imax

Imax/2

Mc

Mc, grade

Mc, rad

P3/93

962849

481425

0.529

0.2645

4.616

3.32

Table 5. Determination of the density of the carbon layer by X-ray reflectometry and using the Henke program.

To determine the thickness, five narrow peaks of C, and a broad band of C were used (Fig.
24, table 5).
Layer

 Mj

 Mi

C

1.684

1.164

C

2.732

2.080

j–i

Mav+ MjJ Mi,65

N:9

0N M:9

5

0.104

0.15405

84.9

1

0.652

0.15405

13.5

Table 6. Determination of the thickness of the layers in the system (C - C - Si) by X-ray reflectometry.
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Simulation using the Henke program (http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/) [24] allows to
obtain a theoretical curve, which is close to the experimental (Fig.25). The main parameters
+"z0$!z(5!.z/5/0!)_z3$%$z((+3z0+z+0%*z*z!,0(!z#.!!)!*0z+"z!4,!.%)!*0(z* z0$!¥
oretical curves, were:
1.

the diamond-like carbon film of thickness d = 84 nm, density  = 3.3 g/cm3, and surface
.+1#$*!//z zRzD^Hz*)a

2.

a thin graphite layer of thickness d = 5 nm with the density  = 2.206 g/cm3, and the
.+1#$*!//z+"zcPzdz%*0!."!z zRzC^DFz*)a

3.

0$!z/%(%+*z/1/0.0!z3%0$z !*/%05zzRzE^FFz#u)3z* z0$!z.+1#$*!//z+"z%*0!."!zcP%dz zRzCz*)^

Thus, diamond-like carbon film of thickness d = 84 nm, density  = 3.3 g/cm3, and surface
.+1#$*!//z+"z zRzD^Hz*)z+*zz/%(%+*z/1."!z5z)#*!0.+*z/,100!.%*#z3/z/5*0$!/%6! ^

Figure 24. X-ray reflectometry using two spectral lines CuKi (0.154 nm) and CuKj  FEGEHD=4.9QG>H9s
rameters of carbon films synthesized by magnetron sputtering: a) sample A; b) sample B.

Figure 25. Simulation using the Henke program [248G>=PH=JAE=FL9DJ=KMDLKG:L9AF=<:Q4 J9QJ=>D=;LGE=LJQG>H9s
rameters of carbon films synthesized by magnetron sputtering.
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3.3.2. Parameters of SiC films on Si substrates synthesized by by ion-beam sputtering
SiC films were prepared by ion-beam sputtering. For the simultaneous deposition on silicon
substrates of C and Si atoms, a two-component target consisting of the overlapping wafers of
/%(%+*z* z#.,$%0!z3/z1/! ^z,100!.%*#z+"z0$!z0.#!0z3/z..%! z+10z%*z*z.#+*z0)+/¥
phere. The formation of Ar ion beam was happening in the ring electrode system (a hollow
cathode and an anode), and magnets with crossed electrical and magnetic fields. Discharge
power was 108 W (2.7 kV, 40 mA), argon pressure in the chamber 5.9×10-2 Pa, substrate
0!),!.01.!zwzEC[^z),(!/z3%0$z%z"%()/z3!.!z**!(! z0zDEHC[z%*z*z.#+*z0)+/¥
phere for 30 min.
$!z,.!/!*!z+"zz/$.,z%*0!."!zo0$!z%z"%()zwz%z/1/0.0!oz,!.)%0/z0+z%*2!/0%#0!z0$!z0$%'¥
ness and density of the film by X-ray reflectometry ("ComplexXRay C6"). The oscillations of
%*0!*/%05z3!.!z+/!.2! _z//%#*! z0+z0$!z%*0!."!.!*!z+"zw.5z.!"(!0%+*/z".+)z0$!z+1* ¥
ries of silicon carbide layer (Fig. 26). It is known that the density of graphite is 2.2 g/cm3, and
of silicon - 2.33 g/cm3, of silicon carbide - 3.2 g/cm3 and of diamond - 3.51 g/cm3. Since the
density of the obtained film was 3.03 g/cm3 (Table 6 and Fig.26), we concluded, that the film
close to silicon carbide, was synthesized. The film contains approximately [(3.03-2.33)/
(3.2-2.33)] × 100% = 80.5% SiC, and [(3.2-3.03)/(3.2-2.33)] × 100% = 19.5% Si, i.e., about 80
atoms of C refer per 100 atoms of Si and the SiC0.8 layer was formed.
Layer
SiC

Imax

Imax/2

Mc

Mc, grade

Mc, rad

P3/93

101255

50628

0.508

0.254

4.433

3.03

Table 7. Determination of the density of the SiC layer by X-ray reflectometry and using the Henke program.

To determine the film thickness the position of maxima of five narrow peaks of SiC was
used (Fig.26).
Layer

 Mj

 Mi

j–i

Mav+ MjJ Mi,65

N:9

0N M:9

SiC

1.230

1.034

4

0.0490

0.15405

180.1

Table 8. Determination of the thickness of the layer in the system (SiC – Si) by X-ray reflectometry.

Simulation using the Henke program (http://henke.lbl.gov/optical_constants/) [24] allows
obtaining a theoretical curve, which is close to the experimental (Fig.27)^z$!z)%*z,.)!¥
ters of the layer system, which allow to obtain an acceptable agreement of experimental and
theoretical curves, were:
1.

the silicon carbide film of thickness d = 160 nm, the density  = 3.03 g/cm3, and surface
.+1#$*!//z+"z zRzC^Gz*)a

2.

the silicon substrate with density  = 2.33 g/cm3 and the roughness of interface (SiC-Si)
zRzD^Hz*)^
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Figure 26. X-ray reflectometry using two spectral lines CuKi (0.154 nm) and CuKj FEGEHD=4.9QH9J9Es
eters of silicon carbide films synthesized by ion-beam sputtering of the two-component target of silicon and graphite.

$!z"%()z0$%'*!//z zRzDICz*)z%/z %""!.!*0z".+)z0$!z2(1!/z+"zDKCz*)_z+0%*! z".+)z0$!z2!.¥
#!z %/0*!z!03!!*z0$!z,!'/zEav. The reasons for the differences require further studies.
Thus, the silicon carbide film of thickness d = 160 nm, the density  = 3.03 g/cm3, and surface
.+1#$*!//z+"z = 0.4 nm on the silicon surface by ion-beam sputtering of the two-component
target of silicon and graphite was synthesized.

Figure 27. Simulation using the Henke program [248G>=PH=JAE=FL9DJ=KMDLKG:L9AF=<:Q4 J9QJ=>D=;LGE=LJQG>H9s
rameters of SiC films synthesized by ion-beam sputtering of the two-component target of silicon and graphite.
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Conclusion
1.

+.z/%(%+*z(5!.z3%0$z0$!z1//%*z,.+"%(!z+"z%),(*0! z.+*z0+)/_z0$!z,!'z+"z(+*#%¥
tudinal optical oscillations (LO-phonons) of SiC at 965-970 cm-1 is found and, it permits
to calculate a number of optical parameters of film. The values of the low-frequency
%!(!0.%z+*/0*0_z0_z0$!z!""!0%2!z$.#!_z!tu!_z* z0$!z %)!*/%+*(!//z,.)!0!._z_z.!
!-1(z0+zL^KE_zC^KL_z* zC^EH_z.!/,!0%2!(5^z$!z !,!* !*!/z+"z w,$+*+*z,!'z),(%¥
01 !_z$("3% 0$z* z,!'z,+/%0%+*z".+)z+0$z*z*#(!z+"z%*% !*!z+"z0$!z!(!0.+)#*!0¥
ic radiation on sample surface and the annealing temperature are determined. The difference
!03!!*z0$!z w,$+*+*z1.2!/z!$2%+1.z%* %0!/z0$0z0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z%z.5/0((%¥
0!/_z%^!^z0$!z%*0!*/%2!z"+.)0%+*z+"z0!0.$! .(z%Pw+* /z+"z*!!//.5z(!*#0$z* z+*
angles, in the case of (111) oriented substrate is not completed up to the silicon melting
point, as for (100) oriented substrate that is completed at 1350°C.

2.

The temperature dependence of an area under contour of IR spectrum curve in wide
0!),!.01.!z.*#!zECCzPzDGCC[z3/z1/! z0+z+0%*z2(1!(!z*!3z%*"+.)0%+*z+10z0$!
structure transformation in the carbon implanted silicon layer. The high sensitivity of
temperature dependence of area to a change of substrate orientation was found.

3.

A model of the ion implanted layer in the form of the system of the carbon-silicon clusters
consisting of the carbon- and silicon atoms linked one with another by single-, doubleand tripple bonds, and by single elongated-, sesqui, free ("dangling") and hybridized
bonds, as well as resonances, is discussed. The infrared inactive flat nets and chains tied
together by the infrared active clusters and, by tetrahedrally oriented bonds which are
$.0!.%/0%z"+.z/%(%+*z* z/%(%+*z.% !_z.!z !/.%! ^z ))! %0!(5z"0!.z0$!z%),(*¥
tation of carbon into the (100) and (111) oriented silicon at least 65% and 60% of carbon
0+)/z.!z+*!*0.0! z%*z0$!/!z+,0%((5z%*0%2!z(1/0!./_z.!/,!0%2!(5_z%"z0$!z%),(*0¥
0%+*z3/z..%! z+10z5zz +/!z0+z+0%*z0$!z/0+%$%+)!0.%z+*!*0.0%+*zczRzGCz'!_zzR
3.56×1017 cm-2) of carbon and silicon. An over-barrier mechanism of the formation of Si
and SiC crystallites is supposed and it explained by tendency of an isolated system to a
minimum of free energy.

4.

+.z.+*z%),(*0! z/%(%+*z(5!.zczRzGCz'!_zzRzF^HIQDC17 cm-2) on (100) and (111)
substrate the crystallization process in several temperature ranges was studied. For (100)
oriented Si substrate it was shown:
B ECwICC[zxz0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z0!0.$! .((5z+.%!*0! z%Pw+* /z 1!z0+z %/%*0!#.0%+*z+"
(1/0!./z3$%$z+*/%/0z)%*(5z+"z0$!z%P%_z%R%z* z!(+*#0! z%Pw+* /a
B ICCPKCC[zPz0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z%z.5/0((%0!/z* z0!0.$! .((5z+.%!*0! z%Pw+* /z 1!
0+z %/%*0!#.0%+*z+"z/0.%*! z%w%z+* /z* z%Pw+* /_z3$%$z/+.z0z".!-1!*%!/
close to 700 and 750 cm-1, recrystallization starts near the substrate and the surface and
#+!/z0+z0$!z)% (!z+"z(5!.a
B KCCPDCCC[zxz!#%*/z0+z +)%*0!z0$!z/+.,0%+*z0zKCCz)-1_z* z*!.z%0_z 1!z0+z"+.)¥
tion of tetrahedrally oriented bonds of the SiC crystallites, as well as bonds close to
0!0.$! .(a
B DCCCPDDCC[zwz0$!z#.+30$z+"z0$!z.5/0((%0!z/%6!z0$.+1#$z+*/+(% 0%+*z+"z/)((z.5/0(¥
(%0!/z+"z%z* z%az !5z+"z%Pw+* /z/+.%*#z0zKHCz* zLCCz)-1a
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B DDCCPDECC[zPz"+.)0%+*z+"z*!3z+,0%((5z0%2!z(1/0!./z/+.%*#z0z".!-1!*%!/z+"
JHC_zKHCz* zLCCz)-1z 1!z0+z0$!z !5z+"z+,0%((5z%*0%2!z(1/0!./a
B DECCPDEHC[zPz0$!z0.*/"+.)0%+*z+"z(1/0!./z/+.%*#z0z".!-1!*%!/z+"zKCCwLCCz)-1,
%*0+z(1/0!./_z3$%$z/+.z0zJCCz* zKCCz)-1_z* z0$!z#.+30$z+"z%z.5/0((%0!z/%6!a
B DEHCPDFCC[zPz%*0!*/%2!z !5z+"z0$!z0!0.$! .(z%Pw+* /_z1/! z5z0$!z !/+.,¥
0%+*z+"z.+*z* z0$!z !/0.10%+*z+"z/)((z.5/0((%0!/a
B DFCCPDFHC[zPz0$!z !5z+"z/0(!z(1/0!./z3%0$z)1(0%,(!z+* /z* z0$!z%*.!/!z%*z0$!
*1)!.z* z/%6!z+"z.5/0((%0!/z+"z%_z* z%Pw+* /_z(+/!z0+z0!0.$! .(a
B DFHCPDGCC[zPzz/%#*%"%*0z !.!/!z+"z)+1*0z+"z0$!z,+(5.5/0((%*!z%z 1!z0+z !¥
/+.,0%+*z+"z.+*z0+)/^
5.

*z%*"(1!*!z+"z/1/0.0!z+.%!*00%+*z+*zw%z"+.)0%+*z$/z!!*z/01 %! ^z 0z3/z/$+3*
0$0z0$!z%w/5*0$!/%/z%*z0$!z0!),!.01.!z.*#!zLCCPDCCC[z%/z)+.!z,.!"!.(!z+*zcDCCd
+.%!*0! z/%(%+*z/1/0.0!/z* z0zDECCPDFCC[zPz+*zcDDDdz+.%!*0! z/%(%+*z/1/0.0!/^z *
0$!z/!z+"z0$!zcDCCdz+.%!*0! z/1/0.0!z0$!z*1)!.z+"z0!0.$! .((5z+.%!*0! z%Pw+* /
.!$! z0zDCCC[z/+)!z)4%)1)z* z +!/z*+0z$*#!z1,z0+zDECC[_z3$!.!/z%*z0$!z/!
+"z+.%!*00%+*zcDDDdz0$!z*1)!.z+"z+* /z%*.!/!/z/)++0$(5z%*z0$!z.*#!zLCCPDFCC[^

6.

/%*#z0$!.)+w!)"_z%0z3/z !0!.)%*! zz05,!z+"z+* 10%+*z+"z%wz* z%w.5/0((%0!/^z$!
%w.5/0((%0!/z$2!z,w05,!z+"z+* 10%+*z%* !,!* !*0(5z".+)z0$!z05,!z+"z+* 10%+*z+"
/1/0.0!_z3$%(!z0$!z%w.5/0((%0!/z$2!z0$!z/)!z+* 10%+*z/zz/1/0.0!^

7.

1.%*#z0$!z,.+(+*#! z$%#$w0!),!.01.!z%/+0$!.)(z**!(%*#zcDECC[dzz#. 1(z !¥
.!/!z%*z0$!z),(%01 !z+"z0$!zwz* z w,$+*+*z,!'/z+"z z0.*/)%//%+*_z$.0!.%/¥
0%z+"z%+*w/5*0$!/%6! z%_z%* %0!/z0$!z %/%*0!#.0%+*z+"z0$!z/0.101.!z+"z$+)+#!*!+1/
%z"%()_z%!z0$!z%*/0%(%05z+"z0$!/!z"%()/z0z0$!/!z0!),!.01.!/^

8.

0z%/z/$+3*z0$0z0$!z !"+.)0%+*z+"z0$!z.!0*#1(.z1#!.z,.+"%(!z+"zDEz %/0.%10%+*z%*z%
%*z+),.%/+*z3%0$z0$!z(1(0! z,.+"%(!_z*)!(5z0$!z0$%**%*#z+"z0$!z%*0!."!zo0$!z%
"%()zxz%z/1/0.0!o_z* z0$!z%*.!/!z+"z0$!z.+*z+*!*0.0%+*z0z0$!z/1."!z* z%*
.!#%+*/z*!.z0$!z)4%)z+"z0$!z %/0.%10%+*/z"+.z%* %2% 1(z.+*z%+*z!*!.#5zcGC_zECz'!d_
%/z1/! z5z+0$z0$!z/1."!z/,100!.%*#z* z0$!z$*#!z%*z0$!z+),+/%0%+*z+"z0$!z/%(%¥
+*z(5!.z 1.%*#z$%#$z +/!z%),(*00%+*z+"z.+*^

9.

$!z,.!/!*!z+"zz/$.,z%*0!."!zo0$!z%z"%()zxz%z/1/0.0!oz,!.)%0/z0+z/01 5z0$!
+),+/%0%+*_z0$!z !*/%05z* z0$!z0$%'*!//z+"z0$!z%C^Jz* z%C^LHz"%()/z5zw.5z.!"(!¥
0+)!0.5zc+),(!5zIdz0z/)((z#.6%*#z*#(!/zz5z.!+. %*#z0$!z*#1(.z !,!* ¥
!*!z+"z0$!z.!"(!0%+*z+!""%%!*0z1/%*#z03+z/,!0.(z(%*!/z1 zcC^DHGz*)dz* z1 zcC^DFL
*)d_z(0$+1#$z0$%/z)!0$+ z"+.z%+*w%),(*0! z(5!./z1/1((5z +!/z*+0z,,(5^z/%*#z0$!
!*'!z,.+#.)z"+.z%C^J z"%()z3/z !0!.)%*! zz/1."!z(5!.z3%0$z !*/%05zE^FJz#u)F,
3$%$z%/z(+/!z0+z.%/0+(%0!zc%EdzE^FEz#u)F^z1.0$!.z(+0! z0$!z"%()z3%0$zz !*/%05zE^JJ
#u)Fz* z%/z(+/!z0+z-1.06zc%EdzE^IHz#u)F^zz/0.101.!z+"z0$%'*!//zIHz*)z* z !*/%¥
05zzRzF^EHz#u)F_z%/z(+/!z0+z0$!z/%(%+*z.% !zwzF^Ez#u)F^z$!z/01 5z+"z%C^LHz"%()z/$+3
0$!z,.!/!*!z+"z/1."!z(5!.z3%0$z !*/%05zE^HDz#u)F zc+,0%(z#(//dz* z0$!z/%(%+*z.¥
% !z(5!.z+"z0$%'*!//zLGz*)z* z !*/%05zF^CIz#u)F^
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10.

0z%/z/$+3*z0$0z0$!z !+),+/%0%+*z+"z+,0%((5z0%2!z%Pw+* /z%/z)+.!z%*0!*/!z%*z0$!
/!z+"z0$!zcDDDdz+.%!*00%+*z+"z0$!z/%(%+*z/1/0.0!^z/! z+*z0$!z(%*!.z*01.!z+"z.! 1¥
%*#z0$!z*1)!.z+"z%Pw+* /z%*zz$+)+#!*!+1/z%C^Jz(5!.z3%0$z%*.!/%*#z**!(%*#
0%)!_z%0z3/z+*(1 ! z0$0z0$!z !5z.0!z+"z/%(%+*z.% !z +!/z*+0z !,!* z+*z0$!z !,0$
+"z0$!z+4% 0%+*z".+*0^

11.
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Section 2

Device Processing

Chapter 4

Etching of Silicon Carbide Using Chlorine
Trifluoride Gas
Hitoshi Habuka
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/50387

1. Introduction
Silicon carbide (SiC) is known as an excellent material. Single-crystalline 4H-silicon carbide
is a fascinating wide band-gap semiconductor material [1-3], suitable for high power and
high temperature electronic devices [4fz!1/!z+"z%0/z/1%0(!z,.+,!.0%!/_z/1$z/z$%#$z!(!¥
tron mobility, high thermal conductivity, high chemical stability, high mechanical hardness,
high break down electric field and small dielectric constant [4, 5f^z  %0%+*((5_z )*5z .!¥
searchers have reported the stability of silicon carbide micro-electromechanical systems
(MEMS) under corrosive conditions using acid and alkaline chemical reagents [6-9f^z +(5¥
crystalline 3C-silicon carbide is widely used for various purposes, such as dummy wafers
and reactor parts, in silicon semiconductor device production processes.
In the semiconductor materials production technology [10f_z0$!z!(!0.+*%/z !2%!/z)*1"¥
turing process needs an easy and cost effective technique, such as wet and/or dry cleaning,
for preparing the clean surface of the substrate materials. However, the suitable properties
of silicon carbide often provided difficult Problems. The chemically and mechanically stable
nature often makes it very difficult to prepare the entire surface in the wafer production
,.+!//_z/1$z/z/1."!z,+(%/$%*#z* z.!)+2(z+"z*5z )#! z(5!.^z/!"1(z$!)%(z.!¥
agents and processes should be developed for silicon carbide material production.
Wet and dry etching methods of silicon carbide have been studied by many researchers [5,
11-21f_z1/%*#z2.%+1/z#/!/z* z2.%+1/z3!0z!0$*0/^z+3!2!._z0$!z(.#!/0z!0$%*#z.0!z.!¥
ported was nearly 1 µm/min. Here, chlorine trifluoride (ClF3) gas is very reactive even at
low temperatures and has a very strong capability to etch various materials, such as silicon
[22] without plasma assistance.

© 2013 Habuka; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
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In Section 2, details of polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide etching using chlorine trifluoride
gas [23, 24fz .!z .!2%!3! _z ,.0%1(.(5z "+1/%*#z +*z 0$!z !0$%*#z .0!_z #/!+1/z ,.+ 10/_z /1.¥
face chemical bonds and the surface morphology of the silicon carbide. In Section 3, the dry
etching of single-crystalline 4H-silicon carbide using chlorine trifluoride gas [25-29] over the
3% !z0!),!.01.!z.*#!z+"zHJCwDHJCz z%/z.!2%!3! _z,.0%1(.(5z+10z0$!z!0$%*#z.0!_z/1.¥
face chemical reaction rate constant, surface morphology and etch pits.

2. Polycrystalline 3C-Silicon Carbide Etching Using Chlorine
Trifluoride Gas
2.1. Reactor and processes using chlorine trifluoride gas
In order to etch silicon carbide by chlorine trifluoride gas, the horizontal cold-wall reactor
shown in Figure 1. is used. This reactor consists of a gas supply system, a quartz chamber
* z%*"..! z(),/^zzFCz))z3% !z4zGCz))z(+*#z4zC^EwDz))z0$%'zFw/%(%+*z.% !z/1¥
strate manufactured using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) (Admap Inc., Tokyo) is held
horizontally on the bottom wall of the quartz chamber.

Figure 1. Horizontal cold-wall reactor used for etching polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide substrate.

The gas supply system introduces chlorine trifluoride gas, nitrogen gas and hydrogen gas.
5 .+#!*z#/z%/z1/! z0+z.!)+2!z0$!z/%(%+*z+4% !z"%()z+*z0$!z/%(%+*z.% !z/1/0.0!z/1.¥
face, the same as those on the silicon surface [22f^z$!z$!%#$0z* z3% 0$z+"z0$!z-1.06z$)¥
ber are compactly designed to be 10 mm and 40 mm, respectively, similar to the chamber in
our various studies [22, 30].
The etching using chlorine trifluoride gas is carried out following the process shown in %#¥
ure 2. There are mainly three steps.
(a) cleaning the silicon carbide substrate surface by baking in ambient hydrogen at 1370 K
for 10 min,
(b) changing the gas from hydrogen to nitrogen, and
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(c) etching the silicon carbide substrate surface using chlorine trifluoride gas.

Figure 2. Process for cleaning and etching polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide surface.

During step (a), hydrogen gas is introduced at atmospheric pressure into the reactor at a flow
rate of 2 slm. Next, in step (b), the quartz chamber and the silicon carbide substrate are cooled
to room temperature. The hydrogen gas present in the quartz chamber must be sufficiently
purged with nitrogen gas to avoid an explosive reaction between hydrogen and chlorine
0.%"(1+.% !^z1.%*#z/0!,zcd_z0$!z/%(%+*z.% !z/1/0.0!z%/z$!0! z* z &1/0! z0+z0!),!.¥
01.!/z!03!!*zIJCz z* zLJCz ^z$!z/%(%+*z.% !z/1/0.0!z%/z!0$! z5z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.¥
ide (>99.9 %, Kanto Denka Kogyo Co., Ltd., Tokyo) at a flow rate of 0.1-0.25 slm without further
purification and without dilution. In order to evaluate the gaseous products, part of the exhaust
gas from the reactor is fed into a quadrupole mass spectra (QMS) analyzer, as shown in Figure
D^z$!z/%(%+*z.% !z!0$%*#z.0!z1/%*#z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z%/z!2(10! z".+)z0$!z !¥
.!/!z%*z0$!z3!%#$0z+"z0$!z/%(%+*z.% !z/1/0.0!^z$!z/1."!z)+.,$+(+#5z+"z0$!z,+(5.5/¥
talline 3C-silicon carbide substrate before and after the etching is observed using an optical
microscope. The root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness and the average roughness, R a,
are measured. In order to evaluate the condition of the chemical bonds of the silicon carbide
surface before and after the etching, X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) are obtained.

2.2. Etching rate
The etching rate of the polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide substrate surface is shown in %#¥
ure 3, which was obtained using 100% chlorine trifluoride gas at various gas flow rates in
0$!z0!),!.01.!z.*#!z+"zIJCz0+zLJCz z0z0)+/,$!.%z,.!//1.!^z$!z/-1.!/_z%.(!/z* z0.%¥
angles show the etching rate at the chlorine trifluoride gas flow rate of 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 slm,
respectively. As shown in Figure 3, the etching rate at the substrate temperature less than
670K is quite low; its value is less than 1 µm/min. However, with the increasing substrate
temperature, the etching rate significantly increases particularly near 720 K. At the substrate
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temperature of 770 K, the etching rate at the flow rate of 0.2 slm becomes 20 µ)u)%*az%0z.!¥
mains constant at substrate temperatures greater than 770 K.
As shown in Figure 3, the etching rate changes with the flow rates. The etching rates are 25,
10 and 5 µm/min at the flow rates of 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05 slm, respectively. For each chlorine
trifluoride gas flow rate, the trend in the flat etching rate at temperature greater than 770K
is maintained.
In order to evaluate the influence of chlorine trifluoride gas concentration, the etching rate
of the polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide substrate surface using 10-100% chlorine trifluoride
gas in ambient nitrogen was measured at the flow rate of 0.2 slm, atmospheric pressure and
670-970 K, as shown in Figure 4. In this figure, the square, reverse triangle, circle, diamond,
and triangle show the substrate temperatures of 670, 730, 770, 870 and 970 K, respectively.
Being consistent with Figure 3, the etching rate at the substrate temperature of 670K is very
low. The etching rates at 730 K are significantly higher that those at 670 K.
0z 0$!z /1/0.0!z 0!),!.01.!z +"z JJCz _z 0$!z !0$%*#z .0!z %/z ,.+,+.0%+*(z 0+z 0$!z $(+.%*!z 0.%¥
fluoride gas concentration. At 870 and 970 K, the etching rate at each chlorine trifluoride gas
concentration is the same as that at 770 K. Therefore, when the substrate temperature is
higher than 770 K, the etching rate over a very wide chlorine trifluoride gas concentration
range is not affected by the substrate temperature.

Figure 3. Etching rate of the polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide substrate surface by chlorine trifluoride gas (100%) at
atmospheric pressure in the temperature range between 670 and 970 K. Square: 0.2 slm, circle: 0.1 slm, and triangle:
0.05 slm.
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Figure 4. Etching rate of the polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide substrate surface using chlorine trifluoride gas at
10-100%, 0.2 slm, atmospheric pressure, and 670-970K. Square: 670 K, reverse triangle: 730K, circle: 770K, diamond:
870 K, and triangle:970K.

2.3. Surface morphology and roughness
The change in the surface morphology of the 3C-silicon carbide is explained. Figure 5 shows
photographs of the silicon carbide surface etched using chlorine trifluoride gas at the flow
rate of 0.1 slm and atmospheric pressure at 670, 720 and 770 K for 15 min. The values in
,.!*0$!/!/z.!z0$!z!0$z !,0$^z%#1.!zHzcdz/$+3/z0$!z%*%0%(z/1."!z3$%$z$/z0$!z,!.%+ ¥
ically line-shaped hills and valleys. As shown in Figure 5 (b), although the surface still has
the line-shaped morphology at 670 K after 15 minutes, its pattern remains but is unclear.
0 z 0$! z $%#$!. z 0!),!.01.!/ z +" z JEC z * z JJC z _ z 0$! z (%*!w/$,! z ,,!.*! z +!/ z *+0 z .!¥
main, as shown in Figures 5 (c) and (d). In these figures, there are very small and very
shallow pits having a round edge. This shows that the etching using chlorine trifluoride can
smooth the large hills and valleys which existed on the silicon carbide surface.
*z+. !.z0+z/$+3z0$!z !0%(z+"z/1."!z/)++0$%*#z!""!0_z0$!z$*#!z%*z0$!z/1."!z,,!.¥
ance is shown, in Figure 6, along etch period at a substrate temperature of 770 K and a flow
rate of 0.1 slm of chlorine trifluoride. This figure shows photographs of the etched silicon
carbide surface at (a) 0 min, (b) 5 min, (c) 10 min, (d) 15 min, and (e) 30 min. The values in
parenthes are the etch depth. Figures 6 (a) and (d) are the same as Figures 5 (a) and (d),
.!/,!0%2!(5^z$!z.!(0%+*/$%,z!03!!*z0$!z!0$z,!.%+ z* z0$!z!0$z !,0$z%/z/$+3*z%*z%#¥
ure 7 (a). The line-shaped pattern in Figure 6 (a) is slightly rounded after 5 minutes. At 10
minutes, there is only a trace of the line-shaped appearance, as shown in Figure 6 (c). The
3C-silicon carbide surface has a round-shaped morphology after 15 minutes as shown in
Figure 6 (d), since the line-shaped pattern is removed during the etch period between 10
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and 15 minutes. The surface morphology in Figure 6 (d) is maintained at 30 minutes in Figure
6 (e), and the rounded edges of the very shallow pits do not become sharp during the last
DHz)%*10!/^z$1/_z0$!z.+1* w/$,! z)+.,$+(+#5z+"z/%(%+*z.% !z/1."!z3%((z!z)%*¥
tained during etching for longer than 30 minutes.

Figure 5. Photograph of the silicon carbide substrate surface etched using chlorine trifluoride at atmospheric pressure
after 15 min at (b) 670 K, (c) 720 K, and (d) 770 K. (a) is the silicon carbide substrate surface before etching. The values
in parentheses are the etch depth.

Figure 6. Photograph of the silicon carbide surface etched using chlorine trifluoride at atmospheric pressure and 770
K at (a) 0 min, (b) 5 min, (c) 10 min, (d) 15 min, and (e) 30 min. The values in parenthes are the etch depth.

In order to evaluate the surface smoothing effect of silicon carbide by chlorine trifluoride
gas, the surface roughness is measured using the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness as
shown in Figure 7 (b). Figure 7 (a) also shows the etch depth. The initial surface has an RMS
roughness of 5 µ)^z$!z/1."!z.+1#$*!//z !.!/!/z3%0$z%*.!/%*#z!0$z,!.%+ ^z0zDCz)%¥
nutes, when 180 µm has been etched, the RMS roughness becomes a low value of 1 µm.
Consistent with Figures 6 (d) and (e), the RMS roughness is maintained at nearly 1 µm at 30
minutes when the etch depth becomes greater than 500 µm. Solid line in Figure 7 (b) %* %¥
cates the possibility that the chlorine trifluoride gas has a smoothing effect on the 3C-silicon
carbide surface.
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Figure 7. Etch depth and roughness of the silicon carbide surface etched by chlorine trifluoride gas at atmospheric
pressure and 770 K within 30 min: (a) etch depth, and (b) root mean square (RMS) roughness.

Figure 8 shows photographs of the polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide surface etched using a
gas mixture of chlorine trifluoride and nitrogen at 670-870K for 15 min. The concentration
and the flow rate of the gas mixture are 10-100% and 0.2 slm, respectively. Figure 9 shows
the RMS roughness of the polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide surface etched using chlorine
trifluoride gas at atmospheric pressure and 670-870K for 15 min. The triangle, diamond and
circle show the RMS roughness at the chlorine trifluoride gas concentrations of 10, 50 and
100 %, respectively.
The photograph indicated by ’Before etch’ in Figure 8 shows the initial surface, which has
2!.5z*..+3_z2#1!z* z/$((+3z0.!*$!/z"+.)! z5z)!$*%(z,+(%/$%*#^z/%*#z0$!z$(+.¥
ine trifluoride gas concentration of 10%, the change in the surface morphology is explained.
The surface etched at 730K and 10% is recognized to have circular-shaped pits. Although the
etching rate under this condition is very low, its surface shown in Figure 8 has an etched
depth of 15 µm. This surface shows many circle-like pits, the edge of which is clearly shown.
$!/!z)5z!z0$!z#.%*z+1* .5z+.z/+)!z %/+. !.! z.!#%+*z3$%$z*z!z!0$! z0zz/(%#$0¥
ly higher etching rate.
At 770 K and 10 %, the shape of the circular-shaped pits still clearly exists, similar to that at
730 K and 10 %. The photograph at 870 K and 10% shows pits smaller than those at 770 K
and 10%. Simultaneously, the conical shape of the pits still exists. This shows that chlorine
0.%"(1+.% !z#/z0z0$!z(+3z+*!*0.0%+*z+"zDCMz$/zz-1%0!z/)((z.+(!z+"z/)++0$%*#z0$!z/1.¥
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face, but rather tends to roughen it. This trend is measured using the RMS roughness,
shown by the triangles in Figure 9. The RMS roughness before etching is nearly 0.5 µm; it
%*.!/!/z3%0$z0$!z%*.!/%*#z/1/0.0!z0!),!.01.!z0z0$!z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z+*!*0.¥
tion of 10%.

Figure 8. ,@GLG?J9H@G>L@=HGDQ;JQKL9DDAF= KADA;GF;9J:A<=KMJ>9;==L;@=<MKAF?;@DGJAF=LJA>DMGJA<=?9K9L9LEGKs
pheric pressure for 15 min at 670-870 K, 10-100% and 0.2 slm.

!40_z0z0$!z"%4! z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z+*!*0.0%+*z+"zHCM_z0$!z$*#!z%*z0$!z!0$! z/1.¥
face morphology is explained using Figure 8. The surface etched at 730 K and 50% shows
the clear edge shape of the pits. The surface etched at 770 K and 50% still has a clear edge of
the conical-shaped pits. Although some pits still have such the clearly observed edge shape,
the rest of the surface has no clear edges. The surface morphology at 870 K and 50% shows
both clear and vague edges. Since semi-smoothed and clear pits coexist there, the RMS
roughness, indicated by the diamonds in Figure 9, still slightly increases with the increasing
substrate temperature.
The change in the surface morphology etched at 100% is also shown in Figure 8. The surface
etched at 670 K and 100% shows the clear edge of the pits. In contrast to this, the surface
etched at 730 K and 100% shows the slightly vague edge of the pits. For the surface etched at
770 K and 100 %, the conical-shaped pits still remain, but are few. The edge of the conicalshaped pits disappears, when the surface is etched at 870 K. Since this trend in smoothing
the surface appears in the RMS roughness behavior, the RMS roughness at 100%, indicated
using circles in Figure 9, slightly decreases with the increasing substrate temperature.
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Figure 9. RMS roughness of the polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide substrate surface etched using chlorine trifluoride
gas at atmospheric pressure and 670-870 K for 15 min. Triangle: 10 %, diamond: 50 %, and circle: 100%.

From the view point of the effect of the etchant gas concentration at each temperature, the
/$,!z+"z0$!z,%0/z0!* /z0+z!+)!z1*(!.z3%0$z0$!z%*.!/%*#z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z+*¥
!*0.0%+*^z$!.!"+.!_z/z0$!z+2!.((z0.!* _z0$!z$%#$!.z0!),!.01.!z* z0$!z$%#$!.z$(+.¥
ine trifluoride gas concentration produces a smoother surface of the polycrystalline 3Csilicon carbide.
The polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide etching rate can be adjusted using the combination of
gas flow rate, gas concentration and the substrate temperature, in order to obtain surfaces
suitable for various purposes. This technique is expected to be used for various applications,
such as the dry cleaning of the silicon carbide substrate surface instead of wet method, and
the removal of the damaged layer formed during the chemical mechanical polishing using
diamond slurry.
2.4. Surface chemical condition and etching rate
The fraction of silicon and carbon on the silicon carbide surface remaining after the etching
%/z1/!"1(z%*"+.)0%+*z"+.z !2!(+,%*#z2.%+1/z,.+!//!/z3$%$z.!z,!."+.)! z"0!.z0$!z!0$¥
%*#^z$1/_z0$!z$!)%(z+* /z0z0$!z/%(%+*z.% !z/1."!z.!z)!/1.! z1/%*#zw.5z,$+0+¥
electron spectroscopy (XPS) before and after etching by chlorine trifluoride gas. Figure 10
shows the fraction of carbon, silicon, oxygen, chlorine and fluorine on the silicon carbide
substrate before and after etching the depth greater than 150 µ)z1/%*#z0$!z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.¥
ide gas for 15 min at atmospheric pressure and at 720 K.
The silicon carbide surface before the etching has a carbon fraction nearly equal to that of
silicon. However, the fraction of carbon significantly increases to 75 % after the etching. This
%* %0!/z0$0z0$!z,.+ 10%+*z+"z2+(0%(!z.+*z+),+1* z%/z/(+3!.z0$*z0$0z+"z/%(%+*z+)¥
pound at this temperature.
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Figure 10. Fraction of carbon, silicon, oxygen, chlorine and fluorine on the silicon carbide substrate surface before and
9>L=J=L;@AF?MKAF?;@DGJAF=LJA>DMGJA<=>GJEAF9L9LEGKH@=JA;HJ=KKMJ=AFL@=J=9;LGJ 0@=L=EH=J9LMJ=G>L@=KADAs
con carbide substrate is 720 K.

Figure 11. XPS spectra of Si 2p measured (a) before and (b) after etching using chlorine trifluoride gas for 15 min at
atmospheric pressure. The temperature of the silicon carbide substrate is 720 K.

In order to evaluate the state of silicon and carbon, the XPS spectra of Si 2p and C 1s are
shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The conditions of etching are the same as in
Figure 10.
An almost amount of silicon at the silicon carbide surface has chemical bond with carbon
before etching as shown in Figure 11 (a). However, after the etching, a significant amount of
silicon oxides and oxidized or halogenated silicon carbide are present as shown in Figure 11
(b). The chemical bonds of carbon simultaneously change, as same as those of silicon. Figure
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12 (a) shows that chemical bonds of carbon with silicon dominate at the substrate surface
before etching. After etching, an almost amount of carbon has chemical bonds with carbon
as shown in Figure 12 (b). The surface after etching is covered with large amount of carbon
having carbon-carbon bonds. This result is consistent with the dark appearance of the silicon
carbide surface after the etching.

Figure 12. XPS spectra of C 1s measured (a) before and (b) after the etching using chlorine trifluoride gas for 15 min
at atmospheric pressure. The temperature of the silicon carbide substrate is 720 K.

2.5. Chemical reactions
The gaseous products and the chemical reactions associated with silicon carbide etching are
explained. Figure 13 shows the mass spectra of the gaseous species existing in the exhaust
#/z%))! %0!(5z"0!.z!#%**%*#z/%(%+*z.% !z/1/0.0!z!0$%*#z0zJJCz z1/%*#z$(+.%*!z0.%¥
"(1+.% !z #/z 0z 0)+/,$!.%z ,.!//1.!^z $!z ,.0%(z ,.!//1.!/z .!z *+.)(%6! z 1/%*#z 0$!z ,.!/¥
sure at the mass of 28 a.m.u., which is the largest partial pressure in this measurement and
which can be assigned to silicon from the silicon tetrafluoride and nitrogen remaining in the
QMS system.
5,%(z )//z /,!0._z /$+3*z %*z %#1.!z DF_z .!z %*0!.,.!0! z 5z 0'%*#z %*0+z +1*0z 0$!z ".#¥
mentation in the QMS analyzer and the isotopic abundance of chlorine [31-33]. In this figure,
the ion species at a mass of 14 a.m.u. is assigned to N+, which is the fragment of nitrogen
gas. The low partial pressures corresponding to chlorine trifluoride and its fragment, ClF3 +,
at masses of 92 and 94 a.m.u., and ClF+z0zHGz* zHIz^)^1^_z.!z !0!0! ^z$!z,.0%(z,.!/¥
sures observed at masses of 70, 72 and 74 a.m.u. correspond to Cl2 +, which is assigned to
chlorine gas. Chlorine gas is produced due to the chemical reaction during silicon carbide
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etching, similar to that for the silicon etching [22, 34]. The partial pressures at masses of 35
and 37 a.m.u. can be assigned to Cl+, which is a fragment from both chlorine trifluoride and
chlorine (Cl 2). The partial pressures observed at masses of 19 and 20 a.m.u. correspond to F+
and HF+, respectively. F+ and HF+ .!z,.+ 1! z 1!z0+z0$!z".#)!*00%+*z+"z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.¥
ide. Since the partial pressure of fluorine (F2) at mass 38 a.m.u. did not appear in the mass
spectra, the thermal dissociation of chlorine trifluoride gas [35] is negligible in the gas phase
of the cold wall reactor used in this study.

Figure 13. )9KKKH=;LJ9G>?9K=GMKKH=;A=K=PAKLAF?AFL@==P@9MKL?9K>JGEL@=J=9;LGJ<MJAF?L@==L;@AF?G>L@=KADAs
;GF;9J:A<=KMJ>9;=MKAF?;@DGJAF=LJA>DMGJA<=?9K9L9LEGKH@=JA;HJ=KKMJ= 0@=L=EH=J9LMJ=G>L@=KADA;GF;9J:A<=KM:s
strate is 770 K. The ionization conditions are 70 eV and 1.73 mA.

The partial pressures at masses of 66, 85 and 104 a.m.u. can be assigned to SiF2 +, SiF3 + and
SiF4 +, respectively, whose parent is silicon tetrafluoride, like silicon etching [34f^z $!z #/¥
eous carbon compound produced by etching is identified as carbon tetrafluoride (CF4d_z!¥
cause the partial pressures at masses of 50 and 69 a.m.u. correspond to CF2

+

and CF3 +,

respectively, which can be assigned as fragments of carbon tetrafluoride.
$1/_z/%(%+*z* z.+*z!+)!z0$!z#/!+1/z/,!%!/z+"z/%(%+*z0!0."(1+.% !z* z.+*z0!0¥
rafluoride, respectively. The overall chemical reaction between silicon carbide and chlorine
trifluoride is as follows:
3SiC · + · 8ClF3 · ¨ · 3SiF4 · + · 3CF4 · + · 4Cl2

(1)
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3. Single-Crystalline 4H-Silicon Carbide Etching Using Chlorine
Trifluoride Gas
3.1. Substrate, reactor and process
The substrate used is the n-type single-crystalline 4H-silicon carbide wafer having a (0001)
surface, 8-degrees off-oriented to <11-20>. This substrate has nitrogen as the n-type dopant
at the concentration of 3 - 5 x 1018 cm-3. The 4H-silicon carbide substrate, having 5 mm wide
x 5 mm long x 400 µm thick dimensions, is placed on the center of the polycrystalline 3Csilicon carbide susceptor, which has the dimension of 30 mm wide × 40 mm long × 0.2 mm
thick produced by the chemical vapor deposition method (Admap Inc., Tokyo).
The reactor shown in Figure 1 is used following the process shown in Figure 2 except of
hydrogen baking. The Si-face (0001) and C-face (000-1) of the 4H-silicon carbide substrates
are etched using chlorine trifluoride gas. The etching is performed at the temperatures
between 570 – 1570 K at the chlorine trifluoride gas flow rate of 0.1 – 0.3 slm. The average
etching rate of 4H-silicon carbide is determined by the decrease in the substrate weight.
!1/!z0$!zFw/%(%+*z.% !z/1/!,0+.z* z0$!zGw/%(%+*z.% !z/1/0.0!z.!z/%)1(0*!¥
ously etched in the reactor, the etching rate obtained is comparable to the average value for
the wide 4H-silicon carbide substrate.
The X-ray topograph of Si-face and C-face of 4H-silicon carbide was taken at the beam-line
 DHz +"z 0$!z $+0+*z 0+.5z +"z 0$!z %#$z *!.#5z !(!.0+.z !/!.$z .#*%60%+*z c.+¥
posal No. 2006G286), in order to evaluate the crystalline defects. The density and behavior
+"z!0$z,%0z,.+ 1! z+*z0$!zGw/%(%+*z.% !z/1/0.0!z1/%*#z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z0z2.¥
ious temperatures were evaluated.

3.2. Numerical calculation of etching rate
The etching rate of single-crystalline 4H-silicon carbide is numerically calculated [29]. The
geometry of horizontal cold-wall reactor, shown in the previous section (Figure 1), is taken
into account for a series of calculations. In order to evaluate the silicon carbide etching rate
and the overall rate constant in steady state in non-uniformly distributed temperature and
#/z"(+3z"%!( /_z0$!z03+w %)!*/%+*(z!-10%+*/z+"z)//_z)+)!*01)_z!*!.#5_z/,!%!/z0.*/¥
port and surface chemical reaction, linked with the ideal gas law, are solved. The discretized
equations are coupled and solved using the SIMPLE algorithm [36fz+*zzz/+"03.!z,'¥
age, Fluent version 6 (Fluent, Inc., Lebanon, NH, USA).
The silicon carbide etching is assumed to follow the overall reaction in Eq. (2) [23, 24],
3SiC · + · 8ClF3 · ¨ · 3SiF4 · + · 3CF4 · + · 4Cl2

(2)
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Mass changes due to the chemical reaction of Eq. (2) are taken into account in the boundary
conditions at the surface of silicon carbide. The overall reaction shown in Eq. (2) is assumed
to be a first-order reaction.
SiC etching rate = 6 x 107M SiCkSiC ClF3 · / · kSiC

(µmm min1),

(3)

where k SiC is the density of solid silicon carbide (kg m-3). M SiC is the molecular weight of
silicon carbide (kg mol-1), respectively. The factor 6 x 107 is used for the unit conversion of m
s-1 to µm min-1. k SiC is the overall rate constant for the reaction of Eq. (3). [ClF3fz%/z0$!z+*!*¥
tration of chlorine trifluoride gas at the silicon carbide surface (mol m-3). The concentration
of each species at the surface is governed by a balance between the consumption due to the
chemical reaction and the diffusion fluxes driven by the concentration.
The gas velocity and pressure at the inlet are 0.08 m s-1 and 1.0133 x 105 Pa, respectively. The
heat capacities of chlorine trifluoride, nitrogen, tetrafluorosilane, tetrafluorocarbon and
chlorine are taken from the literature [37]. The gas properties, such as the viscosity and the
0$!.)(z+* 10%2%05z+"z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !_z0!0."(1+.+/%(*!_z$(+.%*!z* z*%0.+#!*z.!z!/0%¥
mated with the method described in the literature [38]. The Lennard-Jones parameters of l
and c/kz "+.z $(+.%*!z 0.%"(1+.% !z .!z G^IFz *#/0.+)/z * z FHHz _z .!/,!0%2!(5_z 3$%$z .!z +¥
tained using a theoretical equation [38] taking the value of viscosity [39] into account. Each
physical constant is expressed as a function of temperature. The properties of the mixed gas
are estimated theoretically [40f^z$!z%*.5z %""1/%+*z+!""%%!*0/z+"z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !_z0!0¥
rafluorosilane and chlorine are estimated using the method described in the literature [38].
The overall rate constant, k SiC in Eq. (3) is obtained so that the calculated etching rates agree
with those measured at various conditions.

3.3. Etching rate
%#1.!zDGz/$+3/z0$!z!0$%*#z.0!z+"z0$!z%w"!z* zw"!z+"zGw/%(%+*z.% !z0z0$!z/1¥
strate temperatures between 570 K and 1570 K. The etching rate of the C-face of 4H-silicon
carbide is slightly higher than that of the Si-face of 4H-silicon carbide. The etching rate of the
Si-face and C-face of 4H-silicon carbide is near 5 µm min-1z* z%0z%/z/0%((z"(0z0z0$!z0!),!.¥
01.!/z!03!!*zJJCz z* zDHJCz ^z$%/z"(0z!0$%*#z.0!z!$2%+.z%/z/%)%(.z0+z0$0z+"z,+(5.5/¥
talline 3C-silicon carbide, shown in Figure 3 in the previous section. The various surface
morphologies at higher temperatures shown in the latter part of this section are obtained at
nearly the same etching rate.
%#1.!zDHz/$+3/z0$!z05,%(z!$2%+.z+"z0$!z!0$%*#z.0!z$*#%*#z3%0$z0$!z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.¥
ide gas concentration, obtained at 1370 K. The etching rate is proportional to the chlorine
trifluoride gas concentration, similar to that of polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide, shown in
Figure 4. The fluctuation of the etching rate, shown in Figures 14 and 15, is entirely 20 %,
3$%$z%/z 1!z0+z0$!z+*/% !.(!z %/0.%10%+*z+"z0$!z!0$%*#z.0!z+2!.z0$!zFw/%(%+*z.¥
bide susceptor.
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Figure 14. Etching rate of 4H-silicon carbide using chlorine trifluoride gas at 100 %, 0.1 slm and various temperatures.
Dark circle: C-face, and white circle: Si-face.

Figure 15. !L;@AF?J9L=G>/A >9;=O@AL=;AJ;D=9F< >9;=<9JC;AJ;D=$ KADA;GF;9J:A<=;@9F?AF?OAL@;@DGJAF=LJAs
fluoride gas concentration, at 1370 K and at the total gas flow rate of 0.2 slm for 5 min.

The relationship between the etching rate and the chlorine trifluoride gas flow rate is shown
in Figures 16. Figures 16 (a) and 16 (b) show the etching rate of the Si-face and the C-face,
.!/,!0%2!(5_z+"z0$!zGw/%(%+*z.% !z/1/0.0!z5z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/zcDCCMdz0z0)+/¥
pheric pressure, when changing with the chlorine trifluoride gas flow rate. The circle, square
* z0.%*#(!z !*+0!z0$!z!0$%*#z.0!z0z0$!z/1/0.0!z0!),!.01.!/z+"zJJC_zKJCz* zLJCz _z.!¥
spectively. As shown in these figures, the Si-face and C-face etching rates increase with the
gas flow rate of the chlorine trifluoride gas. Additionally, the etching rate at 770, 870 and 970
K overlap each other for both the Si-face and the C-face, consistent with Figures 14. The
etching rate of the Si-face is about 60 % of that of the C-face. The relationship between the Siface etching rate and the C-face etching rate is similar to that of another empirically known
etching technique, such as the potassium hydroxide method [41].
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Figure 16. Etching rate of (a) Si-face and (b) C-face of 4H-silicon carbide substrate by chlorine trifluoride gas (100%) at
atmospheric pressure in the flow rate range between 0.1 and 0.3 slm. Circle, square and triangle show the etching
rates at the substrate temperatures of 770, 870 and 970 K, respectively.

3.4. Surface reaction rate constant
Figure 17 is the Arrhenius plot of the rate constants for etching of Si-face and C-face of 4Hsilicon carbide. The rate constants is expressed in Eqs. (4) and (5).
kSiC = 4.1 exp(  6.6 x 104 / RT )

(m / s)

for Si  face

(4)

kSiC = 98 x exp(  8.3 x 104 / RT ) (m / s)

for C  face

(5)

and,

where R is the gas constant (J mol-1 K-1).
In order to show that the rate constant of Eq. (4) can reproduce the measured etching rate
behavior, the measured and the calculated etching rate values of Si-face are shown in Figure
18, as the Arrhenius plot. The calculation shows that the etching rate at the temperatures
near 670K is near 1 µm/min, and it becomes near 10 µ)u)%*z0zDCCCz ^z$!z(1(0! z!0$¥
ing rate tends to become flat at the higher temperatures at the chlorine trifluoride gas flow
rate of 0.1 and 0.2 slm. Additionally, the etching rate obtained by the calculation increases
with increasing the chlorine trifluoride gas flow rate. Because the great etchant flow rate can
moderate the etchant depletion occurring in the downstream region, the average etching
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rate over the 4H-silicon carbide substrate and the 3C-silicon carbide susceptor can increase
3%0$z0$!z%*.!/%*#z"(+3z.0!z+"z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/^z$!z!0$%*#z.0!z"+.zw"!z(1(0¥
ed using Eq. (5) also showed the typical behavior of the measurement. Therefore, Eqs. (4)
and (5) are applicable to reproduce the behavior of the 4H-silicon carbide (Si-face and Cface) etching rate.

Figure 17. Rate constants for etching of Si-face (broken line) and C-face (solid line) of 4H-silicon carbide using chlorine
trifluoride gas, obtained by numerical calculation.

Figure 18. Arrhenius plot of 4H-silicon carbide Si-face etching rate at chlorine trifluoride flow rate of 0.1 and 0.2 slm.
Square: measurement, solid line: calculation.
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3.5. Surface morphology
Figure 19. shows the surface morphology of the Si-face of 4H-silicon carbide before and after
the etching at the chlorine trifluoride gas concentration of 100 % and at the flow rate of 0.1
slm. The etching was performed at the substrate temperatures of (b) 570, (c) 620, (d) 770, (e)
970, (f) 1270, (g) 1370 and (h) 1570 K. The etched depth was 5-18 µm.
Figure 19 (a) /$+3/z0$!z/1."!z)+.,$+(+#5z+"z0$!z%w"!z+"zGw/%(%+*z.% !z/1/0.0!z!¥
fore the etching. Figure 19 (b) shows that there are many small pits after the etching at 570
K. At 620 K, the pits are very large, nearly 50 µm in diameter, as shown in Figure 19 (c).
With the increasing temperature, the pits tends to become small and shallow, as shown in
Figures 19 (d) - (h). The pit diameter after etching at 770 K, shown in Figure 19 (d), is nearly
DCzMz+"z0$0z0zIECz _z/$+3*z%*z%#1.!zDLzcd^z%#1.!zDLzc!dz/$+3/z0$0z0$!z,%0z %)!0!.z!¥
comes even smaller and the pit density decreases at 970 K. This trend is very clear at the
temperatures higher than 1270 K, as shown in Figures 19 (f), (g) and (h). Figure 19 (g) shows
that the pit density significantly decreases at 1370 K. The sharp-shaped pits, presented at the
lower temperatures, are not there, on the silicon carbide surface after the etching at 1570 K,
as shown in Figure 19 (h).

Figure 19. /MJ>9;=EGJH@GDG?QG>/A >9;=G>$ KADA;GF;9J:A<=9:=>GJ=9F<9>L=JL@==L;@AF?MKAF?;@DGJAF=LJA>DMGJs
ide gas at the concentration of 100 %, at the substrate temperature of (b) 570, (c) 620, (d) 770, (e) 970, (f) 1270, (g)
9F<@'9F<9LL@=>DGOJ9L=G> KDE 0@==L;@=<<=HL@AK eE

!40_z0$!z%*"(1!*!z+"z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z+*!*0.0%+*z+*z0$!z/1."!z)+.,$+(+#5z%/z!4¥
plained. Figure 20 shows the surface morphology of the Si-face 4H-silicon carbide surface
taken by the optical microscope before and after the etching for 5 min at the total flow rate
+"zC^Ez/()_z0z0$!z/1/0.0!z0!),!.01.!z+"zDFJCz z* z0z2.%+1/z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z+*¥
centrations. Figure 20 (a) shows the surface morphology of the Si-face of 4H-silicon carbide
before the etching.
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Figure 20. Surface morphology of Si-face 4H-silicon carbide surface (a) before and after etching at the total gas flow
rate of 0.2 slm, 1370 K and various chlorine trifluoride gas concentrations of (b) 100, (c) 50, (d) 20, (e) 10 and (f) 1%,
for 5 min.

Although there are many large pits at the chlorine trifluoride gas concentration of 100%, as
shown in Figure 20 (b), they become significantly small and less at 20%, as shown in Figure
20 (d). Figure 20 (e) shows that the surface etched at 10% is flat with only a small number of
pits. At 1%, most of the surface is flat, except for scratches, as shown in Figure 20 (f).

Figure 21. ")H@GLG?J9H@G>/A >9;=G>$ KADA;GF;9J:A<= =L;@=<>GJ EAFMKAF?L@=;@DGJAF=LJA>DMGJA<=?9K;GFs
centration of 1% diluted in ambient nitrogen at the substrate temperature of 1570 K and at the total flow rate of 4
slm. (a): plan view, (b): A-A' cross section, and (c): B-B' cross section.

From Figures 19 and 20, the Si-face 4H-silicon carbide surface after etching tends to be flat
3%0$z0$!z%*.!/%*#z0!),!.01.!z* z !.!/%*#z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z+*!*0.0%+*^z+(¥
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lowing this trend, the Si-face 4H-silicon carbide surface is etched at 1570 K at the chlorine
trifluoride gas concentration of 1% for 0.5 min. Figure 21 shows the AFM photograph of the
etched surface. Figures 21 (a), (b) and (c) are the plan view, A-A' cross section and B-B' cross
section, respectively. Although the etched depth is only about 0.03 µm, it can reveal the
trend of the surface, causing pit or not. As shown in Figure 21 (a), this surface does not show
*5z!0$z,%0az%#1.!/zEDzcdz* zcdz/$+3/z*+z,!.%+ %(z/$,!z.!"(!0%*#z0$!zGw/%(%+*z.¥
bide crystal step [42]. The root-mean-square (RMS) roughness are 0.1 and 0.2 nm on A-A’
(%*!z* zwjz(%*!_z.!/,!0%2!(5_z3$%$z.!z+),.(!z0+z0$0z+"z0$!z,+(%/$! zGw/%(%+*z.¥
bide substrate surface. Thus, the shallow etching for removing thin layer, such as damaged
layer, is possible with maintaining the specular surface of the Si-face of 4H-silicon carbide.
Figure 22. shows the surface morphology of the C-face of 4H-silicon carbide before and after
the etching at the chlorine trifluoride gas concentration of 100 %, at (b) 570, (c) 620, (d) 770,
(e) 1070, (f) 1270, (g) 1370 and (h) 1570 K and at the flow rate of 0.1 slm. The etched depth is
10-30 µm. Figure 22 (a) is the C-face 4H-silicon carbide surface before the etching.

Figure 22. /MJ>9;=EGJH@GDG?QG> >9;=G>$ KADA;GF;9J:A<=9:=>GJ=9F<9>L=JL@==L;@AF?MKAF?;@DGJAF=LJA>DMGJs
ide gas at the concentration of 100 %, at the substrate temperature of (b) 570, (c) 620, (d) 770, (e) 1070, (f) 1270, (g)
9F<@'9F<9LL@=>DGOJ9L=G> KDE !L;@=<<=HL@AK eE

$!.!z%/z0$!z"(0z/1."!z"0!.z0$!z!0$%*#z0zHJCz _z/z/$+3*z%*z%#1.!zEEzcd_z!1/!z+"z/%#¥
nificantly small etching rate. However, Figure 22 (c) shows that pits are produced at 620 K.
The surface etched at the temperatures between 770 K and 1270 K have many small pits, as
/$+3*z %*z %#1.!/z EE^z c d_z c!dz * z c"d^z %#1.!/z EEz c#dz * z c$dz /$+3z 0$0z 0$!z ,%0z %)!0!.z !¥
creases at the temperatures higher than 1370 K. The surface etched at 1570 K shows a flat
surface as shown in Figure 22 (h).
Next, the influence of the chlorine trifluoride gas concentration on the surface morphology
of the C-face of 4H-silicon carbide is explained. Figure 23 shows the morphology of the C-
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face 4H-silicon carbide surface before and after the etching for 5 min at the various chlorine
trifluoride gas concentrations of (b) 100, (c) 50, (d) 20, (e) 10 and (f) 1% at the total flow rate
of 0.2 slm. The substrate temperature is fixed at 1370 K. The etched depth is 3-84 µm.

Figure 23. Surface morphology of C-face 4H-silicon carbide surface before and after etching at the total gas flow rate
of 0.2 slm, 1370 K and various chlorine trifluoride gas concentrations for 5 min. (a) before etching, (b) 100, (c) 50, (d)
 =9F<> !L;@=<<=HL@AK eE

Figure 24. ")H@GLG?J9H@G> >9;=G>$ KADA;GF;9J:A<= =L;@=<>GJ EAFMKAF?L@=;@DGJAF=LJA>DMGJA<=?9K;GFs
centration of 1% diluted in ambient nitrogen at the substrate temperature of 1570 K and at the total flow rate of 4
slm. (a): plan view, (b): A-A' cross section, and (c): B-B' cross section.
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%#1.!zEFzcdz/$+3/z0$0z0$!zw"!zGw/%(%+*z.% !z/1."!z$/z(.#!z* z/$((+3z,%0/z"¥
ter etching at the chlorine trifluoride gas concentration of 100%. As shown in Figure 23 (c),
the etch pits become shallow at the chlorine trifluoride gas concentration of 50%. Figures 23
(d), (e) and (f) /$+3z0$0z0$!z!0$! z/1."!z%/z!*0%.!(5z"(0z0z0$!z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z+*¥
centrations less than 20%. Particularly, the surface etched at 1% is flat, as shown in Figure 23
(f). Overall, the trend in the etched surface morphology of the C-face of 4H-silicon carbide is
/%)%(.z0+z0$0z+"z0$!z%w"!z+"zGw/%(%+*z.% !_z(0$+1#$z0$!z,%0z/%6!z+"z0$!zw"!z%/z/)((¥
er than that of Si-face.
%)%(.z0+z0$!z%w"!zGw/%(%+*z.% !z/1."!_z0$!zw"!zGw/%(%+*z.% !z/1."!z%/z!0$¥
ed at 1570 K at the chlorine trifluoride gas concentration of 1% for 0.5 min. Figures 24 (a), (b)
and (c) are the AFM photographs of the plan view, A-A' cross section and B-B' cross section,
respectively. The etched depth is near 0.03 µm. Figure 24 (a) does not show any shape like
an etch pit; Figures 24 (b) and (c) show no periodical shape reflecting the 4H-silicon carbide
crystal step [42f^z$!z z.+1#$*!//z%/zC^Gz* zC^Fz*)z+*zwjz(%*!z* zwjz(%*!_z.!/,!0%2!¥
ly, which are comparable to that of the polished 4H-silicon carbide substrate surface. Thus,
the shallow etching without producing any trace of pit shape is possible, for the C-face of
4H-silicon carbide.
3.6. Surface morphology behavior and its rate process
Entire surface morphology behavior changing with the substrate temperature for Si-face and
w"!z +"z Gz /%(%+*z .% !z %/z /1)).%6! z /z c%dz 2!.5z /)((z $*#!z 0z 2!.5z (+3z 0!),!.¥
tures (lower than 570 K), (ii) significant pit formation between 570 K and 1270 K, and (iii) pit
formation reduced at high temperatures (higher than 1370 K).
The process of pit formation is described following the rate theory, assuming that the etch
pit is formed due to the difference of the etching rate between the perfect crystal region and
the weak spot having any kinds of damage and crystalline defect [10].
The rate constant of the etching in the perfect crystal region, k P, is assumed to be expressed
in Eq. (6).

(

kP = Aexp 

E
RT

)

(6)

where A is the pre-exponential factor, E is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, and T
is the substrate temperature. In contrast to this, the weak spot, which has larger etching rate
to cause pit, is assumed to have the slightly smaller activation energy than that in the perfect
region. The rate constant at the weak spot, k W, is assumed to be expressed in Eq. (7), using
0$!z %""!.!*!z+"z0$!z0%20%+*z!*!.#5z".+)z0$0z%*z0$!z,!."!0z.!#%+*_zE.

(

kW = Aexp 

E  ]E
RT

)

(7)
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Assuming that the etchant gas concentration is the same in the perfect region and at the
weak spot, the pit depth is expressed in Eq. (8), taking into account that ]S is very small.

(

Pitdepth = V E

) ( ( ) )

kW  kP
]
]
= V E exp
1 VE


kP

(8)

where V E is the etching rate in the perfect region.
Here, assuming that V E shown in Figure 14 %/z0$!z!0$%*#z.0!z%*z0$!z,!."!0z.!#%+*_z0$!z*+.¥
malized pit depth, h, is evaluated and shown in Figure 25. The h value is defined using the
maximum value of the pit depth, in Eq. (9).
VE
Pitdepth

h=
=
Pitdepth MAX
V E,
 Pit dept h MAX

( )

(9)

In Figure 25, the h value at the temperatures lower than 500 K is very small; it significantly
increases near 700 K. After showing its maximum, the h value gradually decreases with the
increasing substrate temperature. Near 1600 K, the h value is significantly smaller than the
maximum value. This trend qualitatively agrees with that of the 4H-silicon carbide surface
!0$! z1/%*#z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/^z$1/_z0$!z/1."!z)+.,$+(+#5z0.!* z+2!.z3% !z0!),!.¥
ature range can be understood mainly by the rate process.

Figure 25. Normalized pit depth and temperature-dependent surface morphology behavior following the rate theory.
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3.7. Etch pits and crystalline defect
AFM photographs of the pit shape formed by the chlorine trifluoride gas are shown in %#¥
ure 26. Figures 26 (a) and (b) show the pits on the Si-face and C-face, respectively, after the
etching using the chlorine trifluoride gas (100%) at atmospheric pressure for 3 min at 870 K
and 0.3 slm. Figure 26 (c) is the etch pit of Figure 26 (a), the edge of which is traced using
dotted line.

Figure 26. Etch pits on (a) Si-face and (b) C-face (870 K, chlorine trifluoride: 100 %, 0.3 slm). (c) is the magnification of
the pit in (a), the edge of which is traced using dotted line.

Figures 26 (a) and (c) reveals a nearly hexagonal edge shape having a flat-shaped bottom. Its
diameter and depth are about 0.03 mm and 2000-3000 nm, respectively. The many pits that
exist over the entire surface are shown to have the same edge and bottom shape as that
shown in Figure 26 (a). Figure 26 (b) shows the pit shape on the C-face. This surface is very
flat and smooth having only a very small number of circular shaped pits, which are very
shallow with a diameter of 0.01 mm and a depth of about 200 nm.
*5z!0$z,%0/z0z0$!zGw/%(%+*z.% !z/1."!_z,.+ 1! z5z0$!z!0$%*#z1/%*#z$(+.%*!z0.%¥
fluoride gas, are expected to show a relationship with various crystalline defects, when the
etching condition is appropriate. Thus, the Si-face and C-face 4H-silicon carbide surface are
!0$! z1/%*#z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z0zDCCMz* z0zJCCz z/+z0$0z0$!z,%0z !,0$z!+)!z)4¥
imum value, as predicted by Figure 25. Additionally, the etch pits are compared with the Xray topograph, because the X-ray topograph is suitable in order to evaluate an origin of etch
pit [42, 43].
Figures 27 (a) and 28 (a) are the X-ray topograph of the Si-face and C-face 4H-silicon carbide
surface, respectively. Figures 27 (b) and 28 (b) are the photograph of Si-face and C-face 4Hsilicon carbide surface, respectively, etched using the chlorine trifluoride gas at 100% and at
700 K for 60 min. White arrows in these figures indicate the position of the spots in the X-ray
topograph and the etch pits at the etched surface.
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Figure 27. Comparison between the X-ray topograph and the etched Si-face 4H-silicon carbide surface. (a) X-ray
topograph of the Si-face 4H silicon carbide surface, and (b) the Si-face 4H-silicon carbide surface etched using chlorine
trifluoride gas at 100% and at 700 K for 60 min. Arrows in this figure indicate the spot in the X-ray topograph and the
etch pit at the etched surface.

Figure 28. GEH9JAKGF:=LO==FL@=4 J9QLGHG?J9H@9F<L@==L;@=< >9;=$ KADA;GF;9J:A<=KMJ>9;= 94 J9QLGHGs
?J9H@G>L@=/A >9;=$KADA;GF;9J:A<=KMJ>9;= 9F<:L@= >9;=$ KADA;GF;9J:A<=KMJ>9;==L;@=<MKAF?;@DGJAF=LJAs
fluoride gas at 100% and at 700 K for 60 min. Arrows in this figure indicate the spot in the X-ray topograph and the
etch pit at the etched surface.

/z %* %0! z 1/%*#z 3$%0!z ..+3/_z 0$!.!z .!z )*5z !0$z ,%0/_z 0$!z ,+/%0%+*/z +"z 3$%$z +..!¥
spond to those of the spots in the X-ray topograph. The dimension of spot in Figure 28 (a) is
larger than that in Figure 27 (a); the diameter of etch pits in Figure 28 (b) is about 250 µm
which is similarly larger than that in Figure 27 (b), about 40 µ)^z'%*#z%*0+z+1*0z0$!z.!¥
port [44] about the dimension of etch pits formed by KOH, Figures 28 (a) and (b) may show
0$!z/.!3z %/(+0%+*az%#1.!/zEJzcdz* zcdz)5z/$+3z0$!z0$.! %*#z! #!z %/(+0%+*^z!¥
1/!z0$!z!0$%*#z0!$*%-1!z1/%*#z0$!z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z)5z.!2!(z0$!z.5/0((%*!z !¥
fects, like the KOH technique [44], the relationship between etch pits and various crystalline
defects should be further studied.
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Because of the functions to produce the specular surface and to reveal the crystalline defects,
chlorine trifluoride gas is expected to be more useful than the other wet and dry techniques
[41], for silicon carbide industrial process.
!40_z0$!z !*/%05z* z!$2%+.z+"z!0$z,%0z,.+ 1! z+*z0$!zw"!z+"zGw/%(%+*z.% !z/1¥
/0.0!z1/%*#z$(+.%*!z0.%"(1+.% !z#/z0z2.%+1/z0!),!.01.!/z3!.!z!2(10! ^z$!z!0$z,%0z+¥
tained using the chlorine trifluoride gas at 713 K for 10 min at 100% was observed and
shown in Figure 29. The diameter of etch pits was near 10 µm, which was considered to be
assigned to screw dislocations, following the previous study [28].
Because the etch pit density (EPD) changed with the substrate temperature [28], the etching
was performed at various temperatures around 713 K. The etch pit density obtained in an
area of 500 x 500 µm2 at various substrate temperatures is shown in Figure 30^z0z0$!z0!)¥
peratures below 673 K, the etch pit density was very small. At 683 K, the etch pit density
increase to the value near 2 x 104 cm-2. At 713K, the etch pit density showed the maximum
value of 4 x 104 cm-2. Although the etch pit density decreased at the temperatures higher
than 723 K, its value maintained near 104 cm-2.
$!z!0$z,%0z !*/%05z+0%*! z0zJDFz z+%*% ! z3%0$z0$!z2(1!/z3% !(5z!,0! z/z0$!z1.¥
rent dislocation density level of 4H silicon carbide. Thus, the etch pit density of C-face of
Gw/%(%+*z .% !z +0%*! z %*z 0$%/z /01 5z %/z !,0(!z * z %/z !4,!0! z 0+z /$+3z z .!(0%+*¥
ship with the crystal quality. The etch pits obtained in this study were classified to the large
circular-shaped and small oval-shaped pits, which ratio were 90% and 10%, respectively, at
the etching temperature of 713 K. The former is considered to be assigned to the threading
screw dislocation, and the latter can be the threading edge dislocation.

Figure 29. Etch pits produced on C-face 4H-silicon carbide surface by 100% chlorine trifluoride gas at 713 K for 10 min
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Figure 30. !L;@HAL<=FKALQGF >9;=$ KADA;GF;9J:A<=KMJ>9;=HJG<M;=<:Q;@DGJAF=LJA>DMGJA<=?9K9LN9JAGMKKM:s
strate temperatures.

Figure 31. Comparison of etch pits (a) before and (b) after additional etching. White arrows indicate the etch pits.

*z+. !.z0+z/$+3z0$0z0$!z+.%#%*z+"z0$!/!z!0$z,%0z3/z//%#*! z0+z0$!z.5/0((%*!z%),!."!¥
tion, the etched surface was further etched using the same etching condition. Figure 31 (a)
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shows the nine etch pits observed on the C-face of 4H silicon carbide after the etching at
713 K for 10 min using the 100 % chlorine trifluoride gas. Their diameter was about 10 – 15
µm. This substrate was additionally etched at 713 K at the 100 % chlorine trifluoride gas.
Figure 31 (b) shows the surface, 80 µm of which surface was etched off by the additional
etching. Figure 31 (b) shows the large and shallow nine etch pits, which were overlapped
3%0$z!$z+0$!.^z$!z*1)!.z* z0$!z,+/%0%+*z+"z!0$z,%0z!*0!.z%*z%#1.!^zFDzcdz+..!/,+* ¥
ed to those in Figure 31 (a), respectively. Thus, over the depth of 80 µm, the origin to cause
0$!z!0$z,%0z3/z+*(1 ! z0+z!4%/0az0$!z+.%#%*z+1( z!z0$!z %/(+0%+*_z/1$z/z0$!z0$.! ¥
ing dislocation, existing normal to the substrate surface.
$!z.!/1(0/z+0%*! z%*z0$%/z/01 5z%* %0!z0$0z0$!z,%0/z1/! z5z0$!z!0$%*#z1/%*#z$(+.¥
ine trifluoride gas at around 713 K has the origin of crystalline imperfection, such as the
0$.! %*#z %/(+0%+*^z+3!2!._z0$!z%*0!.,.!00%+*z+"z!0$z,%0/z3%0$z.!/,!0z0+z0$!z1* !.(5¥
ing dislocation type should be further carefully performed by a comparative investigation
[28]. Additionally, the density and shape of etch pit by this technique should be further
clarified and verified through many characterization.

4. Summary
Silicon carbide etching using chlorine trifluoride gas with high etching rate occurs at the
temperatures higher than 770 K. Its chemical reaction is as follows:
3SiC · + · 8ClF3 · ¨ · 3SiF4 · + · 3CF4 · + · 4Cl2
The etching rate is 10-20 µm/min and 5 µm/min, for polycrystalline 3C-silicon carbide and
single-crystalline 4H-silicon carbide, respectively. The etching rate of Si-face of 4H-silicon
carbide is slightly smaller than that of C-face. The etched surface tends to be carbon rich.
The etched surface of Si-face of 4H-silicon carbide shows various kinds of morphology:
,%00! z0z(+3z0!),!.01.!/z+"zHJCzxzDEJCz _z* z/)++0$z0zDHJCz ^z$!zw"!z+"zGw/%(%¥
con carbide shows the similar trend, and is entirely very smoother than that of Si-face. Most
of the etch pits formed near 700 K at the Si-face and C-face of 4H-silicon carbide show
.!(0%+*/$%,z!03!!*z %/(+0%+*/z.!2!(! z5z0$!zw.5z0+,+#.,$^z0z0$!z/1/0.0!z0!),!.¥
ature of 713 K, the etch pit density showed the maximum value of 4 x 104 cm-2. The etch pit
density obtained by this technique is considered to show the crystal quality, particularly,
the dislocation density.
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MEMS Applications
Ciprian Iliescu and Daniel P. Poenar
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction
%(%+*z.% !zc%dz!)!z*z%),+.0*0z)0!.%(z3$+/!z,+,1(.%05z$/z!!*z+*/0*0(5z%*¥
creasing in the last period due to its excellent mechanical, electrical, optical and chemical
properties, which recommend it in difficult and demanding applications.
There are two main fields of applications of SiC. The first one is related to nano electronic
[1] or even integrated circuits [2] which are using SiC (in monocrystalline or –sometimespolycrystalline form) as basic structural material for high frequency [3], high power [4],
high voltages [5], and/or high temperature devices [6] or combinations thereof [7]. In most
of these applications, SiC act as are placement material for silicon which cannot be used
under such extreme conditions.
The second area of applications is related to sensors [8fz* z010+./_z%^!^z/0.101.!/_z !2%¥
ces, and/or Microsystems realized (or at least embedding some elements of) micro- and nano
electro mechanical systems (MEMS & NEMS). In this area, the usage of SiC (but mainly in
,+(5.5/0((%*!z* z)+.,$+1/z"+.)dz%/z)%*(5z 1!z0+z%0/z+),0%%(%05z* z!/5z%*0!#.%(%¥
ty with Si and Si-based microfabrication technology. In this direction, a lot of miniaturized
devices, such as chemical sensors [9], UV detectors [10], MEMS devices [11-13], and even
NEMS [14], are using SiC thin films or substrates (6H-SiC or 4H-SiC).
Polycrystalline-SiC (3C-SiC) thin films can be heteroepitaxially grown on Si substrates [14]
due to the deposition temperature well below the Si melting point. [15] However, most of
MEMS applications require thin films deposition methods at lower temperatures. This is
necessary in order to ensure an overall low thermal budget for the entire fabrication of the
SiC-based device(s), an essential prerequisite for postprocessing of MEMS structures on top
of Si CMOS circuits, which ensures implementation of ‘smart sensors’. Plasma enhanced
chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) of SiC in an amorphouos state (-SiC) can be such a

© 2013 Iliescu and Poenar; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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solution. Early studies have been done on the structural, optical and electronic properties of
this material [16, 17]. More specifically, one of the key challenges for PECVD of SiC for
MEMS and NEMS applications is achieving alow residual stress together, if possible, with a
high deposition rate and good uniformity [16], [18-20].
$!z)%*z 2*0#!/z+"zzw%z !,+/%0%+*z*z!z/1)).%6! z/z"+((+3/`
B Low temperature deposition, usually between 200-4000C (depending on the specific s of
0$!z)$%*!z* z.!%,!z!),(+5! z"+.z0$!z !,+/%0%+*_z/z3!((z/z+*z0$!z !0%(/z+"z0$!z !¥
vice’s fabrication process).
B /zz %.!0z+*/!-1!*!z+"z0$!z 2*0#!z)!*0%+*! z,.!2%+1/(5_zw%z%/zz$%#$(5z/1%0(!
structural layer for surface micro machining applications using polyimide [21f_z )+.¥
phous silicon [22] or SiO2 [23] as sacrificial layer materials.
B Stress control in a wide range (e.g. between P1200MPa and 400MPa [24fz5z01*%*#z+"z !,¥
osition parameters [25], doping [26] or annealing [27].
B The ability of the fabricated device to operate at relatively high temperatures.
B

.#!z)!$*%(z/0.!*#0$z+"z0$!z !,+/%0! zw%z(5!.^

B Wide bandgap for the deposited w%z(5!._z)'%*#z%0z*z()+/0z% !(z+,0+!(!0.+*%z)¥
terial, transparent for all visible wave lengths above 0.5µm and thus highly suitable for
guiding light in the visible and infrared optical spectrum [28].
B A refractive index greater than 2.5 (significantly larger than that of SiO2 and even that that
of Si3N4dz(/+z)'!zw%z*z!4!((!*0z* % 0!z"+.z+,0%(z32!#1% !/zeELf^
B Capability to deposit conformal layers [30].
B The deposited -SiC has a coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) relatively similar with
that of Si. This means that the risks of both developing very high internal stress within the
"%()z* _z0$!.!"+.!_z+"z/1/!-1!*0z !()%*0%+*_z.!z)%*%)%6! ze31] when the devices are
operated even at high temperatures.
B The deposited -SiC is highly suitable for applications requiring a high level of corrosion
resistance and moderate operating temperatures (below 3000C) [32].
This chapter will focus on the PECVD deposition of w%z(5!./z"+.z  u z,,(%¥
0%+*/^z$!z$,0!.z%/z+.#*%6! z%*z0$.!!z)&+.z,.0/`
B z !0%(! z !/.%,0%+*z+"z0$!z05,%(zz.!0+.z* z+"z0$!z%),+.0*0z/,!0/z*!!//¥
.5z"+.zz+),!0%0%2!zw%z !,+/%0%+*z,.+!//^
B The influence of main parameters on the deposition process and how one could achieve a
(+3z/0.!//zw%z"%()z3%0$z*!4!((!*0z1*%"+.)%05z* zz#++ z !,+/%0%+*z.0!
B +/0w !,+/%0%+*z,.+!//%*#z+"z0$!zzw%z(5!."+.z2.%+1/z !2%!/z* z,,(%0%+*/^

,!2 EGJH@GMK/ADA;GF9J:A<=i /A(9Q=JK>GJ)!)/HHDA;9LAGFK
@LLH <P <GA GJ?   

2. PECVD reactors
The deposition of -SiC layers in a Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD)
reactor is facilitated by the plasma generated between two electrodes (radio frequency-RFor DC discharge) in the presence of reacting gases, the substrate being connected at one of
these electrodes. There is a very large diversity of types of PECVD reactors on the market,
either for industrial applications or specially designed for dedicated R&D. Usually the R&D
equipments are more complex but also may allow much more of flexibility and degrees of
freedom in controlling the deposition, thus enabling to obtain different layers with distinct
properties using the same reactor.
The key elements in the selection of a PECVD reactor can be summarized as follows:
Deposition chamber. The operating temperature for most of the PECVD reactors is between
200-400°C. In order to achieve a uniform deposition special attention has to be paid to the
inlet of the reactive gases, which can be of three types: several inlets around the bottom
chuck (electrode), or one inlet through the top electrode, or multiple inlets (shower) from the
0+,z !(!0.+ !^z $!z (/0z /+(10%+*z /!!)/z 0+z !*/1.!z z !00!.z %/0.%10%+*z +"z .!0%2!z #/!/z !¥
03!!*z0$!z3+.'%*#z!(!0.+ !/z3%0$z,+/%0%2!z!""!0z+*z0$!z"%()i/z1*%"+.)%05^z !*3$%(!_z,.!¥
heating the gases (using a heated gas distribution system) before their actual introduction
%*0+z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z$)!.z)5z(/+z%),.+2!z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z1*%"+.)%05^z!0%*#z0$!z !,+¥
/%0%+*z$)!.z%0/!("zc1/1((50zHCwDCC[dz#!*!.0!/z#. %!*0/z+"z0!),!.01.!z0$0z2+% z,.¥
ticle deposition on the substrate during processing. Of course, adding all these elements into
a standard system would finally be reflected in a higher cost of the tool.
Loadlock system. Two types of reactors can be distinguished, depending on whether a loading
system is present or not: open systems (without lock load, i.e. relatively cheap reactors used
only in research labs) and closed systems. The presence of a vacuumed loading system is also a
critical element for good PECVD deposition, for a stable and repetitive process. There are two
main aspects related to the presence of the load lock: one is related to safety while the other one
is related tothe quality of the deposited layer. For the safety aspect, the presence of the loading
system avoids the contact of the operator with the by-products resulted during processing,
/+)!z+"z3$%$z.!z.%*+#!*%^z/z"+.z0$!z,.+!//z-1(%05_z0$!z"0z0$0z0$!z$)!.z%/z'!,0z,!.¥
manently under vacuum results in excellent film quality with outstanding reproducibility.
Reconfiguration of the chamber.z(!*%*#z+"z0$!z$)!.z%/z(/+z*z%),+.0*0z!(!)!*0z%*z$¥
%!2%*#z #++ w-1(%05z (5!./^z +/0z +"z 0$!z z .!0+./z (/+z ((+3z z ],(/)z (!*¥
ing“ process, which is applied once a certain thickness of the deposited layer is achieved
(usually 5-10µm). This cleaning process is designed to remove the products deposited on the
chamber’s walls or on electrodes, and it is performed mainly using CF4/O2 or C4F8/O2z/z.!¥
active gasses. The process is followed by a short pre-deposition of the material desired to be
deposited in the reactor. Mechanical cleaning must be also performed periodically.
Gas precursors. $!zz/5/0!)/z".!-1!*0(5z1/! z%*z\z.!z!-1%,,! z3%0$zz(.#!z*1)¥
ber of inlets for the reactive gases. In most of the cases, the equipment is used for multiple
depositions such as SiO2 (doped and undoped), Si3N4_z w%z +.z !2!*z z c1/%*#z z /,!%(
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Liquid Delivery System –LDS). In our case, for the deposition of -SiC layers, silane (SiH4)
and methane (CH4) are the most often used gas precursors, although other precursors, e.g.
methyltrichlorosilane (MTCS) [33] or SiH4/acetylene (C2H2) [34], were also studied.

3. Influence of the deposition parameters
3.1. Materials and Methods
$%/z/!0%+*z !/.%!/z0$!z%*"(1!*!z+"z0$!z)%*z !,+/%0%+*z,.)!0!./z+*z0$!z"%()z,.+,!.¥
0%!/_z!%*#zz,.0%(z#1% !z+"z,.)!0!.z/!(!0%+*z"+.zz !/%.! z$.0!.%/0%z+"z0$!z !¥
,+/%0! z w% z 0$%* z "%()^ z $! z !4,!.%)!*0/ z 3!.! z ,!."+.)! z +* z G z %*$ z %)!0!._ z p type,
HCC)w0$%'z/%(%+*z3"!./z3%0$zzcDCCdz.5/0((+#.,$%z+.%!*00%+*^z$!z3"!./z3!.!z%*%¥
tially cleaned in piranha (H2SO4:H2O2 in the ratio of 2:1) at 120°C for 20 minutes and
.%*/! z %* z  z 30!.^ z $! z *0%2! z /%(%+* z +4% ! z (5!. z 3/ z 0$!* z .!)+2! z 5 z %))!./%*# z 0$!
3"!./z%*zz(//%(zz/+(10%+*z"+.zFCz/!+* /^z0.!//z)!/1.!)!*0z3/z,!."+.)! z1/¥
ing a KLA Tencor FLX-2320 system while the thickness and thickness uniformity of the
thin filmswere measured with a refractometer (Filmetrics F50, USA). The deposition of the
0!/0! zw%z(5!./z3/z,!."+.)! z1/%*#zzz 1(0%,(!4z.+wzz/5/0!)z !/.%¥
! z%*z !0%(z!(/!3$!.!zeFH_zFIf^z$%/z/5/0!)z!*(!/z03+zz !,+/%0%+*z)+ !/`zz(+3z".!¥
quency (LF) mode at 380 kHz with a tuning power between 0 to 1 kW, and/or a high
frequency (HF) mode at 13.56 MHz with a selected power in the range between 0 to 600
^z$!z !,+/%0%+*/z+"z0$!zw%z(5!./z3!.!z,!."+.)! z1/%*#z,1.!z%4(pure) and CH4 as
precursors, with Ar as an overall dilution gas.
3.2. Pressure
$! z w% z !,+/%0%+*i/ z 1*%"+.)%05 z %/ z /0.+*#(5 z !,!* !*0 z +* z 0$! z ,.!//1.! z %* z 0$! z .!0+.
chamber (Fig. 1a).

Figure 1. Variation of: (a)uniformity, and (b)deposition rate, with the pressure for i-SiC PECVD deposition in a STS
Multiplex Pro-CVD PECVD system.

Below 800mTorr, large non-uniformity values were observed, but the deposition uniformity
linearly improved as the pressure was varied between 500 to 800mTorr, finally settling to a

,!2 EGJH@GMK/ADA;GF9J:A<=i /A(9Q=JK>GJ)!)/HHDA;9LAGFK
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constant valueof the uniformities under 2% for all the pressures in the range 900 to 1400mTorr.
$!z0$%'*!//z1*%"+.)%05i/z),z,.!/!*0! zzk +*10kz/$,!_z3$%$z)!*/z0$0z0$!z#/z)+(!¥
cules present a high velocity, increasing the deposition rate at the edge of the wafer.
Another important aspect of the pressure is its influence on the deposition rate (Fig. 1b): low
pressures reduce the concentration of reactive species thus resulting in a low deposition
rate, which increases quasi-linearly with pressure.
3.3. RF Power
+0$z0$!zz,+3!.z* z0$!z,+3!.z !,+/%0%+*z)+ !z.!z'!5z,.)!0!./z"+.z01*%*#z0$!z+,0%¥
(z* z)!$*%(z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z0$!z !,+/%0! zzw%z(5!.^zz(+3z2(1!z+"z0$!z.!/% ¥
1(z /0.!//z %/z .!-1%.! z %*z  z ,,(%0%+*/z 3$!.!z ".!!z /0* %*#z /0.101.!z %/z ".%0! ^
Meanwhile, a high deposition rate is desired mainly in industrial applications. Fig. 2 %((1/¥
trates the variation of the deposition rate and residual stress versus the RF power for the HF
)+ !^z$!z(%*!.z !,!* !*!z+"z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z.0!z+*z0$!zz,+3!.z*+0%! z"+.z,+3!.z(!2¥
els below 300W can be explained by the proportional increase in the dissociation of reactant
#/!/z3%0$z%*.!/%*#z0$!z,+3!.^z"0!.zzi0$.!/$+( jz2(1!zcFCCdz0$!z %//+%0%+*z%*0+z.!¥
tive species is no longer a crucial factor as probably all reactive species are easily and fully
dissociated, hence further increasing the power has little effect on the deposition rate.

Figure 2. Variation of the deposition rate and residual stress with the HF power in the STS Multiplex Pro-CVD PECVD
reactor. The deposition temperature was 300°C, the pressure 1100mTorr, and the gas flow rates of SiH4, CH4 and Ar
were 45, 300 and 700sccm, respectively.

*z%*0!.!/0%*#z$.0!.%/0%z+"zzw%z0$%*z"%()/z !,+/%0! z1/%*#z0$!z 1(z)+ !z0!$¥
nique, particularly when compared to other PECVD deposition methods, is the very low
value of the internal average stress, which can range between 50MPa and P70MPa. Fig. 2
shows the variation of this residual average with the RF power. Our results indicate that the
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average stress variation of a -SiC film deposited in the HF deposition regime is not due to
)+ %"%0%+*/z+"z0$!z"%()j/z$!)%(z+),+/%0%+*_z10z.0$!.z 1!z0+z%*0!.*(z/0.101.(z.!w.¥
.*#!)!*0z!1/!z0$!z%*.!/%*#(5z$%#$!.z2(1!/z+"zz,+3!.z-1%'(5z,.+2% !z!*+1#$z!*¥
ergy for the adsorbed species to migrate and find the more energetically favorable sites for
the film growth to take place.
$!z .!".0%2!z %* !4z 3/z ()+/0z +*/0*0z %*z 0$!z .*#!z !03!!*z E^Hz * z E^Iz 3$%(!z 0$!z 1*%¥
formity of the deposition and uniformity of the refractive index was below 1.5%.

Figure 3. Variation of the deposition rate and residual stress with the LF power in the same PECVD reactor under the
same conditions as in Fig. 2.

The variation of the deposition rate and residual stress of PECVD-SiC films deposited in
LF mode are presented in Fig. 3. The differences between HF mode and LF mode are quite
evident if one compares the results shown in Fig. 3 with those shown in Fig. 2^z$!z !,+/%¥
tion rate depends linearly with the LF power. However, for low values of LF power, the
stress is highly compressive (even below P1200MPa) but quickly reduces to about PHCC 
and remains almost constant at this value for any LF power above 300W. This variation can
be explained by the densification of the layer determined by the increasingly more energetic
ion bombardment with increasing the LF power, which characterizes the LF deposition
mode. At high frequencies, only the electrons are able to follow the RF field while the ions
cannot follow the instantaneous variations of the electric field due to their heavier mass. The
cross over frequency at which the ions start following the electric field is between 1 and
H 6z !,!* %*#z1,+*z0$!z)//z+"z0$!z%+*/^z+*/!-1!*0(5_z!(+3zD 6_z0$!z%+*z+). ¥
ment is significantly higher, which not only enhances chemical reactions but also densifies
the film. However, the refractive index of -SiC film decreases with the increasing the LF
power (from 2.9 to 2.5). It can be concluded that, for a low value of the residual stress in the
-SiC layers, the HF deposition mode is more suitable. Meanwhile, the HF mode assures a
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better dissociation of the gasses that is reflected in a higher deposition rate.The deposition in
LF mode is more suitable when PECVD -SiC is used as masking layer or in applications for
harsh environments (due to the densification of the layer).
3.4. Temperature
z2!.5z%*0!.!/0%*#z$.0!.%/0%z+"z0$!zzw%z !,+/%0%+*z%*z0$!z z)+ !z* z3$%$z*
be useful in many applications is that the deposition rate as well as the residual stress do not
,.!/!*0z.!(!2*0z2.%0%+*/z/zz"1*0%+*z+"z0!),!.01.!zeFJf^z *z+*0./0_z%*z0$!zz)+ !_z0!)¥
perature has an important effect on the stress value, although the deposition rate is not much
""!0! z5z0!),!.01.!z%*zz)+ !z/z3!((zeFJf^z/z%/z !,%0! z%*z%#1.!zG_z0$!z%*0!.*(z2!.¥
#!z/0.!//z%/z+),.!//%2!zc.+1* zPDDC dz3$!*z0$!zw%z(5!./z.!z !,+/%0! z0zECC[_z10
it becomes more and more tensile with increasing the deposition temperature,the stress (for
0!),!.01.!z!03!!*zFHCz* zGCC[d^z +/0z.!).'(!z%/z0$!z"0z0$!z/0.!//z%/z2!.5z(+3zc.+1*
6!.+dz3$!*z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z0!),!.01.!z%/z/%010! z!03!!*zFCCz* zFHC[^
$!z.!".0%2!z%* !4z2(1!z.!)%*! z()+/0z+*/0*0z0zE^Iz"+.z((z0$!z"%()/z !,+/%0! z%*z0$!
z)+ !z3$%$z,.+2!/z0$0z0$!z/0.!//z2.%0%+*z%/z.!/1(0! z".+)z0$!z"%()j/z/0.101.(z.!w.¥
rangement, not from modifications of its chemical composition [37].

Figure 4. Variation of the average residual stress of PECVD i-SiC films with the deposition temperature. The films
were deposited in the HF mode at a power of 150W, at a pressure of 1100mTorr, and with gas flow rates of SiH4, CH 4
and Ar of 45, 300 and 700sccm, respectively.

3.5. SiH4/CH4 ratio
The influence of the SiH4/CH4 z#/z"(+3z.0%+_z%((1/0.0! z%*z%#^zH_z/$+3/zz(%*!.z !,!* ¥
ence of the (compressive) residual stress on the SiH4/CH4 ratio for depositions in the HF
mode. As expected, increasing the SiH4 z+*0!*0z".+)zD`DCz0+zE`DCz%*z0$!z#/z"(+3z)'!/
0$!z !,+/%0! zw%z"%()z)+.!z]%w.%$kz* z0z0$!z/)!z0%)!z !.!/!/z0$!z)#*%01 !z+"
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0$!z+),.!//%2!z/0.!//z".+)z+10zPJC z0+zPEC _z3$%(!z0z0$!z/)!z0%)!z0$!z.!".¥
0%2!z%* !4z%*.!/!/z".+)zE^Iz0+zE^K^

Figure 5. Variation of the average residual stress with the SiH4/CH4J9LAG>GJ,!2 i /A>ADEK<=HGKAL=<9Lf
The SiH4 >DGOJ9L=O9KC=HL;GFKL9FL9LK;;E O@AD=9DDL@=GL@=J<=HGKALAGF;GF<ALAGFKO=J=L@=K9E=9KL@GK=
AF<A;9L=<AF"A? 

+z+*(1 !_z*z+,0%)%6! z,.+!//z.!%,!z"+.z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z+"zz(+3z/0.!//zw%z"%()z1/%*#
zzz.!0+.z$/z0$!z"+((+3%*#z,.)!0!./`
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Table 1.

5;F  F&&"*%$F%FFGDF"/()
5;2;F**($$F%FF"/()
%.+z,00!.*%*#z+"z0$%*zw%z"%()z(5!.z !,+/%0! z%*zz.!0+.z%/z/%)%(.z0+z0$!z,00!.*¥
%*#z+"z.5/0((%*!z+.z,+(5.5/0((%*!z%z(5!./^z$!z,00!.*%*#z*z!z +*!z%*z!0%2!z +*z0$¥

,!2 EGJH@GMK/ADA;GF9J:A<=i /A(9Q=JK>GJ)!)/HHDA;9LAGFK
@LLH <P <GA GJ?   

ing (RIE) or Inductive Coupled Plasma (ICP) deep RIE (DRIE) equipments by fluorine
chemistry, i.e. using a fluorine-containing gas (CF4,SF6 or even CHF3) and O2z* z1/%*#z,$+0+¥
resist as masking layer. It must be mentioned that the selectivity of the etching process to Si
(used as substrate), SiO2, or even to photoresist is not outstanding (ranging from 1.2 up to 0.5)
[16]. Metal masking layers have thus been initially been choosen [38, 39]. However, metal
)/'/z1/!zz)&+.z,.+(!)_z*)!(5z0$!z)%.+)/'%*#z!""!0`z/z .5z!0$%*#z,.+#.!//!/_z)!0¥
allic particles are extracted from the mask and re-deposited onto the film/substrate where they
can continue to have a protective role, resulting in a very uneven and rough final surface. For
instance, aNF3/O2 chemistry was tested for etching a SiC layer [40] using to photoresist is mask,
achieving etching rates of 0.135µm/min. Similarly, HBr/Cl2 etching chemistries using SiO2 etch
)/'/z$2!z!!*z !2!(+,! zeGDf^z$%/z(00!.z$!)%/0.5z((+3! zz$%#$z/!(!0%2%05zcEC`Ddz+"z!0$¥
ing SiC with respect to SiO2, but the price to pay was a very low etching rate (0.02µm/min). In a
more recent work, Senesky and Pisano reported the usage of AlN as masking layer for SiC
structures in an ICP DRIE reactor using SF6/O2 chemistry [42]. The etching process yielded a
%z!0$z.0!z+"zC^G)u)%*_z$2%*#zz$%#$z/!(!0%2%05zc%u(dz+"zDI`D^z +.!+2!._z0$!z*%/+0.+¥
,5z+"z0$!z,.+!//z3/z2!.5z#++ _z/z"!01.!/z3%0$zz/% !3((z*#(!z+"zDC[z3!.!z.!,+.0! ^z *z*¥
other work,Cl2 chemistry was used in an ICP DRIE reactor (by Pandraud et al.) for uniform
,00!.*%*#z+"zzzw%z(5!.z"+.z32!z#1% !z,,(%0%+*/zeGFf^
5;3;FFGDF)F#)!$F"/(
The intrinsic chemical inertness of SiC makes PECVD -SiC an interesting candidate as
masking layer for harsh wet and dry etching.
4.2.1. Masking layer for orientation dependent etching of Si in alkaline solutions
A low etching rate of 78nm/h of low stress PECVDw%z%*zzFCM z/+(10%+*z3/z.!,+.0¥
ed [19, 24, 37], while etching rates lower than 2nm/h in both 33%KOH at 85°C as well as in
25% TMAH are reported by Sarro in [16]. As expected, the etching rate depends on both the
composition of the deposited -SiC layer and its density. However, in general, the reported
results are in the same range with the etch rate values of PECVD Si3N4 (13 nm/h) in KOH
20% at 85°C [36] but much better than the etch rate of thermal SiO2 (462 nm/h)in the same
etchant [44]. As the reported etch rates of PECVD -SiC have such relatively low values, we
can conclude that PECVD w%z*z!z/1!//"1((5z1/! z/zz)/'z%*z/%(%+*z1('z)%.+)¥
$%*%*#z,.+!//!/^z1.0$!.)+.!_z3!z$2!z,.0%((5z0!/0! z0$%/z$5,+0$!/%/z* z !)+*/0.0¥
! z0$!z"!/%%(%05z+"z1/%*#zzw%z/z)/'%*#z(5!._z/z%/z !0%(! z%*z0$!z*!40z/!0%+*^
4.2.2. Masking layer for etching in HF based solutions
Deep wet etching of glass is an important technology for microfluidic applications [45]. The
main etchant for glass materials is highly concentrated HF [46] (sometimes with a small
amount of HCl [47] or H3PO4 added [48]). PECVD -SiC is almost an inert material in these
solutions, exhibiting etching rates lower than 10Å/h [37]. Such an extremely low etching rate
in highly concentrated HF solutions combined with the reduced value of the stress are the
main request of a good masking layer for deep wet etching of glasses [46, 49-51]. In our tests,
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a compound masking multilayer ‘sandwich’ made to low stress w%u(+3z/0.!//zw%u,$+0+¥
resist seemed to be the best solution in terms of depth of the etch achieved without any
)#!z+"z0$!z)/'zc0$.+1#$wz!0$%*#z+"zDz))z0$%'z5.!4z#(//z3"!./_z!-1%2(!*0z+"zzE^H
$+1.z!4,+/1.!z0+zGLMzd^z$!z!4,!.%)!*0(z.!/1(0/z+"z,.+!//%*#z5.!4z#(//z3"!./zc+.*¥
%*#zJJGCdz%*z/1$zz)**!.z.!z,.!/!*0! z%*z%#^zI^z 0z*z!z*+0%! z0$0z0$!z)/'z%/z"1((5
%*00z"0!.z0$!z!0$%*#z,.+!//z3$%(!z0$!z/$,!z+"z0$!z!0$! z$+(!z !/.%!/zz,!."!0z%/+0.+,¥
%z,.+!//^z$!zw%z3/z1/! z%*z0$%/z/!z/z*z $!/%+*z(5!.^z "z+*(5zzw%z%/z1/!
/z)/'%*#z(5!._zz$1#!(5z%/+0.+,%(z!0$%*#z,.+!//z*z/0%((z!z+/!.2! zeHCf^

Figure 6. (a) Optical image of a glass wafer coated with PECVD i /A ,!2 i /A ,@GLGJ=KAKL9>L=J=L;@AF?L@JGM?@AF
$" 9F<:9/!)HA;LMJ=G>GF=G>L@=J=KMDL=<=L;@ L@JGM?@@GD=KAFL@=?D9KKO9>=J

4.2.3. Masking layer for dry release structure in XeF2
.5z .!(!/!z %*z !E is an emerging technology in surface and bulk micromachining of
 z".!!w/0* %*#z/0.101.!/^z$!zzw%z"%()/z,.!/!*0zz(+3z!0$%*#z.0!z%*z!E
#/zc.+1* zJzu)%*dz3$%$z)'!/z0$!zw%z2!.5z/1%0(!z/zz/0.101.(z(5!.z"+.z*5z .5w
release processes using w%z+.z,+(5/%(%+*z/zz/.%"%%(z(5!.^z%#^zJz,.!/!*0/z z%)#!/
3%0$zzw%z*0%(!2!./z".%0! z1/%*#z .5z.!(!/! z%*z!EzeEGf^

Figure 7. ,!2 i /A;9FLAD=N=JK>9:JA;9L=<MKAF?<JQ J=D=9K=<HJG;=KKAF4="

,!2 EGJH@GMK/ADA;GF9J:A<=i /A(9Q=JK>GJ)!)/HHDA;9LAGFK
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4.2.4. Protective layer for harsh environment
zw%z"%()/z.!z(/+z2!.5z/1%0(!z"+.z/0.101.!/z%*0!* ! z0+z+,!.0!z%*z$./$z!*2%.+*¥
)!*0/_z 1!z0+zw%zi/z(.#!z$. *!//zcE^GK'#u)EdzeHEf_z$%#$z".01.!z/0.!*#0$_z$%#$z)+ 1(1/
eHFf_z!4!((!*0z3!.z.!/%/0*!zeHGfz* z$!)%(z%*!.0*!//z%*z% z+.z/! z/+(10%+*/_z(+3z+4% ¥
0%+*z.0!z* z/0.+*#z+2(!*0z%wz+* /zeHEf^z.(5z3+.'z,.+2! z0$!z,+0!*0%(z+"zzw%
/zz,+0!*0%(z)0!.%(z"+.z!*,/1(0%+*z+"z)%.+)$%*! z0.*/ 1!./z 1!z0+z%0/z#++ z.!/%/0¥
*!z%*zz(.#!z.*#!z+"z)! %z/1$z/z,%.*$z/+(10%+*_zz* z zeHHf^
$!z #++ z )!$*%(z /0.!*#0$z * z *0%w/0%0%+*z /1."!z ,.+,!.0%!/z +"z z w%z e56fz /
3!((z/z%0/z%*!.0*!//z%*z+..+/%2!z!*2%.+*)!*0z.!+))!* /z0$%/z)0!.%(z"+.z %2!./!z,,(%¥
0%+*/^z*z%((1/0.0%*#z!4),(!z%/z0$0z+"zzD)w0$%'zzw%z+)%*! z0+#!0$!.z3%0$
!"(+*z(%'!z"(1+.+w,+(5)!.z+0%*#/z0+z.! 1!z0$!z !)+( %*#z!*!.#5z5zz"0+.z+"z+10zDC_
+),.! z0+zz.!z/%(%+*z)+( ze57f^z *z*+0$!.z/%)%(.z,,(%0%+*zzw%z3/z1/!
"+.z %0/z $. *!//z * z "+.z %0/z #++ z /0!,w+2!.#!z c%),.+2%*#z 0$!z 3((z .+1#$*!//z #!*!.0!
1.%*#z0$!z !!,z z,.+!//dz3$%(!z0$!z!"(+*z(5!.z0! z/z*z*0%w/0%0%+*z(5!.zeHKf^z!¥
.!/%*#z0$!z !)+( %*#z!*!.#5_z%*z0$%/z,,(%0%+*_z%/z!-1%2(!*0z3%0$z0$!z%*.!/%*#z+"z0$!
(%"!w0%)!z+"z0$!z%z)+( zc1/! z1/1((5z"+.z.,% z,.+0+05,%*#z+*z$+0z!)+//%*#z0++(/d^
*z*+0$!.z,,(%0%+*zeFCf_zzD)w0$%'zzw%z(5!.z3/z1/! z/z*z*0%w!.+/%+*z+0¥
%*#z(5!.z+"zz,%!6+.!/%/0%2!z,.!//1.!z/!*/+.^z *z+. !.z0+z.! 1!z0$!z.!/% 1(z/0.!//z%*z0$!zw%
,.+0!0%+*z(5!.zc%*%0%((5z!2(10! z0zPGHC d_z**!(%*#z3/z,!."+.)! z0zGHC[z"+.zD$^
$!z.!/1(0%*#z/0.!//z2(1!z3/z+"z+*(5zNIC ^z$!zw%z,.+0!0%2!z(5!.z(/+z/$+3! zz#++
+2!.#!z+"z0$!z(z)!0((%60%+*z(5!.^z$!z!.+/%+*z0!/0%*#z3/z,!."+.)! z%*zGHM z/+(10%+*
0zKC[^z$!z"%*(zzw%w+0! z,.!//1.!z/!*/+.z/$+3! zz/)((z !.!/!z%*z/!*/%0%2%05_
10z!4$%%0! zz$%#$z!.+/%+*z.!/%/0*!z* z(!//z0!),!.01.!z !,!* !*!^zz/%)%(.z,,(%¥
0%+*z3/z(/+z.!,+.0! zeHLf_z%*z3$%$z(+3z/0.!//zzw%z(5!.z3/z1/! z"+.zz,%0%2!
,.!//1.!z/!*/+.z".%0! z1/%*#z/1."!z)%.+)$%*%*#^z(1)%*1)z3/z1/! z/z)0!.%(z"+.
!(!0.+ !/z3$%(!z,+(5%)% !z3/z/!(!0! z/zz/.%"%%(z(5!.^
5;4;F(*%$F%F(F)*$$F)*(+*+()%FFGDF+)$F*%F)+(
micromachining
$!z+,,+.01*%05z+"z1/%*#z0$%'zw%zc)+.,$+1/z/%(%+*dz(5!./zeEEfzc1,z0+zEC)z0$%'_z".+)
+1.z+3*z!4,!.%!*!dz%*z/1."!z)%.+)$%*%*#z#%2!/z.%/!z0+z*!3z,.+!//%*#z+,,+.01*%0%!/_
!/,!%((5z"+.z)%.+"(1% %z,,(%0%+*/^z$!zw%z/.%"%%(z(5!.z*z!z!/%(5z.!)+2! z5
3!0z!0$%*#z%*z*z('(%*!z/+(10%+*zc z+.z dz+.z5z .5z.!(!/!z%*z!E^z$!z
w%z,.!/!*0/zz$%#$z$!)%(z%*!.0*!//z0+z((z0$!z!0$*0/z+"z0$!z+2!z)!*0%+*! z,.+!//¥
!/_z * _z 0$!.!"+.!_z %/z z 2!.5z 00.0%2!z * % 0!z /z z /0.101.(z (5!.z "+.z /1."!z )%.+)¥
$%*%*#z,.+!//!/z%*z3$%$z)+.,$+1/z/%(%+*z%/z1/! z/zz/.%"%%(z(5!.^z*z!4),(!z+"
/1$zz,.+!//z1/! zzF)w0$%'z".!!z/0* %*#z/0.101.!z".%0! z".+)zzw%z+*z
#(//z/1/0.0!z1/%*#zLz)w0$%'zzw%z/z/.%"%%(z(5!.zeEEf^z$!z/0.101.!z3/z.!¥
(!/! z1/%*#z3!0z!0$%*#z%*zFCMz z0zKC[^z$!z/0.101.!zc,.!/!*0! z%*z%#^zKdz/$+3/z(/+
0$0z0$!zz !,+/%0%+*z,.+!//z!*/1.! zz2!.5z#++ z/0!,z+2!.#!_z0$!z0$%'*!//z+"z0$!
2!.0%(z3((z!%*#z% !*0%(z3%0$z0$0z+"z0$!z(5!.z+*z0$!z$+.%6+*0(z/1."!/zeEEf^z *z*+0$!.
!4),(!z +"z 1/%*#z z w%z /z /0.101.(z )0!.%(z "+.z /1."!z )%.+)$%*%*#_z D)w
0$%'z /!("w/1/0%*%*#z )%.+.% #!/z * z )%.+01**!(/z 3!.!z ".%0! z ".+)z z w%
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films (deposited at 320°C using CH4 and SiH4 as reactive gases), using a SiOxNy"%()z/zz/¥
rificial layer [60]. In a similar manner, self-sustained grids have also been fabricated [61].

Figure 8. SEM image of asuspended structure fabricated by surface micromachining using thick low-stress i /A9KK9;s
JA>A;A9DD9Q=J9F<,!2 i /A9K9KLJM;LMJ9DD9Q=J78

PECVD -SiC was used in shunt capacitor RF MEMS microbridge-based switches [23]. In
this application 300 nm and 500 nm thick PECVD -SiC films were used as structural layers,
while 2µm-thick PECVD SiO2 was used as a sacrificial layer. The structures were released in
BOE, followed by CO2z/1,!..%0%(z .5%*#z%*z+. !.z0+z!(%)%*0!z*5/0%0%+*z,+//%%(%05^z+(5¥
imide was the choice for the sacrificial layer in an application which also used PECVD w%
as structural layer [21]. The main advantage of using polyimide is the opportunity of using a
dry release process (in O2z,(/)d_z0$1/z)+.!z!/%(5z+2!.+)%*#z/0%0%+*z,.+(!)/z+"0!*z!*¥
countered in wet sacrificial etching technology than by using XeF2 or CO2z/1,!..%0%(z .5¥
ing, solutions which require much more complex and expensive achiness.
5;5;F%"%"F&&"*%$)F%FFGD
MEMS materials are suitable for applications in cell culture and tissue engineering [62]. In
0$%/z %.!0%+*_zz/,!%(z00!*0%+*z%/z#%2!*z0+z0$!z(5!./z$%!2! z5zz !,+/%0%+*z!/,!¥
cially w%3N4 [63], [64-66] and -SiC [37]. The main motivation in using these materials and
PECVD as deposition method are related to:
1.

+0$zw%3N4z* z-SiC can be used for the fabrication of 2-3µm thick membranes using
classical micromachining processes.

2.

z !,+/%0%+*z((+3/zz#++ z+*0.+(z+"z0$!z.!/% 1(z/0.!//z%*z0$!z(5!._zz.%0%(z/¥
pect in achieving free standing structures.

3.

Both w%3N4 and -SiC are optically transparent, so the classical inverted microscopes
use in biology can be easily used to monitor bio-samples in structures realized with
these materials, for example, in assays emplying red/green fluorescence.

,!2 EGJH@GMK/ADA;GF9J:A<=i /A(9Q=JK>GJ)!)/HHDA;9LAGFK
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51224

4.

Using microfabrication, these membranes are attached to a supporting Si ring which
makes the structure easy to be handle (comparing with polymeric membranes where no
such rim support is present) [66].

5.

Porous PECVD -SiC and w%3N4 membranes can be fabricated with a good control of
the pore size and with a uniform distribution of the pores can be achieved.

6.

The commercially available and presently used polymeric membranes are hydrophobic
materials, and metabolites (albumin, urea) are absorbed in this membrane with effect
on cell viability.

7.

The thickness of polymeric porous membrane is usually ranging from tens to hundreds
of microns. Consequently, the mass transfer of (bio) chemical substances across/through
0$!z)!).*!z%/z/0.+*#(5z""!0! z5z0$!z0$%'*!//z+"z0$!z)!).*!z* z%0/z*01.!zc$5¥
drophilic/hydrophobic).

8.

The presence of functional groups, such as amine (-NH2), and methyl (-CH3d_z+*z0$!z/1.¥
face of w%3N4 and -SiC membranes can significantly enhance the cell adhesion on
these materials.

9.

$!zw%z* zw%3N4 )!).*!/z*z!z!/%(5z(!*! `z+),(!0!z.!)+2(z+"z((z+.#*¥
ic contaminants can be achieved in piranha solution, followed by subsequent rinsing,
drying and if necessary even sterilization can also be performed, in order to ensure
complete reusability.

Figure 9. Optical images with the adhesion of fibroblast NIH3T3 cells on PECVD i-SiC membrane treated in NH4F after
24h and 48h cell culture.
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/z*z%((1/0.0%2!z!4),(!_z$%,/z3%0$zE^H)w0$%'zzw%z)!).*!/z3!.!z".%¥
0! z5z1('z)%.+)$%*%*#z%*z+. !.z0+z0!/0z0$!z%++),0%%(%05z+"z0$!zw%zeFJf^z%¥
.+(/0z FFz!((/z3!.!z1/! z%*z0$%/z/01 5z/z0$!z)+ !(z!((z(%*!^z 0z3/z+/!.2! z0$0
0$!z,.!/!*!z+"zF z#.+1,/z+*z0$!z/1."!z+"z0$!z)!).*!/z%),.+2! z0$!z!((z $!/%+*^
+.!+2!._z %,,%*#z"+.zDz)%*10!z%*zGCMzG_z3$%$z3/z,!."+.)! z)%*(5z0+z.! 1!z0$!
!*/%05z+"z*0%2!z/%(%+*z+4% !z#.+1,/z+*z0$!zw%z/1."!_z(/+z%),.+2! z0$!z $!/%+*z+"
0$!z!((/z+*z0$!z)!).*!/jz/1."!/^z%#^zLz/$+3/z!((z1(01.!z%)#!/z0'!*zEGz$+1./z*
GKz$+1./z"0!.z/0.0%*#z0$!z1(01.%*#^

5. Concluding remarks
!z*z+*(1 !z0$0zzw%z%/zz2!.5z00.0%2!z* z,.+)%/%*#z)0!.%(^z 0/z
!,+/%0%+*z !*(!z (+3z 0!),!.01.!z ,.+!//%*#z * z 0$1/z !*/1.!/z +),0%%(%05z 3%0$z  
,.+!//%*#_z3$%$z%/z!//!*0%(z3$!*zc%+dz  u z/0.101.!/z*!! z0+z!z+)%*! z0+¥
#!0$!.z3%0$z/%#*(z,.+!//%*#z* z 0z+* %0%+*%*#z%.1%0/_zzsine qua non +* %0%+*z+"z.!(¥
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Chapter 6

Physics Behind the Ohmic Nature in Silicon Carbide
Contacts
Zhongchang Wang
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/50767

1. Introduction
*!z+"z0$!z)+/0z0%2!z"%!( /z%*z/!)%+* 10+.z.!/!.$z%/z0$!z !2!(+,)!*0z+"z!(!0.+*%z !¥
vices capable of function at high powder and high frequency levels, high temperatures, and
1/0%z %.1)/0*!/^z $%/z /1.#!z +"z 0%2%05z %/z /0.+*#(5z .%2!*z 5z 0$!z 1.#!*0z !/%.!z "+.z .!¥
,(%*#z0$!z1..!*0z%wz* z/w/! z!(!0.+*%/z!1/!z0$!5z.!z1*(!z0+z+,!.0!z,.+,¥
erly under harsh environmental conditions. As a promising substitute, the wide-band-gap
semiconductor, silicon carbide (SiC), has captured considerable attention recently due to its
!4!((!*0z%*0.%*/%z,.+,!.0%!/_z3$%$z%*2+(2!z(.#!z.!' +3*z!(!0.%z"%!( _z$%#$z!(!0.+*z/0¥
uration drift velocity, strong hardness, and good thermal conductivity. On the other hand,
current significant improvements in the epitaxial and bulk crystal growth of SiC have paved
the way for fabricating its electronic devices, which stimulates further interest in developing
device processing techniques so as to take full advantage of its superior inherent properties.
One of the most critical issues currently limiting the device processing is the manufacturing
of reliable and low-resistance Ohmic contacts especially contacts to p-type 4H-SiC [1]. The
$)%z+*00/z.!z,.%).%(5z%),+.0*0z%*z%z !2%!/z!1/!zz$+00'5z..%!.z+"z$%#$z!*¥
ergy is inclined to form at an interface between metal and wide-band-gap semiconductor,
which consequently results in low current driving, slow switching speed, and increased
power dissipation. Much of effort expended to date to realize the Ohmic contact has mainly
focused on two techniques. One is the high-dose ion implantation approach [2], which can
increase carrier density in SiC noticeably while reducing its depletion width significantly so
that increasing tunneling current is able to flow across the barrier region. The key problem
+"z0$%/z)!0$+ z%/z0$!z!/5z"+.)0%+*z+"z(00%!z !"!0/z+.z)+.,$%60%+*z 1.%*#z0$!z%+*z%)¥
,(*00%+*^z$!/!z !"!0/z.!z1*"+.01*0!(5z2!.5z/0(!z* z*!! z0+z!z.!+2!.! z2%z**!(¥
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ing at an extremely high temperature of about 2000 K, thereby complicating the mass
production of SiC devices.
The other alternative is to generate an intermediate semiconductor layer with narrower
band gap or higher carrier density at the contacts/SiC interface via depositing and annealing
technique [3]. To form such layers, a wide range of materials have been examined in a trialand-error designing fashion, including metals, silicides, carbides, nitrides, and graphite. Of
all these materials, the metallic alloys have been investigated extensively, largely because
their fabrication process is simple, standard, and requires no exotic materials. In particular,
)+/0z+"z.!/!.$z0%2%0%!/z$2!z!!*z"+1/! z+*z%(w/! z((+5/_z0$!z+*(5z1..!*0(5z2%(¥
ble materials that yield significantly low contact resistance (Ohmic contact) to p-SiC [4].
Moreover, they demonstrate high thermal stability. Although a lot of intriguing results have
been obtained regarding the TiAl-based contact systems, the mechanism whereby the
Schottky becomes Ohmic after annealing has not been well clarified yet. In other words, the
key factor to understanding the formation origin of Ohmic contact remains controversial.
Mohney et al. [5] proposed that a high density of surface pits and spikes underneath the
contacts contributes to the formation of Ohmic behavior based on their observations using
scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy. Nakatsuka et al. [6], however,
concluded that the Al concentration in the TiAl alloy is important for the contact formation.
Using the liquid etch and ion milling techniques, John and Capano [7fz.1(! z+10z0$!/!z,+//%¥
bilities and claimed that what matters in realizing the Ohmic character is the generation of
carbides, Ti3SiC2 and Al4C3, between the metals and semiconductor. This, however, differs,
to some extent, from the X-ray diffraction (XRD) findings of Chang et al. [8] showing that
the compounds formed at the metal/SiC interface are silicides, TiSi2, TiSi, and Ti3SiC2^z *z ¥
dition, Ohyanagi et al. [9] argued that carbon exists at the contacts/SiC interface and might
play a crucial role in lowering Schottky barrier. These are just a few representative examples
illustrating the obvious discrepancies in clarifying the formation mechanism of the Ohmic
contact. Taking the amount of speculations on the mechanism and the increasing needs for
!00!.z !2%!z !/%#*z* z,!."+.)*!z+*0.+(_z1* !./0* %*#z0$!z1* !.(5%*#z"+.)0%+*z+.%¥
gin is timely and relevant.
To develop an understanding of the origin in such a complex system, it is important to focus
first on microstructure characterization. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies by
Tsukimoto et al. [10] have provided useful information in this aspect. They have found that the
majority of compounds generated on the surface of 4H-SiC substrate after annealing consist of
Ti3SiC2 and hence proposed that the SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface is responsible for the lowering of
$+00'5z..%!.z%*z0$!z%(w/! z+*00z/5/0!)^z+3!2!._z0$!z.+(!z+"z0$%/z%*0!."!z%*z.!(%6¥
ing the Ohmic nature is still unclear. It is not even clear how the two materials atomically bond
0+#!0$!.z".+)z0$!%.z!4,!.%)!*0/_z3$%$z%/z2!.5z%),+.0*0z!1/!z%0z)5z/0.+*#(5z""!0z,$5/%¥
cal properties of the system. Theoretically, we have calculated the atomic structures, adhesive
energies, and bonding nature of the SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface [11]. However, this calculation does
*+0z01((5z.!2!(z0$!z"+.)0%+*z)!$*%/)z+"z$)%z+*00z!1/!z%0z+*(5z .!//!/z0$!z%*¥
0!."!z/0.101.!^z1.0$!.)+.!_z('%*#z!//!*0%(z!4,!.%)!*0(z%*"+.)0%+*z+10z0$!z%*0!."¥
cial atomic-scale structure, such calculations have been incomplete.
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Recent advances in the high-angle annular-dark-field (HAADF) microscopy [12,13], the
highest resolution, have enabled atomic-scale imaging of a buried interface. However, direct
interpretation of the observed HAADF images is not always straightforward because there
might be abrupt structural discontinuity, mixing of several species of elements on individual
0+)%z +(1)*/_z +.z )%//%*#z +*0./0/z +"z (%#$0z !(!)!*0/^z *!z ,+//%(!z 35z +10z 0+z +),(!¥
)!*0z0$!z)%.+/+,%z 0z%/z0$.+1#$z0+)%/0%z(1(0%+*_z!/,!%((5z0$!z"%./0w,.%*%,(!/z(¥
culation. As well known, the atomistic first-principles simulations have long been confirmed
to be able to suggest plausible structures, elucidate the reason behind the observed images,
and even provide a quantitative insight into how interface governs properties of materials
[14,15f^z+*/!-1!*0(5_zz+)%*0%+*z+"z0$!z/00!w+"w0$!w.0z)%.++,5z* z1.0!z0+)%/¥
tic modeling [16] is an important advance for determining interface atomic-scale structure
* z.!(0%*#z%0z0+z !2%!z,.+,!.0%!/_z.!2!(%*#_z%*z0$%/z35_z,$5/%/z+.%#%*z+"z0$!z+*00z%/¥
sues in SiC electronics.
In addition to determining atomic structure of the 4H-SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface, the goal of this
3+.'z%/z0+z(.%"5z0$!z"+.)0%+*z)!$*%/)z+"z0$!z%(w/! z$)%z+*00/z/+z/z0+z,.+¥
vide suggestions for further improvement of the contacts. 4H-SiC will hereafter be referred
to as SiC. In this Chapter, we will first attribute qualitatively the formation of ohmic contacts
in the TiAl-deposited SiC system to an epitaxial and atomically abrupt interface between the
SiC and Ti3SiC2 generated viaz**!(%*#^z$!z%*0!."!z,.!/1)(5z/!.2!/z/zz,.%).5z1.¥
.!*0w0.*/,+.0z,0$35z0+z(+3!.z0$!z$+00'5z..%!.z"+.)! z0z0$!z%*0!."!z!03!!*z0$!z !¥
posited metals and SiC. Further quantitative studies reveal that the barrier mitigation arises
from trapping of an atomic layer of carbon at the SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface, which assists the
electron transport across the SiC [17,18]. The considerations on the role played by interface
do not, however, exclude another possibility that the Ti3SiC2 atomic layers can be generated
inside the SiC bulk interiors, which presents a behavior that may differ from that of their
bulk [19]. Combining the state-of-the-art TEM with atomistic first-principles calculations, we
demonstrate the presence of an atomic-scale Ti3SiC2w(%'!z%(5!.z!)! ! z%*z0$!z%_z"+.)¥
ing an atomically ordered multilayer that exhibits an unexpected electronic state with point
!.)%z/1."!^z$!z2(!*!z$.#!z%/z+*"%*! z0+zz(.#!z!40!*0z0+z3%0$%*z0$!z%(5!.z%*zz/,¥
tially connected manner, serving possibly as a conducting channel to enhance the current
flow over the semiconductor. Further investigation into the contact regions unveils another
new opportunity to allow the electron transport across the semiconductor, namely, via the
terraces formed at the SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface [20]. Experimentally, the formed carbide Ti3SiC2
is demonstrated to bond directly to the silicon carbide at the terraces in an epitaxial and
0+)%((5z +. !.! z "/$%+*_z .!#. (!//z +"z %)!*/%+*z +"z 0$!z 0!..!/^z $!.!z ,,!.z ,.+¥
nounced gap states at Fermi level in the semiconductor layers around the terraces, and
charges are accumulated heavily around the terraces in a connected and broadly distributed
manner. The presence of the metallicity and the likelihood to act as electron conduction
$**!(/z0+z!*(!z0$!z1..!*0z"(+3z+2!.z0$!z/!)%+* 10+.z)'!z0$!z0!..!/z0z0$!z%*0!.¥
"!z+*!z+"z0$!z+.%#%*/z1* !.(5%*#z0$!z+$)%z+*00z%*z/%(%+*z.% !z!(!0.+*%/^z!z0$!.!¥
fore demonstrate in this chapter that origin of the long-standing contact issue in SiC devices
can be understood and technologically manipulated at the atomic level, and suggest the key
physical factors for establishing the ohmic nature.
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2. Role of coherent SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface
The p-type 4H-SiC epitaxial layers (5-µm thick) doped with aluminum (N A = 4.5 × 1018 cm-3)
which were grown on undoped 4H-SiC wafers by chemical vapor deposition (manufactured
5z.!!z!/!.$_z *^dz3!.!z1/! z/z/1/0.0!/^z$!zGw%z/1/0.0!/z$ zK~w+""z%w0!.)%¥
nated (0001) surfaces inclined toward a [¯2110] direction because only 4H-type structure of
%z3%0$z,+(5)+.,$zc!^#^zF_zG_zI_zDHz!0^dz3/z+*0.+(((!z5z(0!.(z#.+30$z+"z0$!z!,%¥
04%(z(5!./z,.((!(z0+zcCCCDdw+.%!*0! z/1."!^z"0!.z$!)%(z(!*%*#z+"z0$!z/1/0.0!z/1.¥
face, a 10 nm-thick sacrificial oxide (SiOx) layer was grown on the SiC substrate by dryoxidation at 1423 K for 60 min. The electrode patterns were made by removing the SiOx
(5!./_z3$!.!z+*00z)!0(/z3!.!z !,+/%0! z5z %,,%*#z%*zHzMz %(10! z$5 .+"(1+.%z% z/+(¥
10%+*z"+.zDz)%*z1/%*#zz,$+0+(%0$+#.,$5z0!$*%-1!^z.%+.z0+z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z+"z+*00z)0!¥
rials, the substrates were cleaned by deionized water. Then, Ti and Al stacking layers with
high purities were deposited sequentially on the substrate in a high vacuum chamber where
the base pressure was below 5 × 10-6 Pa. The thicknesses of the Ti and Al layers investigated
in this study are 100 nm and 380 nm, respectively, and these layer thicknesses were chosen
0+z#%2!z0$!z2!.#!z+),+/%0%+*z+"z0$!z%cECz0Mdz* z(cKCz0Md_z3$!.!z0$!z(5!.z0$%'*!//¥
!/z3!.!z)!/1.! z5zz-1.06z+/%((0+.z 1.%*#z !,+/%0%+*^z$!z.!/+*/z0+z$++/!z0$%/z2!.¥
age composition was that aluminum rich (more than 75 at%) in TiAl contacts were
empirically found to be essential to yield low contact resistance, resulting from formation of
the Ti3SiC2 compound layers. After depositing, the binary TiAl contact layers were annealed
at 1273 K for a storage time of 2 min in an ultra-high vacuum chamber where the vacuum
pressure was below 1×10-7 Pa.
The surface morphology of the TiAl contact layers on 4H-SiC after annealing was observed
using a JEOL JSM-6060 scanning electron microscope (SEM). Microstructural analysis and
identification of the Ti3SiC2 layers at the contact layers/4H-SiC interfaces after annealing was
,!."+.)! z1/%*#zw.5z %"".0%+*zcdz* z.+//w/!0%+*(z ^z+.zz*(5/%/_z%#¥
ku RINT-2500 with Cu _ radiation operated at 30 kV and 100 mA was used. In particular,
the interfacial structures and an orientation relationship between the contact layers and the
4H-SiC substrates were characterized by cross-sectional high-resolution TEM observations
and selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) analysis, respectively, using a JEOL
JEM-4000EX electron microscope operated at an accelerating voltage of 400 kV, where the
point-to-point resolution of this microscope was approximately 0.17 nm. Z-contrast images
were obtained using a spherical aberration (Csdz+..!0! z/**%*#z0.*/)%//%+*z!(!0.+*z)%¥
.+/+,!zc dzc  zEDCCd_z3$%$z,.+2% !/z*z1*,.!! !*0! z+,,+.01*%05z0+z%*2!/0%#0¥
ed atomic-scale structure with a sub-Å electron probe. Thin foil specimens for the TEM and
STEM observations were prepared by the standard procedures: cutting, gluing, mechanical
grinding, dimple polishing, and argon ion sputter thinning techniques.
Calculations of electronic structure and total energy were carried out using the Vienna ab
initio simulation package (VASP) within the framework of density functional theory (DFT)
[21]. The projector augmented wave method was used for electron-ion interactions, and the
generalized gradient approximation of Perdew et al. (PW91) was employed to describe the
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!4$*#!w+..!(0%+*z"1*0%+*(^z$!z/%*#(!w,.0%(!z +$*w$)z32!z"1*0%+*z3/z!4,* ¥
ed using plane waves with different cutoff energies depending on the calculated systems.
Sampling of irreducible Brillion zone was performed with a regular Monkhorst-Pack grid of
special k points, and electronic occupancies were determined according to the MethfesselPaxton scheme. Independent kz ,+%*0z +*2!.#!*!z 0!/0/z 3!.!z +* 10! z "+.z %/0%*0z /1,!.¥
cells. Ground state charge densities were calculated self-consistently using a Pulay-like
mixing scheme and the stable blocked Davidson minimization algorithm. Total energies
3!.!z (1(0! z 1/%*#z 0$!z (%*!.z 0!0.$! .+*z )!0$+ z 3%0$z (@$(z +..!0%+*/_z 3$%$z !(%)%¥
nates broadening-related uncertainties. All atoms were fully relaxed using the conjugate
#. %!*0z(#+.%0$)z1*0%(z0$!z)#*%01 !z+"z0$!z!(()**w!5*)*z"+.!z+*z!$z0+)z+*¥
verged to less than 0.05 eV/Å, yielding optimized structures.
To determine the most stable interface theoretically, one first has to establish feasible models
on the basis of the distinct terminations and contact sites and then compare them. However,
a direct comparison of total energies of such candidate models is not physically meaningful
since interfaces might have a different number of atoms. On the other hand, the adhesion
energy (W add_z3$%$z%/z'!5z0+z,.! %0%*#z0$!z)!$*%(z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z*z%*0!."!_z%/z,$5/%¥
cally comparable. Generally, the W ad is defined as the energy required to reversibly separate
an interface into two free surfaces, neglecting plastic and diffusion degrees of freedom. The
energy needed in actual cleavage experiments is always greater than the W ad +3%*#z0+z,(/¥
tic deformation, but the extent of plastic deformation relies on the W ad. Formally, the W ad
*z!z!4,.!//! z%*z0!.)/z+"z/1."!z* z%*0!."%(z!*!.#%!/z+.z5z0$!z %""!.!*!z%*z0+0(z!*¥
ergy between the interface and isolated slabs [22,23]:
W ad  l1 + l2 – l12 = (E1 + E2 – EIF) / A

(1)

Here l i is the surface energy of slab i, l 12 is the interface energy, E i is the total energy of
isolated slab i, E IF is the total energy of the interface system, and A is the total interface area.
In general, two steps can be taken to estimate the W ad^z%./0_z0$!z0+0(z!*!.#%!/z3!.!z(1(0¥
ed for a series of separations as two rigid slabs were brought increasingly closer from a large
initial separation. As a consequence, the calculated total energies were found to behave like
a parabola, passing through a minimum at the equilibrium separation. The unrelaxed W ad
was obtained by computing the energy difference between the interface at the equilibrium
state and the unrelaxed isolated slab. Next, each isolated slab as well as interfacial slab was
allowed to optimize fully, yielding an estimation of relaxed W ad.
2.1. Atomic-scale structures of the Ohmic contacts
The electric properties for the TiAl contact systems before and after annealing are meaured
"%./0z0+z2!.%"5z0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z$)%z+*00^z$!z1..!*0z()+/0z'!!,/z6!.+z!"+.!z0$!z**!(¥
%*#_z3$%(!z%*.!/%*#z*!.(5z(%*!.z3%0$z0$!z.%/!z+"z,,(%! z%/_z3$%$z1*)%#1+1/(5z+*¥
firms the formation of the Ohmic contacts after annealing. Further XRD analyses demonstrate
that a new reaction product, the ternary Ti3SiC2, is generated after annealing, which shows a
/0.+*#(5zcCCCDdw+.%!*0! z0!401.!^z$!z%z.!0%*/zcCCCDdw+.%!*0! z0!401.!z"0!.z**!(%*#_z0$!.!¥
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by facilitating development of hetero-epitaxy between reaction products and substrates. The
TEM imaging reveals that no any other compounds contact directly the SiC surface, thereby
ensuring an exclusive contact of Ti3SiC2 to SiC. Since the carbide itself is metallic in nature, the
lowering in Schottky barrier in the TiAl-based contacts is hence attributed qualitatively to the
epitaxial and atomically sharp SiC/Ti3SiC2z%*0!."!^zz.!"1(z%* !4%*#z+"z0$!z/!(!0! z.!z %"¥
fraction pattern (SADP) at the contacts/SiC interface reveals that the formed Ti3SiC2 layers have
epitaxial orientation relationships, that is, (0001)Ti3SiC2//(0001)SiC and [0¯110]Ti3SiC2//
[0¯110]SiC, with the SiC substrate. These orientation relationships are believed to be beneficial
for forming a coherent and well matched interface between SiC and Ti3SiC2_z/%*!z0$!5z+0$z!¥
long to the hexagonal space group with lattice constants of a = 3.081 Å and c = 10.085 Å for the
SiC and a = 3.068 Å and c = 17.669 Å for the Ti3SiC2.

Figure 1. A typical HAADF-STEM image of the SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface in the annealed TiAl contact system observed from
[11-20] direction. The points at which the phase contrast is no longer periodic in either the Ti3SiC2 or SiC define the
interfacial region [23].

A representative HAADF image of the SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface is shown in Fig. 1_z3$%$z+*¥
firms a clean and atomically sharp contact between the two materials. Since intensity of an
atomic column in the Scanning TEM, to good approximation, is directly proportional to the
square of atomic number (Z) [24], brighter spots in image represent atomic columns of Ti,
3$%(!z0$!z+),.0%2!(5z .'!.z+*!/z.!z%^z+0z/1.,.%/%*#(5_z0$!z+(1)*/z+"zz.!z*+0z/0¥
0!.! z/0.+*#(5z!*+1#$z0+z!z2%/1(%6! z+3%*#z0+z%0/z/)((z_z0$!.!5z)'%*#z0$%/z%)#!z%*¥
complete. It should be noted that obtaining a signal of pure interfacial carbon is technically
very difficult because the specimen can be easily affected by the environmental carbon,
thereby precluding the element-selective imaging of carbon. We therefore rely on the firstprinciples calculations instead to discuss the possibility in the presence of C at the interface,
as will be described later. To see the interface clearer, we magnify the cross-sectional
HAADF image in Fig. 2(a) and further filter it to reduce noise, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The Siterminated Ti3SiC2 is observed intuitively to make a direct contact with the Si-terminated
SiC substrate with interfacial Si atoms of Ti3SiC2 sitting above hollow sites of interfacial Si
plane of SiC. However, this straightforward interpretation is premature, as will be described
later. Since there are no pits, spikes, or dislocations that might act as pathways for current
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transport, we conclude that this clean and coherent SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface should be critical
for the formation of Ohmic contact.
To clarify the mechanism, it is prerequisite to determine the atomic structure of the SiC/
Ti3SiC2z%*0!."!z2%z+),(!)!*0%*#z0$!z+0%*! zz%)#!zc%#^zDd^z!z$2!z+*/% ¥
ered a total of 96 candidate interfacial geometries using bulklike slabs, taking into account
termination effect, stacking sequence, and full optimization. From the bulk 4H-SiC and
Ti3SiC2 structures and the relative stacking order of Ti and Si, the observed image in Fig. 2(a)
can be intuitively fitted by a SiSi model shown in Fig. 2(c). In this model, the interfacial Si
atoms of Ti3SiC2 sit above the hollow sites of interfacial Si plane of SiC, where the optimal
distance between interfacial Si-Si planes (denoted as d1 in Fig. 2(b)dz* z0$0z!03!!*z%*0!.¥
facial Si-Si atoms projected onto paper plane (denoted as d2 in Fig. 2(c)) are calculated to be
2.13 and 2.53 Å, respectively. These distances, however, deviate severely from their average
experimental values, 2.5 Å and 2.8 Å, which are obtained by characterizing quantitatively
0$!zz%)#!zc%#^zEcdd^z *z %0%+*_z*z!4)%*0%+*z+"z%*0!."!z/0%(%05z5z(1(0¥
ing the W ad indicates that this SiSi model is not favored (1.62 J/m2). It is even less stable than
the model with interfacial Si of Ti3SiC2 resting straight atop the interfacial Si of SiC (2.58 J/
m2), which contravenes again the observed image.

Figure 2. a) Magnified HAADF image of the SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface. (b) The same image as in (a) but has been low-pass
filtered to reduce noise. Relaxed SiC(0001)/Ti3SiC2AFL=J>9;=EG<=DK;OAL@GML/A/A9F<<OAL@/A/AAFL=J>9s
cial C atoms. The distance between interfacial Si-Si layers is represented by d1 and that between interfacial Si-Si atoms
projected onto the paper plane by d2. The interfaces are represented by an arrow [23].

To resolve these paradoxes, we notice that a possibility might be ignored, that is, the unseen C
)%#$0z!z0.,,! z0z0$!z%*0!."!_z(0!.%*#z(+(z!*2%.+*)!*0z0$!.!^z+z0!/0z0$%/z/!*.%+_z3!z!/¥
0(%/$! zz*!3z)+ !(zc*)! z%%dz5z%*0.+ 1%*#zz%*0+z0$!z%*0!."%(z(5!.z".+)z0$!z+*¥
sideration of crystal extension and stacking sequences. The calculated W ad of this SiCSi model
is 6.81 J/m2_z3$%$z%* %0!/z0$0z%*0!."!z%/z%* !! z/0.!*#0$!*! z/1/0*0%((5z"0!.z%*+.,+¥
.0%*#z^z1.0$!.z!4)%*0%+*z+"z0$!z.!(4! z0+)%z#!+)!0.5zc%#^zEc ddz.!2!(/z0$0z0$!z%*+.¥
poration of C does not induce a significant structural transformation. Namely, the two Si layers
,.+4%)(z0+z0$!z%*0!."!z)%*0%*z0$!z/0'%*#z/!!*z%*z%#^zEcd_z0$1/z)0$%*#z0$!zz%)¥
age geometrically. Quantitatively, the d1 and dEz %/0*!/z.!z*+3zE^HFz* zE^KDz_z.!/,!0%2!¥
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ly, very close to the experimental values. Therefore, the introduction of interfacial C monolayer
resolves the inconsistencies between simulations and experiments.
2.2. Electronic structure and bonding
Calculations of p-type Schottky barrier height (SBH) reveal that the interface with C (0.60
eV) has much lower SBH than the interface without C (1.05 eV), suggesting that the trapped
C assist the lowering of SBH. To shed light on origin of the decrease in SBH and junction
strengthening in the SiCSi interface, we characterized thoroughly interfacial electronic states
and bonding nature. Figure 3(a) shows a planar-averaged charge-density difference along
interface normal, where there appears a more dramatic accumulation of charge within the
interfacial region for the interface with C. This indicates that the covalent bonding is
/0.!*#0$!*! z%*z0$!z%%z/!^z *z %0%+*_z3!z*+0!z0$0z0$!z,(*.w2!.#! z !*/%05z %""!.¥
ence for the SiCSi more prominently deviates from zero around interface, reflecting more
significant charge transfer between the SiC and Ti3SiC2 slabs. Moreover, charge is observed
to be depleted noticeably in both the sub-interfacial SiC and Ti3SiC2 region for the SiCSi,
suggesting that the atoms second nearest to the interface contribute to interfacial bonding.
These missing charges, to a large extent, make their way onto the more electronegative C
ions, indicative of the formation of ionic bonding.

Figure 3. a) Planar-averaged charge-density difference for the relaxed interfaces with and without C along [00018<As
J=;LAGF : =FKALQG>KL9L=KHJGB=;L=<GFLGL@=9LGEA;D9Q=JK;DGK=LGL@=J=D9P=</A/AAFL=J>9;= 0@=D=>L:GLLGEH9Fs
el shows the PDOSs of SiC layers and the right one those of Ti3SiC2 layers. The first layer is the atomic layer proximal to
interface. The E F is set to zero [23].

!z 0$!*z ,.!/!*0! z %*z %#^z Fcdz z ,.+&!0! z +*z /!(!0! z 0+)%z (5!./z +"z 0$!z %%z %*0!.¥
face. A key feature in this figure is that a strong interaction is observed between the sub-
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interfacial Ti d and Si p states below Fermi level (E F), which continues well into SiC surface,
inducing noticeable gap states in the interfacial C at E F. This means that the interfacial C
(5!.z%/z)!0(%6! _z%* %0%2!z+"z,+//%(!z!(!0.%z+* 10%2%05^z *z"0_z0$!z#,z/00!/z*z!4¥
tend as far as they can into deeper layers of SiC, as there appear weak but visible peaks at E
nd
and 3rdz(5!./z+"z%^z$!.!"+.!_zz(+(z3!'z)!0((%%05z)%#$0z+¥
F in the PDOSs of the 2
cur at top few layers of the semiconductor surface, which could enable current flow through
the SiC. We also note significant hybridization between the interfacial C sp and Si sp states,
suggestive of covalent bonding at interface.

Figure 4. Contour plots of charge densities for (a) SiSi and (b) SiCSi interfaces taken along (11-20) plane. The interface
is represented by a horizontal line and the atoms that intersect the contour plane are labeled. Corresponding contour
plots of charge-density differences for (c) SiSi and (d) SiCSi interfaces [23].

Figure 4 shows contour plots of charge densities and their differences along (11-20) plane for
the optimized SiSi and SiCSi interfaces. We notice in Fig. 4(b) that the bonding interaction
!03!!*z%*0!."%(z%z* zz"+.z0$!z%%z%*0!."!z%/z.!).'(5z/%)%(.z0+z0$!z%wz%*0!.¥
tion deeper into SiC: the majority of charge is localized on C with humps directed towards
their neighboring Si. We thus conclude that the interfacial bonding for the SiCSi is of mixed
+2(!*0w%+*%z*01.!^z$!z%*0!."%(z+* /z"+.z0$!z%%z%*0!."!_z$+3!2!._z$2!z+2(!*0z*¥
ture with a small amount of charge accumulated within the interfacial region (Fig. 4(a)). In
addition, the amount of charge accumulated on the interfacial Si-Si bonds of SiSi (Fig. 4(c)) is
far less significant than that on the interfacial Si-C bonds of SiCSi (Fig. 4(d)). This heaver
charge accumulation in the case of SiCSi, together with its mixed covalent-ionic character at
interface, accounts for the largest W ad associated with the SiCSi interface.
2.3. Quantum electron transport properties
Although the charge-distribution analysis can reveal valuable information on interfacial
bonding, it provides restrained insight into how electrons distribute around E F_z3$%$z)0¥
ters because density around E F directly determines the current transmission. Figure 5 %((1/¥
trates an electron-density isosurface and its slice along the (11-20) plane for the optimized
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SiCSi interface around E F. From Fig. 5(a), one can see that charges surrounding interfacial Si
.!z+**!0! z* z.+ (5z %/0.%10! z%*zz/$!!0w(%'!z"/$%+*_z3$%$z/1##!/0/z,+//%(!z!(!¥
trical conductivity through this region. In addition, there also appear heavily accumulated
electrons within the interfacial area, which are connected along the interface and extended
as far as several atomic layers into the SiC. These characters can also be confirmed from the
/(%!z,(+0z%*z%#^zHcd_z)!*%*#z0$0z1..!*0z)%#$0z"(+3z+2!.z0+,z"!3z0+)%z(5!./z+"z/!)%¥
conductor, thereby causing Ohmic property. As expected, the electron density at E F %/z!4¥
tremely high for the Ti3SiC2 (i.e., sea of electrons) but becomes nil for the SiC layers away
".+)z %*0!."!z c%#^z Hcdd_z 3$%$z *z !z 1* !./0++ z ".+)z 0$!%.z %*0.%*/%z )!0((%z * z /!)%¥
conducting nature [25].

Figure 5. a) Isosurface and (b) electron density plot along the (11-20) plane in the energy window (EF-0.5 eV, EF) for
the SiCSi interface. The interface is marked by two arrows [18].

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of a two-probe Ti/Ti3SiC2/SiC/Ti3SiC2 0AIM9FLMELJ9FKHGJLKQKL=E 0@=KQKL=E@9KAFs
finite extent in the (x, y) direction and extends to ±g in the z direction. The SiC/Ti3SiC2 interfaces shown in Fig. 2 are
adopted [18].

To examine electrical conductivity and gain insight into how the interface influences current
transport, we devised a two-probe system [26], Ti/Ti3SiC2/SiC/Ti3SiC2/Ti, and investigated
nonequilibrium quantum transport properties. Figure 6 schematically shows a model of the
/* 3%$z0.*/,+.0z/5/0!)_z3$%$z*z!z %2% ! z%*0+zz(!"0z/!)%w%*"%*%0!z!(!0.+ !_zz/0¥
tering region, and a right semi-infinite electrode. The atomic and electronic structures of the
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semi-infinite Ti electrodes are assumed to be the same as those of bulk Ti. On the other
hand, the electronic states of scattering region are calculated self-consistently. The scattering
region consists of hexagonal SiC and Ti3SiC2 layers and the periodic boundary conditions
are imposed along the directions parallel to the interface. The SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface could be
either the SiSi or SiCSi, whereas other interfaces are maintained identical for the sandwich
systems. In this sense, the difference between the two systems can be mainly attributed to
their differing SiC/Ti3SiC2 interfaces. Furthermore, we also calculated the Ti/SiC/Ti system,
wherein the SiTi model was taken as the SiC/Ti interface.

Figure 7. a) Transmission spectra under 0 V and (b) current-voltage characteristics for the sandwich systems involving
the interfaces containing direct Si-Si bonding (SiSi), Si-C-Si bonding (SiCSi), and the direct contact of Ti to SiC (SiTi).
Refer to Fig. 2 for their corresponding interfacial configurations [18].

Figure 7(a) shows transmission spectra for the relaxed SiSi, SiCSi, and SiTi systems, where
one can see that the spectra differ from one another suggesting variations in electronic
/0.101.!/z3%0$z%*0!."!z#!+)!0.%!/^z$!z)+/0z%*0!.!/0%*#z"!01.!z%/z0$!z,.!/!*!z+"z0.*/¥
mission peaks at E F for the SiCSi, which is attributable to the electrons distributed
around the interface at E F. Further calculations on electrical properties (e.g., C curve) for
0$!z0$.!!z/5/0!)/z.!2!(z0$0z0$!z1..!*0z%*z0$!z%%z/!z%*.!/!/z)1$z"/0!.z0$*z!%¥
0$!.z0$!z%%z+.z%%z/!z/z0$!z,,(%! z%/z2+(0#!z%*.!/!/zc%#^zJcdd_z3$%$z*z!z!4¥
plained by its lowest SBH. We further examined how applied bias voltages vary from the
interface to the SiC region by analyzing the difference in effective potential along the
cDDwECdz,(*!z!03!!*z0$!z%/z2+(0#!z+"zC^Gzz* z0$!z+*!z+"zC^Czz"+.z0$!z.!(4! z/5/¥
0!)^z$!z2+(0#!z%/z"+1* z0+z .+,z(!//z%*0!*/%2!(5z".+)z0$!z%*0!."!z0+z0$!z%z%*z0$!z%¥
Si case, suggestive of less Schottky nature. Finally, in comparing the general trend of the
calculated C with that of our experimental curve, we find that they agree qualitatively:
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both the annealed specimen and the SiCSi model clearly show Ohmic behavior, thereby
validating the application of the SiCSi model to describe the Ohmic contacts in the TiAlbased system. In addition to the role of this interface, we also found that an atomic-scale
Ti3SiC2-like bilayer can be embedded in the SiC interior, forming an atomically ordered
)1(0%(5!.z0$0z!4$%%0/z*z1*!4,!0! z!(!0.+*%z/00!z3%0$z,+%*0z!.)%z/1."!^z$!z2¥
lence charge is confined largely to this bilayer in a spatially connected fashion, serving
possibly as a conducting channel to enhance the current flow over the semiconductor.

3. Atomic-scale Ti3SiC2 bilayers embedded in SiC
3.1. Atomic structure of the embedded system
Figure 8(a) shows a HAADF image of the annealed TiAl/SiC system, where the SiC substrate
is covered entirely by a layered compound, Ti3SiC2, as reported previously. In addition to
the formation of this epitaxial and coherent SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface, another interesting feature
is that an atomic-scale bilayer is generated in the SiC interior (marked by a square in Fig.
8(a)), which is located approximately 9.5 nm away from the interface. An enlarged image of
the region surrounding the bilayer shows that it has a Ti3SiC2-like structure, as shown in Fig.
8(b), where brighter spots represent atomic columns of Ti (smaller circles), while dark ones
0$+/!z+"z%zc(.#!.z%.(!/d_z/%*!z%*0!*/%05z+"z*z0+)%z+(1)*z%*z z%/_z0+zz#++ z,,.+4%¥
mation, directly proportional to Z1.7 (Z: atomic number) [24].

Figure 8. a) HAADF-STEM image for the Ti3SiC2-like bilayer embedded in 4H-SiC in the annealed TiAl contact system
viewed along [11-20] direction. The bilayer sits about 9.5 nm below the SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface. (b) Magnified HAADF
image of the region marked in (a) by a dotted square. An overlay is given, where the big circles indicate Si and small
ones Ti. (c) The same image as in (b) but has been low-pass filtered to reduce noise. (d) The optimized SiC/Ti3SiC2/SiC
multilayer model. The distances between layers around the bilayer are represented by Lm (mLG9F<L@GK=:=s
tween neighboring atoms projected onto the paper plane by dm. The atomic layers are labeled 1 through 8. The inset
K@GOKLGHNA=OG>9JJ9F?=E=FLG>0A9F<ALKF=A?@:GJAF?/A9F< O@=J=L@=0AG;;MHA=K9LGHL@=;=FL=JG>L@=@=P9s
gon composed of Si and C [19].

Evidently, the bilayer is embedded in the SiC in an atomically coherent and ordered fashion
with no transitional or intermixing layers (see Fig. 8(c)). In view of bulk structures of 4H-SiC
and Ti3SiC2 and the relative stacking sequence of Ti and Si, the image in Fig. 8(c) can be
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qualitatively fitted by an energetically stable model shown in Fig. 8(d). In this model, the
optimal distances between layers around the bilayer (denoted as L1 to L5 in Fig. 8(d)) are
(1(0! z0+z!zE^HE_zE^EJ_zE^EK_zE^GC_z* zE^HJz_z.!/,!0%2!(5_z2!.5z(+/!z0+z!4,!.%)!*0(z2(¥
ues of 2.5, 2.2, 2.3, 2.3, and 2.7 Å estimated via quantitative characterization and averaging
+"z %""!.!*0z/%0!/z%*z0$!zz%)#!/^z *z %0%+*_z0$!z(1(0! z %/0*!/z!03!!*z*!%#$¥
boring atoms (labeled d1 to d5 in Fig. 8(d)) (2.67, 2.44, 2.44, 2.55, and 2.72 Å) also approach
the experimental values (2.7, 2.3, 2.4, 2.6, and 2.7 Å). These mean that the model constructed
(Fig. 8(d)) matches the HAADF image (Fig. 8(c)) both qualitatively and quantitatively in
light of energetics and atomic distances.
3.2. Formation of point Fermi surface
To gain insight into how the embedded layer influences SiC electronically, we present in
Fig. 9 band structure and density of states (DOS) of the multilayer system calculated using
0$!z+,0%)(z0+)%z#!+)!0.5zc%#^zKc dd^z*!4,!0! (5_z/!2!.(z* /z3%0$zz-1 .0%z %/¥
persion cross the Fermi level (E F) at a single  point (Fig. 9(a)), rendering conduction bands
(CB) and valence band (VB) touch at their tips and hence the multilayer become a gapless
/!)%+* 10+.^z */,!0%+*z0$.+1#$+10z0$!z.%((%+*z6+*!z2!.%"%!/z0$0z0$!z!.)%z/1."!z.+//¥
ing is a single point, which determines E F_z/z%*z0$!z%(5!.z#.,$!*!z3%0$z*+z!40!.*(z/0%)¥
uli (bands in graphene extend linearly both to lower and higher energy from point Fermi
surfaces, as referred to as “massless Dirac”). This crossing of bands is confirmed in the DOS
showing a curious vanishing of states at E F for both spins (Fig. 9(b)) and further verified in a
surface plot of the two bands proximal to E F in a small k space presenting gapless character
0z0$!zz,+%*0z* zz#,z%*z0$!z.!#%+*z35z".+)z0$!z.+//%*#z,+%*0zc%#^zEcdd^

Figure 9. a) Blowup of band structure around EF shown on the xy plane with X = "/a(1, 1̄ ,0) and M = "/a(1,1,0), where
the “a” is in-plane lattice constant. Note that the point Fermi surface is at h where bands cross precisely at E F. (b) Total
DOS and PDOS plots of C, Si, and Ti atom contributions for the optimized SiC/Ti3SiC2/SiC multilayer, showing that
bands surrounding E F have characters of Ti in the bilayer. (c) “Surface” plot of the two bands that cross the E F ;=Fs
L=J=<KMJJGMF<AF?L@=hHGAFL 0@=E F position is aligned to zero [19].

In addition, extensive calculations using the LDA and PBE functional corroborate once again
the peculiar crossing of the bands (band structure and DOS spectra are almost identical to
those calculated using the PW91), which therefore indicates that the crossing at E F is not an
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accidental degeneracy arising from the applied functional. This behavior is quite unusual, as
it turns up neither in the SiC bulk showing E F lying in a gap between states nor in the
Ti3SiC2 bulk showing E Fz(5%*#z%*z0$!z)% (!z+"zz* z+"z!(!0.+*%z/00!/_z3$%$z*z!z0¥
tributed to the structural symmetry with Ti atoms sitting exactly atop center of the hexagon
composed of Si and C (corresponding to the  point in k space), as shown in inset of Fig.
8(d). Further calculations reveal that this gapless nature appears in the multilayer consisting
of a Ti3SiC2-like monolayer embedded in SiC as well, indicating that the unique state could
!z1* !./0++ z1,+*z-1*01)z+*"%*!)!*0z!""!0z* z0$!z%*0!."!z,$!*+)!*+*z+),¥
nied by the polarity discontinuity. However, our additional calculations suggest that the
point Fermi surface vanishes when a Ti3SiC2 trilayer is hypothetically embedded within SiC,
which takes on metallic states with three bands (arise from the three Ti layers) crossing E F,
similar to what is seen in the band structure of Ti3SiC2 bulk. This transition from the zerogap semiconductor to metal therefore highlight the importance of quantum confinement in
%* 1%*#z 0$!z ,+%*0z !.)%z /1."!_z /%*!z  %0%+*(z (5!.z %/z !(%!2! z 0+z .!(%!2!z 0$!z +*"%*!¥
ment effect and produce more states.

Figure 10. DOS projected on selected atomic layers in the multilayer system. Left panel gives the PDOSs of SiC layers
and right panel those of Ti3SiC2 layers. The lines show PDOSs of the corresponding atoms in the bulk as a reference.
The E F is set to zero [19].

3.3. Electronic states
Further investigation of DOS projected on selected atomic layers provides evidence that the
bands close to E F involve dominantly Ti 3d states (layers 4 and 6 in Fig. 8(d)). These states
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undergo a sudden vanishing at E F (Fig. 10), which is in stark difference from what is seen in
the DOS projected (PDOS) on Ti in bulk Ti3SiC2 presenting continuous states at and around
E F (lines in Fig. 10). In addition, there are notable electronic states in the forbidden gap of
bulk SiC for the C and Si in the multilayer, which is definitely attributable to the embedded
bilayer. The presence of the induced gap states, in particular, those below the CB minimum
of bulk SiC but close to E F, can readily present a trap for CB electrons, which could modify
electronic behaviors of the originally insulating SiC and thus be relevant for the current flow
+2!.z /!)%+* 10+.z %*z 0$!z %(w !,+/%0! z %z /5/0!)^z +.!+2!._z 3!z *+0!z 0$0z +2!.((z "!¥
tures of PDOS for identical atom species may even differ from one another, which can be
ascribed to their different bonding environments.

Figure 11. Contour plot of (a) charge density and (b) density difference for the multilayer system viewed along the
(11-20) plane. The difference of charge density gives the redistribution of charge in the system relative to its isolated
one. The upper scale denotes the magnitude of charge in (a) and the lower scale that of charge difference in (b). (c)
Isosurface and (d) electron density plot along the same plane as in (a) in the energy window (EF-0.5 eV, EF) [19].

To shed further light on bonding nature and charge distribution in the multilayer, we
present contour plots of charge density (Fig. 11(a)) and its difference (Fig. 11(b)) along the
(11-20) plane. From the figures, we notice that (i) majority of charge is localized on C atoms
with humps distorted toward their neighboring atoms, suggesting that bonds in both SiC
and bilayer are of a mixed covalent-ionic nature, (ii) charge distribution on C in SiC exhibits
more pronounced lobes than that on C in the bilayer (Fig. 11(a)), indicative of more covalent
element for bonds in SiC, and (iii) ionicity originates from the large charge gain on C at an
!4,!*/!z+"z$.#!z(+//z+*z%0/z*!%#$+.%*#z0%+*/zc%#^zDDcdd^z1.0$!.z!4)%*0%+*z+*z!(!¥
tron distribution around E F reveals that valence electrons are confined, to a large extent, to
within the bilayer (Fig. 11(c)), in good agreement with the DOS analysis (Fig. 3). These
charges are spatially connected and broadly distributed surrounding the bilayer with a
small degree of leakage into as far as two atomic layers of SiC (Fig. 11(c)d_z/z%/z"1.0$!.z+*¥
firmed from a slice plot in Fig. 11(d). This implies that the bilayer buried in between the SiC
may act as a conducting channel so as to enhance current flow over the semiconductor.
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Figure 12. A cross-sectional HRTEM image of the contact of the formed Ti3SiC2 to the 4H-SiC substrate viewed from
the [11-208 <AJ=;LAGF  0@= LOG E9L=JA9DK 9J= <=E9J;9L=< :Q 9 RA?R9? DAF=  0=JJ9;=K OAL@ N9JQAF? <AE=FKAGFK 9J= G:s
served, as indicated by arrows [20].

4. Terraces at Ohmic contact in SiC electronics
Combining imaging with atomistic simulations, we determine the atomic-scale structures of
terraces in between SiC and its contacts and relate the structures to their electronic states
and bonding nature, aimed at revealing the impact of the terraces on the contacts of SiC
electronics. The terraces were first characterized using the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)
and scanning TEM (STEM), upon which the first-principles calculations were performed.
The combined study allows a deeper understanding of the role played by terraces in the
ohmic contact formation on a quantum level. The terraces are structurally epitaxial, coherent
and atomically ordered, and theoretically predicted to have electronic states at Fermi level
(E F) regardless of their dimension.
4.1. Atomic structures of terraces
Figure 12 shows a typical cross-sectional HRTEM image of the contact of Ti3SiC2 to SiC
which includes terraces of various dimensions. Well arranged (000l)-oriented lattice fringes
can be observed in both the SiC and Ti3SiC2 layers. The points at which the phase contrast is
no longer periodic define the interfacial area, as indicated by a zigzag line. Evidently, the
SiC substrate is covered entirely by the Ti3SiC2 layers even in the terrace region (arrows),
meaning a direct contact of Ti3SiC2 to SiC at the terraces at atomic scale. The terraces are
0+)%((5z.1,0z* z+. !.! _z/$+3%*#z*+z)+.,$+1/z(5!./_z/!+* .5w,$/!z(5!./_z+*¥
taminants, or transition areas. A small number of misfit dislocations are identified at the
contact region (not shown here) due to the small lattice mismatch of SiC to Ti3SiC2 (less than
0.5%). Further analyses of selected area diffraction patterns reveal that the Ti3SiC2 layers
have epitaxial orientation relationships, (0001)Ti3SiC2//(0001)SiC and [0-110]Ti3SiC2//
[0-110]SiC, with the SiC substrate.
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Figure 13. a) A typical HAADF-STEM image of a small terrace observed from the [11-208<AJ=;LAGF 0@=L=JJ9;=AKAF<As
cated by a zigzag line. Bigger dotted circles denote Ti and the smaller ones Si. (b) The same image as in (a) but has
been filtered to reduce noise [20].

Figure 14. A typical HAADF image of an intermediate terrace observed from the [11-208<AJ=;LAGF 0@=L=JJ9;=AKAF<As
cated by a zigzag line. (b) The same image as in (a) but has been filtered to reduce noise [20].

In general, this contact region contains terraces with a wide variety of dimensions that can
be affected by numerous factors. However, to develop an understanding of such a complex
contact, it is important to first focus on representative terraces. Here, we choose purposely
three species of terraces based on the dimension: small, intermediate, and large terrace. The
corresponding HAADF images are presented in Figs. 13–15, which confirm the atomically
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abrupt and ordered terraces. Moreover, heteroepitaxy is retained between the SiC and
Ti3SiC2 "+.z!$z0!..!^z%*!z0$!z%*0!*/%05z+"z*z0+)%z+(1)*z%*z0$!zz%)#!z%/z,.+¥
portional to Z 1.7 (Z: atomic number) [24f_z.%#$0!.z/,+0/z%*z0$!z%)#!/z.!,.!/!*0z0+)%z+(¥
umns of Ti while darker ones are Si. In view of the atomic arrangements in the SiC and
Ti3SiC2 bulks, we define the terrace by a dashed line and identify the atoms in a few layers
(+/!z0+z0$!z(%*!z/z%*z0$!z0!..!z.!#%+*z$!.!"0!.^z+.z0$!z/)((z0!..!_z0$!z%)#!z*z!z%*¥
tuitively interpreted as a bonding of Ti (Si) in Ti3SiC2 to Si in SiC (Fig. 13(b)). However, this
is not the case for the intermediate terrace showing Si-Si bonding at the hollow site (Fig.
14(b)). Further interpretation of the HAADF mage of large terrace (Fig. 15(b)) reveals a Si-Si
bonding as well. Not surprisingly, atomic columns of carbon are not scattered strongly
enough to be visualized due to its small Z_z.!* !.%*#z0$!z%)#!z%*+),(!0!^z1.0$!.z+),(!¥
menting of these images so as to relate their atomic structures to their electronic properties
requires a combination of imaging with the first-principles modeling.

Figure 15. A typical HAADF image of a large terrace observed from the [11-20] direction. The terrace is indicated by a
zigzag line. (b) The same image as in (a) but has been filtered to reduce noise [20].

4.2. Electronic states and bonding nature of the terraces
+z#%*z%*/%#$0z%*0+z!(!0.+*%z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z0$!z0!..!/z* z0$!z.+(!z0$!5z,(5! z%*z0$!z+$)¥
ic contact formation, we perform first-principles calculations on the three typical terraces.
Upon a consideration of bulk structures of SiC and Ti3SiC2, the aforementioned orientation
relations, and relative stacking sequence near terraces shown in the HAADF (Figs. 13–15),
0+)%z)+ !(/z+"z0$!z0$.!!z.!,.!/!*00%2!z0!..!/z3!.!z!/0(%/$! zc%#^zDId_z0'%*#z%*0+z¥
count full structural relaxation. It should be noted that these models may not exactly reflect
the real terraces because it is the extreme difficult to interpret directly the HAADF images
owing to the intricate atomic arrangements around the terraces and to the invisible C atoms.
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However, these models are constructed upon a careful consideration of the space filling and
(+(z$!)%(z!*2%.+*)!*0_z* z%),+.0*0(5z0$!5z!4$%%0z0$!z05,%(z2.%0%+*/z+"z0$!z+*¥
tact with terraces, which should be useful as an initial stage to look at the electronic states of
terraces. It is also worthy of mentioning that neither the total nor the interface energies
could be applicable to justify the models as an interpretation of the HAADF images because
c%dz0$!z0!..!z)+ !(/z$2!zz %""!.!*0z*1)!.z+"z0+)/_zc%%dz%0z%/z1*(%'!(5z0+z(1(0!z0$!z!4¥
act total terrace area, and (iii) there are numerous candidates for each type of terrace. In the
optimized model of small terrace (Fig. 16(a)), one can notice a bonding of Ti (Si) atoms in
Ti3SiC2 to Si atoms in SiC at the hollow site.

Figure 16. 0@=J=D9P=<9LGEA;EG<=DKG>L@=L@J==J=HJ=K=FL9LAN=L=JJ9;=KOAL@<A>>=J=FL<AE=FKAGFK9KE9DD :AFs
termediate, and (c) large terrace. The representative atoms surrounding terrace are labeled for the atom-projected
density of states analysis [20].

Figure 17 shows PDOS of several representative atoms at the small terrace (labeled in Fig.
17(a)), where a remarkable difference is seen between the atoms near and away from terrace.
A key feature of this figure is that strong hybridization takes place between the Ti d (T1~T6)
and Si p (S1~S6) levels below E F_z3$%$z+*0%*1!/z3!((z%*0+z0$!z%z.!#%+*_z%* 1%*#zz,.+¥
nounced gap state at E F for the C atoms near the terrace (C1~C4, C6). However, such a gap
state at E F is vanished completely for the C deeper into the SiC (C5 in Fig. 17). Apart from
the C, the Si atoms in SiC near terrace (S1~S3) also exhibit a weak yet visible peak at E F that
are totally absent in the bulk (S5 in Fig. 17). The presence of gap states can be attributed to
the overlap of the Ti d with Si p levels. A notable hybridization is seen as well between the Si
sp (S1~S4) and C sp (C1~C4, C6) levels, indicating the formation of covalency near terrace.
Apart from the SiC, all of the atoms in Ti3SiC2 around terrace (C6, C7, S4, T1~T5) also exhibit
a notable peak at E F owing to the great degree of overlap between the Ti d and C (Si) p
levels. Moreover, overall feature of PDOS for the Ti atoms around terrace (T1~T4) differs
from that in the Ti3SiC2 1('zcId_z%* %0%*#z0$0z0$!z0!..!z*z$2!z*z%),0z+*z!(!0.+*¥
ic states of Ti as well.
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Figure 17. PDOS (states/eV atom) of several selected atoms near or far from the small terrace. All of atoms in the slab
are fully relaxed. Refer to Fig. 16(a) for the sites of the selected atoms. The E F is set to zero and indicated by a vertical
dashed line [20].

Figure 18. Contour plots of (a) charge density and (b) charge-density difference for the small terrace viewed along the
(11-20) plane. Difference in charge density shows redistribution of charge near terrace relative to its isolated system. The
position of terrace is indicated by a zigzag dashed line and the atoms intersecting the contour plane are labeled [20].
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To identify the bonding nature directly, we further show the contour plots of charge density
and density difference for the optimized small terrace viewed along the (11-20) plane (Fig.
18). From Fig. 18(a), a remarkable difference is observed in charge distribution on C: charge
distribution around C in SiC (away from terrace) has humps directed toward neighboring
Si, while that around C in Ti3SiC2 (away from terrace) is of almost spherical symmetry.
However, the charge distribution on some C atoms near the terrace (indicated by arrows in
Fig. 18(a)) shows a mixed character with a lobe on one side while a spherical outline on the
+0$!._z3$%$z%/z.!"(!0! z".+)z0$!%.z %""!.!*0zzc%#^zDJd^z1.0$!.)+.!_z0$!z$.#!z %/0.%¥
bution on the Si-C bonds closet to the zigzag line (Fig. 18(a)) shares some features with that
+*z0$!z%wz+* /z35z".+)z0$!z6%#6#z(%*!zc*(+#z0+z0$!z+* /z%*z%z1('d`zc%dz0$!z)&+.%¥
ty of charges are distributed on all the C atoms, and (ii) there are visible distortions in the
charge distribution on the C atoms directed toward their adjacent Si atoms. A certain level
of covalency is seen on the atomic bonding along the zigzag line (which defines the terrace),
which is due to the hybridization of Ti d with Si (C) p levels (Fig. 17). These imply a mixed
covalent-ionic bonding for the small terrace. It is obvious from the density-difference plot
(Fig. 18(b)) that the ionic nature arises from the charge transfer of Ti (Si) to C. In the Ti3SiC2
region away from the zigzag line, the Ti-C bonds are found to have more covalent element
than the Ti-Si bonds, as more amount of charges are accumulated in between Ti and C,
which indicates that the Ti-C is a stronger chemical bond than the Ti-Si.

Figure 19. PDOS (states/eV atom) of several selected atoms at or far from the intermediate terrace. Refer to Fig. 16(b)
for the sites of the selected atoms [20].
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Figure 20. Contour plots of (a) charge density and (b) charge-density difference for the intermediate terrace viewed
along the (11-20) plane. The scale is the same as in Fig. 18. The location of terrace is indicated by a zigzag line and the
atoms intersecting the contour plane are labeled [20].

Figure 21. PDOS (states/eV atom) of several selected atoms at or far from the large terrace. Refer to Fig. 16(c) for the
sites of the selected atoms [20].

The fully relaxed structure of the intermediate terrace is shown in Fig. 16(b), where one can
see a Si-Si bonding at the hollow site (on two sides of the zigzag line). Figure 19 shows
PDOS plot of several representative atoms on or near terrace (labeled in Fig. 16(b)), where
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one can note that (i) gap states at E F appear for the C (C2~C4) and Si (S1,S2) atoms in SiC
near terrace, (ii) a hybridization is observed between the Ti d (Si p) and O p levels just below
E F_z*z%* %0%+*z+"z0$!z"+.)0%+*z+"z+2(!*5_z* zc%%%dz0$!z%),0z+"z0!..!z+*z0$!z!(!¥
tronic states of both SiC and Ti3SiC2 is confined, as the PDOS returns to its bulk value for the
atoms away from terrace (e.g., C5, C8, S4, S6, T6). Interestingly, overall feature of the PDOS
"+.z !%0$!.z 0$!z z cDWGdz +.z %z cDWFdz 0+)/z .+1* z 0!..!z %""!./z ".+)z +*!z *+0$!._z /1#¥
gesting a strong effect of terrace on electronic states of both SiC and Ti3SiC2.
Figure 20 /$+3/z+*0+1.z,(+0/z+"z$.#!z !*/%05z* z !*/%05z %""!.!*!z"+.z0$!z.!(4! z%*0!.¥
mediate terrace intersected along the same plane as in Fig. 18. Like what was seen in the
small terrace, the majority of charges remain concentrated on C in two different ways: the
charge distribution on the C in Ti3SiC2 (e.g., C8) is of spherical symmetry, while that on the C
in SiC (e.g., C5) has notable lobes pointed toward their adjacent Si. However, some C atoms
near terrace (indicated by arrows in Fig. 12(a)) have lobe and sphere outline simultaneously.
Moreover, charges are distributed along the bonds near terrace (on two sides of zigzag line),
which together with the charge localization on C atoms infers that the intermediate terrace
$/z z )%4! z +2(!*0z * z %+*%z +* %*#z /z 3!((^z 2% !*0(5_z 0$!z $.#!z #%*z +*z z %/z 0z !4¥
pense of charge loss on their neighboring cations (Fig. 20(b)).

Figure 22. Contour plots of (a) charge density and (b) charge-density difference for the large terrace viewed along the
 HD9F= 0@=K;9D=AKL@=K9E=9KAF"A?  0@=KAL=G>L=JJ9;=AKAF<A;9L=<:Q9RA?R9?DAF=9F<L@=9LGEKAFL=Js
secting the contour plane are labeled [20].

Figure 16(c) illustrates optimized atomic geometry of the large terrace, where a Si-Si bonding is
revealed. Figure 21 shows the PDOS of the large terrace, where one can notice that electronic
structure is influenced remarkably by terrace. The key point is that there emerge notable peaks
at E F for both the C (C1~C5) and Si (S1~S3, S5, S6) surrounding terrace. However, such gap
states are screened rapidly, since the atoms in SiC away from terrace (S4) show no peak at E F at
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all, which implies that the effect of terrace is confined to within a couple of layers. Moreover, a
substantial hybridization is seen between the Ti d and Si (C) p levels below E F, which indicates
the formation of covalent bonding. The covalency is also reflected in the charge-density plot
(Fig. 22(a)) showing lobes for the C in SiC and charge accumulation along the bonds in Ti3SiC2.
These, along with the charge distribution on C at expense of Ti and Si (Fig. 22(b)), indicate that
+* %*#z*!.z0!..!z%/z#%*z,.%).%(5z%+*%_z5!0z)%*0%*/zz!.0%*z !#.!!z+"z+2(!*5^z%¥
nally, both the electron density and density difference for some atoms near terrace (indicated
5z..+3/dz !2%0!z/!2!.!(5z".+)z0$+/!z"+.z0$!%.z1('z+1*0!.,.0/_z%),(5%*#z*z!//!*0%(z!(!¥
tronic role of the Ti3SiC2 in the semiconductor.

Figure 23. Isosurface plots for (a) small, (b) intermediate, and (c) large terrace along the (11-20) plane in an energy
window (EF–0.5 eV, E F). The charges on Ti3SiC2 are omitted for clarity [20].

4.3. Electron distribution near Fermi energy
(0$+1#$z0$!zz* z$.#!z*(5/!/z*z.!2!(z2(1(!z%*"+.)0%+*z+*z0$!z+* %*#z*¥
ture near terrace, they provide limited insights into matters regarding electron distribution
around E F, which is strongly related to the electronic conduction over terrace. Figure 23
shows electron-density isosurface near E F along the (11-20) plane for the three terraces. The
!(!0.+*/z.!z1)1(0! z/1/0*0%((5z.+1* z((z0$!z0!..!/z%*zz/,0%((5z+**!0! z"/$¥
ion, which are extended as far as several atomic layers into SiC, regardless of dimension of
0$!z0!..!/^z1$zz.+ z!(!0.+*z %/0.%10%+*z,.+2% !/zz(%'!(5z!(!0.+*z+* 10%+*z$*¥
nel to allow current transport across a few layers of the semiconductor, which indicates that
terraces could also be one of the origins underlying the observed ohmic nature in the
metal/SiC contact system. One can also note that the three terraces are comparable in the
amount of accumulated charge at E F_z%*"!..%*#z0$0z0$!z %)!*/%+*z+"z0!..!z,(5/z*z%*/%#¥
nificant role in affecting electron transport across the contact. It is worthy of mentioning that
the electron density at E F is extremely high in Ti3SiC2zc/!z+"z!(!0.+*/_z*+0z/$+3*z"+.z(.%¥
ty), yet turns almost nil for the SiC atoms away from terrace, which can be understood on
the fact that the Ti3SiC2 is intrinsically metallic, whereas the SiC is semiconducting.
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5. Discussion and conclusions
The current understanding of formation origin of Ohmic contact, which is based mainly on
!4,!.%)!*0(z/01 %!/z+"z,.+,!.05z)!/1.!)!*0z* z/0.101.!z$.0!.%60%+*_z*z!z/1)¥
marized in three main points [27-30]: (1) the deposited Al (80 at%) might diffuse in part into
the SiC and dope heavily the semiconductor because Al is well-known to act as a p-type
+,*0z"+.z%_zcEdz0$!z$%#$z !*/%05z+"z,%0/_z/,%'!/_z+.z %/(+0%+*/z)5z!z#!*!.0! z1* !.¥
*!0$z0$!z+*00/z"0!.z**!(%*#z/+z0$0z1..!*0z*z0.*/,+.0z,.%).%(5z0$.+1#$z0$!/!z !¥
fects due to the possible enhancement of electric field at these features and semiconductor
+,%*#z0z0$!/!z(+0%+*/_zcFdz"+.)0%+*z+"z%*0!.)! %0!z/!)%+* 10+.z(5!.z!03!!*z0$!z !¥
posited metals and semiconductor, which consists of silicides or carbides, could divide the
high barrier height into lower ones, thus reducing the effective barrier height.
$!z"%* %*#/z,.!/!*0! z"%./0z !)+*/0.0!z0$0z*+z(z%/z(!.(5z/!#.!#0! z.+1* z0$!z%*0!."¥
%(z.!#%+*_z%*z,.0%1(.z0z0$!z0+,z"!3z(5!./z+"z%_z3$%$z.1(!/z+10z0$!z,+//%%(%05z+"z %¥
tional Al doping. Though a small amount of residual Al is found to be present, mostly in a
form of Al4C3 compound, it may locate on the surface of annealed contacts rather than in the
(5!.z %.!0(5z +*00! z 0+z 0$!z %_z 0$1/z ,(5%*#z z *!#(%#%(!z .+(!z %*z $)%z +*00z "+.)¥
tion. The majority of deposited Al is evaporated during annealing because of its low melting
,+%*0z* z$%#$z!-1%(%.%1)z2,+.z,.!//1.!^z$!z +)%**0z.+(!z,(5! z5z(z%*z0$!z%(z/5/¥
0!)z %/z 0+z //%/0z 0$!z "+.)0%+*z +"z (%-1% z ((+5z /+z /z 0+z "%(%00!z $!)%(z .!0%+*^z 1.0$!.¥
more, careful characterization of the interfacial region reveals that the substrate and the
generated compound are epitaxially oriented and well matched at interface with no clear
evidence of high density of defects. This suggests that the morphology might not be the key
to understanding the contact formation. In support of this speculation, it has been observed
previously that Ti Ohmic contacts can be possibly generated without any pitting and that
pit-free Ohmic contacts can be fabricated.
*!z .!)%*%*#z 0$!+.5z %/z 0$!z ((+5w//%/0! z $)%z +*00z "+.)0%+*^z $%/z ((+5z %/z !0!.¥
mined to be ternary Ti3SiC2, which has also been corroborated by other expriments. Since
the bulk Ti3SiC2 has already been found to be of metallic nature both in experiment and
theory, the contact between Ti3SiC2 and its covered metals should show Ohmic character
and thus the SiC/Ti3SiC2 interface should play a significant role in Ohmic contact formation.
This idea is supported by the fact that the determined interface has a lowered SBH due to
the large dipole shift at interface induced by the partial ionicity and the considerable charge
transfer. In addition, the interfacial states, as indicated by the electron distribution at E F, are
(/+z2%!3! z/zz+*0.%10%*#z"0+.z%*z.! 1%*#z0$!z^z$!/!z/00!/z)%#$0z!z"1.0$!.z!*¥
$*! z5z0$!z,+//%(!z,.!/!*!z+"z,+%*0z !"!0/z0z%*0!."!_z(0$+1#$z0$!/!z/0.101.(z !¥
fects have not been detected by the TEM study.
Interestingly, our calculations predict that an atomic layer of carbon emerges as the first
monolayer of Ohmic contacts, which eventually affects interface electronic structure. Such
trapped carbon was previously studied in both other interfacial systems theoretically by
z* z0$!z%%z$)%z+*00/z+*zGw%z!4,!.%)!*0((5z5z1#!.z!(!0.+*z/,!0.+/+¥
,5^z 0z3/z,.+,+/! z0$0z0$!z.+*z+1( z!z/!#.!#0! z0+z0$!z%*0!."%(z.!_z/0.!*#0$!*¥
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ing interface substantially and reducing the Schottky barrier dramatically. Further, it was
reported that the Ohmic contact can be realized by depositing carbon films only onto the SiC
substrate, indicative of the determinative role of carbon in the Ohmic contact formation. The
important role played by carbon in our study can be traced to the two interfacial Si layers,
3$%$z,.+2% !z,+//%(!z/%0!/z"+.z.+*z/!#.!#0%+*z 1!z0+z0$!z/0.+*#z%wz%*0!.0%+*^z+3¥
!2!._z %.!0z%)#%*#z+"z0$!z0.,,! z.+*z%/z/0%((z %""%1(0z%*z,.!/!*0z/01 5z* z"1.0$!.z$.¥
acterization requires the high-voltage EM and/or other advanced microscopic techniques.
We then demontrate that atomic-scale Ti3SiC2w(%'!z%(5!.z*z!z!)! ! z%*z0$!z%z%*0!.%¥
or, forming an atomically ordered multilayer that exhibits an unexpected electronic state
with the point Fermi surface, in stark absence in repestive bulk constituents. The valence
charge is found to be confined largely within the bilayer in a spatially connected way, which
serves as a possible conducting channel to enhance the current flow over the semiconductor.
1$z z $!0!.+/0.101.!z 3%0$z 1*1/1(z ,.+,!.0%!/z %/z )!$*%((5z .+1/0_z .!* !.%*#z %0/z ,0¥
terning for technological applications likely. Finally, the atomic structures of terraces at the
contacts in SiC devices are investigated and bridged to their electronic properties at an
atomic scale. Experimentally, newly formed carbide Ti3SiC2 is demonstrated to bond directly
0+z /%(%+*z .% !z %*z 0$!z 0!..!z .!#%+*z %*z *z !,%04%(z * z 0+)%((5z +. !.! z "/$%+*_z .!¥
gardless of dimension of terraces. Further first-principles calculations reveal gap states in
0$!z /!)%+* 10+.z (5!./z * z z /1/0*0%(z $.#!z 1)1(0%+*z .+1* z 0!..!/z %*z z +*¥
nected and broadly distributed manner. The presence of gap states at Fermi energy and the
(%'!(%$++ z0+z/!.2!z/z!(!0.+*z+* 10%+*z$**!(/z0+z((+3z1..!*0z"(+3z+2!.z0$!z/!)%+*¥
10+.z% !*0%"5z0$!z0!..!/z/z+*!z+"z0$!z+.%#%*/z1* !.(5%*#z0$!z+$)%z+*00z%*z/%(%+*z.¥
bide electronics. Such a combined experimental and theoretical investigation provides
insight into the complex atomic and electronic structures of buried terraces, which should be
applicable to addressing contact issues of interest in other electronic devices.
+z /1)).%6!_z 3!z $2!z !0!.)%*! z %*z 0$%/z $,0!.z 0+)%w/(!z /0.101.!/z +"z $)%z +*¥
tacts on SiC and related them to their electronic structures and electric properties, aimed at
1* !./0* %*#z0$!z"+.)0%+*z)!$*%/)z+"z$)%z+*00z%*z%(w/! z/5/0!)^z$!z+)¥
bined HAADF-DFT study [31fz.!,.!/!*0/z*z%),+.0*0z 2*!z%*z.!(0%*#z/0.101.!/z0+z !¥
vice properties at an atomic scale and is not limited to the contacts in SiC electronics. Our
results show that the main product generated by chemical reaction can be epitaxial and have
0+)%z+* /z0+z0$!z/1/0.0!^z$!z+*00z%*0!."!_z3$%$z+1( z0.,z*z0+)%z(5!.z+"z.¥
bon, enables lowered Schottky barrier due to the large interfacial dipole shift associated
with the considerable charge transfer. The atomic-scale Ti3SiC2-like bilayer is embedded well
in SiC bulk interior in an epitaxial, coherent and atomically abrupt manner, which exhibits
an unexpected state with a point Fermi surface. Moreover, the formed Ti3SiC2 can even be
epitaxial and atomically ordered on SiC substrate near terrace, which inudces pronounced
gap states at EF in the semiconductor layers. Charges are accumulated heavily surrounding
0!..!z%*zz/,0%((5z+**!0! z"/$%+*_z%..!/,!0%2!z+"z %)!*/%+*z+"z0$!z0!..!/_z3$%$z/1#¥
#!/0/z0$!z,+//%(%05z+"z0!..!/z/z(%'!(5z!(!0.+*z+* 10%+*z$**!(/z0+z((+3z1..!*0z0.*/¥
port across the semiconductor. The inducing of gap states and the capability to enable
current flow over the semiconductor identify the terraces as one of the origins underlying
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the Ohmic nature in the metal/SiC contact system as well. These findings are relevant for
0!$*+(+#%(z%),.+2!)!*0z+"z+*00/z%*z%z !2%!/_z* z0$%/z$,0!.z,.!/!*0/z*z%),+.¥
tant step towards addressing the current contact issues in wide-band-gap electronics.
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1. Introduction
!!*0(5_z /!)%+* 10+.z !2%!/z 0$0z 3+.'z *+.)((5z "+.z z (+*#z 0%)!z 1* !.z $./$z !*2%.+*¥
ments are demanded such as in nuclear power application or in space development field.
Especially, after the disaster of Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant caused by the EastJapan great earthquake on March 11, 2011, the importance of such a hard electronic devices
has been growing. However, it is difficult to achieve the performance using conventional
semiconductors such as Si semiconductor because of its physical property limit.
Prevention of the global warming is one of the most important and urgent subjects in the
world. Technologies to reduce energy consumption should be the key for overcoming this
problem, and one of which is the improvement in the efficiency of power devices.
Silicon carbide (SiC) semiconductor is one of the wideband gap semiconductors and the use
of it is considered as the solution to achieve these performances because it has superior
physical properties such as 3 times wider bandgap, 10 times larger electrical break-down
field, and 3 times higher thermal conductivity, compared with Si semiconductor [1]. Taking
 2*0#!/z+"z0$!/!z,.+,!.0%!/_z+*w.!/%/0*!z"+.z1*%,+(.z !2%!/z/1$z/z)!0(w+4% !w/!)%¥
conductor field-effect-transistors (MOSFETs) can, for example, be reduced by a factor of a
few hundreds when replacing Si with SiC semiconductor. In addition, SiO2 film, utilized as
an insulator in MOSFETs, can be grown on the SiC substrate surface by thermal oxidation,
which is well compatible with the Si MOS device technologies [2]. Moreover, the power and
frequency ranges of SiC MOSFETs are around 1 kV break-down voltage and around 20 kHz
switching frequency, respectively, which covers the wide power device application field.
For these reasons, the developments of SiC power MOSFETs have been very popular for a
few decades. However, the on-resistances for MOSFETs fabricated practically are beyond the
(+3!.z(%)%0z"+.z%_z$+3!2!._z$%#$!.z0$*z0$!z%z(%)%0z5zz"!3z+. !./zeFf^z/zz.!/1(0_z+*2!*¥
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0%+*(z%z%*/1(0! z#0!z%,+(.z0.*/%/0+./zc /dz/0%((z$2!z)+/0z+"z0$!z/$.!z%*z0$!z,,(%¥
tion fields of power transistors. In the case of 1 kV break-down voltage device, the channel
resistance is dominant to the total on-resistance. Therefore, controlling the channel layer, i.e.
the SiC-SiO2 interface structure, should be the key technology to realize a SiC -MOSFET with
desired performances. Besides, although the long-term reliability of oxide is very important
for the practical uses of MOSFETs, that of SiC MOS device are still lower than that of Si by a
factor of 1 order. As the creation of interface layers and the characteristics of oxide layers are
closely related to the growth mechanism of the oxide, it is safely said that the observation of
SiO2 growing process is very significant work for overcoming these problems.
*z,.!2%+1/z3+.'_z3!z$2!_z"+.z0$!z"%./0z0%)!_z,!."+.)! z.!(w0%)!z+/!.20%+*z+"z%z0$!.¥
mal oxidation using an in-situ ellipsometer [4, 5]. The results show that the oxidation-time
!,!* !*!z+"z+4% !z0$%'*!//z*z!//!*0%((5z!z.!,.!/!*0! z5z0$!z!(w.+2!zcwdz)+ ¥
el [6], which has been originally proposed for the explanation of Si oxidation. Song et al. [7]
have modified the D-G model for applying it to SiC oxidation, taking the process of carbon
+4% 0%+*z%*0+z+1*0^z$!5z$2!z+*(1 ! z0$0zz(%*!.w,.+(%z"+.)1(z*z(/+z!z,¥
,(%(!z0+z%z+4% 0%+*_z(0$+1#$z0$!z,.+(%z0!.)z%*(1 !/z0$!z+*0.%10%+*z".+)z0$!z %"¥
fusion of CO or CO2 molecules from the SiC-oxide interface to the surface as well as that of
oxygen from the surface to the interface. However, our further studies have found that the
oxide growth rates in the thin oxide region are higher than those predicted from the D-G
model [4, 8, 9, 10, 11]. By the way, it is well known that also the oxidation behavior of Si
cannot be explained using the D-G model, i.e._z,.0%1(.(5z0z0$!z%*%0%(z+4% 0%+*z/0#!^z¥
cordingly, several models that describe Si oxidation have been proposed [12, 13, 14, 15, 16].
At the beginning of this chapter, we review the thermal oxidation models for SiC as well as
those for Si that have been previously proposed, to elucidate the oxidation mechanism of
SiC and then we verify each of these SiC oxidation models by making comparison with the
+4% !z#.+30$z.0!z 0z3%0$z2.%+1/z+4% 0%+*z+* %0%+*/z* z %/1//z0$!z/0.101.!z* z*¥
ture of the SiC-oxide interface layer based on the oxidation model that we have proposed.

2. Thermal oxidation models for Si and SiC
2.1. Deal-Grove model and its related models
The kinetic model of Si oxidation that is most often taken as a reference is the one so-called
Deal-Grove model proposed by Deal and Grove [6, 12f^z+. %*#z0+z0$%/z)+ !(_z0$!z!#%*¥
*%*#z +"z +4% 0%+*z %/z (%)%0! z 0+z 0$!z %*0!."%(z +4% 0%+*z .!0%+*z * _z "0!.z +4% 0%+*z ,.+¥
ceeds, the rate-imiting process is transferred from the interfacial reaction to the diffusion of
oxidants in SiO2. This process is expressed by the following equation given by Deal and
Grove as [6, 12]
dX
B
=
dt A + 2X

(1)
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where B/A and B .!z !*+0! z/z0$!z(%*!.z* z,.+(%z.0!z+*/0*0/z+"z+4% 0%+*_z.!/,!¥
tively. It is noted that B/A and B are the rate coefficients for the interfacial reaction and the
diffusion of oxidants, respectively, i.e.,
0
2DOCO0
B kCO
=
, B=
N0
A N0

(2)

where k is the interfacial oxidation rate constant, C0 the solubility limit in SiO2, N0z0$!z)+(!¥
ular density of SiO2, D the diffusivity in SiO2_z* z0$!z/1/.%,0z)!*/z0$!z2(1!z"+.z0$!z+.¥
responding atom. By the way, according to the definition in the D-G model, in which the
oxide growth proceeds under steady-state and a SiO2 film is grown only at the SiO2w%z%*0!.¥
face, the equation (1) can also be written as [6, 12]:

(

I
CO0
dX kCO
k

=
N0
dt
N 0 (k / DO)X + 1

)

(3)

where CI is the atomic concentration at the interface. Comparing eq. (3) with eqs. (1, 2), COIis
almost constant by CO0 while X  DO / k and, in turn, it reduces inverse proportional to X

when X > DO / k (see the right-end parentheses in eq. (3)). Therefore, we can see that the
length DO / k( = A / 2) +..!/,+* /z0+z0$!z0$%'*!//z0z3$%$z0$!z%*0!."%(z.!0%+*z.0!w(%)%0¥

ing step transits to the diffusion of oxidants one. On the contrary, Watanabe et al. .!+*¥
firmed the validity of eq. (1), but modified the framework of A parameter, based on the
+*/% !.0%+*z0$0z0$!z#.+30$z.0!z0z0$!z"1((z.*#!z+"z+4% !z0$%'*!//z%/z(%)%0! z5z0$!z+45¥
gen diffusion, i.e., there is no interfacial reaction-limited step in the Si oxidation process [16].
2.2. Massoud empirical relation
It is well known that, in the case of dry oxidation, the oxidation rate of Si in the thin oxide
thickness range cannot be reproduced by the D-G equation [6, 12] and, hence, several models
to describe the growth rate enhancement in the thin oxide regime have been proposed. Among
them, Massoud et al.zeDFfz$2!z,.+,+/! z*z!),%.%(z.!(0%+*z"+.z0$!z+4% !z0$%'*!//z !,!* ¥
ence of oxidation rate, that is, the addition of an exponential term to the D-G equation,

dX
B
 X$

 C exp  %
dt A + 2 X
 L&

(4)

where C and L are the pre-exponential constant and the characteristic length, respectively.
Also in the case of SiC oxidation, we have found that it is possible to fit the calculated values
0+z0$!z+/!.2! z+*!/z1/%*#z!-^zcGdz)1$z!00!.z0$*z1/%*#z!-^zcDdz.!#. (!//z+"z+4% 0%+*z0!)¥
,!.01.!_z/z/$+3*z%*z%#^zD^z+3!2!._z0$%/z!),%.%(z!-10%+*z*z+*(5z.!,.+ 1!z0$!z+¥
served growth rates numerically, but does not provide a physical meaning.
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Figure 1. Oxide thickness dependences of oxidation rate at various oxidation temperatures on (0001̄) C-face. The solid
and dashed lines denote the values derived from the Deal-Grove model (eq. (1) [689F<L@GK=>JGEL@==EHAJA;9DJ=D9s
tion (eq. (4) [13]), respectively.

2.3. Interfacial Si emission model for Si
Some Si oxidation models that describe the growth rate enhancement in the initial stage of
oxidation have been proposed [14, 15, 17]. The common view of these models is that the
stress near/at the oxide-Si interface is closely related to the growth enhancement. Among
these models, the 'interfacial Si emission model' is known as showing the greatest ability to
fit the experimental oxide growth rate curves. According to this model, Si atoms are emitted
as interstitials into the oxide layer accompanied by oxidation of Si, which is caused by the
strain due to the expansion of Si lattices during oxidation. The oxidation rate at the interface
(k in eq. (2)) is initially large and is suppressed by the accumulation of emitted Si atoms near
the interface with increasing oxide thickness, i.e., the k is not constant but a function of oxide
0$%'*!//z* z0$!z+4% 0%+*z.0!z%/z*+0z!*$*! z%*z0$!z0$%*z+4% !z.!#%)!z10z%/z-1%'(5z/1,¥
pressed with increasing thickness. To describe this change in the interfacial reaction rate,
Kageshima et al. introduce the following equation as the interfacial reaction rate, k [14, 17]:
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( )

k = k0 1 

CSiI

CSi0

(5)

where k0 is the initial interfacial oxidation rate.
In the D-G model and the Massoud empirical relation, it has been considered that oxide
#.+30$z+1./z+*(5z+.z)%*(5z0z0$!z%w+4% !z%*0!."!^z+3!2!._z+. %*#z0+z0$!z%*0!."¥
%(z%z!)%//%+*z)+ !(zeDGf_z%z0+)/z.!z!)%00! z%*0+z0$!z+4% !z(5!._z/+)!z+"z3$%$z!*+1*¥
ter the oxidant inside the SiO2 layer to form SiO2. In addition to this, when the oxide is very
0$%*_z/+)!z+"z0$!z!)%00! z%z0+)/z*z#+z0$.+1#$z0$!z+4% !z(5!.z* z.!$z0$!z+4% !z/1.¥
face, and are instantly oxidized, resulting in the formation of an SiO2z(5!.z+*z0$!z+4% !z/1.¥
face. Therefore, there are two oxide growth processes other than the interfacial oxide growth,
i.e._z+4% !z"+.)0%+*z 1!z0+z+4% 0%+*z+"z%z%*0!./0%0%(/z%*/% !z0$!z+4% !z* z+*z0$!z+4% !z/1.¥
face. The total growth rate is given by the sum of these three oxidation processes, as [14],
dX
N 0 dt = kCOI(1  hSi) +



X

0

e(CO)2CSidx + d(COS)2CSiS

(6)

where the h is the emission ratio, the e is the oxidation rate of Si interstitials inside SiO2, dis
the oxidation rate of Si interstitials on the oxide surface, and the superscript 'S' means the
position at the oxide surface (x=X). The first, second, and third term in the right-hand side of
eq. (6) correspond to the interfacial oxide growth, the oxide growth inside SiO2, and that on
the oxide surface, respectively. The concentrations of Si interstitials and O2 moleculers in
SiO2 (CSi and CO_z.!/,!0%2!(5dz.!z !.%2! z1/%*#zz*1)!.%(z(1(0%+*z/! z+*z0$!z %""1¥
sion theory [17f^z $!z %""1/%+*z !-10%+*/z 3%((z !z /$+3*z %*z !^z E^G^z "z 0$!z /0! 5w/00!z ,¥
proximation is assumed for the calculation, the obtained growth rate equation is equivalent
to the Massoud empirical relation [14].
2.4. Si and C emission model for SiC
Since the density of Si atoms in 4H-SiC (4.80 × 1022cm3 [18]) is almost the same as that in
Si (5 × 1022cm3) and the residual carbon is unlikely to exist at the oxide-SiC interface in the
!.(5z/0#!z+"z%z+4% 0%+*_z0$!z/0.!//z*!.u0z0$!z%*0!."!z%/z+*/% !.! z0+z!z()+/0z% !*¥
0%(z0+z0$!z/!z+"z%z+4% 0%+*^z$!.!"+.!_z%0z%/z,.+(!z0$0z0+)%z!)%//%+*z 1!z0+z0$!z%*¥
terfacial stress also accounts for the growth enhancement in SiC oxidation. In addition, in
the case of SiC oxidation, we should take C emission as well as Si emission into account
because SiC consists of Si and C atoms.
!!*0(5_z3!z$2!z,.+,+/! zz%z+4% 0%+*z)+ !(_z0!.)! zo%z* zz!)%//%+*z)+ !(o_z0'¥
%*#z0$!z%z* zz!)%//%+*/z%*0+z0$!z+4% !z%*0+z+1*0_z3$%$z(! z0+zz.! 10%+*z+"z%*0!."¥
cial reaction rate [19]. Figure 2. schematizes the Si and C emission model. Considering Si
and C atoms emitted from the interface during the oxidation as well as the oxidation process
of C, the reaction equation for SiC oxidation can be written as,
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(

SiC + 2  hSi  hC 

)

_
O ¨ 1  hSi)SiO2 + hSiSi + hCC + _CO
2 2 (
+(1  hC  _ )CO2

(7)

where _ denotes the production ratio of CO.

Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the Si and C emission model [19]. It is to be noted that Si and C atoms are practically
emitted into not only to the SiO2-side, but also the SiC-side, as shown in the figure.

In the case of Si oxidation, the interfacial reaction rate (eq. (5)) is introduced by assuming
that the value of CSiI does not exceed the CSi0 though the reaction rate decreases with increase
ofCSiI^z/! z+*z0$%/z% !_z0$!z%*0!."%(z.!0%+*z.0!z"+.z%z%/z0$+1#$0z0+z!z#%2!*z5z)1(0%¥
plying decreasing functions for Si and C [19]:

( )( )

k = k0 1 

CSiI

CSi0

1

CCI

CC0

(8)

This equation implies that the growth rate in the initial stage of oxidation should reduce by
two steps because the accumulation rates for Si and C interstitials should be different from
each other, and hence, the oxidation time when the concentration of interstitial saturates
should be different between Si and C interstitial. This prediction will be evidenced in the
next section.
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Diffusion equations for Si and C interstitials, and oxidants can be written by modifying the
those given by the interfacial Si emission model [17], that is,

(

)

 CSi 
 CSi
=
D
 R1  R2,
t
 x Si  x
R1 = dCOSCSiS, R2 = e1CSiCO + e2CSi(CO)2,

(

)

 CC 
 CC
=
D
 R1'  R2',
t
x C x
R1' = d 'COSCCS,

(

R2' = e1'CCCO

)

+

e2'CC

(CO)

(9)
2,

 CO 
 CO
=
D
 R1  R2  R1'  R2'  R3,
x O x
t

R3 = h (COS  CO0)

where the prime means the variation for C atoms. It is noted that the R2 and R2¦z)!*z¥

sorption of interstitials inside the oxide and they are assumed to be consist of two terms, as
suggested by Uematsu et al. [20]. From eq. (7), the boundary conditions at the interface are
given as,
 CSi
C
| =  vSikCOI, DC C | x=0 =  vCkCOI,
 x x=0
x
 CO
| = 2  vSi  vC  _ kCOI
DO
2
 x x=0
DSi

(

)

(10)

It has been believed that the oxidation rate in the thick oxide regime is solely limited by the
in-diffusion of oxidant and the diffusivity of CO in SiO2 is much larger than that of O2. Thus,
3!z//1)! z0$0z0$!z %""1/%+*z,.+!//z+"zz%/z%*/!*/%0%2!z0+z0$!z+4% !z#.+30$z.0!^z$!z+4¥
ide growth rate is described as eq. (6), but the second term in the right-hand side (i.e. the
absorption-term of Si interstitials inside the oxide) is modified to be the combination of e1
and e2 shown in eq. (9) (see eq. (6) in Ref. [19]). We approximated this integral term by the
area of a triangle CSiI in height and  CSi /  x | x=0 / 2 in gradient of hypotenuse, on the basis of
0$!z% !z0$0z%*0!./0%0%(/z.!z1/1((5z %/0.%10! z+. %*#z0+z3$0z.!/!)(!/zz+),(!)!*¥
tary error function or exponential function, and their areal density is given approximately
by the area of the triangle [21].

Equations (8-10) were solved numerically using the partial differential equation solver
ZOMBIE [22]. The oxide thickness, X_z0z!$z0%)!z/0!,z3/z+0%*! z".+)z!-^zcId^z$!z,¥
rameters related to the properties of SiO2 (DSi,DO , d, e1, e2andCSi0dz3!.!z/!0z0+z0$!z/)!z2(¥

ues as those obtained for Si oxidation [17]. The parameters concerning C interstitials
(_, hC, DC, d ¦, e1¦, e2¦andCC0) as well as the values of k0 and hSi were determined by fitting the

calculated oxide growth rates to the measured ones.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Differences in the oxidation process between C- and Si-face

Figure 3. Oxide thickness dependence of growth rates on C- and Si-faces.

Figure 3 shows the oxide growth rates observed for 4H-SiC C face at 1090°C (circles) and Si
face at 1100°C (triangles). The oxide growths were executed under dry oxygen ambient at a
pressure of 1 atm. The experimental details can be found in the references [8, 9, 10]. Also
shown in the figure are the growth rates given by the Si and C emission model (blue solid
lines), the Si emission model, and the model that does not take account of both Si and C
emission, i.e., the D-G model (red broken line and black double broken line, respectively).
We note that the same parameters were used for these three SiC oxidation models.
Figure 3 shows that the Si and C emission model reproduces the experimental values for
+0$z0$!zz* z%z"!/z!00!.z0$*z0$!z+0$!.z03+z)+ !(/^z *z,.0%1(._z0$!z %,z%*z0$!z0$%'¥
ness dependence of the growth rate seen around 20 nm for the C-face and 10 nm for the Siface, which cannot be reproduced by the Si emission model or the D-G model no matter
how well the calculation are tuned, can be well reproduced by the Si and C emission model.
These results suggest that the C interstitials play an important role in the reduction of the
oxidation rate, similarly to the role of the Si interstitials. Moreover, from the fact that the
drop in growth rate in the initial stage of oxidation is larger for the Si and C emission model
than in the case of taking only Si emission into account, we found that the accumulation of C
interstitials is faster than that of Si interstitials and that the accumulation of C interstitials is
more effective in the thin oxide regime.
/z)!*0%+*! z%*z!^zE^D_z0$!z#.+30$z.0!z%*z0$!z0$%'z+4% !z.!#%)!z%/z !0!.)%*! z5z0$!z,.¥
abolic rate constant B as is obvious if we consider the condition that A 2X for eqs. (1, 4).
Song et al.z,.+,+/! zz)+ %"%! z!(w.+2!z)+ !(z0$0z0'!/z0$!z+10w %""1/%+*z+"zz%*0+z¥
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count by modifying the parabolic rate constant B by a factor of 1.5 (called 'normalizing factor'
eEFfd_z* z0$.+1#$z0$%/z)+ !(_z0$!5z!4,(%*! z0$!z+4% 0%+*z,.+!//z+"z%z%*z0$!z,.+(%z+4¥
% 0%+* z .0! z .!#%)! z eJf^ z +. z 0$! z % z * z  z !)%//%+* z )+ !(_ z 0$! z *+.)(%6%*# z "0+. z +..!¥
sponds to the coefficient of the oxidant shown in eq. (7), i.e. (2  hSi  hC  _ / 2). Since Song's

model assumed that there is no interfacial atomic emission (i.e. hSi = hC = 0) and carbonaceous
products consist of only CO (i.e. _ = 1), for this case, the coefficient of the oxidant in eq. (7)
equals 1.5, which is the same as the normalizing factor. Actually, our experiments revealed
this coefficient to be 1.53 [19], which is almost equal to the measured value from Song et al.
Therefore, our results support the assumption in the Song's model that _ = 1 and we believe
that the obtained B values to be different from that of Si oxidation [5, 7, 23, 24] despite the
fact that the native oxide is SiO2 regardless of Si and SiC were due to the contribution from
z,.+ 10%+*z%*z%z+4% 0%+*^z$%(!z%*z0$!z/!z+"z0$!z%w"!_z/%*!z0$!z%*"(1!*!z+"z+45¥
gen diffusion was significant at thicknesses above several µm as seen in Fig. 3, we could not
determine the value of_. The value of _ is thought to depend on the areal density of carbon
in the substrate. Thus, we regard the _ value of the Si-face as equal to that of C-face.
The parameters to be different between C- and Si-face in the deduced values werehSi, hC, and

k0. In next section, we will discuss the temperature dependence of these three parameters.

Figure 4. Oxide thickness dependence of oxide growth rates at various oxidation temperatures for (0001̄)C-face. The
circles and the solid curves denote measured growth rates and calculated ones, respectively.

3.2. Oxidation rate at various oxidation temperatures
Figure 4 shows the oxide growth rates as a function of oxide thickness, observed for the dry
oxidation of C-face at various oxidation temperatures (circles) and those given by the Si and
C emission model (the solid curves) [25]. The figure indicates that the Si and C emission
model reproduces the oxide growth rate curves for all of the temperatures measured. As
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mentioned above, some articles have suggested that [7, 23, 26fz0$!z%z+4% 0%+*z*z!z !¥
scribed by using the D-G model. However, there are several issues in the application of D-G
model to SiC oxidation, in which unreasonable parameter values are needed to fit to the
measured oxide growth rates. For example, the activation energy of parabolic oxidation-rate
constant B for SiC Si-face and (112̄0)_ -face significantly different from that for Si is required
to fit the growth rate curve despite the fact that both of oxides on SiC and Si are SiO2. In
accordance with Si and C emission model, on the contrary, the oxide growth rates of SiC for
all of the temperatures measured can be derived using just the same diffusivities as those for
Si regardless of oxidation temperatures. This shows that the Si and C emission model is
more valid than the D-G model to explain SiC oxidation process.

Figure 5. Oxide thickness dependence of oxide growth rates at various oxidation temperatures for (0001)Si-face. The
circles and the solid curves denote measured growth rates and calculated ones, respectively.

Figure 5 /$+3/z0$!z+4% !z#.+30$z.0!/z"+.z%w"!z/zz"1*0%+*z+"z0$!z+4% !z0$%'*!//z0z2.%¥
ous oxidation temperatures. The calculated curves also well agree with the measured data.
The figure indicates that the values obtained are almost constant in the larger thickness
.*#!z%*z0$%/z/01 5z0z*5z+4% 0%+*z0!),!.01.!^z$!z.!/+*z"+.z0$%/z+*/0*0z0$%'*!//z !¥
pendence is that, in the case of Si-face, interfacial reaction rate-limiting step continues up to
several µm in oxide thickness, as revealed in Sec. 3.1.
Figure 6 shows the temperature dependence of Si and C emission ratios (hSiandhC_z .!/,!¥

tively) and initial interfacial reaction rate (k0) for C- and Si-face deduced from the curve fits.

The figure indicates that the activation energies of hSiand hC are comparable between these
polar faces, but the values of them for Si-face are larger than those for C-face, in particular,
the hSi for Si-face is remarkably large. It is noted that the hSi values for C-face were just the

same as those for Si(100)face. On the other hand, the activation energy of k0 is a little larger

for Si-face, while the k0 values for these faces approach each other as elevating temperature.
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Figure 6. Arrehnius plots of%Si, %C, and k0 (circles, squares, and triangles, respectively) for Si- and C-face.

In the simulation for Si oxidation, Uematsu et al. have found that the hSi depends on surface
orientation of the substrate [17]. Therefore, it is possible that the differences in hSi and hC also
appear between SiC C- and Si-face. Obviously, a high Si emission ratio leads to a low oxide
growth rate, as shown in eqs. (5, 8). Therefore, it is considered that the high Si emission ratio
is one of the causes for the low oxidation rate for Si-face [28]. Uematsu et al. also found that
the k0 also depends on surface orientation, which is probably due to the difference in surface
density of the Si-Si bonds available for the reaction with oxidants [17]. In the case of SiC, the
areal density of such reaction-available bonds on Si-face is lower than that on C-face by a
factor of three, which is roughly coincident with the difference in observed data (%#^zId^z¥
cording to the report from Ref. [27], in the cases of extremely high oxidation temperature
(~1500°C), the oxide growth rate is comparable between C- and Si-face, which is different
from the fact that the oxide growth rates for the C-face are about eight times larger than
those for the Si-face in the several 10 nm thickness region at around 1100°C and atmospheric
oxygen pressure. We consider that such a high temperature oxidation proceeds with another
mechanism such as 'active oxidation' (i.e. oxidizing with evaporation), so that the substrate
orientation does not affect the oxidation process any more.
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for SiC
# ' cm3 · s1

* 5 × 108

DC cm2 · s1

2.0 × 109exp(  0.57eV/kB T )

$1' cm3 · s1

1.04 × 1015exp(  1.55eV/kB T )

$2' cm6 · s1

1.04 × 1032exp(  1.55eV/kB T )

CC0 cm3

3.6 × 1023exp(  1.07eV/kB T )
common values

# cm3 · s1

5 × 108

DSi cm2 · s1

8.1 × 102exp(  3.43eV/kB T )

$1 cm3 · s1

1.46 × 1014exp(  1.55eV/kB T )

$2 cm6 · s1

1.46 × 1031exp(  1.55eV/kB T )

DO cm2 · s1

1.3 × 102exp(  1.64eV/kB T )

CSi0 cm3

3.6 × 1024exp(  1.07eV/kB T )

CO0 cm3

5.5 × 1016

*Assumed value
Table 1. Arrehnius equations used for the calculations of SiC oxide growth rate. The common values for SiC and Si are
extracted from the reference [17].

In the oxide growth calculations, we gave the same parameters to C- and Si-face in the case
that the parameters are related to SiO2 (i.e. d ¦, DC, e1¦, e2¦, andCC0). Through the curve fits for
various oxidation temperatures, we obtained their Arrehnius equations. Table 1 addresses
the Arrehnius equations for these common parameters such as DC as well as those related to
the properties of SiO2 from Ref. [17]. It is noticed that the self-diffusivities of Si and O (DSiSD
andDOSD, respectively, in Ref. [17]) have been transformed to ordinary diffusivities. Looking
at the table, the activation energy of DC (0.57 eV) seems to be small. Indeed, ab-initio studies
have reported the energy between 2-3 eV [29f^z!z/1,,+/!z"+.z0$%/z %/.!,*5z0$0z+1.z+¥
tained value originates from not a segregation but a migration, that is, it is the diffusivity for
z0+)/z0$0z %""1/!z/z%*0!./0%0%(/^z+0!z0$0z0$!z(1(0! z#.+30$z.0!/z.!z-1%0!z%*/!*/%¥
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tive to the variation of d and d ¦z3$!*z0$!/!z2(1!/z.!z(.#!z!*+1#$z0+z/%*'z((z0$!z%*0!./0%¥

tials that reach the oxide surface.

3.3. Oxidation rate at various oxygen partial pressures

To determine the oxygen pressure dependence of the SiC oxidation process, ex-situz)!/1.!¥

ments from 10-3 to 4 atm have been carried out [23, 27]. However, both of these studies did

not examine the initial oxidation process in detail, partly because in-situz.!(w0%)!z+/!.2¥

tions were not possible. We performed in-situ real-time measurements at reduced partial

,.!//1.!/z !03!!*z C^Dz * z D^Cz 0)_z * z "+1* z 0$!z ,.!/!*!z +"z 0$!z %*%0%(z #.+30$z .0!z !*¥

hancement to be similar to the case at atmospheric pressure [10]. Recently, we observed the

SiC oxidation process under low oxygen partial pressures down to 0.02 atm to examine the

initial stage of oxidation in more detail [11, 30].
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Figure 7. Oxide growth rates as a function of oxide thickness at various oxygen partial pressures on (0001̄) C-face (a)
and (0001) Si-face (b). The dashed lines are fitted to the experimental data using exponential functions.

Oxide thickness dependence of the oxide growth rates on 4H-SiC C-face (a) and Si-face (b)
are shown in Fig. 7. As seen in the figure, we could obtain growth rate data in the extremethin oxide region down to a few nm more precisely by reducing the oxygen partial pressure
less than 0.1 atm, compared with the case of measurements above 0.1 atm. For both faces,
the oxide thickness dependence of growth rate less than 0.1 atm are basically similar to
those of above 0.1 atm even if the partial pressure is lowered to 0.02 atm. Namely, just after
0$!z +4% 0%+*z /0.0/_z 0$!z +4% !z #.+30$z .0!z .,% (5z !.!/!/z * z 0z .+1* z Jz *)z %*z 0$%'¥
ness, the deceleration rate changes to gentle one (hereafter each oxidation stage is denoted
as rapid and gentle deceleration stage, respectively). Because the growth rates at each of the
deceleration stage well ride on a straight line in a semi-log plot (shown by dashed lines in
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%#^zJdz%*z.!/,!0%2!z/0#!_z0$!z+4% !z0$%'*!//z !,!* !*!z+"z+4% !z#.+30$z.0!z*z!z,¥
proximated by a sum of the two exponential functions [11], as,

/

/

dX
= Rr exp(  X L r ) + Rg exp(  X L g )
dt
where, Rr and Rg (Rr

(11)

Rg ) are pre-exponential constants, and L r and L g (L r < L g dz.!z$.¥

acteristic lengths for the deceleration of oxide growth rate in each oxidation stage. The first
and the second terms represent the rapid and gentle deceleration stage, respectively. -1¥
tion (11) means that, in the thin oxide regime, the oxide growth occurs by two ways and
these proceed not in series but in parallel because the growth rate is given by the sum of two
terms and is determined mainly by the faster one in each stage. Obviously, the L r and L

g

values correspond to the gradients of the fitted line in the rapid and gentle deceleration
stage, respectively. As shown in Fig. 7, the L r z2(1!z !.!/!/z3%0$z !.!/%*#z,.0%(z,.!/¥
sure, which corresponds to the more remarkable rapid deceleration. In contrast, the L

g

2(¥

ue is almost constant regardless of the partial pressure. This suggests that the oxidation
process is different between the rapid and gentle deceleration stage. It is noted that the
thickness at which the deceleration rate changes from rapid one to gentle one (termed 'X c ')
is almost constant around 7 nm regardless of oxygen partial pressure and surface polarity.
*z0$!z/!z+"z%z+4% 0%+*_zz.,% z !!(!.0%+*z/0#!z$/z(/+z!!*z+/!.2! z&1/0z"0!.z+4% ¥
tion starts, and the thickness corresponding to X c is also almost independent of the oxygen
partial pressure, though the growth rates at X c depend on the oxygen partial pressure [13,
31]. Therefore, it can be stated that X c is determined only by the thickness of the oxide layer
for both the Si and SiC oxidation cases.
As mentioned above, the existence of a rapid deceleration stage in the oxide growth rate just
after oxidation starts (X<10 nm) has been observed also for Si oxidation [13, 31]. However, in
the investigations on Si oxidation mechanisms, the cause for the rapid deceleration has not
been clarified yet, so far. For SiC oxidation, Yamamoto et al.z$2!z0.%! z0+z.!,.+ 1!z0$!z+¥
served data using the Massoud's empirical equation [13]. Here, we will discuss the reasons
why two deceleration stages exist in the thickness dependence of oxide growth rate, based
on the Si and C emission model [19].
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Figure 8. Oxygen partial pressure dependence of the initial growth rate, Rr MF>ADD=<KQE:GDK 9F<L@=?=FLD=<=;=D=J9s
tion growth rate, Rg (filled symbols), on C-face (circles) and Si-face (triangles).

We fitted the experimental data at each partial pressure with two straight lines, as shown by
the dashed lines in Fig. 7, and derived the initial growth rate of the two deceleration stages,
Rr andRg , by extrapolating the straight line to X=0 in the rapid and the gentle deceleration
stage, respectively. It is noticed that the meanings of Rr and Rg are the same as those in eq.

(11). Figure 8 shows the oxygen partial pressure dependence of Rr and Rg _z !*+0! z5z1*"%(¥

(! z* z"%((! z/5)+(/_z.!/,!0%2!(5_z+*z0$!zwzc%.(!/dz* z%w"!/zc0.%*#(!/d^z%*!z0$!z+4¥
ide growth in thin thickness region was too fast to follow spectroscopic ellipsometry
measurements in the case of 1 atm on C-face, we could not obtain the values of oxide
growth rate in the rapid deceleration stage accurately, and thus the value of Rr for C face at
1 atm was not shown in this figure. The broken line in Fig. 8 shows the line proportional to
oxygen partial pressure and fitted to the Rg data for C-face. For the both polar faces, the data

points of Rg ride almost on the line, suggesting that Rg is proportional to partial pressure,
though, for Si-face, Rg becomes slightly smaller as seen from the linear relation approaching

1 atm. It should be noted that the rates are almost equal to each other between C- and Sifaces at low pressure region, which is strangely different from the fact that the oxide growth
rates for C-face are about eight times larger than those for Si-face at atmospheric oxygen
pressure. If the oxide grows chiefly at the interface, the oxide growth rate dX/dt is rewritten
by using eq. (6) as follows:
N0

dX
 kCOI
dt

(12)

The value of k is unlikely to depend on oxygen partial pressure because it corresponds to the
rate that one SiC molecule is changed to one SiO2 molecule, which should not depend on p.

In the thin oxide regime discussed here, the interface oxygen concentration COI *z !z !4¥
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pressed as COI  pCO0 by Henry's low. Therefore, R, the growth rate when the oxide thickness

X approaches 0, should be proportional to p_z 3$%$z %/z %*z #++ z #.!!)!*0z 3%0$z 0$!z !4,!.%¥
mental results in the gentle deceleration stage, i.e. Rg . Based on the Si emission model for Si

oxidation (the Si and C emission model for SiC), the interface reaction rate k decreases with
proceeding of oxidation due to the accumulation(s) of Si interstitials (Si and C interstitials).
As the number of the accumulated atoms should increase with the proceeding of oxidation
and thus is proportional to the quantity of oxidized molecules, i.e., thickness of the oxide X,
the variation in k may be approximately given as an exponential function of X in the form of
Cexp(  X / L ), where C and Lz.!z0$!z,.!w!4,+*!*0%(z0!.)z* z$.0!.%/0%z(!*#0$_z.!/,!¥
tively, related to the accumulation(s) of Si (Si and C) interstitials at the interface. From these
considerations as well as the fact that Rg is proportional to p, the gentle deceleration of oxide

#.+30$z.0!z*z!z00.%10! z0+z0$!z1)1(0%+*c/dz+"z%zc%z* zdz%*0!./0%0%(/z*!.z0$!z%*¥
terface, and given approximately asdX / dt  Rg exp(  X / L g ), which is coincident with the
second term in eq. (11).

If the initial growth rate Rr in the rapid deceleration stage is also followed by eq. (12), it can
be expressed thatRr = k0¦COI / N 0, where k0¦ is the interfacial reaction rate when oxidation

starts. As the value of k0¦ is also unlikely to depend on oxygen partial pressure, Rr should be

also proportional to oxygen pressure. While, as seen in Fig. 8, Rr is not proportional to p,

though it decreases with decreasing p in the low p region. Also in the case of Si oxidation,
the experimental data show almost no dependency of Rr with respect to p [13]. Here, we

consider the reason why Rr is not proportional to but almost independent of oxygen partial
pressure both for Si and SiC oxidation.

It has been considered that oxide growth occurs only or mainly at the Si-oxide (SiC-oxide)
interface, so far. However, according to the interfacial Si emission model [14, 17fz"+.z%z+4%¥
dation and the Si and C emission model [19] for SiC oxidation, Si atoms (Si and C atoms)
emit into the oxide layer, and some of which meet with oxidant inside the oxide to form
SiO2. When the thickness of the oxide is very thin, a part of the emitted Si atoms can go
0$.+1#$z0$!z+4% !z(5!.z* z.!$z0$!z+4% !z/1."!_z* z0$!*z.!z%*/0*0(5z+4% %6! _z.!/1(0¥
ing in the formation of a SiO2 layer on the oxide surface. Therefore, there are two oxide
growth processes other than the interfacial oxide growth, i.e., the oxide formation due to the
oxidations of Si interstitials on the oxide surface and inside the oxide, and the total growth
rate is given by the sum of these three oxidation processes, as revealed in eq. (6). In the case
of oxidation inside the oxide, the possibility that an emitted Si interstitial encounter oxygen
inside the oxide should be proportional to the oxygen concentration in the oxide. Therefore,
this oxidation process should be proportional to p likeRg , and thus, can be excluded as a
candidate of the origin ofRr . In contrast, in the case of oxidation on the oxide surface, the

amount of oxygen is thought to be enough to oxidize all the Si atoms emitted and appearing
on the surface, because the number of oxygen molecules impinging onto the surface from
the gaseous atmosphere is several orders larger than that of emitted Si atoms transmitted
through oxide even if the oxygen pressure is as low as 0.02 atm1. Therefore, the oxide
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#.+30$z.0!z"+.z0$!z+4% 0%+*z+*z0$!z+4% !z/1."!z/$+1( z!z%* !,!* !*0z+"z0$!z+45#!*z,.¥
tial pressure, which is in good agreement with the behavior ofRr . Besides, the possibility

0$0z %z %*0!./0%0%(/z #+z 0$.+1#$z 0$!z +4% !z * z .!$z 0$!z +4% !z /1."!z %/z +*/% !.! z 0+z !¥
crease rapidly with increasing oxide thickness, and can be given as a form ofexp(  X / L r ),

where L r ( < L g dz%/z0$!z!/,!z !,0$z+"z%z0+)/z".+)z0$!z+4% !z(5!.^z.+)z0$!/!z+*/% !.¥

tions, the rapid deceleration stage of oxide growth rate observed just after oxidation starts is
thought to be due to oxidation of Si interstitials on the oxide surface. The value of X c +¥

tained from the experiments, around 7 nm, indicates that the escape depth of Si from the
oxide is estimated to be several nm at 1100°C.
As has been mentioned above, in the rapid deceleration stage, the growth rate is determined
with the oxidation rate of the emitted Si interstitials on the oxide surface (termed 'surface
oxide growth'), while in the gentle deceleration stage, it is determined by the oxidation rate
at the SiC-oxide interface and that of the emitted Si interstitials inside the SiO2 layer (termed
'interfacial oxide growth' and 'internal oxide growth', respectively). The surface oxide
growth rate depends little on partial pressure and, in contrast, the interfacial and internal
oxide growth rates are proportional to partial pressure. It is therefore predicted from these
pressure dependence that the rapid deceleration becomes more remarkable (i.e. the smaller
L r ) at lower partial pressures, which is confirmed in Fig. 7. In addition, the reason why the

#.+30$z.0!/z%*z0$!z.,% z !!(!.0%+*z/0#!z0z(+3z,.!//1.!/z.!z*+0z/+z)1$z %""!.!*0z!¥
tween C- and Si-faces is that the surface oxide growth is dominant to the oxide growth in
0$%/z/0#!_z/+z0$0z0$!z+4% 0%+*z+*z0$!z+4% !z/1."!z)5z,.+!! z%* !,!* !*0(5z+"z0$!z/1.¥
face polarity.

Figure 9. Oxide growth rates as a function of oxide thickness at various oxygen partial pressures on (0001̄) C-face (a)
and (0001) Si-face (b). The solid lines denote growth rates given by the Si and C emission model [19].

1 The oxygen flux impinging from a gaseous atmosphere of pressure p to the solid surface is 3x1022p[m-2s-1]. Since the
areal density of Si atoms on SiO2 is about 8x1018[m-2], the flux in the case that p=0.02 atm corresponds to 75
[monolayer/s], which is the oxygen flux necessary for the oxide growth rate of 105 nm/h.
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Figure 9 compares the observed oxide growth rates at various oxygen partial pressures on
SiC (0001̄dzw"!zcdz* zcCCCDdz%w"!zcdz3%0$z0$!z#.+30$z.0!/z#%2!*z5z0$!z%z* zz!)%/¥
sion model (solid lines). It is noted that all the parameters used in the calculations other than
the solubility limit of oxygen in SiO2 2 z.!z0$!z/)!z.!#. (!//z+"z,.0%(z,.!//1.!/^z$!z"%#¥
ures indicate that the calculated curves successfully reproduce the observed growth rates
though restricted in the gentle deceleration region and that the calculated curves show the
rapid reduction more remarkable as the higher partial pressure, which is opposite tendency
0+z0$0z+"z0$!z+/!.2! z 0^z(/+z%*z0$!z/!z+"z%z+4% 0%+*_z0$!z%*0!."%(z%z!)%//%+*z)+ ¥
!(zeDG_zDJfz**+0z.!,.+ 1!z0$!z#.+30$z.0!z%*z0$!z0$%*z+4% !z.!#%+*z0z/1w0)+/,$!.%z,.!/¥
sure, as pointed out by Farjas and Roura [31]. We consider that the accurate description for
0$!z/1."!z+4% !z#.+30$z)5z %//+(2!z0$!z %/#.!!)!*0z!03!!*z0$!z(1(0! z* z+¥
/!.2! z+4% !z#.+30$z.0!/z%*z0$!z/!/z+"z(+3z,.0%(z,.!//1.!/^z+z2!.%"5z0$%/z% !_z3!z/!,¥
rately calculated the oxide growth rate on the surface, inside the SiO2 layer, and at the SiCSiO2 interface (denoted asF sur, F ox, andF int, respectively) using the Si and C emission model.

Figure 10. Simulated oxide growth rates on the surface, inside the SiO2 layer, and at the SiC-SiO2 interface (F sur, F ox,
andF int, respectively) at 0.1 and 0.01 atm on Si-face.

Figure 10 shows the calculation results ofF sur, F ox, and F int at 0.1 and 0.01 atm on Si-face. The

figure indicates that the F sur curve for 0.01 atm is much higher than that for 0.1 atm by a

factor of about 5 orders, though the F sur is still lower thanF int. This result confirms that the

low pressure oxidation enhances the oxide growth on the surface, as discussed above, which
is probably due to the reduction in the oxygen concentration at the interface and inside the
oxide. Conversely, the F ox and F int curves for 0.01 atm are lower than those for 0.1 atm by

factors of 2 orders and 1 order, respectively. Since the F int is higher than F ox in general, it is
2 The corresponding solubility limit of oxygen is derived by multiplying partial pressure by that for 1 atm, i.e., CO0 = p × CO0
(1 atm).
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found that the growth rate in the gentle deceleration stage to be proportional to pressure is
due to the proportional increase inF int. Moreover, a careful look confirms the deceleration of
F int in the very-thin oxide region (ca.< 5 nm) to be enhanced as elevating the pressure, which

has been seen in the calculated curves in Fig. 9. Therefore, it is necessary for the Si and C
!)%//%+*z)+ !(_z/z3!((z/z"+.z0$!z%*0!."%(z%z!)%//%+*z)+ !(z0$0z*z,,.+,.%0!z !/.%,¥
0%+*z"+.z0$!z+4% !z#.+30$z+*z0$!z/1."!z%/z%*0.+ 1! z0+z0$!z)+ !(z/+z/z0+z!*$*!z0$!z/1.¥
face growth rate in the initial oxidation region up to over the interfacial growth rate.
3.4. Discussion on Si and C emission phenomenon and its relation to the interface layer
+z"._z3!z/,!%"5z0$!z+4% 0%+*z)!$*%/)z+"z%z".+)z0$!z2%!3,+%*0z+"z0$!z%z* zz!)%/¥
/%+*z ,$!*+)!*+*^z *z 0$%/z /!0%+*_z 3!z 3%((z %/1//z 0$!z /0.101.!z * z 0$!z "+.)0%+*z )!$¥
nism of the interface layer between SiC-SiO2, which has been considered as the crucial issue
for the practical use of SiC-MOSFET, in the light of interfacial Si and C emission.
*z,.!2%+1/z3+.'_z3!z$2!z"+1* z0$0zeFE_zFFfz0$!z,$+0+*z!*!.#5z !,!* !*!z+"z0$!z+,0%¥
cal constants n and k of the interface layer derived from the complex dielectric constants
between 2 and 6 eV, covering the direct interband transition energy E0 of 4H-SiC of 5.65
eV, is similar to that of bulk 4H-SiC, though the absolute values of n are about 1 larger
0$*z0$+/!z+"z%zeFGf^z!z(/+z"+1* z".+)z0$!z.!(z0%)!z+/!.20%+*z+"z%z+4% 0%+*z,.+¥
ess using an in-situz/,!0.+/+,%z!((%,/+)!0.5z0$0zeFCfz0$!z%*0!."!z(5!.z0$%'*!//z%*.!/¥
es with increasing oxide thickness and saturates around 1.5 nm at the oxide thickness of
around 7 nm, and the refractive indices of the layer are also saturated at around 7 nm in
oxide thickness to the similar values obtained from ex-situ measurements. The similarity
in the energy dispersion of the optical constants of the interface layers suggests that the
interface layer is not a transition layer between SiC and SiO2, such as SiOx or SiCxOy^z0$¥
er, it is a layer having a modified structure and/or composition compared to SiC, such as
a stressed or interstitials-incorporated SiC layer, locating not on the SiO2 side but the SiC
side of the SiC-oxide interface.
According to the results from the real time observation [30f_z0$!z0$%'*!//z0z3$%$z0$!z%*0!.¥
face layer thickness and the refractive index become constant (i.e., 7 nm) is determined not
from the surface polarity or oxygen partial pressure but from the oxide thickness. The Si and
C emission model describes this behavior by considering that Si and C atoms are emitted
into both directions of the SiC-oxide interface accompanying oxidation at the interface, i.e.,
%*0+z*+0z+*(5z0$!z+4% !z(5!.z10z(/+z0$!z%z(5!.zc/!!z%#^zEd_z* z1)1(0%+*z+"z%*0!./0%¥
tial Si and/or C atoms emitted into the SiC substrate may form a layer having similar optical
,.+,!.0%!/z/z%z10z(.#!.z.!".0%2!z%* %!/z+),.! z0+z%^z%*!z1)1(0%+*z+"z%*0!.¥
stitials is linked to the growth of the oxide, it is considered that growth of the interface layer
is saturated at some intrinsic oxide thickness even if the oxygen pressure is changed. Takaku
et al. $2!z"+1* z".+)z0$!z.!(z0%)!z+/!.20%+*z0$0z0$!z1/!z+"z.!(0%2!(5z(+3z+4% 0%+*z0!)¥
perature or oxygen pressure leads to no formation of the interface layer [35], which can be
explained by considering that the accumulations of Si and/or C interstitials are prevented by
lowering the temperature or pressure.
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Hashimoto et al. $2!z"+1* z0$0z0$!.!z%/zz/0.+*#z+..!/,+* !*!z!03!!*z0$!z.!".0%2!z%*¥
!4z+"z0$!z%*0!."!z(5!.z* z%*0!."!z/00!z !*/%05z+0%*! z".+)z0$!z z,%0+./z".%¥
cated on the same sample for ellipsometry measurements [32]. Hence, we believed that the
1)1(0%+*/z+"z%z* zz%*0!./0%0%(/z*!.u0z0$!z%*0!."!z.!z(+/!(5z.!(0! z0+z0$!z"+.)¥
tion of interface states. According to the report from Afanasev et al. [36f_zz#.,$%0!w(%'!z.¥
bon layer forms near/at the interface, which causes interface states over the whole range of
forbidden energy band and, in addition, an intrinsic SiO2 defect (NIT: near interface trap),
presumably originating from oxygen deficiency, exists regardless of Si or SiC-polytypes and
gives rise to the interface states in the vicinity of the 4H-SiC conduction band edge, which
cause a channel degradation in MOSFETs. Since the oxygen deficiency can be regarded as a
Si interstitial in SiO2, Si (Si and C) emission into SiO2 layer may be the origin for this SiO2
defect. According to the ab-initio studies performed by Knaup et al. [37], the origin of NITs is
Si interstitials or C dimers originating from C interstitials inside SiO2. They also reported
that C dimers in the SiC-side give rise to interface states at the energy range between mid
gap and valence band edge. On the other hand, according to the ab-initio /01 %!/z".+)z!¥
vynck et al. [38], C-C pair in SiC originating from C interstitials and a Si-C-O structure give
rise to a broad peak of interface state density, and a Si2-C-O structure give rise to a sharp
peak near the conduction band edge, which is compatible with NIT. Cochrane et al. have
,!."+.)! z*z(!0.%((5z !0!0! z)#*!0%z.!/+**!zc dz0!$*%-1!/z* z"+1* z%z2¥
cancies (or C dangling bonds) in the SiC-side near the interface [40], which is presumably
00.%10! z0+z0$!z%z!)%//%+*z 1.%*#z+4% 0%+*^z!.5z.!!*0(5_z$!*z* z*0!(% !/z$2!z.!¥
ported that they identified the origin of interface states that degrade the SiC MOS channel
mobility as 'C di-interstitials', which are formed by a combination of the two C interstitials
injected into the SiC [41]. Accordingly, we tried to simulate the formation of the interface
layer based on the diffusion theory and, as a result, the calculations reproduced the interface
layer with the thickness of around 1 nm [39], which agrees with the values often reported
[18, 34, 39f^z*535_z3!z3+1( z(%'!z0+z!),$/%6!z$!.!z0$0z"1.0$!.z1* !./0* %*#z+"z0$!z%*¥
terfacial Si and C emission phenomenon during oxidation of SiC might be the key to realize
the intrinsic performances of SiC MOSFETs.
Finally, we would like to introduce a recent innovation using oxidation about elimination of
point defects. Hiyoshi and Kimoto invented an epoch-making idea, in which as-grown
deep-level states such as a Z1/2 center can be eliminated by oxidation of SiC substrates [43].
Taking into account the report from Storasta et al. [44] in which the origin of Z1/2 is perhaps
C vacancy, Hiyoshi and Kimoto considered the mechanism of deep-level state elimination
by oxidation as follows: The excess silicon and carbon interstitials may be generated at the
oxidizing interface, and a part of the emitted silicon and carbon interstitials may diffuse into
the epilayer, and consequently, recombination of the interstitials with vacancies present in
the epilayers may take place [45]. Therefore, the Si and C emission surely takes place during
+4% 0%+*z* z0$!z/1.2!5z+"z%z* zz%*0!./0%0%(z)+2!)!*0z%/z2!.5z%),+.0*0z0+z10%(%6!z0$!.¥
mal oxidation as a device fabrication process, e.g. Ref. [46f_z!2!*z%*z0$!z !2!(+,)!*0/z%*z%¥
polar devices of over 10 kV class. Very recently, we found that stacking-faults are formed or
extended by thermal oxidation, which is perhaps induced by the interfacial strain due to
thermal oxidation [47].
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4. Conclusion
We review the oxidation mechanism of SiC and the formation of the interface layer between
SiC and SiO2^z $+1#$z )+/0z +"z .0%(!/z $2!z .!,+.0! z 0$0z 0$!z !(w.+2!z )+ !(z (/+z !¥
scribes the SiC oxidation process, we pointed out the discrepancy in the application of DealGrove model, in which the oxide growth rate in the thin oxide region cannot be reproduced
with this model. Aimed at the elucidation of SiC oxidation process in this thin oxide region,
we proposed a kinetic model that accounts for SiC oxidation, termed the 'Si and C emission
model', and showed that the model well reproduces the oxide growth rate over the entire
0$%'*!//z.*#!z%*(1 %*#z0$!z0$%*z+4% !z.!#%+*z"+.z+0$z0$!zz* z%z"!/^z$!z.!/1(0/z%* %¥
cated that the oxidation and emission of C and the emission of Si all need to be taken into
+1*0z 0+z !/.%!z 0$!z +4% !z #.+30$z ,.+!//z %*z %^z z +),.%/+*z +"z 0$!z ,.)!0!./z +¥
0%*! z"+.z0$!zz* z%z"!/z".+)z0$!z1.2!z"%0/z.!2!(! z0$0z0$!z %""!.!*!/z%*z%*%0%(z%*0!.¥
facial reaction rate and Si emission ratio are contributing to the large difference in oxide
growth rate between these polar faces.
!z0.%! z0+z,,(5z0$!z%z* zz!)%//%+*z)+ !(z0+z0$!z+4% !z#.+30$z.0!z 0z0z2.%+1/z+4%¥
dation temperatures and found that the model reproduces the oxide growth rate curves for
((z+"z0$!z0!),!.01.!/z)!/1.! z"+.z+0$z+"z0$!z%wz* zw"!/^z+),.%*#z3%0$z0$!z,.)¥
eters deduced from the curve fits, we discussed the differences in oxidation process between
Si- and C-face. We also showed the parameters obtained in this study, some of which such
as a diffusivity and solubility limit of C in SiO2 were firstly reported.
We have studied the oxygen partial pressure dependence of the SiC oxidation process on
the Si- and C-faces. The oxide thickness dependence of the growth rate at sub-atmospheric
oxygen partial pressures down to 0.02 atm show that, just after oxidation starts, the oxide
growth rate rapidly decreases and the deceleration-rate changes to a gentle mode at around
Jz*)z%*z+4% !z0$%'*!//_z3$%$z.!z,.+(5z0$!z+4% !z/1."!z#.+30$z)+ !z* z+4% !z%*0!.¥
nal/interfacial growth mode, respectively. We tried to reproduce the pressure dependence of
oxide growth rates, however, it cannot be achieved, which is perhaps due to the inaccurate
description for the oxide growth on the oxide surface.
%*((5_z3!z %/1//! z0$!z/0.101.!z* z"+.)0%+*z)!$*%/)z+"z0$!z%x+4% !z%*0!."!z(5¥
er in terms of the Si and C emission phenomenon. We also introduced a recently invented
technology on defect using oxidation, i.e. ,+%*0z !"!0z!(%)%*0%+*z5z+4% 0%+*_z* z/1##!/0¥
ed that understanding of oxidation mechanism is also very important in the developments
of SiC bipolar devices.
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1. Introduction
Dielectrics are the materials that do not conduct current in the presence of an electric field.
$!z,,(%0%+*/z+"z0$%/z)0!.%(z%*z/!)%+* 10+.z%* 1/0.%!/z.!z2!.5z.+ z%*z2.%+1/z¥
pacities. Nowadays, extensive research and development (R&D) are in progress to grow
$%#$z-1(%05z$%#$w'z#0!z %!(!0.%/z+*z/!)%+* 10+./z/1."!^z,,(%0%+*/z%*(1 !z!40!* ¥
ing the limit of transistor gate capacitance beyond that of ultra thin silicon dioxide (SiO2)
and to improve the gate dielectric reliability in wide band gap semiconductor devices. SiO2
is one of the best gate dielectric, which is continuously investigated rigorously since long
(%)!z'z"+.z/%(%+*z/! z)!0(w+4% !w/!)%+* 10+.zc dz !2%!z0!$*+(+#5^z$!z0$!.¥
mally grown SiO2z +""!./z /!2!.(z '!5z  2*0#!/z %*z )%.+!(!0.+*%/z !2%!z ,.+!//%*#z %*¥
cluding thermodynamically and electrically stable high quality interface state density as
well as better electric insulation properties. New materials are endlessly researched to fulfill
the limitation of silicon across a wide spectrum of industrial applications.
%(%+*z.% !zc%dz$/z!!*z,.+2!*z0+z!z)+/0z/1%0(!z)0!.%(_z+""!.%*#z/%#*%"%*0z,+¥
0!*0%(z 2*0#!/z+0$z%*z$%#$z0!),!.01.!z/z3!((z/z$%#$z,+3!.z !2%!z0!$*+(+#5^z +.!¥
over, SiC is the only material that can be thermally oxidized to grow high quality SiO2,
which enables to fabricate the MOS structures. A large drawback of SiO2 is its low dielectric
constant, which is about 2.5 times lower than that of SiC and also poorer interface properties
at SiO2/SiC. This causes a proportionally large electric field enhancement in the dielectric
+),.! z0+z0$0z%*z0$!z/!)%+* 10+._z3$%$z%/zz.!/+*z3$5z*!3z %!(!0.%/z3%0$z %!(!¥
tric constant at least similar to that of SiC and lower interface states densities are desired for
!2%!z,,(%0%+*/^z$!.!z$2!z!!*z"!3z/1!//"1(z$%#$w'z %!(!0.%/z%*(1 %*#z/%(%+*z*%¥
tride (Si3N4), Oxynitride, aluminum nitride (AlN), hafnium dioxide (HfO2), tin oxide (SnO2),
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cesium oxide (CeO2), titanium oxide (TiO2), tungsten oxide (WO3), aluminum oxide (Al2O3),
lanthanum oxide (La2O3d_z# +(%*%1)z+4% !z* z+0$!./z$2!z!!*z00!),0! z%*z%z0!$*+(¥
+#5^z$%/z$,0!.z+2!./z0$!z/!(!0%+*z+"z#0!z %!(!0.%/_z0$!%.z,.+!//%*#_z%*0!."!z,.+,!.¥
ties, their electronic structure, flat band voltage shifts and electronic defects.

2. Selection of gate dielectrics
Most of the gate dielectrics material fallows the trend of decrement in their bandgap energy,
when the value of their dielectric constant goes towards higher end (high-k). Therefore, the
band offset alignment at the interface of gate dielectric and SiC interfaces is an important
issue while integrating a high-k gate dielectric in SiC-based devices because SiC belongs to
0$!z")%(5z+"z3% !z#,z/!)%+* 10+.zcUFz!d^z%#1.!zDz/$+3/z0$!z0!* !*5z+"z* #,z!*¥
!.#5z/zz"1*0%+*z+"z %!(!0.%z+*/0*0^z$!z* #,z!*!.#5z+"z %!(!0.%z)0!.%(z$/zz %¥
rect correlation to the leakage current through the band edge offset. Wider bandgap energy
)!*/zz!00!.z$*!z"+.zz(.#!.z+* 10%+*z+.z2(!*!z* z+""/!0/z0z0$!z%*0!."!z+"z/!)¥
iconductor and the gate dielectric. Furthermore, the band gap energy of high-k oxides (5-6
!dz%/z)+ !/0z/z*z%*/1(0+._z3$%$z)5z.!/1(0z%*z(.#!z(!'#!z1..!*0z!1/!z+"z%*/1""%¥
cient barrier height at interface. The value of low band offsets at the high-k/SiC interface
may be overcome by introducing an ultrathin SiO2 interfacial layer in between dielectric
and SiC layer (Mahapatra R., 2008). Figure 2 shows the energy band diagram of metal-gate
dielectric-SiC structures as well as stack layers of HfO2/SiO2/4H-SiC. In figure 2, HfO2 was
considered as gate dielectric while 4H-SiC was the base substrate. In a situation when the
theoretical calculations of energy band diagrams are not available, nor there are measured
differences between insulator and SiC energy bands, the size of the bandgap allows for a
rough evaluation of the probable usability of the gate dielectric. In ideal case, symmetrical
offsets for electrons and holes of the order of 2 eV, the bandgap energy of the gate dielectric
should be at least 7 eV. The mechanical and structural properties of ideal gate dielectrics are
as important as its electrical performance. The most recommended form of the materials is
mono-crystalline structures but those are often grown at very high temperatures and precise
pressures. In case of passivation, when the dielectric material is considered to be deposited
as the last processing step at low temperatures, the material should have an amorphous
+),+/%0%+*^z$%/z3+1( z,.!2!*0zz,+//%(!z1..!*0z+* 10%+*z0$.+1#$z0$!z#.%*z+1* ¥
ries of the polycrystalline material. Moreover, a lot of research is oriented towards nanocrystalline structures and application of those could provide materials with e.g. larger
* #,_z)+ %"%! z5z/)((z#.%*/z %)!*/%+*^z0$!.z)!$*%(z"!01.!z(%'!z/1."!z.+1#$¥
*!//_z,1.%05_z+.z.%#$0z/0+%$%+)!0.5z+"z%*/1(0+./z%),(%!/z0$0zz#++ z+*0.+(z+2!.z0$!z !,+/%¥
tion process and correct film uniformity is achieved. To eliminate the mechanical stress
1/! z5z !2%!z+,!.0%+*z0z$%#$z0!),!.01.!_z0$!z0$!.)(z!4,*/%+*z+!""%%!*0z* z0$!.¥
mal conductivity of the dielectric and SiC should be similar. The insulator should also be
hard, resistant to cracks and should not be influenced by the surrounding atmosphere.
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Figure 1. Variation of bandgap energy of different dielectric materials as function of its dielectric constant

Figure 2. Energy band diagram of HfO2/4H-SiC and HfO2/SiO2/4H-SiC system

However, a significant higher interface state density and inferior electrical properties were
"+1* z0z0$!z%u+4% !z%*0!."!z!1/!z+"z0$!z%*0!."!z%),!."!0%+*/^z 0z$/z!!*z !)+*¥
/0.0! z5z)*5z.!/!.$!./z0$0zz,.+,!.z**!(%*#z+"z#0!z %!(!0.%/z*z.! 1!z0$!z !*/%¥
ty of traps and passivate the defects level. The process parameters of annealing
c0!),!.01.!_z)%!*0_z0%)!z!0dz*z(/+z!zz'!5z"0+.z+*z%*0!."!z,.+,!.0%!/^z$!z%*+.¥
,+.0%+*z+"z0+)%z*%0.+#!*z/$+3/z"2+.(!z!""!0/z+*z0$!z/0.101.(z/0%(%05z+"z#0!z %!(!¥
tric layers (Chen Q., 2008). At high temperature operation the quality of gate dielectric
!#. !z/z0$!z.!/1(0z%*0!."!z,.+,!.0%!/z/$+3z0$!z,++.z,!."+.)*!^z$!.!"+.!_z0$!z1* !.¥
standing of proper band alignment and the thermal stability at the interface is critical for the
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application of high-k/SiC-base stacks for high temperature applications (Weng M-H, 2006).
Another issue of interest is surface preparation techniques prior to dielectric deposition.
There are standard process in Si technology is wet chemical etching in hydrofluridic acid
(HF) to remove the native oxide and initial impurities. Unfortunately, this procedure does
not provide much satisfactory outcome in the case of SiC as a base material. Many methods
are incorporated to clean the SiC surface. The most common method is UV light cleaning,
which has a sufficient energy to break carbon clusters that are present on the SiC surface.
+)!z/%z"!01.!/z+"z#0!z %!(!0.%_z3$%$z*z!z%),(!)!*0! z+*z%z/1."!_z.!z/z"+(¥
lows
1.

The value of dielectric constant (k) must have enough high that may be used for long
time of year of scaling.

2.

The interface of dielectric layer with SiC surface should thermally stable.

3.

It must have a sufficient barrier height and band offset with SiC surface so carrier chare
injection into its band can be minimize.

4.

It should be compatible with processing technology.

5.

It must for good and stable electrical interface with SiC surface.

3. Dielectric breakdown field
A capability to sustain a high electric field without any failure is known a dielectric strength.
The dielectric breakdown (EBRdz%/z0$!z)4%)1)z(%)%0z+"z!(!0.%z"%!( z0$0z %!(!0.%z*z0+(!.¥
ate under the influence of high supply voltage. In general dielectric field can be defined as
EBR =

VBR
d

(1)

Where VBR is the breakdown voltage and d is the dielectric thickness. Dielectric strength is
0$!z%*$!.!*0z,$!*+)!*+*z+"z %!(!0.%z)0!.%(z* z%0z)%*(5z !,!* /z+*z/0.101.(z,.+,!.¥
ties. In the development of dielectric material, growth condition (material thickness, voltage
.),z /,!! _z .%0%(z 211)_z #.+30$u !,+/%0%+*z .0!dz * z !*2%.+*)!*0(z +* %0%+*z c!)¥
perature, humidity) are very important.

4. Materials chemistry of high K oxides
4.1. Silicon dioxide (SiO2)
A high quality thin SiO2 is most popular gate dielectric from the SiC based microelectronics
industries to make the fabrication process cost effective. Various oxidation processes has
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been implemented such as dry oxidation, wet oxidation, chemical vapour deposition (CVD),
and pyrogenic oxidation in order to achieve the most suitable process to realize the SiCbased MOS structures (Gupta S.K, 2011ad^z$%/z+* %0%+*z,.+ 1! zz(+0z+"z!""+.0z%*0+z0$!z%)¥
plementation of SiO2/SiC interface, in the fabrication of MOS transistor. The intricacy of
SiO2/SiC interface, in comparison to the Si based structure, causes severe problems even
0$+1#$z0$!z)+%(%05z%/z.! 1! z5zHMz+"z0$!z0$!+.!0%(z2(1!^z$!z!/0z+4% !z-1(%05z%/z+¥
tained by the means of dry oxidation process performed at temperatures more than 1100 °C.
The growth mechanism of oxide on Si substrate is limited by the diffusion of oxygen at
SiO2u%z%*0!."!^z+3!2!._z%*z/!z+"z%z/5/0!)z0$%/z %""1/%+*z,.+!//z+1*0!**!/z %""%¥
1(0%!/z!1/!z+"z0$!z,.!/!*!z+"zz0+)/_z3$%$z.!z,.!/!*0z(+*#z3%0$z%z0+)/^z$!z¥
tual growth mechanism of SiO2 on SiC surface is not well understood yet. Hypotheses
,.+,+/!z)%#.0%+*z+"z".!!zz0+)/z%*z()+/0z!2!.5z %.!0%+*^z$!z)+/0z,.+(!z%/z+10w %""1¥
sion of CO2 or CO through the grown silicon oxide but also formation of carbon clusters at
the SiO2/SiC interface and even diffusion of C into bulk SiC are possible. (Song Y., 2004) and
his team have proposed a model of the thermal oxide growth on hexagonal SiC in the frame
of deal and grove model. The work assumes two competitive processes influencing SiO2z"+.¥
mation, one is the in-diffusion of oxygen towards the interface and the other one is the outdiffusion of CO. However, by experimental data one cannot prove that some of the carbon
atoms do not stay at the interface and form very stable carbon cluster (Kobayashi H. 2003
and Wang S., 2001). Further investigation was also carried out by of thermal oxidation and
re-oxidation with different by using different oxygen isotopes, which seems to confirm that
unknown carbon structures exist at the interface (Cantin, J.L.2004). Atomic layer deposition
(ALD) has proved a potential method for materials deposition (Leskela M., 2002). Using this
technique very well controlled growth is possible, almost atomic layer by atomic layer, of
0$!z !/%.! z /,!%!/z ".+)z #/!+1/z ,.!1./+./^z *(1'%(5_z 2!.5z "!3z ,1(%0%+*/z .!,+.0z !""%¥
cient SiO2 deposition using ALD technique on 4H-SiC substrate (Perez I., 2000). (Amy F.,
1999dz* z$%/z+z3+.'!.z$/z !,+/%0! z0$%*z%z(5!.z+*z%z/1."!z* z(0!.z0$!.)(z+4% ¥
0%+*z+"z0$!z%z(5!.z3/z,!."+.)! ^zw.5z,$+0+!(!0.+*z/,!0.+/+,5zcdz3/z"1.0$!.z!)¥
ployed to study of such an attempt on 6H-SiC and the material formed by overplayed
+4% 0%+*z/$+3/z(!//z%z* zz.!(0! z/,!%!/z%*z+),.%/+*z3%0$z0$!.)((5z+4% %6! z/)¥
ples. This method shows a less complex oxidation mechanism by comparing the case. (2¥
nas’ev V.V., 1997) and his team has performed verity of experiment to characterize the
interface properties of SiO2/SiC. Finally, this research group was investigated the basic
mechanism of interface states distribution for SiC system. In such a system the interface
traps density may arise from three main sources i.e. graphite-like carbon, carbon clusters
and oxide traps. However, a similar type of paper was again presented by the same author
in 2005 (Avanas’ev V.V., 1997). He concluded that that during 8 years of intensive studies
this complex problem of oxidation and interface properties is still unsolved. At present time
also Si and SiO2 are very useful system, but electric field strength in SiC can reach the values
10 times higher than those observed in case of Si. In case of SiC as base material the potential
barrier height between SiO2 and SiC is even smaller, indicates toward a serious problem.
Moreover, SiC based structures can operate at much more higher temperature than that of Si
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based structures. Additionally, due to poorer interface properties and low value of dielectric
constant of SiO2 is not seems to be implement in future MOS structures on SiC substrate.
4.2. Hafnium dioxide (HfO2)
HfO2 is second most promising dielectric on SiC surface after SiO2 due to its high dielectric
constant and very high breakdown voltage. A good quality and desired thickness can be
easily achieved in laboratory that is why HfO2 based MOS device are seems to me future
devices. Pure form of HfO2, and its silicate are the potential candidate SiO2 as a gate material
in a scaled down MOS technology. A continuous research and development (R&D) on this
material is considerably seems to be more advanced compared to other high-k dielectrics
(2*/j!2z^^_zDLLJaz**!.z^z ^_zECCJd^z +.!+2!._z zz$!+*#z!0z(z$/z+/!.2! zz/%#¥
nificant improvement in the performance of HfO2/SiO2z/0'z#0!z %!(!0.%z+*zGw%z/1.¥
face (Cheong K.Y., 2007). Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is the most advisable and
recommended process to deposit HfO2 (Cho M., 2002). However, large variations in growth
rate, dielectric constant, and fixed charge are reported for HfO2 !,+/%0! z +*z /%(%+*z /1¥
strate. The interface stability is one of the most important issues in the deposition process.
When HfO2 is considered to be deposited on SiC surface, the accurate knowledge of thermal
stability at elevated temperatures is a must.
4.3. Titanium dioxide (TiO2)
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) is another gate dielectric, which is explained in this chapter. The
electronic bandgap energy of this material is relatively small (3.5 eV), but dielectric constant
can be varied from 40 to 110. TiO2 exist in two important phases, Anatase and Rutile, which
depends on growth process. Rutile phase of TiO2 is the thermally stable phase that presents
the higher dielectric constant around 80. Other form i.e. Anatase is a thermally unstable
phase, which shows a lower dielectric constant. The Anatase form can be transforming to
Rutile phase by annealing the deposited material at temperatures more than 600° C. A high
leakage current values and higher interface density are the most drawback of this material,
which is unacceptable in the fabrication of transistor structure. In order to minimize these
problems it is interesting to employ a stack layer of thin SiO2 and TiO2 on SiC substrate. In
this way, the interface quality can be improved and the other problems may be minimized,
turning this material viable and very attractive to substitute the current dielectric material
on SiC surface. Variable-energy positron annihilation spectroscopy (VEPAS) was employed
to investigate the atomic scale structure of TiO2/SiO2T gate dielectric stack on 4H-SiC surface
(Coleman P.G., 2007). In this study a vacancy type defects was observed. Thin film of TiO2
film can be deposited with many techniques likes chemical vapour deposition (CVD), RF
sputtering, e-beam evaporation, metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) and
so on. The dielectric constant of TiO2 was reported to be 31, which is stable in the frequency
range from 100 Hz to 1 MH. The critical breakdown field is 3 MV/cm. TiO2 is seems to of be
very promising material in the development of gas sensors particularly Hydrogen sensors
(Weng M-H, 2006; Shafiei M., 2008)
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4.4. Aluminium oxide (Al2O3)
Aluminium oxide (Al2O3) is another gate dielectric, which has proven the demanded gate
material SiC MOS structures. This material has a broad scope in semiconductor industry
and the single crystal wafer of Al2O3 is commercially available. Crystalline form of Al2O3
%/z'*+3*z/z((! z/,,$%.!_z+.zw(2O3, z3$%$z$/z0$!z.$+)+$! .(z/5))!0.5^z$!z,¥
,(%0%+*z+"z/,,$%.!z/z,//%20%+*z)0!.%(z"+.z%z%/z2!.5z$. z 1!z0+z.5/0((%*!z)%/¥
match and polycrystalline Al2O3 may cause large leakage trough grain boundaries of
material. This material belongs to the family of wide bandgap (8.8 eV) and having the
,+0!*0%(z..%!.z+"zE^Kz!z3%0$z%z+* 10%+*z* ^z$!z(1(0! z+* 10%+*z* z+""¥
/!0 z "+. z Gw% z /5/0!) z %/ z +10 z D z !_ z 3$%$ z %/ z /)((!. z 0$* z 0$0 z +" z 0$! z )!/1.! z +* z %
system. But this value is high enough to effectively prevent carrier injection at interface.
However, amorphous form of Al2O3 z/!!)/z0+z!z*z00.0%2!z* % 0!z/zz#0!z %!(!¥
0.% z "+. z % z /! z /0.101.!/^ z $%/ z )0!.%( z )5 z ! z !,+/%0! z 5 z )*5 z %""!.!*0 z 0!$*%¥
ques such as sputtering (Jin p., 2002), plasma deposition (Werbowy A., 2000), Atomic
layer deposition LD (Gao, K.Y. 2005) and so on with the suitable gaseous inlet of the
precursors. ALD is seems to have the largest interest for fabrication of devices. K.Y. Gao
et al has demonstrated a very good result and explained very nicely (Gao, K.Y. 2005).
Post deposition annealing of Al2O3 in presence of H2 environment at 500°C demonstrates
z!""!0%2!z.! 10%+*z%*z%*0!."!z/00!/z !*/%05z%*z0$!z)% z* #,z+"z0$!zIw%^z+.( ¥
3% !z*1)!./z+"z.!/!.$!./zc2%!z ^zECCJaz$!z ^_zECCCdz.!z%*0!*/%2!(5z3+.'%*#z0+z!4¥
,(+.! z 0$! z (EFu% z %*0!."! z ,.+,!.0%!/^ z / z 0$! z .!/1(0 z 0$! z "%./0 z Gw% z  z 3%0$
Al2O3 as a gate dielectric was successfully demonstrated (Hino S., 2007).
4.5. Aluminium nitride (AlN)
Aluminium nitride (AlN) is also one of the very promising gate dielectric materials, which
can be associated with SiC system. Its lower bandgap of 6 eV in comparison with Al2O3 or
SiO2 )%#$0z!z %/,,+%*0%*#_z10zz(00%!z)%/)0$z0+z%z+"z+*(5zDM_z()+/0z0$!z/)!z0$!.¥
)(z!4,*/%+*z1,z0+zDCCCz[z* zz$%#$z %!(!0.%z+*/0*0z.!z)+.!z!*+1.#%*#^z!*!.((5_
(z%/z1/! z/zz1""!.z(5!.z,.%+.z0+z#.+3zz/0.101.!/z+*z%z/1/0.0!/^z$%/z%/z0$!z¥
sic cause for largest number of research associated with the epitaxial growth at very high
temperatures. Low temperature deposition is also possible over verity of substrate like other
techniques that are of interest for low temperature deposition of passivation layers like
0+)%z(5!.z !,+/%0%+*_zwz/,100!.%*#z,1(/! z(/!.z !,+/%0%+*^z$!.!z.!z*+0z/+z)*5z/01 ¥
ies were focused on electrical characterization of AlN layers on SiC surface. Some results,
$+3!2!._z/$+3/z/0%/"0+.5z%*/1(0%*#z,.+,!.0%!/z"+.z)+*+w.5/0((%*!z(z3%0$z!,0(!
(!'#!z1..!*0/z+"z0$!z+. !.z+"zDCwLzu)2z* zz.!' +3*z"%!( z+"z.+1* zGz u)zc*+¥
jima N., 2002). AlN/SiC interface do not shows the promising characteristics because of
$.#!z0.,,%*#z0z%*0!."!^z+3!2!.z+6+*!z(!*%*#z* z(z,.!w0.!0)!*0z+"z%z/1."!
/$+3/z z 0.!)!* +1/z %),.+2!)!*0z +"z 0$!z ,.+,!.0%!/z +"z %!(!0.%z (5!.z * z ,.+2% !/z %*0!.¥
face quality sufficient for the fabrication of MOS structures. Introduction of thin SiO2 as a
buffer layer between SiC and AlN is an additional barrier to prevent electron injection from
semiconductor to dielectric, which may further decrease leakage current. This type of stack
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layer of AlN/SiO2uIw%z3/z,.!/!*0! z%*zc%/!.%z^_zECCCdz* z.!2!(/zz(+3z$.#%*#z!"¥
fect when 100 Å SiO2 layer was used.

5. Depositions method
SiO2 can be thermally grown by Thermal oxidation and this growth processes have the great
advantage. In similar way, high K dielectric must be grown/deposited. It is well known that
deposited oxides are never as good as compared to grown one.
5.1. Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD)
*z0$!z,.+!//z+"zz/! z %!(!0.%z)0!.%(z !,+/%0%+*_z!w!)z!2,+.0%+*z* z,100!.¥
ing have been intensively used. The basis different between these two methods is the step
coverage: e-Beam shows negligible step coverage while Sputtering produce a film with good
/0!,z+2!.#!z/z/$+3*z%*z%#1.!zF^z+.)((5z,1.!z)!0(z(%'!z%_z0_z1_z%_z(z.!z !,+/%0¥
ed by e-beam evaporation method followed by an oxidation at suitable temperature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. /;@=E9LA;K@GOAF?KL=H;GN=J9?=9HGGJKL=H;GN=J9?=MKAF?= =9EE=L@G<:?GG<KL=H;GN=J9?=MKs
ing Sputtering

In the e-beam evaporation method, a focused electron beam is used to heat a metal target to
evaporate. In the high vacuum chamber, the evaporated metal radiates out from the metal
target of which some portion is deposited on the mounted substrate. Generally, the target is
placed at bottom and substrate is placed at the top of the vacuum chamber as shown in %#¥
ure 4. A method for producing highly pure, thin oxides is to evaporate metal by electron
beam (e-beam) which is highly controllable to small thickness, and to oxidize the deposited
metal by ozone or UV assisted oxidation. The advantage of this process is that it produces
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(!//z )#!z0$*z+4% !z/,100!.%*#z* z/$+1( z,.+ 1!z0$!z,1.!/0z+4% !^z10z%0z%/z*+0z*z!4¥
act method for commercial production.

Substrate

e-Beam
Vacuum
Pump

Target
Water-cooled
crucible
Thermionic
Filament

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of e-Beam evaporation system

Sputtering is generally used to deposit refractory materials, compound and alloys, which
are difficult to evaporate by e-Beam method. Sputtering exists in the category of the Physical
Vapor Deposition (PVD) process, in which metals are removed from the solid cathode. The
whole process is carried out by bombarding the cathode with positive ions emitted from
..!z#/z %/$.#!^z$!*z%+*/z3%0$z$%#$z'%*!0%z!*!.#5z.!z%*% !*0z+*z0$!z0$+ !_z0$!z/1¥
sequent collision knocks loose or sputters atoms from materials. The schematic of Sputtering
system is given in Figure 5. Its advantage is that it is broadly available and can produce pure
oxides. Its disadvantages are that oxides are insulators so sputtered oxides tend to have
plasma-induced damage. Also, PVD methods deposit in line of sight, so they do not give
good coverage.
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RF/ DC Signal

Reactive Gas

Sputter magnet
Target
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Counter Electrode
Vacuum Pump

Figure 5. Schematic diagram of sputtering system

5.2. Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD)
$!)%(z 2,+1.z !,+/%0%+*z cdz * z 0+)%z 5!.z !,+/%0%+*z c dz .!z ,.!"!..! z %*¥
dustrial method to deposit gate dielectrics. CVD involves the formation of a thin solid gate
dielectric on a desired substrate by a chemical reaction of vapour-phase precursors. In CVD
process generally a volatile metal compound as a precursor is introduced into the process
chamber/tube and oxidized during deposition onto the desired substrate. CVD is widely
1/! z%*z0$!z!(!0.+*%/z%* 1/0.5z"+.z)+/0z+"z%*/1(0+.z !,+/%0%+*^z 0z#%2!/zz+*"+.)(z+2!.¥
age even though a three dimension shapes because it is not just line of sight. The other major
advantage is that the deposition rate is controllable over a wide range from very slow to
high. It can thus be distinguished from physical vapour deposition (PVD) processes, such as
evaporation and reactive sputtering, which involve the adsorption of atomic or molecular
species on the substrate. The chemical reactions of precursor species occur both in the gas
phase and on the substrate. Reactions can be promoted or initiated by heat (thermal CVD),
higher frequency radiation such as UV (photo-assisted CVD) or plasma (plasma-enhanced
CVD). Figure 6 shows the schematic diagram of horizontal CVD reactor.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of CVD system

5.3. Atomic Layer Deposition (ALD)
 z3/z !2!(+,! z0+z.!+2!.z0$!z/$+.0+)%*#_z3$%$z.%/!z 1!z0+zz,.+!//^z z,.+¥
duce a highly conformal, pinhole-free highly insulating film. It has many advantages over
CVD method like able to grow the thinnest films even though all deposition methods, and
the most conformal films even into deep trenches. Atomic layer deposition is a method of
cyclic deposition and oxidation. In this process, the desired surface is exposed to the suitable
precursor, which is further absorbed as a saturating monolayer. The rest of the precursor is
then purged from the tube/chamber by passing Ar/N2 gas. A pulse of oxidant such as H2O2,
ozone or H2_z%/z0$!*z%*0.+ 1! z%*z0$!z$)!.u01!_z3$%$z)1/0z0$!*z"1((5z+4% %6!z0$!z ¥
sorbed layer to the oxide and a volatile by-product. The excess oxidant is then purged by a
pulse of Ar, and the cycle is repeated. Figure 7 represent a cyclic process of ADL press. ZrO2
and HfO2 was shown as example in figure7. Slow growth rate is a major disadvantage of
this process but some time it is very useful to control the thickness of films. It has been
seemed that some impurities like Cl, C and H also introduce in the film during deposition
process, depending on used precursor. A compatible annealing methodology is needed to
remove such type of impurity and densify the deposited oxides films. ALD is an excellent
method for producing many high K oxides. An addition of an oxide layer, which is usually
much less than an atomic layer thick in each and every cycle of ALD process adds an oxide
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layer, justify its nomenclature. ALD is usually carried out on a native oxide (SiO2) surface
followed by ozone cleaning of SiC surface. This limits the crucial lowest EOT that ALD can
,.!/!*0(5z 00%*^z w0!.)%*0! z /1."!_z 3$%$z .%/!/z 5z 0$!z w(!*%*#z 0.!0)!*0z ,.+!¥
dure, is not favorable surface. It was observed that ALD of HfO2 and ZrO2 from chloride or
other organic precursors do not easily nucleate on HF treated SiC surface.

Figure 7. Schematic of the cyclic process of Atomic layer deposition process
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6. Electrical behavior of dielectric material
The quality of dielectric material can be electrically characterized by current-voltage (IV) and capacitance-voltage (C-V) technique. In order to employ the above techniques,
the grown/deposited layers on SiC should be sandwiched between two metal electrodes.
A different type of current conduction mechanisms were observed and presented in this
section, based on dielectric thickness and applied electric field across electrode. In this
section SiO2 z 3/ z +*/% !.! z / z  z #0! z %!(!0.% z +* z % z /1."!^ z 1,0_ z ^ ^ z * z $%/ z .!¥
search group are continuously working to investigate the current conduction mechanism
and charge management of gate dielectric material and SiC system (Gupta, S.K. 2010a;
Gupta, S.K. 2010b; Gupta, S.K. 2011b ; Gupta, S.K. 2012).
6.1. Direct tunneling
Schrödinger equation describes that there is a finite probability that a particle can tunnel
through a non-infinite potential barrier. As the width of potential barrier decreases, the
,.+%(%05 z +" z ,.0%(!/ z c!(!0.+*/ z * z $+(!/d z ,!*!0.0%*# z 0$.+1#$ z 0$! z ..%!. z 5 z -1*¥
tum-mechanical tunneling, rises exponentially. In sufficiently thin oxides (below 5 nm),
%.!0z-1*01)z)!$*%(z01**!(%*#z0$.+1#$z0$!z,+0!*0%(z..%!.z*z+1.^z$%/z-1*¥
tum-mechanical phenomenon can easily be understood by recognizing that the electron
or hole wave function cannot immediately stop at the barrier (SiO2/4H-SiC interface), but
rather it decreases exponentially into the barrier with a slope determined by the barrier
height. If the potential barrier is very thin, there is non-zero amplitude of the wave
"1*0%+* z .!)%*%*# z 0 z 0$! z !* z +" z 0$! z ..%!. z )!*/ z  z *+*w6!.+ z ,.+%(%05 z "+. z 0$! z !(!¥
tron or hole to penetrate the barrier. It is well known that the barrier heights of hole
tunneling in the SiO2 layer from the metal gate and from the Si substrate are higher
than the corresponding values for electrons, moreover, the hole mobility in SiO2 is lower
than the electron mobility, therefore the main contribution to conduction in SiO2 is due
to electrons. Since in n-type 4H-SiC mobility of electrons is much higher than that of
hole, therefore, the described conduction mechanism in case of Si can be fully applied to
4H-SiC. The metal/SiO2 and SiO2/4H-SiC interfaces are at the position X = 0 and X = toxt
respectively, in our notation. Voxt= V (0)-V (toxt) is the voltage drop in the oxide layer,
where V(x) is the potential in the oxide at position X.
At low gate voltages (figure 8 (a)), electrons can move from the gate metal through SiO2
0+z0$!zGw%z/1/0.0!z+*(5z5z01**!(%*#z %.!0(5z0$!z!*0%.!z+4% !z0$%'*!//z%^!^z5z01*¥
*!(%*# z 0$! z 0.,!6+% ( z ,+0!*0%( z ..%!. z !03!!* z #0! z * z Gw% z /1/0.0!^ z $! z -1*¥
tum-mechanical phenomenon of a trapezoidal barrier tunneling is termed as direct
tunneling effect. It contributes significantly to the conduction through the SiO2 only in
ultra thin oxide layers (toxtTzHz*)d^z0z$%#$!.z#0!z2+(0#!zc"%#1.!zKzcdd_z0$!z* z!* ¥
ing causes the potential barrier shape to become triangular. Electron tunnel from the
gate to the SiO2 conduction band, through the triangular potential barrier and finally,
moves in the SiO2 conduction band to the 4H-SiC substrate. The conduction mechanism
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0$.+1#$ z  z 0.%*#1(. z ,+0!*0%( z %/ z ((! z +3(!.w+. $!%) z cwd z 01**!(%*#_ z 3$%$ z %/ z !¥
scribed in next section.

Figure 8. a) The band diagram of negative gate bias the closed circle represents one electron injected from gate to
the SiC conduction band through trapezoidal energy barrier (b) tunneling across triangular energy barrier
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6.2. Fowler-Nordheim tunneling
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling in metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) can be observed when the
oxide thickness will be less than 50 nm, the oxide potential barrier is usually assumed to be
a triangular one, free of charge gate insulator. As a consequence, when we apply a uniform
!(!0.%z"%!( z.+//z0$!z z/0.101.!z* z0$%'*!//z+"z0$!z,+0!*0%(z..%!.z0z0$!z/!)%+*¥
ductor Fermi level and the potential £c4d_z0z0$!z %/0*!z4z".+)z/!)%+* 10+.u+4% !z%*0!.¥
face vary linearly with the applied voltage.

Direction of charge flow

E FM
Ec

Figure 9. Energy band diagram for F-N tunneling

The insulating region is separated by an energy barrier with barrier height q£B, measured
".+)z0$!z!.)%z!*!.#5z+"z)!0(z0+z0$!z+* 10%+*z* z! #!z+"z0$!z%*/1(0%*#z(5!.^z$!z %/¥
0.%10%+*z"1*0%+*/z0z+0$z/% !/z+"z0$!z..%!.z.!z%* %0! z/z%*z0$!z"%#1.!zL^z *z0$!z !.%2¥
tion of current density (J) as a function of applied voltage we have to consider some
//1),0%+*/z(%'!z!""!0%2!w)//z,,.+4%)0%+*_z,.+(%z* /z* z+*/!.20%+*z+"z,.(¥
(!(z)+)!*01)zc$1*#_z^z^_zECCDd^z$!z*!0z01**!(%*#z1..!*0z !*/%05z".+)z)!0(z0+z/!)%¥
conductor can be written as the net difference between current flowing from the metal
region to the semiconductor region and vice versa. $%/z!4,.!//%+*z"+.z1..!*0z !*/%05z%/z1/1¥
ally written as an integral over the product of two independent parts, which only depend on
the energy perpendicular to the interface: the transmission coefficient T (E) and the supply
function N (E).

J=

4 meff q Emax
h3

# T ( E ) N ( E ) dE

Emin

(2)

This expression is known as Tsu-Esaki formula. This model has been proposed by Duke and
3/z1/! z5z/1z* z/'%z"+.z0$!z)+ !(%*#z+"z01**!(%*#z1..!*0z%*z.!/+**0z01**!(%*#z !¥
2%!/^z$!z(1(0%+*z+"z1..!*0z !*/%05z.!-1%.!/z*+0z+*(5z0$!z'*+3(! #!z+"z0$!z!*!.#5z !¥
pendent transfer coefficient, but also the energy dependent electron probability (supply
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function). Using theTsu-Esaki formula for current density the Fowler-Nordheim formula
can be derived as:
 B $
J AE2 diel exp  
%%
 Ediel &

(3)

Where,Edielz !*+0!/z0$!z!(!0.%z"%!( z%*z %!(!0.%_zz* zz.!z+*/0*0/z !,!* !*0z+*z..%¥
er configuration for oxide layer separated by metal and semiconductor, the constants A and
B are given by:

A=

q 3meff
4 2mdiel(q^B)3
B=
8jmdielhq^B
3§q

(4)

$!.!_z£B is the height of the potential barrier measured from the Fermi level of metal to the
conduction band in the dielectric, miff is the effective electron mass in electrode material and
mdiel is the effective electron mass in the dielectric material. This physical model has been
directly applied to in order to establish the validation of Fowler-Nordheim tunneling with
the oxide thickness limit.
6.3. Schottky emission
$! z $+00'5 z !)%//%+* z %/ z * z !(!0.+ ! z (%)%0! z ,.+!// z +1..%*# z .+// z 0$! z %*0!."! z !¥
tween a semiconductor (or metal) and an insulating film as a result of barrier lowering
due to the applied electric field and the image force as shown in figure 10. Normally,
the S-E current conduction process is an electrode-limited conductivity that depends
strongly on the barrier between the metal and insulator and has the proclivity to occur
for insulators with fewer defects.
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Figure 10. Energy band diagram for Schottky emission in metal oxide silicon carbide (MOSiC) structure
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$+00'5z!)%//%+*z".+)z0$!z)!0(z0$+ !z+.z".+)z0$!z+4% !z/00!/z%/z//1)! z0+z!z0$!z(%)¥
%0%*#z )!$*%/)z "+.z "%((%*#z +.z !),05%*#z 0$!z +4% !z 0.,/^z +.z 0$!z !)%//%+*z ".+)z z /!)%+*¥
ductor the Schottky emission current conduction is given by (Chang S.T., 1984)

(

 q   qE / 4
B
J A*T 2 E exp 

kT


i

) '(
(
)(

(5)

$!.!_z z%/z0$!z1..!*0z !*/%05aztz%/!""!0%2!z%$. /+*z+*/0*0az_z0$!z/+(10!z0!),!.¥
ture; q, the electronic charge; £B, the potential barrier at the metal and insulator interface; E,
!(!0.%z"%!( z%*z%*/1(0+.azi, dielectric constant; and k, the Boltzmann constant.
The potential barrier lowering in the MOSiC structures caused by image forces as shown in
figure 10 is often neglected in the calculation of the tunneling current, based on an argument
that for large barriers in the case of semiconductor and insulator the image-force lowering of
the barrier is very small, and this was supported by experimental evidence at the time. In
case of very thin oxides, however, this might not be the case, and the barrier lowering can
have an impact on the calculation of the tunneling current.
The potential barrier lowered with respect to ideal structure has been termed to an effective
0.,!6+% (z..%!.z%*z+. !.z0+z+1*0z"+.z%)#!z"+.!z!""!0^z$!z%)#!w..%!.z$!%#$0z(+3¥
ering can be described by:
 B 

qEm
4 0 r

(6)

Where, Bis the image-barrier height lowering, and E mis the applied electric field at the
metal-semiconductor interface, 0 is permittivity of vacuum and r .!(0%2!z %!(!0.%z +*¥
stant of insulating layer.
6.4. Poole-Frenkel conduction
6.4.1. Classical theory of Poole-Frenkel conduction
In ideal metal oxide semiconductor diode, it is assumed that current conduction through the
insulator is zero. Real insulator, however, show the current conduction mechanism which may
the function of thickness of the insulator or applied electric field or both. In the classical PooleFrenkel conduction model effective mechanism can be analyzed by the analogue of Schottky
emission (Wright P. J., 1989) where as transport of charge carriers is governed by trapping and
de-trapping in the forbidden band gap of an insulator, which reduces the barrier on one side of
the trap. At zero electric field amount of free charge carriers can be determined by the trapped
%+*%60%+*z!*!.#5zc-£d_z3$%$z%/z0$!z)+1*0z+"z!*!.#5z.!-1%.! z"+.z0$!z0.,,! z!(!0.+*z0+z!/¥
cape the influence of the positive nucleus of the trapping center when no field is applied. When
electric field is applied, the ionization energy of trapping center decreases in the direction of
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,,(%! z!(!0.%z"%!( z5z0$!z)+1*0z+"z£BR1/2z/z/$+3*z%*z"%#1.!zDD^z/z0$!z!(!0.%z"%!( z%*¥
.!/!/_z0$!z,+0!*0%(z..%!.z !.!/!/z+*z0$!z.%#$0z/% !z+"z0$!z0.,_z)'%*#z%0z!/%!.z"+.z0$!z!(!¥
tron to vacate the trap by thermal emission and enter the quasi-conduction band of the crowd
material. Quasi-conduction band edge is the energy at which the electron is just free from the
influence of the positive nucleus. The term quasi-conduction is generally used in amorphous
solid, which have no real structure. In MOSiC structure, of course, electron would escape from
gate metal to the conduction band of semiconductor through the insulator. Since we will deal
here with the P-F mechanism in amorphous dielectrics, we will refer to its quasi-conduction
* ^z+.z0$!z++(!w.!*'!(z+* 10%+*z)!$*%/)z0+z+1.z0$!z0.,z)1/0z!z*!10.(z3$!*z"%(¥
(! z3%0$z*z!(!0.+*_z* z,+/%0%2!(5z$.#! z3$!*z0$!z!(!0.+*z%/z!)%00! _z0$!z%*0!.0%+*z!¥
tween positively charged trap and electron giving rise to the Coulombic barrier. On the other
hand, a neutral trap that is, a trap which is neutral when empty and charged when filled will
not show the Poole-Frenkel effect.
According to the Poole-Frenkel model, the magnitude of the reduction of trap barrier height
due to the applied electric field as shown in figure 11 is given by
q 

(7)

E

$!.!zz%/z++(!w.!*'!(z+*/0*0_z%/z#%2!*z5



q3



(8)

0 r

Finally, quasi conduction band edge is lowered or in other words, the trap barrier height is
.! 1! z 1!z0+z0$!z,,(%! z!(!0.%z"%!( ^z.+)z-10%+*zK_z%0z%/z(!.z0$0zz%/zz)0!.%(z,¥
rameter, depending on the dielectric constant. Therefore, materials with larger dielectric
constants will be less sensitive to the field-induced trap barrier lowering effect in the P-F
conduction.
Electric field

E1/ 2

q

Figure 11. Figure 11 GMDGE:A;HGL=FLA9D<AKLJA:MLAGFAFL@=HJ=K=F;=G>9HHDA=<=D=;LJA;>A=D<K@GOAF?L@=,GGD= "J=Fs
kel effect
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6.4.2. Poole-Frenkelconduction in MOSiC structure
wz+* 10%+*z)!$*%/)z%/z)+/0z+"0!*z+/!.2! z%*z)+.,$+1/z)0!.%(/_z,.0%1(.(5z %!¥
lectrics, because of the relatively large number of defect centers present in the energy gap. In
"0_z0$!z,.0%1(.z$+/0z)0!.%(_z3$!.!z0$!z !"!0/z.!/% !_z*z/%((5z!z2%!3! z/z0%*#z+*¥
(5z/zz)! %1)z"+.z(+(%6! z !"!0z/00!/^z.*/"+.)0%+*z+"z$.#!z%/z0$!.!"+.!_z)%*(5z!¥
tween localized electronic states (Lenzlinger, M., 1969). Thus it is reasonable to expect the P-F
effect to occur, at least to some extent, in any dielectric. The main physical properties effecting
0$!z1..!*0z+* 10%+*z%*z %""!.!*0z %!(!0.%/z.!z0$!z.!(0%2!z %!(!0.%z+*/0*0_zr, and the
ionization potential. The P-F conduction effect has been observed in many dielectric materials,
which are used in microelectronic device fabrication. For example, in Si3N4z"%()/_z0$!z +)%*0¥
%*#z1..!*0z0.*/,+.0z)!$*%/)z%/z0$!zwz+* 10%+*^z$!z0$%*z"%()/z3%0$z$%#$z %!(!0.%z+*¥
stants, such as Ta2O5 and BaSrTiO3, which hold great potential for use as the gate oxide in
 /_z$2!z/$+3*z0$0z1..!*0z+* 10%+*z%*z0$!/!z)0!.%(/z%/z1('w(%)%0! z3$%$z%/z#+2¥
erned by the P-F conduction. Currently, one of the most important dielectric materials used in
microelectronics is SiO2, which can be easily thermally grown on SiC substrate.

Figure 12. Energy band diagram for Poole-Frenkel conduction in MOSiC structure having multiple Coulombic traps

%#1.!zDEz/$+3/z0$!zwz+* 10%+*z%*z %z/0.101.!z0$0z%/z/%((5zz,.((!(z,(0!z¥
,%0+.^z$!z0.,!6+% (z* z %#.)z+"z %z/0.101.!z .3*z"+.z0$!z/%(%+*z %+4% !z(5¥
er is replaced in figure 11 by a random distribution of Coulombic traps in the vicinity of the
-1/%w+* 10%+*z* z! #!z/z/$+3*z%*z"%#1.!zDE^z$!z /$! z(%*!z%* %0!/z0$!z-1/%w+*¥
duction band of the oxide in the absence of any traps. When an electric field is applied as
shown, the trapped electrons can enter the oxide’s quasi-conduction band by the PooleFrenkel mechanism and flow from the oxide across the SiC/SiO2 interface into the silicon
carbide conduction band edge. The Poole-Frenkel effect can be observed at the high electric
field. The standard quantitative equation for P-F conduction is
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(

 q   qE / 
B
J E exp 

kT


i

) '(
(
()

(9)

Where, J is the current density; T, the absolute temperature; q, the electronic charge; £B, the
,+0!*0%(z..%!.z0z)!0(z* z0$!z%*/1(0+.z%*0!."!az_z!(!0.%z"%!( z%*z%*/1(0+.azi, dielectric
constant; and k, the Boltzmann constant.

7. Charge management in SiO2 on 4H-SiC
7.1. Origin and basic theory of oxide charges in SiO2
In the prospects of technological issues on Silicon carbide based MOS system, the almost
similar consideration has been adopted to investigate the charge management as silicon
based MOS system. In this section, the oxide charges associated with Ni/SiO2uGw%z /5/¥
tems have been examined with varying oxide thickness. There are general four types of
charges associated with the SiO2-Si system as shown in figure 13. They are fixed oxide
charge, mobile oxide charge, oxide trappedcharge and interface trapped charge (Afanas’ev,
V, V., 1996 and Schroder, D. K., 2006). The basic origin of all oxide charges and experimental
methods in order to calculate these charge are presented here one by one.

Figure 13. Allocation of different oxide charges associated with SiC MOS system
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7.2. Fixed oxide charges (Qfix)
These are positive or negative charges located near the SiO2/4H-SiC (less than 25 Å from the
interface) interface due to primarily structural defects in the oxide layer. The origin of fixed
$.#!z !*/%05z%/z.!(0! z0+z0$!z+4% 0%+*z,.+!//_z+4% 0%+*z)%!*0z* z0!),!.01.!_z++(¥
ing condition of the furnace and also on polytypes of Silicon carbide. Qfix highly depends on
the final oxidation temperature. For higher oxidation temperature, a lower Qfix3%((z !z +¥
served. However, if it is not permissible to oxidize the wafer at high temperatures, it is also
possible to reduce the Qfixby annealing the oxidized wafer in a nitrogen or argon ambient
after oxidation.
The fixed charge can be determined by comparing the flatband voltage shift of an experimental
xz1.2!z3%0$zz0$!+.!0%(z1.2!_z,.+2% ! z5z0$!z+4% !z0$%'*!//z* z3+.'z"1*0%+*z %""!.!*¥
ces of metal and 4H-SiC. Fixed charge related to the flatband voltage is given by:
Q fix  (ms  VFB ) Coxt

(10)

Where, £MS is the difference of work function between metal and semiconductor, which
must be known in order to determine the value of Qfix.
7.3. Oxide trapped charge (Qoxt)
This oxide charge may be positive or negative due to the hole and electron trapped in the
bulk of the oxide. These trapping may results from ionizing radiation, avalanche injection,
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling or other similar processes. Unlike the fixed charge, this chare
*z(/+z!z.! 1! z5z**!(%*#z0.!0)!*0^z4% !z$.#!/z*z!z0.,,! z%*z0$!z+4% !z 1.¥
ing device operation, even if not introduced during device fabrication. During the device
operation electrons and/or holes can be injected from the substrate or from the gate material.
*!.#!0%z . %0%+*z (/+z ,.+ 1!/z !(!0.+*w$+(!z ,%./z %*z 0$!z +4% !z * z /+)!z +"z 0$!/!z !(!¥
0.+*/z* u+.z$+(!/z.!z/1/!-1!*0(5z0.,,! z%*z0$!z+4% !^z$!z+4% !z0.,,! z$.#!z%/z1/1(¥
ly not located at the oxide/4H-SiC, but is distributed through the oxide. The distribution of
Qoxtmust be known for proper interpretation of C–V curves. Oxide trapped charge can be
determined by:
Qoxt  VFB .Coxt

(11)

Where, the symbols have their usual meaning.
7.4. Mobile oxide charge (Qmob)
The origin of this oxide charge is due to the presence of ionic impurities such as Na+, Li+, K+ and
possible H+ in the oxide films. These ionic impurities may be resulted from the ambient, which,
was used for thermal oxidation. Negative ions and heavy metals ions may also contribute to this
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charge. Sodium ion is the dominant contaminant. The other ionic impurities like potassium may
!z%*0.+ 1! z 1.%*#z$!)%(w)!$*%(z,+(%/$%*#^z+.z)+%(!z$.#!z(1(0%+*z0$!z)!/¥
urement temperature must be sufficient high so the charge to be mobile. Typically, the devices
are heated to 2000C to 3000C. A gate bias, to produce an oxide field of around 106 V/cm is applied
"+.zz/1""%%!*0(5z(+*#z0%)!z%*z+. !.z0+z .%"0z$.#!z".+)z%*0!."!^z$!z)+%(!z$.#!z*z!z !¥
termined from the flatband voltage shift, according to the equation:
Qmob  VFB .Coxt

(12)

7.5. Interface trap level density (Dit)
These are positive or negative charges, due to structural defects, oxidation-induced defects,
metal impurities, or other defects caused by radiation or similar bond breaking processes (e.g.,
hot electrons). The interface trapped charge is located at the SiC–SiO2 interface. Unlike the fixed
$.#!z+.z0.,,! z$.#!_z%*0!."!z0.,,! z$.#!z%/z%*z!(!0.%(z+))1*%0%+*z3%0$z0$!z1*¥
!.(5%*#z%^z *0!."!z0.,/z*z!z$.#! z+.z %/$.#! _z !,!* %*#z+*z0$!z/1."!z,+0!*¥
tial.This charge type has been also called surface states, fast statesand interface states and so on.
There are three main approaches to investigate the problem of interface state.
1.

5z 0$!z +),.%/+*z +"z )!/1.! z $%#$z ".!-1!*5z ,%0*!z 3%0$z z 0$!+.!0%(z ,%¥
tance with no interface traps.

2.

5z 0$!z +),.%/+*z +"z )!/1.! z (+3z ".!-1!*5z ,%0*!z 3%0$z z 0$!+.!0%(z ,%¥
tance with no interface traps.

3.

5z 0$!z +),.%/+*z +"z )!/1.! z $%#$z ".!-1!*5z ,%0*!z 3%0$z )!/1.! z (+3z ".!¥
quency capacitance.

*0!."!z0.,z$*#!z0$!%.z$.#!/z/0!z !,!* %*#z+*z3$!0$!.z0$!5z.!z"%((! z+.z!),05^z¥
!,0+.z%*0!."!z0.,/z.!z*!#0%2!z3$!*z"%((! _z* z*!10.(z3$!*z!),05_z3$!.!/z +*+.z%*¥
terface traps are neutral when filled and positive when empty. Both types of interface traps
may exist, perhaps simultaneously in the same device.
1
1 '

1 " 1
1 "*
1 "* (
" 1
Dit  


+ 
+
q  !" C LF Coxt ,"
!" C HF Coxt ," ()


(13)

8. The Metal Oxide Silicon Carbide (MOSiC) band diagram
8.1. An ideal band diagram of MOSiC capacitor
In accord to the ideal case, the value of interface traps (Qit) should be zero. The relationship
+"z/1."!z,+0!*0%(z0+z0$!z#0!z2+(0#!z$2%*#z%*0!."!z0.,/z6!.+z%/z'*+3*z/z*z% !(z ¥
SiC capacitor as shown in figure 14.
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Figure 14. Flatband energy band diagram of an ideal MOSiC structure

An ideal MOS diode is defined as follows:
1.

The energy difference between the metal work-functionand the semiconductor workfunction is zero. Under this condition, the Fermi levels of the metal and semiconductor
are aligned at equilibrium. This is equivalent with no charge flowing when they are put
in contact.

2.

The only charges that can exist in the structure under any biasing conditions are those
%*z0$!z/!)%+* 10+.z* z0$+/!z3%0$z0$!z!-1(z10z3%0$z+,,+/%0!z/%#*z+*z0$!z)!0(z/1.¥
face adjacent to the insulator.

3.

The semiconductor Fermi level is constant from the SiC-bulk toward the interface. It is
determine by the shallow doping (usually nitrogen N).

4.

There are no traps at the metal/SiO2 or SiO2/4H-SiC interface. The SiO2 is free of defects
(structural defects, impurities, vacancies, etc.). The only allowed charge in the structure
exists in the semiconductor and, with opposite sign in the metal.

5.

The resistivity of the insulator (oxide) is infinity so that there are no carrier transports
under Bias conduction.

8.2. The real MOSiC capacitor
*z.!(_z0$!z+4% !/z+"z*5z z,%0+.z"!01.!/zz*1)!.z+"z$.#!/z"+.z!4),(!z"%4! z+4¥
ide charge, mobile charge, oxide trap charge and interface trap level density. There is also a
non-zero difference between the gate metal and semiconductor work function. The electric
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fields produced are compensated by a corresponding charge of the semiconductor. Since the
ideal dielectric does not conduct any current, the semiconductor Fermi level remains flats.
+3!2!._z0$!z* /z.!z!* %*#z%*z+),(%*!z3%0$z0$!z,,(%! z* z.!0! z"%!( /^z+z+)¥
pensate this bending and to reach the flatband situation (=0), a gate bias has to be applied.
This bias will shift the C-V characteristics of the MOS capacitor. The flatband (RCdz/%010%+*
is reached, when the flatband bias VFB is applied:

VFB  ms 

Qoxt + Q fit + Qit ( S )
Coxt

 S =0

(14)

The effective charge density at the interface Neff is obtained from a C-V measurement and
has the form:
N eff = V eff × Coxt =  (V FB  oms ).Coxt = Qoxt + Q fit + Qit (pS = 0)
When the interface trap density is high (>1011 cm-2), the flatband biases for the opposite
sweep directions are different. This difference id called hysteresis:
VH  VFB ( accum  depl)  VFB (depl  accum)

(15)

$!z,,(%! z#0!z%/z%/z0$!z/1)z+"z0$!z,+0!*0%(z .+,z+2!.z0$!z+4% !z+40_z0$!z"(0* z2+(0¥
age VFBz* z0$!z,+0!*0%(z0z0$!z%z/1."!zS.
VG = Voxt + VFB +  S

(16)

$!z+4% !z,%0*!z+..!/,+* /z0+z0$!z1)1(0! z$.#!z0z0$!z#0!z %2% ! z5z0$!z,+¥
tential drop over the oxide
Coxt =

QG
Voxt

(17)

In the ideal case, this charge equals to the space charge of the semiconductor with negative
sign QG=-QSC cSd_z3$!.!/z0$!z/,!z$.#!z+"z0$!z/!)%+* 10+.z%/zz"1*0%+*z+"z0$!z/1.¥
"!z ,+0!*0%(^z ((z 0$!/!z +*/% !.0%+*/z (! z 0+z 0$!z "+((+3%*#z .!(0%+*/$%,z !03!!*z 0$!z ,¥
plied gate voltage and the surface potential. Figure 15 shows the work functions of various
metals used as gate dielectric together with the energy position SiC valence and conduction
band edge.

VG  VFB  

QSC ( S )
Coxt

 S

(18)
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Fundamental Aspects of Silicon Carbide Oxidation
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Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
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1. Introduction
Silicon carbide (SiC), which exhibits a wider band gap as well as a superior breakdown field
and thermal conductivity over conventional Si, has gained considerable attention for future
power electronics [1f^z)+*#z0$!z2.%+1/z05,!/z+"z,+3!.z !2%!/_z)!0(w+4% !w/!)%+* 1¥
tor field-effect transistors (MOSFETs), which provide a normally-off characteristic, should
!+)!z z '!5z +),+*!*0z "+.z *!40w#!*!.0%+*z #.!!*z !(!0.+*%/^z /z /00! _z 3%0$z 0$!z !4!,¥
tion of Si, SiC is the only compound semiconductor that yields SiO2 insulators with thermal
oxidation. This makes the device fabrication process easier compared with those for other
wide band gap semiconductors. It is commonly believed that carbon impurities within the
oxides diffuse out in the form of carbon oxides during high temperature oxidation, but a
small amount of carbon impurities remains within the oxide and at the SiO2/SiC interface.
+*/!-1!*0(5_z0$!z!(!0.%(z !#. 0%+*z+"z%w z !2%!/z1/%*#z+0$z !0!.%+.0! z !¥
vice performance and reliability is the most crucial obstacle to the implementation of SiCbased power electronics.
Unlike mature Si-MOS technology [2-5], a plausible oxidation model of a SiC surface and
,$5/%(z +.%#%*z !4,(%*%*#z !(!0.%(z !#. 0%+*z +"z %w z !2%!/z $2!z 5!0z 0+z !z !/0¥
(%/$! ^z%#$w.!/+(10%+*z0.*/)%//%+*z!(!0.+*z)%.+/+,5zc dz+/!.20%+*z.!,+.0! z/!2!.¥
al nm-thick transition layers with an extremely high excess carbon concentration around
20% beneath the SiO2/SiC interface [6-8]. Although the non-stoichiometric bulk region seems
to account for the mobility degradation of SiC-MOSFETs [8], a recent report based on an ion
scattering technique pointed out a near-perfect stoichometric SiC region [9].
In addition, there still remain controversial issues of the energy band structure of SiO2/SiC
interfaces, despite the fact that a small conduction band offset significantly increases the
gate leakage current, especially under a high electric field and high operation temperatures
[10]. For example, while alternative channels, such as a 4H-SiC(000-1) C-face substrate, have
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proven to provide higher electron mobility than conventional devices on Si-face substrates
[11f_zz"1.0$!.z.! 10%+*z%*z+* 10%+*z* z+""/!0z$/z!!*z,+%*0! z+10z"+.z0$!zw"!z$*¥
nels [12]. However, details on the physical origins have not been clarified yet.
Furthermore, another important problem of SiC-MOS devices is poor gate oxide reliability,
/1$z/z(+3z %!(!0.%z.!' +3*z"%!( z* z0$.!/$+( z2+(0#!z%*/0%(%05^z 0z$/z!!*z.!,+.0¥
ed that the location of dielectric breakdown is not correlated with any dislocations in SiCMOS capacitors with gate oxides formed on 4º-off-angled 4H-SiC(0001) substrates by
successive oxidation in N2O and NO ambient [13]. Our conductive atomic force microscopy
(AFM) study on a thermally grown SiO2/4H-SiC(0001) structure has clearly demonstrated
that dielectric breakdowns are preferentially induced at the step bunching [14f^z 0z%/z#!*!.(¥
ly accepted that the gate oxide breakdown is triggered when electrical defects generated in
the oxide by a stress field are connected between the electrode and substrate (percolation
model) [15]. Thus, we speculated that a local electric field concentration occurred around the
step bunching, resulting in the preferential breakdown due to the acceleration of the defect
generation. This suggests that oxidation behavior of step-bunched SiC surface induced by
epitaxial growth and high-temperature activation annealing needs to be clarified from the
macroscopic point of view, together with the atomic bonding features at SiO2/SiC interface
mentioned above.
This article provides an overview of our recent studies on the thermal oxidation of 4H-SiC
substrates and the energy band structure of SiO2/4H-SiC fabricated on (0001) Si-face and
cCCCwDdzw"!z/1."!/z5z)!*/z+"z$%#$w.!/+(10%+*z/5*$.+0.+*z4w.5z,$+0+!(!0.+*z/,!0.+¥
scopy (XPS). We investigated the correlation between atomic structure and the electrical
,.+,!.0%!/z +"z +..!/,+* %*#z %w z ,%0+./z * z %/1//z 0$!z %*0.%*/%z * z !40.%*/%z !"¥
fects of the interface structure and the electrical defects on the band offset modulation. In
addition, the surface and interface morphology of a thermally grown SiO2/4H-SiC(0001)
/0.101.!z 3!.!z /5/0!)0%((5z %*2!/0%#0! z 1/%*#z  z * z  z 0+z (.%"5z 0$!z .!(0%+*z !¥
tween step bunching and oxidation kinetics.

2. Initial oxidation of 4H-SiC(0001)
Synchrotron XPS analysis was performed using photon energy of 686.5 eV at BL23SU in the
SPring-8 [16]. The starting substrate was as-grown 4º-off-angled 4H-SiC(0001) wafer with an
n-type epitaxially grown layer. After RCA cleaning and subsequent native oxide removal
3%0$zz %(10! z$5 .+"(1+.%z% zcdz/+(10%+*_z0$!.)(z+4% 0%+*z3/z+* 10! z%*z .5z+45¥
gen ambient using a conventional tube furnace at 1100ºC. To remove surface contamination
1!z0+z%.z!4,+/1.!_z/+)!z+"z0$!z/),(!/z3!.!z**!(! z%*z/%01z%*z*z*(5/%/z$)!.z1*¥
der an ultra-high vacuum condition.
Figure 1(a) represents changes in Si 2p core-level spectra as dry oxidation progresses on the
4H-SiC(0001) surface at 1100ºC [17f^z!'z%*0!*/%05z3/z*+.)(%6! z3%0$z0$!z1('z/%#*(^z4¥
% !z#.+30$z+*z0$!z%z/1."!/z3/z+*"%.)! z3%0$z*z%*.!/!z%*z0$!z$!)%(z/$%"0z+),+¥
nent in the Si 2p core-level spectra at around 104.5 eV. Capacitance-voltage (C-V)
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measurement of the corresponding Al/SiO2/SiC capacitors also revealed that oxidation for 10
and 30 min yielded roughly 3.5 and 5.7-nm-thick oxides, respectively. To investigate atomic
bonding feature at SiO2/SiC interfaces, Si 2p signals were analyzed by taking into account
spin-orbit splitting. Figure 1(b) shows typical deconvoluted Si 2p3/2 and 2p1/2z ,!'z +),+¥
nents obtained with the manner adopted in the previous research on SiO2/Si interfaces [3, 4].
Then, the Si 2p3/2 spectra taken from SiO2u%z3!.!z !+*2+(10! z%*0+z"%2!z+),+*!*0/z+.%#%¥
nating from bulk SiC and SiO2 portions together with intermediate oxide states (Si1+, Si2+,
Si3+). High-resolution XPS analysis allows us to detect small amount of intermediate states
from an atomically abrupt oxide/substrate interface, and, in addition, these intermediate
components can be a good indicator of structural imperfection at SiO2/SiC interfaces. As
/$+3*z%*z%#^zDcd_z3!z+0%*! zz.!/+*(!z1.2!z"%00%*#z3%0$z0$!/!z+),+*!*0/z* z+*¥
firmed that the total amount of the intermediate states is sufficiently small compared with
that of thin thermal oxides. From these results, it is concluded that the physical thickness of
the transition layer is as thin as a few atomic layers, which corresponding to areal density of
Si-O bonds in the range of a few times 1015 cm-2. This indicates formation of a near-perfect
SiO2/SiC interface and coincides well with a recent report based on high-resolution medium
energy ion scattering [9].

Figure 1. Synchrotron XPS spectra taken from the cleaned and oxidized 4H-SiC(0001) surfaces; (a) change in Si 2p
core-level spectra as dry oxidation progresses, (b) peak deconvolution with 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 components, (c) result of
curve fitting of Si 2p3/2 core-level with bulk SiC and SiO2 signals and intermediate oxide states for the SiO2/SiC sample
prepared by 10-min oxidation.
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Figure 2. C 1s core-level spectra taken from the oxidized 4H-SiC(0001) surface using synchrotron radiation; (a) angleresolved XPS analysis, (b) results of in situ vacuum annealing at 500ºC.

Figure 3. Change in the total amount of intermediate oxide states in Si 2p3/2KH=;LJ9 AFO@A;@L@=AFL=FKALQJ9LAG:=s
tween the intermediate state and the bulk signal was plotted as a function of oxidation time.

/z,.!2%+1/(5z.!,+.0! _z% !(z$5 .+#!*z,//%20%+*z+"zz%z/1."!z3%0$zz %(10! zz/+(1¥
0%+*z3/z.!(5z+0%*! _z* z0$!z%*%0%(z/),(!z/1."!z"0!.z3!0z(!*%*#z3/z,.0%((5z+4%¥
dized and contaminated with adsorbates [18]. This implies that a chemical shift component
of C 1s core-level spectra involves unavoidable signals due to surface contamination. Thus,
we performed angle-resolved XPS and in situ vacuum annealing prior to XPS analysis in the
analysis chamber. Figure 2 represents C 1s core-level spectra taken from the oxidized 4HSiC(0001) surface [17]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), the chemical shift component originating from
carbon-oxides (COx) increased with respect to the bulk signal (C-Si bond) under the surface
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sensitive conditions (at small take-off angle (e)). In addition, it was found that the chemical
shift component originating from carbon-oxides was totally removed by vacuum annealing
at 500ºC (see Fig. 2(b)). Since stable chemical bonds existing at the SiO2/SiC interface are
$. z0+z !+),+/!z1* !.zz)+ !.0!z**!(%*#z0!),!.01.!_z3!z00.%10! z0$!z.+*w+4¥
ide signal to surface contamination. This clearly demonstrates that atomic bonding at the
thermally grown SiO2u%cCCCDdz %*0!."!z %/z +)%*0! z 5z %wz +* /z * z 0$0z .+*z %)¥
,1.%05z3%0$z%0/z+4% !z"+.)z(+0! z*!.z0$!z%*0!."!z%/z!(+3z0$!z !0!0%+*z(%)%0z+"zz*(¥
ysis (about sub-1 atomic percent in general).
Figure 3 shows the change in the total amount of intermediate oxide states in Si 2p3/2 spectra
(Si1+, Si2+, Si3+) [17]. Although a thick transition layer at SiO2/SiC interface was ruled out, we
observed a slight increase in the intermediate oxide states with an increase of the oxide
thickness, unlike in the SiO2u%z%*0!."!_z3$%$z!4$%%0/zz,!."!0z%*0!."!z.!#. (!//z+"z+4¥
ide thickness [4].

3. Interface structures beneath thick thermal oxides grown on 4HSiC(0001) Si-face and (000-1) C-face substrates
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) represent typical deconvoluted Si 2p3/2 spectra obtained from the 40nm-thick SiO2/SiC(0001) Si-face and (000-1) C-face substrates, respectively, in which the
thick thermal oxides were thinned using a diluted HF solution prior to synchrotron XPS
analysis [19]. Similar to the thin thermal oxides (see Fig. 1), the Si 2p3/2 spectra were fitted
well with five components originating from bulk SiC and SiO2z,+.0%+*/z0+#!0$!.z3%0$z%*0!.¥
mediate oxide states. It’s obvious that, for both cases, the total amount of the intermediate
states was sufficiently small compared with that of the remaining oxides (about 3 nm thick).
This implies that the physical thickness of the transition layer on the oxide side is as thin as a
"!3z0+)%z(5!./z!2!*z"+.z0$!z0$%'z0$!.)(z+4% !/^z$!/!z!4,!.%)!*0(z.!/1(0/z(!.(5z%* %¥
cate formation of a near-perfect SiO2u%z%*0!."!z3%0$z+*2!*0%+*(z .5z+4% 0%+*z.!#. ¥
less of the substrate orientation and oxide thickness.
Furthermore, for the thick thermal oxide on Si-face substrate, the composition of the bulk
%z.!#%+*z!*!0$z0$!z+4% !z3/z!/0%)0! z".+)z0$!z%*0!*/%05z.0%+zce%zE,fuezD/fd^z!z+¥
tained an identical intensity ratio to that of the initial as-grown SiC surface [17f^z$!/!z!4¥
perimental results mean that, despite previous literature based on TEM observation [6-8],
there exists no thick carbon-rich layer of a high atomic percentage at the SiO2/SiC interface
* z0$0zz*!.w,!."!0z%*0!."!z +)%*0! z5z%wz+* /z%/z"+.)! z!2!*z"+.z0$!z0$%'z0$!.¥
mal oxidation of the SiC(0001) surface.
Figure 5 compares the change in the total amount of intermediate oxide states in Si 2p3/2
spectra obtained from SiO2/SiC interfaces. The intensity ratios between the intermediate
states and the bulk signals for thin and thick thermal oxides grown on (0001) Si-face and
(000-1) C-face substrates were plotted. Despite that the minimal intermediate oxide states
#%*z%),(5z.1,0z%*0!."!_z3!z+/!.2! zz/(%#$0z%*.!/!z%*z0$!z%*0!.)! %0!z/00!/z!/,!¥
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cially for thick thermal oxide interface on C-face substrates, which suggesting degradation
of interface electrical properties of SiC-MOS devices formed on C-face substrates [20].

Figure 4. Si 2p3/2 ;GJ= D=N=D KH=;LJ9 G:L9AF=< >JGE L@= GPA<AR=< 9 $ /A /A >9;= 9F< :    >9;= KM:s
KLJ9L=K =>GJ=KQF;@JGLJGF4,/E=9KMJ=E=FL  FE L@A;CGPA<=D9Q=JKO=J=L@AFF=<MKAF?$"O=L=L;@AF? 0@=J=s
maining oxide thickness was about 3 nm for both cases.

Figure 5. Change in the total amount of intermediate oxide states in Si 2p3/2 spectra taken from the oxide interfaces
grown on SiC(0001) Si-face and C-face substrates.

4. Correlation between atomic structure and electrical properties of
SiO2/SiC interface
Corresponding SiC-MOS capacitors were fabricated with the top aluminum electrode
!2,+.0! z0$.+1#$zz/$ +3z)/'z"0!.z,+/0z+4% 0%+*z**!(%*#z0zLCCBz%*z.#+*z)%¥
ent. Electrical properties, such as the interface state density (Ditdz* z"%4! z+4% !z$.#!z !*¥
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sity (Qox) of the SiO2/SiC interface, were extracted from the high-frequency C-V
characteristics of SiC capacitors. The Dit value was extracted with the Terman method, and
the Qox was deduced from the flatband voltage (Vfbdz/$%"0z0$0z !,!* /z+*z0$!z+4% !z0$%'¥
ness [21]. Figure 6 summarizes the changes in Dit and Vfb values. Since post-treatment, such
as nitrogen and hydrogen incorporation, was not conducted in this experiment, high Dit
over 1012 cm-2eV-1 was extracted at an energy level of Ec - E = 0.36 eV. The high Ditz2(1!z%* %¥
cates degradation of the electrical properties of the SiO2/SiC interface, especially for thick
thermal oxides. In addition, the positive Vfb shift in the C-V curves implies the existence of a
negative fixed charge within the gate oxides. Assuming that the fixed charge is located at
the SiO2/SiC interface, the Qox of the SiC-MOS devices estimated from the thickness-Vfb slope
was 2.3 x 1011 cm-2 for oxides thinner than 20 nm and 1.2 x 1012 cm-2 for thick oxides, meaning
that the fixed charges also accumulated at the interface probably due to the suppressed outdiffusion of carbon impurities as dry oxidation progressed.

Figure 6. /MEE9JQ G> =D=;LJA;9D HJGH=JLA=K G> /A )+/ ;9H9;ALGJK >9:JA;9L=< :Q <JQ GPA<9LAGF  $GJARGFL9D 9PAK J=HJ=s
sents oxide thickness extracted from measured maximum capacitance. The Dit and Qox were estimated using Terman
method and Vfb shift in C-V curves, respectively.

The correlation between electrical degradation and the atomic bonding feature of the
SiO2/SiC interfaces raises the intrinsic problem of SiC oxidation. This is consistent with the
+))+*z 1* !./0* %*#z +"z %w z !2%!/_z 3$!.!/z +1.z /5*$.+0.+*z z *(5/%/z !4¥
cludes the several-nm-thick transition layer having excess carbon as a physical origin of the
electrical degradation. Instead, we think that the electrical defects at the interface, such as Dit
and Qox, are partly ascribed to the atomic scale roughness and imperfection identified with
0$!z%*0!.)! %0!z+4% !z/00!/z%*z0$!z%zE,z/,!0.^z +.!+2!._z+*/% !.%*#z0$!z/%#*%"%*0z)+¥
bility reduction in SiC-MOSFETs, we should take into account the various forms of carbon
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interstitials forming local C-C dimers located on the SiC bulk side as a possible origin of the
electrical defects [22]. Therefore, it is concluded that, for improving the performance of SiC/! z z !2%!/_z3!z/$+1( z"+1/z+1.z00!*0%+*z+*z0$!z0+)%z+* %*#z"!01.!z* z.¥
bon impurities within the channel region rather than the thick transition layer near the
SiO2/SiC interface.

Figure 7. O 1s energy loss spectra for thermal oxides on (0001) Si-face and (000-1) C-face 4H-SiC substrates. The onset
G>L@==P;AL9LAGF>JGEL@=N9D=F;=LG;GF<M;LAGF:9F<K:9F<?9H;9F:=<=L=JEAF=<>JGEL@==F=J?QDGKK 0@=N9s
lence band maximum of SiC substrates and the oxides was determined by the valence spectra taken from SiO2/SiC
structures and a reference SiC surface [24]. Figure 8 represents measured and deconvoluted valence spectra obtained
after 3-nm oxidation of the Si-face and C-face substrates, in which the valence band maximum of the thermal oxides
was estimated by subtracting the reference SiC spectra ( ) from the measured SiO2/SiC spectra ( ) both for the Si- and
C-face substrates (see

5. Energy band structure of SiO2/4H-SiC interfaces and its modulation
induced by intrinsic and extrinsic interface charge transfer
The energy band structure and interface quality of SiO2/4H-SiC fabricated on (0001) Si-face and
cCCCwDdzw"!z/1/0.0!/z3/z(/+z%*2!/0%#0! z5z)!*/z+"z/5*$.+0.+*z^z$!.)(z+4% ¥
tion was conducted using a conventional furnace at temperatures ranging from 1000 to 1100ºC.
Thin and thick oxide layers of about 3 and 40 nm were prepared by choosing the oxidation
0!),!.01.!z* z0%)!z,,.+,.%0!(5z"+.z%w"!z* zw"!z/1/0.0!/^z+.z0$!z0$%'z+4% !z/)¥
ples, the oxide layers were thinned to about 3 nm thick by a diluted HF solution. To determine
band structures of SiO2/SiC, we examined the band gap of the thermal oxides and valence band
+""/!0z0z0$!z%*0!."!^z$!z!*!.#5z* z#,z+"z0$!/!z+4% !/z#.+3*z+*z%w"!z* zw"!z/1¥
/0.0!/z3/z"%./0z!/0%)0! z".+)zzD/z!*!.#5z(+//z/,!0.^z!1/!z0$!z,$+0+!(!0.+*/z#!*!.0¥
ed in oxides suffer energy losses originating from plasmon and electron-hole excitations, the
energy band gap can be determined by the threshold energy of an energy loss spectrum for an
intense O 1s signal [23]. As shown in Fig. 7, O 1s energy loss spectra for thermal oxides on the
Si-face and C-face substrates clearly indicate that the energy band gap of the oxides is identical
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regardless of substrate orientation (8.7 eV) [24]. Considering the high oxidation temperatures
+2!.zDCCC~z* z(+3z+*!*0.0%+*z+"z.!/% 1(z.+*z%),1.%0%!/z3%0$%*z0$!.)((5z#.+3*z+4¥
ides on SiC [17], these results seem to be quite reasonable.
/,!0.z - d^z$!/!z.!/1(0/z !)+*/0.0! z0$0z0$!z2(!*!z* z+""/!0z+"z0$!z%2/SiC for the
w"!z/1/0.0!z3/z+10zC^Gz!z(.#!.z0$*z0$0z"+.z0$!z%w"!^z *z %0%+*_z3!z+* 10!
/%)%(.z/5*$.+0.+*zz*(5/%/z"+.z0$%'z+4% !z/),(!/z0+z!4)%*!z0$!z!""!0/z+"z%*0!."!
!"!0/z+*z!*!.#5z* z)+ 1(0%+*z/z0$!z+4% !z0$%'*!//z%*.!/! ^

Figure 8. Measured and deconvoluted valence band spectra for SiO2/SiC structures formed on (0001) Si-face and
(000-1) C-face 4H-SiC substrates.

5z 0'%*#z 0$!/!z )!/1.! z 2(1!/z * z 0$!z .!,+.0! z !*!.#5z * z #,z +"z Gw%z /1/0.0!
cF^EIz!dz%*0+z+1*0_z3!z+0%*! z0$!z!*!.#5z* z/0.101.!/z"+.z%2u%z/0.101.!/z".%¥
0! z1* !.z2.%+1/z+* %0%+*/z* z/1)).%6! z0$!)z%*z%#^zL [24f^z+0!z0$0z0$!z+* 1¥
0%+*z* z+""/!0z0$0z !0!.)%*!/z#0!z(!'#!z1..!*0z* z.!/1(0*0z#0!z+4% !z.!(%%(%05z+"
%w z !2%!/z.1%((5z !,!* /z+*z0$!z/1/0.0!z+.%!*00%+*z* z+4% !z0$%'*!//^z%*!
0$!z0$%*z+4% !z+*z0$!zw"!z/1/0.0!/z!4$%%0/z/)((!.z+* 10%+*z* z+""/!0/z0$*z0$+/!
+*z0$!z%w"!z/1/0.0!/_z3!z+*(1 !z0$0z0$!z !#. ! z.!(%%(%05z+"z%w z !2%!/z"¥
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ricated on the C-face surface is an intrinsic problem, which is probably due to the difference
in the electronegativity between Si and C atoms bonded with O atoms at the interface.
Furthermore, considering the accumulation of negative fixed charges at the SiO2u%z%*0!.¥
face, the increase in the conduction band offset for thick oxides both on the Si-face and Cface substrates can be explained by an extrinsic energy band modulation due to the interface
!"!0/^z $%/z !*(.#! z * z +""/!0z "+.z 0$!z 0$%'z z !2%!/z %/z ,.!"!.(!z ".+)z 0$!z 2%!3¥
point of reducing gate leakage, but electrical defects should negatively impact on the device
performance and reliability. Therefore, fundamental tactics, such as applying deposited gate
+4% !/z * z * z !*#%*!!.%*#z 5z 10%(%6%*#z /0'! z /0.101.!/_z .!z %* %/,!*/(!z 0+z 0'!z  ¥
vantage of C-face SiC-MOS devices [25-28].

Figure 9. Energy band diagrams of SiO2/4H-SiC(0001) structures obtained by synchrotron XPS analysis. The measured
values of the valence band offsets for SiO2/SiC interfaces formed under various conditions are indicated.

We also evaluated the modulation of energy band alignment of SiO2uGw%cCCCDdz /0.1¥
tures due to the interface defect passivation [29]. It was found that, although the hydrogen
incorporation into the SiO2/SiC interface is effective in improving the interface property,
+0$zz*(5/%/z* z!(!0.%(z)!/1.!)!*0/z.!2!(! z0$0z%*0!."!z !"!0z,//%20%+*z%*¥
duces a reduction of conduction band offset. This indicates that the larger conduction band
offset at the as-oxidized SiO2u%z%*0!."!z%/z00.%10! z0+z0$!z$%#$z !*/%05z+"z%*0!."%(z.¥
bon related defects.

6. Surface and interface morphology of thermally grown SiO2 dielectrics
on 4H-SiC(0001)
%*((5_z /1."!z * z %*0!."!z )+.,$+(+#5z +"z 0$!.)(z +4% !/z #.+3*z +*z Gw%cCCCDdz /1¥
strates was investigated using AFM and TEM [30]. Thermal oxidation of 4º-off-angled 4HSiC(0001) Si-face substrate with an n-type epilayer was carried out in dry O2 ambient at
1100ºC for 12 hours. The root mean square (RMS) roughness of the as-grown surface was
estimated to be 0.23 - 0.26 nm (see Fig. 10(a)), suggesting that it is an almost step-bunchingfree substrate. However, in some locations, step bunching was observed, and the RMS
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roughness of the area, including step bunching, was about 2.3 nm. For some samples, high0!),!.01.!z**!(%*#z3/z,!."+.)! z%*z*z%*!.0z)%!*0z0zDJCCBz0+z%*0!*0%+*((5z!),$¥
size the step bunching prior to the dry oxidation.
As shown in Fig. 10(b), the RMS roughness value of the oxide surface was about 0.36 nm,
which is slightly higher than that of the as-grown epilayer surface. In addition, it seems that
steps on the oxide surface are more rounded than the initial surface. Figure 11 shows crosssectional TEM images of as-grown and oxidized samples. Single steps are observed at the
SiO2/4H-SiC interface in contrast to multiple-layer steps for the initial epilayer surface. These
findings indicate that the step-terrace structure of an epilayer is enormously transferred to
the SiO2 surface, while the interface roughness decreases by smoothening step bunching.
%*!z0$!z+4% 0%+*z.0!z"+.zw"!zGw%z%/z)1$z$%#$!.z0$*z0$0z"+.z%w"!_z%0z%/z+*/% ¥
ered that the step edges will be rounded by enhanced oxidation and that the resulting oxide
near the steps will be thicker due to a volume expansion from SiC to SiO2.

Figure 10. AFM images of (a) as-grown 4H-SiC(0001) epilayer surface and (b) SiO2 surface formed on sample shown in
(a) by dry O2 oxidation at 1100ºC for 12 h.

Figure 11. Cross-sectional TEM images of (a) as-grown 4H-SiC(0001) epilayer surface and (b) SiO2/4H-SiC interface
formed on sample shown in (a). The oxide thickness was about 35 nm.
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+z2!.%"5z0$%/z$5,+0$!/%/_zz(.#!z/0!,z1*$%*#z3/z%*0!*0%+*((5z"+.)! z5z$%#$z0!),!.¥
01.!z **!(%*#^z /z /$+3*z %*z %#^z DEcd_z  z +/!.20%+*z +"z 0$!z Gw%cCCCDdz /1."!z *¥
nealed at 1700ºC showed that the height of the step bunching ranged from 10 to 20 nm,
3$%(!z0$!z z.+1#$*!//z3%0$%*z0$!z0!..!z3/zC^DLz*)^z"0!.z+4% 0%+*_zz/%)%(.z/0!,w0!.¥
race structure to the one observed in Fig. 12(a) is preserved on the oxide surface, except for
the bumps around the step bunching (see Fig. 12(b)). However, the RMS roughness in the
flat region that was originally a terrace remains unchanged (<0.19 nm). This result strongly
suggests significantly enhanced oxidation at the step face.

Figure 12. AFM images and cross-sectional profiles of (a) 4H-SiC(0001) surface after annealing at 1700ºC and (b) SiO2
surface formed on the sample shown in (a) by dry oxidation at 1100ºC for 12 h.

Figure 13. A cross-sectional TEM image of SiO2/SiC structure shown in Fig. 12(b).

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 13, a cross-sectional TEM image of the sample shown in Fig.
12(b) also clearly indicates pronounced oxidation at the step bunching. On the other hand,
SiO2/4H-SiC interface morphology is clearly more moderated than that of the SiO2 surface,
implying that the step bunching at the oxide interface became smooth by oxidation. The
maximum SiO2 thickness (~80 nm) was located facing the step, which is more than double
0$0z+*z0$!z0!..!^z%*!z0$!z+4% 0%+*z.!0%+*z%/z+*0.+((! z5z0$!z)+1*0z+"z+45#!*z)+(!¥
cules diffused through the SiO2z(5!._z/0!,z! #!/z3%((z!+)!z.+1* ! z!1/!z+"z0$!z0$%*¥
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ner oxide on the terrace. The large oxide thickness fluctuation surely leads to the local
!(!0.%z"%!( z+*!*0.0%+*z.+1* z0$!z/0!,z1*$%*#z 1.%*#z0$!z!(!0.%(z/0.!//%*#_z0$1/z.!¥
/1(0%*#z%*zz,.!"!.!*0%(z.!' +3*^z$!.!"+.!_z3!z*z+*(1 !z0$0z0$!z/1."!z)+.,$+(+¥
gy of the channel region before gate oxide formation is important for improving reliability
of SiC-MOS devices.

7. Summary
We have investigated the fundamental aspects of SiC oxidation and SiO2u%z%*0!."!/^z!¥
/,%0!z0$!z(%0!.01.!z/! z+*z z+/!.20%+*_z3!z"+1* z0$0zz*!.w,!."!0z%*0!."!z +)%¥
nated by Si-O bonds is formed by dry oxidation of 4H-SiC(0001) substrates. However,
atomic scale roughness and imperfection causing electrical degradation of SiC-MOS devices
was found to be introduced as oxide thickness increases. We also pointed out the problems
regarding oxide reliability originating from the gate leakage. It was found that, although
negative fixed charges due to the interface defects enlarge the conduction band offset of SiCMOS devices, small conduction band offset leading to increased gate leakage is an intrinsic
feature, especially for the SiC(000-1) C-face substrates. We have also examined surface and
%*0!."!z)+.,$+(+#5z+"z0$!.)((5z#.+3*z+4% !/z0+z(.%"5z0$!z.!(0%+*z!03!!*z/0!,z1*$¥
%*#z* z+4% !z.!' +3*^z 1(0%,(!w(5!.z/0!,/z/z3!((z/z/0!,z1*$%*#z+*z0$!z3"!.z/1.¥
face lead to oxide thickness fluctuation due to the difference in oxidation rate between the
terrace and the step face. The bump-like structure of the SiO2 layer near the step bunching
and the relatively thinner oxide on the terrace will cause a local electric field concentration,
3$%$z!*$*!/z0$!z#!*!.0%+*z+"z!(!0.%(z !"!0/z%*z0$!z+4% !_z%* %0%*#z0$0z*z0+)%(¥
ly-flat surface needs to be formed before gate oxide formation.
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1. Introduction
We live in an energy-hungry world in which industrialization and globalization have
accelerated the demand for resources that now doubles approximately every 40 years. Today,
we consume about 18 TW (18×1012 Watts) which is equivalent to 97 billion barrels of crude
oil yearly. While renewable energy sources offer an environmentally conscious alternative to
fossil fuels, they account for only about 10% of this total [64]. In parallel to the advent of
clean energy, an effort has to be made to curb consumption, which can in part be achieved by
improving system efficiency. In this Section, we will discuss in such terms why high-volume
sectors such as transportation, electricity generation, and distribution, can benefit from
SiC-based electronics.
First, it should be recognized that the adoption of a new technology will be driven mainly by
component cost and end-user benefits. Silicon carbide electronics is no exception and only
makes sense if it can deliver on these fronts. A good example is the recent introduction of
the pricier fluorescent light sources which make financial sense in the long term since they
consume a fraction of the energy of incandescent bulbs and last some 20 times longer, proving
that efficiency and reliability can justify the investment. So what are the key parameters that
influence SiC device cost and efficiency?
Cost - Substrate size and availability have benefited from the boom in LED demand as
III-nitride blue diodes can be fabricated on SiC. Indeed, the diameter of commercially
available substrates has steadily increased from the release of two inch (50 mm) wafers
in September 1997 to the recent unveiling of six inch (150 mm) wafers in August 2012
by Cree, inc., a very fast pace compared to Si evolution [100]. Also, tremendous quality
improvements have been achieved together with increased process rate and uniformity. One
of the many challenges facing SiC production has been the reduction of extended defects such
as micropipes [29, 49]. Today, substrates are virtually free of such defects, optimizing device
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Figure 1. DC efficiency of SiC-based FETs relative to Si devices at given designed blocking voltages. While commercially available
switches using NO-annealed thermal gate oxides have improved efficiency, one suggested route is the use of deposited oxides
to achieve optimum properties [109].

yield. Demand and production costs have thus progressively driven down the price of the
material, which has translated into cheaper and higher quality components for optoelectronic
and high power applications.
Efficiency - While investment costs have diminished, SiC-based devices are still more
expensive than their Si counterparts. Their efficiency is what can make them attractive
in the long run. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the energy consumption of metal-oxide
field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) can be orders of magnitude lower when using silicon
carbide as a substrate to control high blocking voltages. Industries that would benefit from
the widespread of such components include transportation, electricity distribution, grid
coupling, high-performance computing, etc. Indeed, automakers have invested heavily in
SiC research, targeting the implementation of SiC-based inverters in hybrid vehicles. To get
an idea of how single device consumption will translate into system efficiency, let’s take
the example of photovoltaic (PV) power converters. PV inverters are used to convert the
DC current from solar sources to feed it to the AC grid. They are made of power diodes
and switches. A typical residential system has a nominal power of 5 kW at 400 V AC.
Such Si-based converters can operate at over 95% efficiency but replacing Si components by
commercially available SiC Schottky diodes and power MOSFETs can cut the loss by about
50%, yielding a saving of the order of $100 a year per household [22, 23]. Moreover, they can
operate at higher temperature, so that limited cooling and volume requirements go in favor
of system prices which can indeed prove beneficial over the years for the consumer choosing
to adopt the new technology.
Further improvements in SiC device efficiency will make the case even stronger. Among
the key building blocks at the device level is the oxide/semiconductor interface. Figure 1
highlights how it affects consumption, especially at low biases. In this Chapter, we will derive
important parameters defining SiC devices from physical properties, and discuss the role
and formation of the oxide/semiconductor interface, covering thermal oxides, post-oxidation
annealing, and deposited dielectrics.
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2. Breakdown field and device efficiency
Let us compare vertical double-implanted MOSFETs (DMOSFETs) designed to control the
same bias, one Si-based, the other SiC-based, as shown in Fig. 2(b), using the constants of
Fig. 2(a). The key differences between the two materials can be traced back to the Si-Si bond
and the Si-C bond, respectively. The stronger interaction between silicon and carbon atoms
is evidenced by the shorter bond length of 1.89 Å when compared to 2.35 Å for Si-Si. The
proximity of atoms in SiC yield a more pronounced splitting of bonding and antibonding
levels, which translates into a wider band gap in the periodic crystalline structures. The
diatomic base of silicon carbide also explains the better thermal conductivity of the material
because its vibration modes, i.e. phonons, are more energetic on average, as reflected in the
Debye temperature. Ultimately, it is the phonon distribution that explains the higher critical
field of silicon carbide, ξ c , that can be used to derive a key parameter impacting device
efficiency in high power electronics, the drift component of the specific ON resistance.
The breakdown field of a material is indeed not directly related to its band gap Eg . While,
to first order, the free carriers need to reach a kinetic energy of at least 3/2 Eg to induce
the cascading impact ionization phenomenon, called avalanche, that multiplies the number
of carriers and therefore the conductivity, the limiting factor in the bulk is phonon coupling
[84, 86]. If the net velocity of
carriers v̄, proportional to the current, is smaller than or equal to
the thermal velocity vth = 3k b T/m∗ , the electron-phonon system is in equilibrium because
of the ability of phonons to thermalize the carriers. In that regime, phonon scattering damps
the energy gain of free carriers whose distribution in the bands can be visualized as a Fermi
sphere slightly shifted in the direction of the electric field. However, if the field increases
and reaches ξ c , the rate at which carriers gain energy becomes too high to allow equilibrium
with the lattice vibrations. Hot carriers then achieve phonon runaway. Their motion
 is no
longer damped and they can accelerate freely from vth to the critical speed vc ≈ 3Eg /m∗
allowing the avalanche process to start. It is worth noting here that in thin films, an additional
constraint comes from the time the carriers take to accelerate to vc , so that ξ c can become
larger than the bulk value, as illustrated in Fig. 3(a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Properties of 4H-SiC and Si with 1015 -1016 cm−2 doping at 300 K [30, 65, 66, 84, 121]. (b) Vertical power
DMOSFET.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Hot carrier velocity saturation and dielectric breakdown [105]. (b) Field distribution in a one-sided reverse-biased
PN junction.

The critical field ξ c of a semiconductor, can be used to design the most efficient device for a
given blocking voltage Vd . When a DMOSFET is in the OFF state, the positive bias applied
to the drain is entirely dropped in the N− drift region [84, 124]. Indeed, together with the P
base, it forms a reverse-biased one-sided PN junction, represented in Fig. 3(b). For a large
blocking voltage, Vd  Eg /q, the extent of the depletion region on the lowly-doped side in
the step-junction approximation is

2s Vd
xd =
(1)
qNd
where Nd is the density of donor atoms in the drift region, s is the permittivity of the
semiconductor, and q is the elementary charge. The peak electric field, at the boundary,
being

V
2qNd Vd
ξ max = 2 d =
(2)
xd
s
The highest doping concentration that can sustain Vd is therefore
Nd∗ = ξ c2

s
2qVd

(3)

obtained by substituting for the critical field in Eq. (2). Then, from Eqs. (1) & (3), the
minimum thickness of the drift region is given by
xd∗ = 2

Vd
ξc

(4)

Accordingly, the drift region of a 4H-SiC DMOSFET can be substantially thinner and more
highly doped than a Si-based device designed to control the same bias. Neglecting the
current spread [9], the ratio of the optimal ON resistance components from the drift region
can thus be estimated by
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R∗dr |SiC
Nd∗ µdr 
xd∗ 
µ s ξ c3 |Si


=
= dr
∗
∗
∗


Rdr |Si
xd Si Nd µdr SiC
µdr s ξ c3 |SiC

(5)

where µdr is the drift mobility in the bulk of the semiconductor. Plugging the respective
constants of the bulk semiconductors into Eq. (5) implies that in ideal devices the energy
dissipated using 4H-SiC would be several hundred times lower compared to the Si equivalent
for a given ON current [15].
In a real device, however, there are other components to the resistance such as the contact
resistance and the channel resistance. Here we will discuss only the channel specific
resistance which contains the contribution from the oxide/semiconductor interface of interest
in this Chapter. It can be calculated using the long channel approximation as
Rch =

LP
Vd 2
P =
Isat
nqµch

(6)

where L is the channel length, P is the channel width, or the square cell pitch, µch is the
inversion mobility, and n is the minority carrier density [9]. The total specific ON resistance
is then
Rtot = R∗dr + Rch =

xd∗
∗
Nd qµdr

+

LP
nqµch

(7)

which has the following dependence on designed blocking voltage according to Eqs. (3) &
(4)
4Vd2
µdr s ξ c3

+

LP
nqµch

(8)

SiO2/SiC Dit

Si-Si

Si-SI

Rtot =

Si C xO y

2.8

Electron energy (eV)

Figure 4. Schematic of the density of interface traps at the SiO2 /SiC interface.
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From Eqs. (7) & (8), it can be seen that the smaller the designed blocking voltage, the smaller
the width of the necessary drift region, and the larger the contribution from the channel
resistance. In Si, that does not have a major impact in power devices because µch can be as
high as 50% of the bulk value µdr . However, SiC channels suffer from a mobility that can
be less than 1% of µdr at the native SiO2 /4H-SiC interface. Therefore, interface quality can
affect performance even in the kV range and the full potential of the SiC material cannot be
reached. This is highlighted in Fig. 1, where the ratio of ON resistances was calculated using
Fig. 2(a) constants, L = 1µm, P = 10µm, n = 1015 cm−2 , and the following SiC µch : 5, 50, and
500 cm2 /V.s. The significance of those mobility values are discussed in the next Sections.

3. Channel mobility and interface state density
Mobility is a measure of the ease a carrier can be moved in a solid under the application of
an electric field ξ. It can be related to the speed of the carrier which is limited by scattering
events occurring at average time intervals τ. Several types of scattering processes affect
transport but the ones yielding the most frequent disturbances define the mobility value
which can be written explicitly as
1
ξ
m∗
=
=
µ
q
v̄

1

∑ τi

(9)

i

where m∗ is the effective mass, v̄ is the net drift velocity, and τi corresponds to mean
scattering times associated with various processes.
Because of the sudden termination of the semiconductor periodic lattice at the oxide interface,
the channel mobility, µch , is expected to be lower than the bulk mobility. Indeed, electrically
active levels can appear in the band gap and act as recombination centers or Coulomb
scattering centers. Moreover, the free carriers can interact remotely with charged border
states in the oxide, further reducing τCb . Other major damping mechanisms include
surface-phonon and surface-roughness scattering represented by τph and τsr , respectively. We
note that the coupling of carriers to scattering effects depends strongly on their velocity such
that Coulomb scattering dominates at low fields, while surface roughness scattering becomes
dominant at higher fields. Because of these interface phenomena, the best SiO2 /Si devices
display a channel mobility of about 700 cm2 /V.s, equivalent to 50% of the bulk mobility [78].
In the case of 4H-SiC however, the native oxide interface yields mobilities of about 5 cm2 /V.s,
or less than 1% of the bulk value. So why is SiC so affected by the formation of a thermally
grown interface? Let us discuss it from the point of view of Coulomb scattering, so that the
question becomes: why is the density of interface traps (Dit ) so much more prominent in
SiC?
First, a down side of having a wider band gap is that it is sensitive to a wider range of
defects. To first order, only the corresponding levels falling inside the band gap can be
charged and yield Coulomb scattering. Since there is no evidence that SiO2 formed on SiC
is any different from thermally oxidized silicon [99], it can contain the same type of defects,
some having energy levels affecting only SiC carriers. Let’s take the example of the oxygen
vacancy, detected by electron spin resonance (ESR) in both systems, which yields Si-Si bonds
[75, 106]. The energy split of that dimer is inversely proportional to the proximity between
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atoms. Long Si-Si bonds, i.e. bigger than 2.35 Å, can have energy levels inside both the
Si and SiC gaps. But the splitting between short Si-Si levels can be outside the silicon gap
while being electrically active at a SiO2 /SiC interface [90, 130], as illustrated in Fig. 4. The
same analysis is true when comparing defect levels in the 6H- and 4H-SiC polytypes which
have energy gaps of 3 and 3.3 eV, respectively. Because their valence bands are lined up, the
conduction band of 4H-SiC is 0.3 eV higher. This is why the major defect affecting 4H-SiC,
located 0.1 eV below its conduction band, has a limited impact on 6H-SiC devices [114]. It is
interesting to note that this defect corresponds to an energy of 0.4 eV above the Si conduction
band and that a similar trap level has been observed in SiO2 on Si even though it does not
limit channel mobility [3, 4, 8].
The second reason explaining the large defect density at SiC interfaces is the oxidation
process
2 SiC + 3 O2 → 2 SiO2 + 2 CO

(10)

Like silicon oxidation, it follows the Deal-Grove reaction-diffusion model, so that the thermal
oxide thickness as a function of time can be written as

1 B
B
+
x [t] = −
2 B/A
2



4( t + t0 )
1
+
B
( B/A)2

(11)

where B/A is the linear rate constant, B is the parabolic rate constant, and t0 is an offset time
constant [45]. For details on SiC oxidation kinetics and parameters corresponding to various
orientations, pressures, and temperatures, see Refs. [43, 68, 98, 113, 122, 127, 135, 136].
But unlike Si oxidation, Eq. (10) implies the release of carbon. Because of this complex
multi-step process, a variety of atomic defects involving C can result from oxide formation if
CO molecules do not all find their way to the gas phase. [48, 71, 90]
Now that we have reviewed the impact and origin of defects at the SiO2 /SiC interface,
a comprehensive picture of associated trap levels limiting inversion mobility can be put
forward, as shown in Fig. 4. Thermal oxidation of silicon carbide results in a SiCx Oy
inter-layer that includes threefold and fourfold coordinated Si and C atoms [8, 44, 90, 130].
Some generate dangling bonds whose energy spreads across the band gap because it is
determined by the environment surrounding the defects. Another stable configuration
yielding a trap level in the gap is a split C interstitial. When substituting for a Si site
in the semiconductor, it can be viewed as a small C-aggregate or "C-cluster" comprising
6 atoms. A carbon-rich interface has indeed been observed by techniques such as
Rutherford backscattering (RBS) [46, 57, 89, 97], x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
[54, 62, 67, 77, 128], electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) [33–35], Raman spectroscopy
[80], and in-situ spectroscopic ellipsometry [63]. The dominant defects however, are likely
oxide-related. Indeed, Si-Si bonds of various lengths can extend into SiO2 yielding interface
and border traps [6, 17, 50, 72, 92, 112]. As mentioned before, the majority of corresponding
bonding and antibonding states are located outside of the silicon gap but the former induce
a distribution centered between the 4H and 6H-SiC conduction bands. The slightly smaller
density of levels at lower energies is probably due to the majority of antibonding levels
residing within the valence band of SiC whose edge is common in different polytypes [1].
The combination of trap levels associated with the SiCx Oy inter-layer and Si-Si bonds, yields
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the U-shaped Dit distribution. It rises sharply towards the SiC band edges because of the
Si-related defects not dominant at silicon interfaces. Therefore, the efficiency of passivation
techniques are expected to be very different at interfaces formed on the two semiconductors.
In the following Sections, we will discuss how to reduce Dit and its relationship with
mobility. Although there is extensive literature dedicated to various orientations and
polytypes, this overview is dedicated to devices fabricated on the (0001) Si-face of 4H-SiC.

4. Argon anneal
Oxidation conditions and post-oxidation annealing (POA) can affect the trap density at the
SiO2 /4H-SiC interface. Both Ar anneal performed at growth temperature and re-oxidation at
lower temperatures (e.g. 900 ◦ C) have indeed proven to slightly reduce the amount of deep
states [40, 129]. This can be explained by the removal of excess carbon without additional
oxide formation, as corresponding atomic configurations yield defects populating interface
states toward the middle of the gap. Since it does not reduce the density of levels close to
the conduction band edge of 4H-SiC, Ar POA alone is not sufficient to enable efficient SiC
devices. Nevertheless, it is typically used after thermal oxidation and before other annealing
schemes.

5. Hydrogen passivation
Wet oxidation of 4H-SiC also yields a small reduction of interface states with energies away
from the semiconductor band edges when compared to SiO2 formation in dry oxygen [2, 26,
55, 90, 130]. It correlates well with the effects of H2 POA. While at silicon interfaces hydrogen
annealing yields a Dit from about 1011 to 1010 cm−2 eV −1 in the middle of the gap and a
mobility close to half the one of the bulk [20, 21], its impact at SiC interfaces is much less
efficient, highlighting the differences between the two semiconductors [27, 58, 96]. Molecular
hydrogen can indeed passivate Si- or C- dangling bonds, and insert long Si-Si bonds [28]. But
it does not significantly affect split carbon interstitials and slow near interface states which
populate the majority of the Dit at the 4H-SiC band edges. Like Ar annealing, wet oxidation
and/or H2 POA can be used together with other annealing techniques to optimize the trap
density throughout the semiconductor band gap.

6. Nitridation
6.1. NO annealing
In 1997, the group of Prof. Dimitrijev, at Griffitth University in Australia, demonstrated
that high temperature (1100 ◦ C) nitric oxide (NO) annealing reduces the Dit at SiO2 /6H-SiC
interfaces [76]. In 2000, Chung et al. published results on the effects of NO at the SiO2 /4H-SiC
interface revealing that, in addition to removing deep states, it is also very efficient at
reducing the density of slow states (by a factor of ≈ 10), and yields an order of magnitude
increase in the channel mobility from about 5 to 50 cm2 /V.s along the Si-face [40, 41]. This
breakthrough discovery, which originated from the joint effort between Auburn University
and Vanderbilt University, led to the adoption of the NO process by the scientific and
industrial communities as it enables the fabrication of high-quality oxide-based SiC power
devices, facilitating their commercial release (Fig. 1).
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The benefits of NO annealing have been directly correlated with the incorporation of
nitrogen, which is confined to the SiO2 /SiC interface, as detected by various techniques
such as secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) [82, 106], nuclear reaction analysis (NRA)
[81], electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) [33], and medium energy ion scattering (MEIS)
[47, 137]. To study the impact of nitrogen, the amount incorporated can be tailored by the
NO annealing time as illustrated in Fig. 5(a). The N density is then extracted by integrating
SIMS interface peaks resulting from 1175 ◦ C NO exposure of a dry thermal oxide for up
to 2 hours. The nitrogen content is found to saturate around 6 × 1014 cm−2 or about a half
monolayer coverage of the SiC surface. The nitridation kinetics result from a balance between
N incorporation and removal. Indeed, at this temperature, NO decomposes partially into N2
and O2 . While 1175 ◦ C is required to enable NO diffusion to the interface and subsequent
nitridation, the presence of oxygen limits its effect as interfacial nitrogen is unstable against
the slow re-oxidation occurring in parallel [37]. Moreover, additional defect formation can
also result from the presence of the excess oxygen.
Progressive reduction of the Dit across the 4H-SiC band gap corresponding to the
tailored introduction of nitrogen has been measured in metal-oxide-semiconductor capacitors
(MOSCAPs), as shown in Fig. 5(b). The density of states shows a strong correlation to the
nitrogen content and is reduced by up to an order of magnitude close to the conduction band
edge [82, 106, 108]. The sensitivity of the inversion mobility of electrons to the Dit reduction
was studied in lateral field-effect transistors containing different amounts of nitrogen at the
SiO2 /4H-SiC interface. From the results depicted in Figs. 6(a) & 10, the peak field-effect
mobility is found to be inversely proportional to the density of charged states, which reveals
a Coulomb-scattering-limited transport. It is important to note that this is true even in devices
with the lowest Dit so that further defect passivation is projected to increase the mobility from
50 to more than 100 cm2 /V.s, which cannot be achieved by NO POA alone as nitrogen density
becomes saturated. These conclusions are in agreement with separate mobility studies using
Hall effect measurements on nitrided samples [13, 114, 125]. Such experiments also reveal
that at higher fields, mobility becomes limited by surface-roughness scattering. Although
NO POA has been shown to yield smoother interfaces [51], it is not clear what else can be
done to further reduce that particular component.
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The benefits of nitrogen incorporation also extend to the reliability of SiC devices when
it comes to electron injection in the gate oxide, which is inherent to n-channel transistor
operation, as the dielectric is exposed to leakage currents and charge tunneling from the
inversion layer towards the biased gate contact [31, 32, 52, 73, 132]. While the resulting
degradation can take a long time to develop under normal operation, accelerated techniques
can be used to study device response to excess carriers penetrating the gate structure. To
best simulate actual bias conditions, electrons were injected at low oxide fields (< 2 MV/cm)
using a mercury lamp promoting carriers from the negatively-biased gate metal to the
conduction band of 4H-SiC in MOSCAPs fabricated using dry oxidation followed by various
NO annealing times [103, 106]. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the density of trapped negative
charge, extracted from the flatband voltage shift of capacitance-voltage (CV) curves, can be
plotted as a function of the integrated gate current, i.e. the injected electron density. If no
nitrogen is present at the oxide/semiconductor interface, device characteristics continuously
drift towards positive voltages. From the observation of hysteresis behavior of CV curves,
this has been correlated to electron-induced acceptor state generation at the interface [5].
However, the presence of even the smallest amount of nitrogen can suppress the degradation,
exposing the secondary component of the negative charge, the bulk electron traps in SiO2
[103], Fig. 6(b).
When it comes to positive charge trapping however, the presence of nitrogen proves to be
detrimental to device stability [73, 74]. This can be of concern even for n-channel transistors
to which a negative gate bias can be applied to ensure that it is OFF in its idle state.
Several methods have been used to accelerate hole exposure of the gate oxide such as x-ray
irradiation [52], Fowler-Nordheim tunneling, and internal photoemission [104]. Figs. 6(b)
& 7(b) show the positive trapped charge as a function of the injected hole carrier density
using such a technique with samples containing different amount of nitrogen. There is a
clear correlation between nitrogen content and oxide trap density. Because the nitrogen is
contained at the interface and the charge is stable against bias reversal, it is attributed to
near-interface traps in the SiON layer. ESR experiments have ruled out oxygen vacancies as
the main positive trap in the oxide, another indication that atomic configurations involving
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nitrogen must be at play [106]. In fact, similar conclusions have been drawn from N-induced
negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) on silicon which has been attributed to Si-N
bonds [24, 25], which also suggests that the defects must originate from the SiO2 conversion
into a nitride.
From the impact of nitrogen incorporation on Dit , electron traps, and hole traps, summarized
in Fig. 6(b), it is possible to paint a picture of what happens at the atomic level. First, it is
important to note that although the term "passivation" is often used to describe the effects
of nitrogen, the large density introduced by the NO process more likely yields a complete
reconfiguration of the interface from SiO/SiC to SiON/SiC. But for simplicity, let us look
at the effect of nitrogen on single defects. As mentioned previously, the majority of traps
at the thermally grown interface are considered to be single and split carbon interstitials,
as well as Si-Si bonds. Unlike hydrogen, nitrogen can reduce the energy of most of these
atomic configurations by substituting for threefold-coordinated carbons or by inserting
short suboxide bonds [90, 130]. While it can suppress acceptor levels close to the 4H-SiC
conduction band edge, the donor nature of nitrogen and its 5 valence electrons can then
yield states close to, or even within, the semiconductor valence band [104]. If the resulting
atomic configurations are located on the oxide side of the interface, they can therefore act as
stable hole traps. Let us take the example of a short Si-Si suboxide bond expected to have
an unoccupied state close to the 4H-SiC conduction band. When inserted by NO, it yields a
Si-NO-Si bridge and moves the trap level close the valence band. Theory suggests that the
nitrogen lone electron pair leads to a partially occupied state that is a favorable hole trap,
since giving away an electron makes the atomic configuration reduce its energy by a few eV.
As mentioned earlier, nitrogen might not discriminate between defects and stoichiometric
oxide sites as it indeed converts SiO to SiON. Therefore, the same configuration could result
from N insertion in bridging Si-O-Si, which can create trap levels where there was none
before.
In summary, the presence of nitrogen at the oxide/semiconductor interface is beneficial as it
reduces Dit , increases mobility, and suppresses electron-induced interface state generation.
But on the other hand, re-oxidation during NO POA limits the amount of N that can be
inserted, and nitrogen generates a quantity of new traps by bonding in the near-interface
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Figure 7. Effective trapped charge as a function of (a) injected electron density and (b) emitted hole density by internal
photoemission. NO POA suppresses electron-induced interface state generation but increases the amount of hole traps in the
oxide. Adapted from Refs. [103, 104]
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region of the oxide. Since we have shown that more nitrogen would increase the mobility
even further, other nitridation methods could maximize its density while confining it to the
interface boundary.

6.2. N2 O and NH3
Ammonia (NH3 ) POA shows benefits as well in terms of Dit reduction close to the conduction
band edge of 4H-SiC [39, 53, 133]. However, it yields unnecessary incorporation of nitrogen
throughout the oxide, totalling a density ∼ 100 times larger than NO POA. This compromises
the integrity and reliability of the gate dielectric, as evidenced by the lowering of the
breakdown voltage.
Nitrous oxide (N2 O) oxidation or POA also improves the properties of the
oxide/semiconductor interface, but to a lesser extent than NO [12, 37, 70, 76, 81]. This is
because it decomposes at high temperature into NO, O2 , and N2 . While the resulting NO
incorporates nitrogen at the 4H-SiC/SiO2 interface, the larger fraction of background oxygen
mitigates this greatly. Indeed, since incorporated N is unstable against the slow re-oxidation
occurring in parallel, N2 O POA yields about an order of magnitude less nitrogen than pure
NO POA at similar process temperature. It reduces Dit by about a factor of 2 close to Ec and
leads to a peak field-effect mobility of up to ≈ 25 cm2 /V.s in 4H-SiC transistors, as indicated
in Fig. 10. However, nitrous oxide is sometimes preferred over NO for safety reasons as it
comes with less demanding handling requirements.

6.3. N implants and radicals
Following the improvements induced by NO POA, other methods were developed to
introduce N at the SiO2 /SiC interface. Although they may be more involved, they can
yield NO-like properties for oxide-based devices formed on 4H-SiC and bring their own
contribution to understanding the role of nitrogen.
One such nitridation technique is implantation. N+ ions can be inserted in the top
semiconductor layer that will subsequently be consumed by thermal oxidation, yielding the
presence of nitrogen at the interface. The amount of N atoms can be tuned by implantation
dose and energy. Studies have revealed that similarly to NO POA, the higher the nitrogen
density at the thermally-formed interface, the lower the Dit , and the higher the field-effect
mobility [42, 91, 93]. In fact, Poggi et al. have reported about an order of magnitude
reduction of electrically active defects close to the conduction band edge of 4H-SiC and a
room temperature field-effect mobility of up to 42 cm2 /V.s in lateral nFETs fabricated on
the (0001) surface [94, 95], Fig. 10. While the progressive increase of µ FE with N dose is
consistent with the reduction of Coulomb scattering, Hall mobility measurements reveal that
in devices with the higher nitrogen content, µ Hall decreases with temperature. This implies
that, unlike for the NO process, another dominant scattering mechanism appears following
high implant doses. This has been attributed to induced damages in SiC and residual N
interstitials left within the semiconductor [16]. Also, note that the process temperature can
be kept at or below 1100 ◦ C following implantation, to avoid activation that would convert
N atoms into donors in SiC. But activation of a minority of dopants in the tail end of the
implant can never be ruled out.
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Another elegant way to introduce nitrogen is the exposure of thermal oxides to nitrogen
radicals [116, 134, 137]. It can be achieved using a remote plasma generating highly
reactive N+ ions. SIMS measurements have shown that, like NO-POA, this results in
nitrogen accumulation strictly at the interface between the oxide and the semiconductor.
One advantage being that it can potentially occur without re-oxidation, allowing for N
maximization. Studies on devices fabricated on the Si-face of 4H-SiC again show that the Dit
is reduced proportionally to the amount of incorporated nitrogen, in line with results from
NO POA. In fact, similar and even better performance in terms of peak field-effect mobility
has been demonstrated using that technique. However, prolonged plasma exposure can also
reduce the integrity of the gate oxide, implying that this promising nitridation method still
requires optimization.

7. Phosphorus
In 2009, about a decade after the introduction of NO annealing, Okamoto et al., from the Nara
Institute of Science and Technology in Japan, proposed another post-oxidation annealing
technique that significantly reduces Dit at SiO2 /4H-SiC interfaces. As mentioned in the
previous section, implantation of nitrogen in SiC prior to oxidation has proved to be a
beneficial nitridation technique. Hence, Prof. Yano and his group cleverly extended this
logic to a screening method for various potential passivating species [87]. This is how
phosphorus caught their attention as oxidation of P-implanted SiC also showed a lower
density of electrically active defects than as-oxidized un-implanted interfaces. Following this
discovery, they implemented a more gentle way to introduce P at the interface in order to
avoid ion-induced damages and undesirable doping of the substrate, by flowing gas through
a POCl3 bubbler during a high temperature post-oxidation anneal.
When performed at 1000 ◦ C on SiO2 , grown on the Si-face of 4H-SiC, POCl3 POA leads to
a Dit below 1011 cm−2 eV−1 close to Ec , or several times lower than following NO POA [88].
This is reflected in the efficiency of lateral nFETs as the peak value of the field-effect mobility
almost doubles compared to NO POA to about 90 cm2 /V.s. This has been correlated with the
presence of phosphorus at the interface. Another proposed method to reach similar mobility
values is exposing a thermal oxide to P2 O5 extracted from a solid phosphosilicate glass (PSG)
diffusion source [115]. Device properties following POCl3 or PSG POA are reported in Figs.
8(a), 8(b) & 10.
Note that from SIMS analysis, it is found that both POCl3 and PSG POA convert the dielectric
into a phosphosilicate by yielding phosphorus throughout the gate. This compromises the
reliability of the devices. Recently, forming a thin P-containing interfacial oxide, using POCl3
and O2 , followed by dielectric deposition, was shown to reduce trapping by narrowing the
phosphorus profile [11].
The benefits of phosphorus at SiO2 /SiC interfaces represent a milestone for silicon carbide
research; not only because of mobility improvements, but also because it shines light on the
nature of passivation at the atomic level. Indeed, both N and P are among the group V
elements of the periodic table, possessing similar chemistry due to their 5 valence electrons.
For example, it has fueled the discussion of the role of sub-surface SiC doping in improving
device characteristics [36]. But while the physics of N and P binding at interfaces is still being
debated, we are one step closer to a more comprehensive understanding of post-oxidation
annealing mechanisms.
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Figure 8. (a) Dit reduction compared to as-oxidized films using NO POA or a phosphorus source. Adapted from Ref.[115]. (b)
Transfer characteristics and extracted field-effect mobilities showing the efficiency of P. Adapted from Ref.[115].

8. Deposited oxides
Considering all the efforts necessary to improve the interface, boasting that silicon carbide
should be preferred over other wide band gap semiconductors because it can grow a stable
thermal oxide may no longer be a valid argument. First, the dominating trap level close to
the conduction band edge of 4H-SiC has been associated with slow near-interface defects
most likely residing inside SiO2 , possibly oxygen vacancies. Second, evidence is mounting
that the oxidation process itself, which creates C-related defects at the oxide/semiconductor
interface, also yields a transition region that extends within SiC, potentially affecting
transport properties inside the inversion layer of transistors [10, 17, 19, 117].
In particular, it has been proposed by the group of Prof. Kimoto, from Kyoto University
in Japan, that thermal oxidation results in the emission of C atoms from the interface
towards the bulk of the semiconductor [61]. Indeed, deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS)
measurements reveal a strong similarity between the effects of thermal oxidation and the
ones of C implantation in irradiated samples, as both processes yield the suppression of a
level labeled Z1/2 thought to be associated with C vacancies in silicon carbide [69, 123]. A
refined oxidation model including the kinetics of emitted atoms was then put forward by
Prof. Hijikata’s research group at Saitama University in Japan; it successfully models their
in-situ ellipsometry observations of thermal oxide growth rate on silicon carbide in both the
thin and thick film regimes [59].
Because of these drawbacks of thermal oxidation, it should not come as a surprise that using
deposited oxides has yielded encouraging results. For example, chemical vapor deposition
of a thin SiN buffer layer on the Si-face of 4H-SiC followed by SiO2 deposition and N2 O
annealing, has been reported to lower the Dit and increase the field-effect mobility to above
30 cm2 /V.s in lateral n-channel devices [85]. This is an improvement in efficiency compared
to gates formed thermally in N2 O, highlighting the benefits of deposited dielectrics. In that
particular case, thinning the SiN layer has also proven to be key as thick oxynitride films
resulting from oxygen insertion can possess a high density of positive charges which lower
mobility and move the threshold voltage to negative values.
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8.1. Alternate dielectrics
The versatility added in device fabrication from using deposited oxides allows to explore
a variety of deposition techniques, temperatures, and most importantly the ability to use
gate materials other than SiO2 . It is interesting to note that the reason for considering
alternate dielectrics is to move away from thick thermal oxides to reach higher mobility,
which is fundamentally different from the evolution of gate fabrication in silicon technology
where the motivation comes from scaling and the need for physically thicker oxides at a
given capacitance to maintain gate control while minimizing leakage, often at the expense
of mobility [56, 131]. This has led to the development and integration of materials which
possess a higher dielectric constant, or higher k, that are used in the new generations of Si
electronics. Regardless of the dichotomy, it comes at a very opportune time for SiC device
research which looks to take advantage of the acquired expertise in deposited gate dielectrics.
Another factor to consider when using high-k oxides on a wide band gap material like SiC
however, is the reduced band offsets between the semiconductor and the dielectric. The
conduction band offset relative to 4H-SiC for example goes from ≈ 3 eV with a SiO2 gate
to ≈ 1 eV with a HfO2 gate [1, 102]. This has implications in terms of leakage current
and reliability as such small barriers promote tunneling of carriers into the insulator, even
more so that SiC devices are expected to perform at high temperature, which exacerbates
the issue [105]. So if HfO2 is to be considered as a gate material, a thin SiO interlayer is
necessary to achieve reasonable leakage. Indeed, Afanas’ev et al. have demonstrated that
such structures have good interface properties, without the need for nitridation, but that it
comes at the expense of a maximum surface field of about 3 MV/cm in the semiconductor to
ensure gate integrity, dangerously close to transistor minimum requirements [7]. Ultimately,
a balancing act between SiO and HfO2 thicknesses yields a compromise between performance
and reliability [38].
But unlike Si technology, we are not aiming for the highest possible dielectric constant,
so we can somewhat move away from this compromise as long as a quality dielectric can
be obtained on SiC. A promising candidate in this respect is Al2 O3 ; it has a dielectric
constant close to 9 and a band gap only a few tens of eV narrower than SiO2 , yielding a
conduction band offset relative to 4H-SiC that is still above 2 eV. Most importantly, it does
not possess the same dominating trap level as SiO2 , so that high electron mobility can be
achieved in n-channel devices. Indeed, peak field-effect mobility values measured at room
temperature on the Si-face can exceed 100 cm2 /V.s [60, 79]. A key observation is again that
a thin thermal SiO or SiON layer is still required, not so much to reduce gate leakage but to
increase efficiency by providing a progressive transition between the semiconductor and the
deposited oxide. Since it acts as a passivating layer, it is no surprise that while it is needed,
the thinner it is, the better, so that a good interface can be formed while reducing the impact
of remote thermal oxide traps on channel transport properties. In practice, the stability of
a high-k material on SiO has to be considered carefully to avoid intermixing of the atomic
species during subsequent device fabrication steps. To mitigate this, a SiN barrier layer can
be used between the thermal oxide and Al2 O3 , blocking Al diffusion to the interface [83],
or the learning from Si technology can be extended to the use of low-temperature gate-last
processing schemes [14].
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8.2. Surface conditioning
In the previous Sections, we have shown that while moving away from a thermally-formed
gate oxide improves transport properties in 4H-SiC devices, a thin SiO transition layer still
brings a much-needed passivated interface. While this is also true for deposited dielectrics
on Si, the remarkable difference is that the thinner the thermal oxide is, the better. The next
logical step is therefore to avoid thermally-formed SiO entirely, circumventing the negative
impact of oxidation-induced defects and near-interface traps. But how can this be done so
that there is a clean transition between the SiC surface and the deposited oxide?
It all comes down to surface preparation of the semiconductor, which cannot simply end
with a wet clean since atomic ordering and bonding are paramount. A common surface
preparation technique that has been used prior to epitaxial deposition or graphene formation
on SiC might provide part of the answer. Hydrogen exposure of the (0001) face of hexagonal
SiC to high temperatures (e.g. 1350 ◦ C) etches the surface, smoothing it and yielding atomic
reconstruction [18, 101, 120, 126]. However, if a gate dielectric is deposited directly on it,
there appears to be no reduction of the Dit when compared to an HF-last surface, which,
as expected, is even worse than a thermally formed interface, at least when looking at SiO2
deposition on 4H-SiC. But Shirasawa et al. observed on 6H-SiC that when high temperature
H2 exposure is directly followed by N2 exposure at the same temperature, it results in an
ordered surface terminated by a monolayer of SiN topped by a monolayer of SiO [118, 119].
These thin films have well defined band gaps, a sign of their electrical integrity, and are
estimated to be stable without the existence of dangling bonds at the SiC surface.

new approach

conventional method

Our group at the Central Research Institute of Electronic Industry, located in Yokosuka,
Japan, then speculated that such a technique could be applied to 4H-SiC in order to form
an ideal seed layer for subsequent deposition [110, 111]. Indeed, this "nitrogen conditioning"
process is expected to yield an interface saturated by N atoms which are highly localized
within a monolayer, a very promising scenario since we know that maximizing nitrogen
content at the interface while limiting its presence in the oxide is key. Moreover, the single
oxide layer formed by Si-O-Si bridges bonded to the nitrogen provides the bare minimum
silicon oxide, while still offering a clean transition to a deposited layer.

Figure 9. Schematic of the nitrogen conditioning technique for deposited oxides vs. conventional nitridation methods. On
the right is the corresponding Dit from deposited SiO2 on surfaces which were subjected to various treatments. Adapted from
Refs. [110, 111].
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XPS and SIMS measurements confirm that a SiON layer can be formed using nitrogen
conditioning on the Si-face of 4H-SiC. More importantly, we find that the nitrogen remains
localized at the interface following 900 ◦ C SiO2 deposition by CVD. N is exclusively bonded
to silicon, and no C-O, C-N, or N-O bonds are detected, which is consistent with the
structure mentioned above, and atomically cleaner than interfaces resulting from either
thermal oxidation or NO POA [77]. Electrical characterization shows that the density of
interface states of a deposited oxide is lower than the one of a thermal oxide only when
nitrogen conditioning is used, Fig. 9. While this is a notable improvement over as-deposited
oxides on a HF-last surface, even better results are expected with alternate dielectrics and
low temperature deposition methods such as atomic layer deposition (ALD). Indeed, if the
seed layer can be kept intact and a quality oxide can be deposited, this smooth and clean
interface should translate into higher inversion mobility because of reduced Coulomb and
surface-roughness scattering.

9. Summary and conclusions
In order to realize the full potential of SiC-based devices across the voltage range depicted
in Fig. 1, the quality of the oxide/semiconductor interface must be improved. Figure 10
summarizes both mobility and Dit from thermal oxide gates following the various annealing
processes described in this Chapter. Despite increasingly efficient POA processes from N2 O,
to NO, to phosphorus exposure, the wide band gap and complex oxidation process yield a
large density of states that still limits the mobility in even the best oxide-based SiC transistors.
While rigourous experiments have led to that conclusion, the trend depicted in Fig. 10
shows a clear dependence between carrier transport and interface states. It suggests that the
significant increase in mobility compared to NO POA induced by PSG or POCl3 annealing is

Figure 10. Peak field-effect mobilities extracted from lateral MOSFETs fabricated on (0001) 4H-SiC using thermal oxides with
various POAs and the corresponding Dit @ 0.2 eV from the conduction band. The plot suggests that Coulomb scattering is
the dominant mechanism affecting carrier transport. Further reduction of the interface trap density will keep improving device
efficiency. Data gathered from Refs. [12, 88, 94, 106, 108, 115, 130].
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still hampered by trap-induced Coulomb scattering. Moreover, it is another indication that
if Dit can be decreased further, the mobility could potentially reach values well above 100
cm2 /V.s.
One can then speculate whether the best properties will be obtained from passivating a
defective thermally-formed SiO2 /SiC interface or using alternate dielectrics like promising
Al2 O3 gate stacks that have demonstrated such high mobilities. Both of these top-down and
bottom-up approaches come with their respective challenges going from process integration
to device stability and reliability. Thermal oxide POA must optimize the density of
passivating species while limiting their presence inside the oxide, indeed Dit is inversely
proportional to the amount of nitrogen but the quantity of hole traps increases with it. As
for alternate dielectrics, benefits could arise by moving away from pre- or post-deposition
oxidation, using instead efficient surface preparation techniques.
If the steady progress made during the past couple decades is any indication, silicon carbide
research, development, and technology, have a bright future ahead.
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1. Introduction
Silicon carbide (SiC) is an important material for fabricating high-power, high-temperature
and high frequency devices [1]. The semi-insulating (SI) form of 4H-SiC is useful for making
microwave devices [2fz!1/!z%0z$!(,/z%*z(+3!.%*#z0$!z/0.5z !2%!z,%0*!/_z0$!.!5z%*¥
creasing the maximum operating frequency of the device. Selective area ion implantation is
regarded as an attractive doping method for fabricating MESFETs in bulk SI 4H-SiC [3–5]
due to the ease of inter-device isolation without the loss of planarity.
$!z/%(%+*z.% !zc%dz z!+)!/z2!.5z,.+)%/%*#z* % 0!z"+.z$%#$z,+3!.z)%.+¥
wave applications in commercial and military communications.
However, SiC MESFETs are not without trapping problems associated with both the surface
and with the layers underlying the active channel, which inuence power performance
0$.+1#$z 0$!z "+.)0%+*z +"z -1/%/00%z $.#!z %/0.%10%+*/^z $%/z ,./%0%z $.#!z 0/z 0+z .!¥
strict the drain current and voltage excursions, thereby limiting the high-frequency power
output [6, 7].
Over the past few years, the vanadium-doped semi-insulating SiC substrate has attracted
much attention in explaining the deterioration of the SiC MESFET microwave performance.
Recently, the concern has shifted more towards surface traps due to the introduction of
$%#$w,1.%05z /!)%w%*/1(0%*#z /1/0.0!/_z 3$%$z $2!z !(%)%*0! z 0$!z (.#!.z ,.0z +"z 0$!z ,.+¥
lems associated with the substrate [8,9f^z$!z,.!/!*!z+"z/1."!z/00!/z%*z0$!z1*#0! z$*¥
nel regions between drain and source terminals has modulated the depletion of the channel
1* !.z0$!z !2%!z/1."!_z* z$/z.!/1(0! z%*z0$!z".!-1!*5z %/,!./%+*z+"z0$!z0.*/+* 1¥
tance (gm) and gate lag transient [10, 12]. These anomalies make the device characteristics
much more complicated, and make some troubles in circuit design.

© 2013 Gassoumi and Maaref; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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Figure 1. a: Static output characteristics (IDS-VDS-VGS) at T=85K. The gate voltage is first increased from 0 to -10 V
GH=FKQE:GDK9F<F=PL<=;J=9K=<>JGE 2LG2;JGKKKQE:GDK :/9E=9K>A?MJ= 9>GJ0' 0@=<J9AF;MJs
rent decrease is no present for the second set of curves

Figure 2. Conductance DLTS spectra for a 4H-SiC MESFET.

Then trapping effects due to the substrate deep levels can occur. On the other hand, it is well
known that SiC / insulator interface presents high density of surface states. As an example,
when using a SiO2 passivation, a high interface state density (in the 1011 to 1012 cm-2 range)
between SiO2 and SiC is still present. Consequently, the second hypothesis is consistent with
the well known remaining passivation problem for SiC devices. Understanding the nature
of the surface states in MESFETs could be a key to solve the problems. However, only a few
works were reported on this topic. Conductance Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy
c d_z/z,%0*!z _z%/z*z!""%%!*0z0++(z0+z+0%*z%*"+.)0%+*z+10z0.,/z%*z/!)%¥
conductors, such as the activation energy, the capture cross section and the density of traps
(in the case of Capacitance DLTS). The advantage of CDLTS over DLTS is the possibility to
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perform the measurements on a device with a small gate area and in operating conditions.
However, to the best of our knowledge, no work has been conducted using this technique
"+.zGw%z /^z1/!-1!*0(5_z%*z0$%/z/01 5z3!z$2!z%*2!/0%#0! z0$!z+.%#%*z+"z,./%0¥
ic effect in DC characteristics of 4H-SiC MESFETs with a gate length of 1µm by CDLTS.
In this study, we have used an old but not yet reported technique to investigate the origin of
non stationnarity in 4H-SiC MESFETs. This technique is called Current (or Conductance)
Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (CDLTS). Indeed this technique is more suitable for the
study of transistors than the classical capacitance DLTS for two main reasons.

Figure 3. Arrhenius plot for the deep levels observed in the 4H-SiC MESFET.

2. Experimental procedure
$!zGw%z /z/01 %! z%*z0$%/z3+.'z3!.!z.!(%6! z0z z!/!.$z* z!$*+(¥
ogy (TRT) in Orsay (France) using the same fabrication process for all the transistors. The
epitaxial layer structures were prepared by CVD on semi-insulating substrates supplied by
CREE. The layer stack consists of three layers: a P-type buffer layer with a thickness of 0.3
µm and a doping level of 1.1016 cm-3, an N-type active layer with 0.3-0.4 µm thickness and
doping level Nd = 1-2.1017 cm-3, and an N+ contact layer with a thickness and doping of 0.2
µm and Nd = 1019 cm-3. The lift-off process for the fabrication of the device has already been
described elsewhere [5]. The first step consists in reactive ion etching for the channel recess.
An evaporation of Ti/Pt/Au stack is realized for the gate contact. The surface is passivated
by a deposited oxide layer. The measurements presented in this work have been realized on
short test transistors with a gate of 1µm and a gate width of 100 µm. For all the transistors
the source gate distance is 0.5 µm and the gate drain distance is 2 µm.
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The current (or conductance) deep level transient spectroscopy (CDLTS) measurements
were performed by applying both a drain to source voltage of 8 V, in the linear regime, and
a drain to source voltage of 18V in the saturation region. The steady-state reverse bias and
"%((%*#z,1(/!z2+(0#!/z,,(%! z0+z0$!z#0!z3!.!zwDCz* zC^z$!z .%*z/+1.!z1..!*0z0.*/%¥
ent were recorded using a numerical multimeter (HP 34401 A). The transient were treated
numerically using the Lang method as in classical capacitance DLTS. The measurements
were carried out between 80K and 600K in a nitrogen cooled cryostat.

Figure 4. Conductance DLTS under gate pulse spectrum with Vgs = -4V and -10V.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Output Characteristics
Drain-source current voltage (IDS-VDSdz)!/1.!)!*0/z/zz"1*0%+*z+"z#0!z2+(0#!z* z0!)¥
perature have been performed. Output characteristics registered at different temperatures
show several parasitic effects. The first anomaly observed on IDS-VDS characteristics consist
in decreasing of the current when we perform the VGS sweep consecutively increasing the
negative gate voltage (i.e pinching the channel) and next decreasing VGS to zero (i.e opening
the channel). This effect observed at 85K becomes more and more important for low gate
voltages (Fig. 1a), i.e. when the current flows in the physical channel near the surface. This
degradation in current vanishes progressively when the temperature is raised and totally
disappears above 470K (Fig. 2b)^z2%+1/(5_z0$%/z!$2%+.z%/z 1!z0+zz0$!.)((5z0%20! z!"¥
fect. In a previous work [17fz3!z+/!.2! z(/+z*z!""!0z+"z1..!*0z+((,/!_z10z)+.!z,.+¥
nounced for high gate voltage, when the current flows near the substrate. We attributed this
to the presence of deep center located in the SI substrate. Basically, the explanation here can
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be the same, but the trap location is different. Indeed, the degradation in current can be due
to the presence of deep centers located in the vicinity of the channel surface. Trapping/
detrapping phenomena on these centers change the charge density near the surface. When
we apply VDS for the first measurement we force these traps to be charged. In the case of
electron traps, for instance, this charge is negative and a parasitic depletion at the channel
surface reduces the drain current. At low temperature the emission kinetic of the traps is
2!.5z/(+3^z+*/!-1!*0(5_z3$!*z0$!z/!+* z)!/1.!)!*0z%/z,!."+.)! _z0$!z,./%0%z !,(!¥
tion region is still present and the current is reduced. When the temperature is increased, the
traps are thermally activated and the phenomenon disappears. The same effect of gate lag
has been observed recently and was undoubtedly attributed to surface trapping phenomena
by an other group. Indeed, in their work, Cha et al [18fz *+0%! z 0$0z 0$!z ,$!*+)!*+*z !¥
pends strongly on the channel surface: current lag is lower for recessed gate and buried gate
geometry than for unrecessed and channel recessed ones. Another parasitic effect observed
+*z/+)!z+"z+1.z0.*/%/0+./z+*/%/0/z%*z*z%),+.0*0z(!'#!z1..!*0z%*.!/%*#z3%0$z0$!z0!)¥
perature as can be seen for VGS = -10 V in Fig. 1 a and 1b. We will focus in the following on
the transistors showing these parasitic effects in output characteristics.
I-V-T measurements have been performed on the Schottky gate of defective MESFETs in the
0!),!.01.!z .*#!z DCC wGIC ^z *z 0$!/!z %+ !/z 3!z $2!z *+0z +/!.2! z *5z *+)(+1/z !¥
havior like multi barrier height in direct characteristics. The ideality factor for all transistors
ranges from 2 at 300K to 1.3 at 400K. These values show that the dominant mechanism of
transport in our case is the generation recombination (G-R) mechanism. This result confirms
the presence of (G-R) centers in the structure.
3.2. Part A
The current DLTS measurements were performed on the MESFET by applying a small drain
to source voltage, Vds of 8V while keeping the source grounded. This low Vds was used to
!*/1.!z0$0z0$!z z+,!.0!/z3%0$%*z0$!z(%*!.z.!#%+*z+"z0$!z1..!*0w2+(0#!z$.0!.%/¥
tics.
With a gate bias of 4V in the neighbourhood of the threshold voltage, the drain current
DLTS is sensitive to traps in the channel.
Figure 2 gives current DLTS spectrum under a gate pulse, showing five traps called (B1, B2,
B3, B4 and B5). The apparent activation energies and capture cross-sections are deduced
from the Arrhenius plot of Ln (T2/endz2!./1/zDCCCuzc%#1.!zFdz+"z((z+/!.2! z0.,/^z$!z*¥
ture and localization of traps B1 to B4 has been discussed in a previous publication [6]. On
the other hand, with a gate bias of -10V the device is biased closer to the threshold voltage,
0$!z .%*w1..!*0z z%/z/!*/%0%2!z0+z0.,/z%*z0$!z$**!(z* z0z0$!z1""!.w$**!(z%*0!.¥
face. A current DLTS spectrum under a gate pulse (Vgs switching from 0-4V and 0-10V) is
depicted in Figure 4. The peak amplitude of the B1 (0.18eV), B2 (0.44eV) B3 (0.57eV) and B4
(0.79) traps is invariant with the change of the gate bias which improves their localisation at
the channel surface [13].
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The anomalous hole trap like peaks observed in current DLTS spectra of GaAs MESFET
have been previously studied and have been associated with surface states present in the
ungated regions between the gate and the source-drain electrode, acting as trapping sites for
!(!0.+*/z !)%00! z ".+)z 0$!z #0!z ! #!z 1.%*#z 0$!z .!2!./!z %/^z 1$z *z !4,(*0%+*z %/z /1,¥
ported by the fact that the temperature dependence of the thermal emission current from the
gate edge to the ungated region observed in the DLTS measurements induces the change of
the DLTS peak height of the hole-like trap when the value of t2 was 4t 1 at the constant value
of Vp and Vm (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Conductance DLTS spectra in the linear regime (VDS = 8 V) at VR = -4 V and for deferent emission rates

Thermal emission from the bulk electron traps, if present, in the active channel region below
0$!z#0!z3+1( z.! 1!z0$!z !,(!0%+*z3% 0$z1* !.z0$!z#0!_z0$%/z3+1( z%*z01.*z1/!z*z%*¥
crease in the measured source to drain current Ids. However, the emission of electrons from
the interface electron traps into the surface conduction channel would increase I s^z/z0$!z/1.¥
face channel forms an additional conduction path between the gate and the drain (source),
the interface trap emission would thus decrease Ids. This is because the change in the surface
current Is and the change in the bulk channel flow in opposite directions.
The appearance of the hole-like trap signal B4 (Ea=0.78eV) only for Vm lower than -10V near
the pinch-off voltage leads us to conclude that the hole-like trap is not related to the surface
states at the ungated regions, but is related to channel-buffer interface.
The independence of the CDLTS signal associated to all the traps with tp lead us to conclude
the absence of all types of micropipes which can be responsible for the high power device
deficiencies [13].
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Figure 6. Ids transient showing the progressive change from emission (375 K) to capture (420 K).

3.3. Part B: Surface Traps in 4H-SiC MESFET
*z0$%/z,0z3!z*z/01 5z0$!z/1."!z0.,/z%*z zGw%z3!z*z1/! z ^z$!.!¥
"+.!_z%*z+1.z/),(!/_z3!z!4,!0z0+z+/!.2!z!)%//%+*z".+)z0$!z$**!(zc+.z1""!.u$**!(z%*¥
terface) electron traps. In this case, the depletion width under the gate (or at the buffer/
channel interface) is reduced and then an increase in Ids is observed. The corresponding CDLTS signal is positive. Nevertheless, a progressive change from emission to capture was
observed in the Ids transient measurement between 375 K and 420 K (Fig. 6)^z $!z +..!¥
sponding C-DLTS is shown on Fig. 6. A broad positive peak due to electron emission by at
"+1.z %""!.!*0z(!2!(/z%/z+/!.2! ^z$!z/%#*01.!/z+"z0$!/!z0.,/z$2!z!!*z.!,+.0! z%*zz,.!2%¥
ous work [15f^z $!z %*0!.!/0%*#z ,+%*0z +)!/z ".+)z 0$!z *!#0%2!z ,!'z 3$%$z %/z (!.(5z +¥
served. We will focus here, on this level.
Different mechanism can explain the presence of a negative peak:
B In capacitance DLTS they can be due to a measurement artifact when a high frequency
modulation is used for the differential capacitance measurement (R2C2w2UUDd^z$%/z+2%¥
ously cannot be the case in C-DLTS measurement.
B Even if this kind of behavior is frequently called “hole like”, a hole emission process is not
possible in our samples. Where do these holes could come from?
B A mid-gap amphoteric level can exchange with both bands. The activation energy of 0.9
eV for level B5 rules out this explanation.
B The last explanation is the presence of a conductive layer at the channel/passivating layer
interface in the ungated regions. This conductive layer constitutes a tank for electrons
which can be captured by a trap located close to the interface.
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This phenomenon has been previously observed and is well-known in the case of GaAlAs/
Si3N4 interface for GaAs MESFETs [16]. The presence of a large amount of interfacial traps
(in the 1012 cm-2 range) at the SiC/SiO2 %*0!."!z%/z+*/%/0!*0z3%0$z0$%/z!4,(*0%+*^z$!/!z !¥
fects acting as a conductive layer at the channel surface can also explain the leakage current
observed on DC characteristics (surface current flowing from the gate to the drain). To
strengthen the hypothesis of a capture process on surface states, an additional C-DLTS
)!/1.!)!*0z%*z0$!z/01.0%+*z.!#%)!zc RDKdz$/z!!*z,!."+.)! ^z.+)z$!z.!/1(0z %/¥
played on Fig. 7 3!z(!.(5z+/!.2!z0$!z/!*!z+"z0$!z*!#0%2!z,!'^z * !! _z%*z0$!/!z,+(.%¥
zation conditions the channel between the gate and the drain is almost fully deserted even
for Vg = 0 V and then, it is no more modulated by the gate pulses. As the gate-drain distance
is 4 times higher than the source gate one (respectively 2 µm and 0.5 µm), the response in CDLTS measurement is almost insensitive to the channel/SiO2 interface. This is why peak B 5 is
no more observed.

Figure 7. Current DLTS spectra in the saturation regime (VDS = 15V). Only positive peaks, corresponding to electron
emission are observed in this case.

4. Conclusion
In summary, deep levels in 4H-SiC MESFET were directly measured by means of the drain1..!*0z z0!$*%-1!^z$.!!z'%* /z+"z!(!0.+*z0.,/z((! zD_zE_z* zFz3%0$z0$!z0%2¥
tion energies of 0.18eV, 0.44eV and 0.57eV respectively. These traps are located in the
channel surface.
In part B we have been used Conductance DLTS for 4H-SiC MESFETs characterization and
revealed capture phenomenon of electrons present at the channel/passivating layer (SiC/
SiO2) interface or at the channel/buffer or buffer/substrate interface. One kind of hole-like
0.,z /%#*(z 3%0$z 0%20%+*z !*!.#5z +"z C^LCz !z %/z +/!.2! z %*z +* 10*!z  z )!/1.!¥
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)!*0/z +*z Gw%z /z 3$!*z 0$!z !2%!z %/z %/! z %*z 0$!z (%*!.z .!#%)!z 3%0$z z #0!z .!¥
verse pulse in the neighbourhood of the threshold voltage. This result shows the interest of
this technique for the analysis of trapping phenomena due to SiC/SiO2 interfacial defects.
$!z +* 10*!z  z 1/%*#z z #0!z ,1(/!z (+/!.z 0+z 0$!z ,%*$w+""z 2+(0#!z /$+3/z +*!z  %¥
0%+*(z$+(!z0.,z Ez3%0$z0%20%+*z!*!.#%!/z+"zC^HI!z(+0! z0z0$!z$**!(u1""!.z+.z1"¥
fer/SI substrate interface.
$!z1* !./0* %*#z+"z0.,,%*#z,$!*+)!*z 1!z0+z/1."!z* z%*0!."!z/00!/z* z0$!z/1.¥
face passivation breakout is of main interest for the future industrial development of high
power RF transistors on wide band gap materials (SiC MESFETs and AlGaN/GaN HEMTs).
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Chapter 12

Silicon Carbide Power MESFET
Yintang Yang, Baoxing Duan and Xianjun Zhang
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51085

1. Introduction
The wide band gap materials, such as silicon carbide (SiC) [1-3] and gallium nitride (GaN)
[4-6], are the third generation semiconductor materials, which had been developed after the
Silicon (Si) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) materials. Especially, the SiC material is very well/1%0! z"+.z0$!z$%#$z2+(0#!_z$%#$z,+3!.z* z$%#$z0!),!.01.!z,,(%0%+*/z 1!z0+z%0/z/1,!.%¥
or material properties. Silicon carbide has been known investigated since 1907 after Captain
H. J. Round demonstrated yellow and blue emission by application bias between a metal
needle and SiC crystal. The potential of using SiC in semiconductor electronics was already
recognized about a half of century ago. The most remarkable SiC properties include the
3% !z* z#,_z2!.5z(.#!z2(*$!z.!' +3*z"%!( _z$%#$z0$!.)(z+* 10%2%05_z$%#$z)4¥
imum operating temperature and chemical inertness and radiation hardness.
Therefore the microwave power devices based on 4H-SiC have received increasing attention.
The MESFETs (Metal Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) is a hot research topic [7-10].
For the SiC power MESFETs, the breakdown voltage is a very important parameter that allows
the power devices to achieve a specific power density and power conversion. Prior research
has proposed many techniques to improve the breakdown voltage [11-15]. The conventional
termination techniques include of the Field Plate structure in the source or drain electrode [16],
RESURF (Reduced Surface field) technology [17], floating metal rings [18-19], p-epi guard
.%*#/zeECf_z!0zeEDwEFf^z *z+. !.z0+z+,0%)%6!z0$!z/1."!z!(!0.%z"%!( z* z%),.+2!z0$!z.!'¥
+3*z2+(0#!_z0$!z*!3z0!$*+(+#%!/z$ z!!*z,.+,+/! _z3$%$z%*(1 !/z+"z0$!z zc¥
duced BULk Field) [24] and complete 3D RESURF [15]. For the new power devices based on the
silicon materials, the trade-off relationship had been broken between the breakdown voltage
and specific on resistance by the complete 3D RESURF [15]. The high breakdown voltage had
been obtained on the ultra thin epitaxial layer with the REBULF technology [24]. It can be sure
0$0z0$!/!z*!3z0!$*+(+#%!/z*z!z0.*/,(*0! z %.!0(5z0+z0$!z%z,+3!.z /^z+_z/!2!.¥
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Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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al new SiC power MESFETs had been designed to optimize the characteristic of the breakdown
voltage, specific on resistance, frequency and transconductance.

2. Operation principle for the 4H-SiC Power MESFETs
For the nw$**!(z /_z3$%$z%*(1 %*#z*+.)((5w+*zc !,(!0%+*z)+ !dz* z*+.)(¥
ly-off (enhancement mode) devices, as are shown in Fig.1, an n-type channel connects the
drain and source regions with the n + type doping. The depletion layer under the metalsemiconductor contact determines the current flow across the channel between the source
and drain electrodes. The thickness of the channel conductivity is modulated by the gate
bias-dependent depletion region.

Figure 1. Normally-on (a) and normally-off (b) MESFETs at zero gate bias.

The channel of normally-off MESFETs is totally depleted by the gate build-in potential
even at zero gate bias, and its threshold voltage is positive. In contrast, the normally-on
/z$2!zz"%*%0!z.+//w/!0%+*z+"z+* 10%*#z$**!(z0z6!.+z#0!z%/z* z0$!z*!#¥
tive threshold voltage.
The basic operation principle will be discussed in this section for the 4H-SiC power MESFETs.
For the normally-on MESFETs, usually, the source is grounded, and the gate and drain are
biased negatively and positively, respectively. A schematic diagram of the depletion region
under the gate of MESFETs for a finite drain-to-source voltage is shown in Fig. 2. On this
condition, the electrons will flow from the source to the drain and a current flow (I ds) occurs
in the channel. When the negative gate bias is changed, or an altering-current (AC) voltage
/%#*(z%/z/1,!.,+/! z+*z0$!z %.!0wz1..!*0zcdz#0!z%/_z0$!z0$%'*!//z+"z0$!z !,(!0%+*z(5¥
er or the width of the conducting channel, which determining the resistance of the channel,
will be modulated, and thus the current flow in the channel is regulated. So, the MESFETs is
actually a voltage-controlled electric device by the means that the gate bias modulates the
conducting channel resistance, and thus controls the current flow in the channel.
For the p-channel normally-on MESFETs, the gate is biased positively, so as to ensure that
the gate is reverse biased. Note that it is the electrons for the n-channel MESFETs, but the

Silicon Carbide Power MESFET
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holes for the p-channel MESFETs that transport as the carriers in the channel. However,
whether in the n-channel or p-channel MESFETs, the unique majority carriers undertake
transporting the current. So, the MESFETs is an unipolar device.

3. New 4H-SiC Power MESFETs
In this section several new structures for the 4H-SiC power MESFETs are provided in which
the surface electric field and breakdown characteristics are optimized.

Figure 2. Depletion region in MESFETs with positive drain bias.

3.1. Field-Plated 4H-SiC MESFETs structure
Fig. 3 is the schematic diagram of the 4H-SiC MESFETs with the field-plate [25], which is the
same as the channel-recessed device except the Si3N4 layer on top of the surface. The gate
length (L g) is 0.5 µm, and the space of gate-source (L gs) and gate-drain (L gd) are 0.5 µm and
1.0 µm, respectively. The thickness of Si3N4 is 100 nm.

Figure 3. Field-plate SiC MESFETS structure.
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Fig.4 shows that the breakdown voltage is dependent on the extension length of the fieldplate toward the drain side L ext and show a peak at L ext=0.35 µm. The breakdown voltage of
240-250V is obtained at L ext=0.35 µm, which is 100 V higher than that of the conventional
structure without the field-plate. This is because that the gate leakage current is decreased
due to the surface field peak significantly lowered at the gate corner while raised at the
drain corner, as is shown in Fig.5.

Figure 4. Breakdown voltage versus the extension length of the field-plate toward the drain side Lext.

Figure 5. Behavior of the gate leakage current versus the drain voltage as a function of Lext.
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3.2. Double-recessed 4H-SiC MESFETs structure with recessed source/drain drift region
Fig. 6 shows the schematic cross-section of the 4H-SiC MESFETs [26]. Fig. 6a and 6b
show the improved DR and conventional DR structures, respectively. Compared with
the conventional DR structure, additional source/drain drift region recess will be formed
for the improved DR structure.

Figure 6. /;@=E9LA;  ;JGKK K=;LAGF  G>  L@=  $ /A  )!/"!0K  KLJM;LMJ=K  9  %EHJGN=<  .  KLJM;LMJ=  :  <GM:D= J=s
cessed (DR) structure.

It can be seen from Fig.7 that the breakdown voltage (V b) of the improved DR structure is
increased compared to that of the conventional DR structure. A further investigation shows
that the breakdown happened at gate corner near drain electrode due to the electric field
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crowding at that corner for these two structures. Actually, the maximum electrical field at
gate corner near drain of the improved DR structure is reduced, compared with that of the
+*2!*0%+*(zz/0.101.!^z$!.!"+.!_z%0z(!.(5z/$+3/z0$0z0$!z%*.!/!z+"z.!' +3*z2+(0¥
age is attributed to reduced electric field crowding at gate corner near the drain due to thin
channel thickness between the gate and drain electrodes with recessed drain drift region.

Figure 7. Simulated three-terminal breakdown characteristics.

3.3. Buffer-Gate 4H-SiC MESFETs structure
Fig. 8 is the schematic diagram of the structure of the Buffer-Gate SiC MESFETs structure
[27f^z+),.! z3%0$z0$!z+*2!*0%+*(zGw%z /_zz(+3z +,! z#0!w1""!.z(5!.z%/z%*¥
troduced between the gate and channel layer.

Figure 8. The schematic diagram of the buffer-gate structure.
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In Buffer-Gate 4H-SiC MESFETs, the gate length and width are 0.7 µm and 332 µ)^z !*¥
while, the thickness and doping concentration are 0.26 µm and 1.7×1017 cm-3 for the channel
layer, and 0.2 µm and 1×1014 cm-3 for the gate-buffer layer between the gate and channel.
Fig. 9 shows the dependence of the current in the channel on the gate-buffer layer. It reveals
that the thicker the gate-buffer layer is, the larger the drain current is. This is because the
channel width is increased owing to the decrease of the thickness of the depletion layer in
the channel when the gate-buffer layer doping concentration and thickness are increased. It
is also shown in Fig. 9 0$0z3$!*z0$!z#0!w1""!.z(5!.z%/z%*.!/! z/1""%%!*0(5_z0$!z .%*z1.¥
.!*0z %*.!/!/z /(+3(5z !1/!z 0$!z 0$%'*!//z +"z 0$!z !,(!0! z (5!.z %*z 0$!z $**!(z (5!.z !¥
creases, and thus the width of the conduction channel increases more and more slowly with
increasing the thickness of the gate-buffer layer.

Figure 9. The dependence of the drain current on the gate-buffer layer for N0=1×1015cm-3(solid line), N
15
-3
16
-3
0=5×10 cm (dash line) and N 0=1×10 cm (dot line). V gs=0 V, V ds=5 V.

Fig.10(a). is the breakdown characteristics for the two structures. It can be seen that the
breakdown voltage (Vb) is significantly increased, compared with that of the conventional
structure. In fact, the breakdown happens at the gate corner near to the drain side due to the
!(!0.%z"%!( z.+3 %*#z$!.!z"+.z+0$z03+z/0.101.!/^z+3!2!._z0$!z!(!0.%z"%!( z,!'z%/z/%#¥
nificantly lowered at the gate corner, i.e., the surface electric field is more uniform, owing to
the inserted lower doped gate-buffer layer when compared with that of the conventional
4H-SiC MESFETs. Fig.10 (b) plots the corresponding electric field distribution. The reason
for the suppression of the electric field at the gate corner is similar to that for the weakened
surface electric field caused by lightly doped drain (LDD) in the MOSFETs [28].
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Figure 10. (a) The simulated breakdown characteristics for a0eEGH=F9F<a 0 eE>ADD=< :0@=<AKLJA:Ms
tion of the surface electric field for a 0eE<9K@9F<a 0 eEKGDA<

3.4. Gate-drain surface epitaxial layer MESFETs structure (GDSE)
The schematic diagram of the GDSE structure is shown in Fig.11 [29]. Compared with the
+*2!*0%+*(zGw%z /_zz(+3z +,! z,w05,!z/1."!z!,%04%(z(5!.z%/z%*0.+ 1! z!¥
tween the gate and drain when its doping concentration is lower than that of the channel
layer by two orders. Firstly, there appears a build-in potential in the p-n junction between
the p-type epitaxial layer and n-type channel layer or n+ cap layer, which reduces the electric
field peak at the gate corner. Thus it improves the electric field distribution. Secondly, the
most part of the depletion layer in the p-n junction lies in the p-type epitaxial layer due to its
doping concentration much lower than that of the n-type channel layer. Therefore, the gatedrain p-type epitaxial layer has little bad effect on the current density.
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Figure 11. The schematic diagram of the MESFETs with gate-drain surface epi-layer.

Figure 12. GEH9JAKGFG>L@=KMJ>9;==D=;LJA;>A=D<99F<L@=:J=9C<GOFNGDL9?=:>GJL@=;GFN=FLAGF9D "A=D< HD9Ls
ed, and the GDSE structure.
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The breakdown characteristics and surface electric field distribution are shown in Fig.11.
Fig.12 (a) shows that the breakdown voltage of the GDSE structure is the largest one for the
0$.!!z/0.101.!/^z$!z.!/+*z"+.z0$!z.!' +3*z%*.!/! z%/z0$0z0$!z!(!0.%z"%!( z,!'z%/z/%#¥
nificantly lowered at the gate corner, i.e., the surface electric field is more uniform, owing to
the inserted lower doped p-type epitaxial layer when compared with that of the other two
SiC MESFETs, as is shown in Fig.12 (b).

4. New 4H-SiC Power MESFETs Modeling
In most cases, the constant mobility is adopted for simplicity to develop the analytical models
+"z0$!z /z3$%$z !/.%!/z !2%!z+,!.0%+*^z+3!2!._z0$!z+*/0*0z)+%(%05z,,.+4%¥
mation is not adequate to describe the electron transport in the low field region and leads to an
inaccurate estimation of the drain current and device characteristics of the 4H-SiC MESFETs.
*z0$%/z/!0%+*_z0$!z%),.+2! z*(50%(z)+ !(z"+.z0$!z+*2!*0%+*(zGw%z /z%/z,.+2% ¥
ed which adopts the field-dependent mobility of the electrons, and takes into account the ungated high field region between the gate and drain which is usually omitted [30].
For the 4H-SiC material, the dependence of the mobility of the electron on the electric field
can be described by Caughey–Thomas model [31].
µ(E) =

µ0
µ0E
1+
ns

( )

` 1/`

(1)

where µ 0 is the low field mobility, n s the saturation velocity, E the electric field strength and
` z1.201.!z,.)!0!.z+"z0$!z+. !.z+"zDz !/.%%*#z0$!z/01.0%+*z0!* !*5^z+.z%z)0!.%¥
al, the measured value of ` is 1.2 in the experiment [32]. For simplicity, `D1 is a reasonably
good approximation [33].
Fig. 13 is the schematic diagram of the 4H-SiC MESFETs. The depletion layer thickness h(x)
under the gate, x away from the source is obtained by solving the one dimensional (1-D)
Poisson’s equation.
h (x) =

(

2c V (x) + V G + V bi
qN D

)

1
2

(2)

where N D is the uniformly doping concentration of the channel layer, and c the dielectric
constant. V(x) is the potential difference between the source and the point x away from the
source, V G the gate bias, and V bi the build-in voltage.
When the drain voltage is low, the electric field in the channel is less than the saturation
field E s, and only region
nel current is obtained

exists. Based on integrating over the channel length L_z0$!z$*¥
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I C (V G , V D ) = I P

3(ud 2  u02)  2(ud 3  u03)
1 + Z (ud 2  u02)

(3)

where u 0 (u d) is the depletion layer width h 0 (h ddz0z0$!z/+1.!zc .%*dz!* z+"z0$!z$**!(z*+.¥
malized to the epi-layer channel layer thickness a. I P, Z and V P are constants expressed by

Ip =

q 2 N D 2a 3µ0W
qN D a 2
qN D a 2µ0
, Z=
, Vp =
2c
2cL ns
6cL

(4)

Figure 13. The schematic diagram of the 4H-SiC MESFETs.

With the drain bias increasing gradually, the lateral electric field increases and the electron
2!(+%05z.%/!/z0+3. z%0/z/01.0%+*z2(1!^z0z!*+1#$z$%#$z .%*z%/_z0$!z$**!(z%/z%*z/01¥
ration regime, and can be divided into three regions which are shown in Fig. 13. In region
with its length of L 1 and nearer to the source under the gate, the electric field is low and the
electron velocity is less than the saturation velocity (n s). The saturation region below the
gate and the saturation region between the gate and the drain are labeled as regions

and ,

respectively. The saturation channel current is
I csat = qN D Waans (1  u1)

(5)

where u 1 is the normalized depletion layer thickness at the point where the electron reaches
the saturation velocity, a=0.99.

u1(V G , V D ) =

h1 1
c
=
V (L 1) + V G + V bi =
a a qN D

V (L 1) + V G + V bi
VP

(6)
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where h 1z%/z0$!z !,(!0%+*z(5!.z0$%'*!//z0z0$!z,+%*0z3$!.!z0$!z!(!0.+*z.!$!/z0$!z/01.¥
tion velocity, V(L 1 ) is the potential difference between the source and the point at x=L 1,
where the saturation velocity n(L 1)=an s.
To obtain the saturation current in the channel, there requires other equations involving u 1
or L 1, which can be obtained by solving 2-D Poisson’s equation.
The potential drop across regions and
V (L + L 3)  V (L 1) = (

achieved by solving the 2-D Poisson’s equation is

2au1 L 3
jL 2
 jL 3
+
)Es sinh(
)exp(
)
j
3
2au1
2au1

Es L 3
jL 2
(2exp(
) + 1)
+
3
2au1

(7)

The equation involving L 3 is

 qN au
L
L '
L32  D 1  Es exp( 2 )  Es sinh( 2 ) (
2
2
au
au1 )

1

 L3 '
L
L
)(
 (au1) 2 Es exp( 2 )  1  sinh( 2 ) exp(
2
2
2au1 )
au
au

1
1
where
V (L + L 3) = V D  I C RD .

Figure 14. Calculated and experimental I-V characteristics, at V gs=0,-2,-4,-6,-8 V.

(8)
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From the analysis above, the drain current can be achieved when the structure parameters
(L, W, a, a 0, N D, N 0) and bias voltage (V D, V G) are given.
Using the obtained model, the I-V characteristics are calculated, as is shown in Fig.14. It can
be seen that the I–V characteristics calculated using the obtained model are in agreement
with the experimental data, which verifies the validity of the model.
Adopting the same approach, Yang et al developed analytical models for the new BufferGate MESFETs [27f^z$!z*(50%(z)+ !(/z !/.%%*#z0$!z %.!0w1..!*0zcdz* z(0!.*0¥
ing current (AC) characteristics are as follows:
Under low drain voltage, the channel current is

I C (V G , V D ) = I P

3a0 ·
2
2
a (ud  u0 )  2(ud  u0)
1 + Z (ud 2  u02) + Z · 2a0 · (ud  u0)
a

3(ud 2  u02)  2(ud 3  u03) 

(9)

At high drain bias, the channel is in saturation mode, the saturation channel current is I csat.
I csat = qN D Waans (1  u1)

(10)

where u 1 is the depletion layer thickness normalized to the epilayer channel layer thickness
a at the point where the electron reaches the saturation velocity and given by equation (11)

u1(V G , V D ) =

h1
N 0 a02 (V (L 1) + V G + V bi ) a0
= (1 
)
+

a
ND a 2
a
Vp

(11)

where h 1z%/z0$!z !,(!0%+*z(5!.z0$%'*!//z0z0$!z,+%*0z3$!.!z0$!z!(!0.+*z.!$!/z0$!z/01.¥
tion velocity, V(L 1 ) is the potential difference between the source and the point at x=L 1,
where the saturation velocity n(L 1)=an s.
To evaluate the high frequency performance conveniently, it is important to describe the
small signal parameters analytically.
From Eq.(9), the device’s drain conductance for the linear region can be derived which is
given in equation (12)

g dl 

3I P  (ud 

where

mdVP

md = ud + a0 .
a

a0

a0
a0
2
2
3
3

'
2
) (1  ud )  Z (ud  a )(ud  u0 )  3  Z (ud  u0 )  2 Z  a  ud  (ud  u0 ) )(
a  
2
1  Z (u 2  u 2 )  2 Z  a0  (u  u ) '
d
d
0
0 (
a

)

(12)
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Similarly, the transconductance for the linear region is equation (13)
a0
a0
2
2
3
3

'
2
) (1  ud )  Z (ud  a )(ud  u0 )  3  Z (ud  u0 )  2 Z  a  ud  (ud  u0 ) )(
a  
2
mdVP
1  Z (u 2  u 2 )  2 Z  a0  (u  u ) '
d
d
0
0 (
a

)
(1  u )  Z (u  a0 )(u 2  u 2 )  2  Z (u 3  u 3 )  2 Z  a0  u  (u  u ) '
a0
d
0
0
0
0
0 (
3I P  (u0 
)
3
a d
a 0 d
)
a  

2
m0VP
1  Z (u 2  u 2 )  2 Z  a0  (u  u ) '
0
0 (
d
d
a

)

g ml 

3I P  (ud 

a0

(13)

where
m0 = u0 +

a0

a.

From Eq.(10), the drain conductance for the saturation region is obtained expressed by Eq.(14)

gds = 

3aI P
f
2Z mL 1V P

(14)

where

f

{

1

=1 +

2ES a
j ( L  L 1) ES a( L  L 1)
j ( L  L 1)
1
sinh

j
2mL 1V P
2(au1 + a0)
(au1 + a0) cosh 2(au1 + a0) 

ES LZ
j ( L  L 1)
a
cosh
×
2(au1 + a0) mL 1 = u1 + 0 a.
2mL 1V P

2
2u1(1  a) (u12  u02)  3(u13  u03)
a0 (u12  u02)  (u1  u0)
+

 2(1  a)
2
aa
a
a(1  u1)
(1  u1)2

}

The expression of transconductance for the saturation region is equation (15)

gms = 

where

3aI P
(k + 1)
2Z mL 1V P

(15)
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h =

{

2ES a
j ( L  L 1) ES a( L  L 1)
j ( L  L 1)
1
sinh

2mL 1V P
2(au1 + a0)
j
(au1 + a0) cosh 2(au1 + a0) +
ES LZ
j ( L  L 1)
cosh
×
2(au1 + a0)
2mL 1V P

}

.
2
2u1(1  a) (u12  u02)  3(u13  u03)
a0 (u12  u02)  (u1  u0)
+

 2(1  a)
f
aa
(1  u1)2
a(1  u1)2


(

u0ES LZ
j ( L  L 1) 1  u0
a0
cosh
1 1 +
2(au1 + a0) a (1  u1)
au0
m0V P

)

+z"%* z0$!z#0!w/+1.!z,%0*!_z0$!z)#*%01 !z+"z0$!z$.#!z%*z0$!z !,(!0%+*z(5!.z1*¥
!.z0$!z#0!z%/z*!! ! ^z 0z*z!z !.%2! z".+)z0$!z,+0!*0%(z %/0.%10%+*z%*z0$!z !,(!0%+*z(5¥
er which is obtained by solving the 2-D Poisson’s equation.
The expression of the gate-source capacitance is equation (16)
Cgs = Cgs1 + Cgs2 + Cgs3
where

{

(16)

 gm
a0
3a0
3
(1  )(u13  u03)  (u14  u04) +
u 2  u02)
ID
a
a ( 1
4

Cgs1 =

4cWL V P I P
aID

Cgs2 =

2cWLZ u1
u0 u1  u0
a0
g
1a
(k + 1) +
+
1+
2Z mL 1u1
a
a
m0 a (1  u1)
au0

{

{

+

3u1
a0
Z ID
3u0
a0
Z ID
(u + )(1  u1 
)(k + 1) 
(u + )(1  u0 
)
2mL 1V P 1 a
3I P
2m0V P 0 a
3I P

{

(

1  cosh

j ( L  L 1) j (1  u1)

sinh
2(au1 + a0) 2(au1 + a0)

k +1
2mL 1V P j ( L  L 1) a( L  L 1) L · g  L + L
Cgs3 =  cES Wa

2(au1 + a0) au1 + a0
u1
+

g =1

{

L1
 Z u1
L

(

)(

1

)}

}}

ju0 LZ (1  u1)
j ( L  L 1) 1  u0
a0
sinh
1 1 +
2m0V P (au1 + a0)
2(au1 + a0) a (1  u1)
au0
2
2u1(1  a) (u12  u02)  3(u13  u03)
+

a
a(1  u1)2

a0 (u12  u02)  (u1  u0)
 2(1  a)
aa
(1  u1)2

}

}

)

.

Using their model, Yang et al calculate the I-V $.0!.%/0%/z* zz/)((z/%#*(z$.0!.¥
istics of the proposed 4H-SiC MESFETs with a gate-buffer layer of 0.2 µm. The results are
shown in Fig.15 to Fig.18.
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Fig.15 shows the I-V characteristics of the proposed 4H-SiC MESFETs. For a specified gate
%/_z0$!z .%*z1..!*0/z$%!2! z%*z0$!%.z,.+,+/! z !2%!z.!z(.#!.z0$*z0$0z%*z0$!z+*2!*¥
tional one. For instance, the maximum saturation drain current is 0.18 A, which is larger
than 0.1 A in the conventional structure. Since the total depletion layer is composed of the
completely depleted gate-buffer layer and the depletion layer in the channel layer, the part
%*z0$!z$**!(z(5!.z/$.%*'/z3$!*z0$!.!z!4%/0/zz#0!w1""!.z(5!._z+),.! z0+z0$!z+*2!*¥
tional structure, as shown in Fig. 8. As a result, the effective channel width is increased and
a larger current occurs in the Buffer-Gate MESFETs than in the conventional structure.

Figure 15. Calculated and experimental I-V characteristics, for the conventional and buffer-gate structures, V
gs=0,-2,-4,-6,-8 V.

Fig. 16, 17 and 18z/$+3z0$!z!""!0z+"z0$!z#0!w1""!.z(5!.z0$%'*!//z+*z0$!z/)((z/%#*(z,¥
.)!0!./^z $!z 0.*/+* 10*!_z #0!w/+1.!z ,%0*!z * z $**!(z .!/%/0*!z .!z !¥
creased, while the drain conductance is increased with the inserted lower doped gate-buffer
layer thickness (completely depleted) because the total depletion layer thickness under the
gate is increased but the part in the channel is decreased, as are depicted in Fig.16 and Fig.
17. The cutoff frequency (f T) is increased with the gate-buffer layer thickness slowly because
0$!z !.!/!z+"z0$!z0.*/+* 10*!z%/z+2!.+)!z5z0$!z !.!/!z+"z0$!z#0!w/+1.!z,%¥
tance. Since the decrease of the channel resistance is more dominant than the increase of the
drain conductance with the gate buffer layer thickness, the maximum oscillation frequency
(f max) is increased more rapidly than the cutoff frequency. The results show that f T and f max
are significantly improved, compared with those of the conventional structure. Therefore,
the buffer-gate structure has better frequency performance than that of the similar device
based on the conventional structure.
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Figure 16. Dependence of transconductance gm and gate-source capacitance C
ness, V gs=0 V, V ds=30 V.

Figure 17. Dependence of drain conductance gd and channel resistance R
gs=0 V, V ds=30 V.

c

gs

GFL@=?9L=:M>>=JD9Q=JL@A;Cs

on the gate buffer layer thickness, V
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Figure 18. Dependence of cutoff frequency fT and maximum oscillation frequency f maxGFL@=?9L=:M>>=JD9Q=JL@A;Cs
ness, V gs=0 V, V ds=30 V.

Notes
In this chapter, the significant results, which are obtained recently, are reviewed for the 4H%z /zc !0(z!)%+* 10+.z%!( z""!0z.*/%/0+.d^z%./0_z0$!z/%z+,!.0%+*z,.%*¥
ciple for the 4H-SiC power MESFETs is briefly reported. Then, several new 4H-SiC power
MESFETs structures are discussed, focusing on the surface electric field, breakdown voltage
and frequency characteristics. Finally, the models with the electric field-dependent mobility
are also reported for the conventional and buffer gate SiC MESFETs.
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1. Introduction
$!z#.!0z !2!(+,)!*0z+"z0$%*z"%()z#.+30$z0!$*%-1!/z$/z/0%)1(0! z0$!z%* 1/0.%(z* z¥
!)%z.!/!.$!/z+10z !/%#*_z".%0%+*z* z0!/0z+"z0$%*z"%()z/! z !2%!/^z$!z.!,(!¥
ment of the conventional bulk materials by thin films allows the fabrication of devices with
smaller volume and weight, higher flexibility besides lower cost and good performance. It
has been shown that the efficiency of thin film based devices is strongly dependent on their
structural, electrical, mechanical and optical properties (Fraga, 2011a; Fraga 2012). At the
/)!z0%)!z0$0z0$!.!z%/zz0.!* z%*z0$!z)%*%01.%60%+*z+"z!(!0.+*%z* z!(!0.+)!$*%(z !¥
vices, there is also a considerable interest in the study of wide bandgap materials to replace
the silicon as base material in these devices for harsh applications such as high temperatures
and high levels of radiation (Fraga, 2012, Yeung, 2007).
%(%+*z.% !zc%dz$/z%*0.%*/%z,.+,!.0%!/z0$0z)'!z%0zz)0!.%(z+"z#.!0z%*0!.!/0z"+.z)%¥
croelectronic and MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical Systems) applications. In the last years,
0$!.!z $/z !!*z )1$z !0!z %*z 0$!z (%0!.01.!z +10z $+3z 0$!z %*+.,+.0%+*z +"z +,*0z !(!¥
ments (such as nitrogen, oxygen, aluminum, boron, phosphorus, etc.) during the growth of
SiC thin films by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or physical vapor deposition (PVD)
processes affects their properties. It has been noticed that the dopant incorporation allows
controlling thin film properties such as optical bandgap and electrical conductivity, which
are quite attractive because make possible to obtain semiconductor or insulator SiC-based
films (Alizadeh, 2002; Medeiros, 2011).

© 2013 Fraga et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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In general, the use of amorphous SiC films has been preferred due to relatively their low
growth temperature, which guarantees a larger compatibility with silicon-based technology
(Hatalis, 1987).
Nowadays, SiC-based thin films, such as SiCN, SiCO, SiCNO, SiCB, SiCBN and SiCP, have
been extensively used in electronic and MEMS devices either as a semiconductor or as an
insulator, depending on the film composition. These films have been shown promising for
applications in diodes, thin-film transistors (TFTs) and MEMS devices (Yih, 1994; Patil, 2003;
Hwang, 1995; Fraga, 2011c).
The goal of this chapter is to discuss the role of in situ incorporation of nitrogen, oxygen,
aluminum, boron, phosphorus and argon on the properties of SiC films. Special attention is
given to the low temperature SiC growth processes. An overview on the applications of SiC/! z0$%*z"%()/z%*z!(!0.+*%z* z  z !2%!/z%/z,.!/!*0! z* z %/1//! ^z1.z.!!*0z.!¥
searches on heterojunction diodes and MEMS sensors are emphasized.

2. Dopant incorporation during growth of SiC thin films
2.1. In situ doping
+/0z/01 %!/z+*z%z0$%*z"%()/_z!/,!%((5z%*z0$!%.z)+.,$+1/z"+.)_z%/z*+0z"+1/! z+*z%*0.%*¥
sic films. In general, the electrical properties of wide band gap semiconductor materials as
the SiC are controlled by introducing dopants into the bulk material (Oliveira, 2002). Hence,
determining the best material doping concentration is one important issue to be considered
during a device development. SiC-based thin films with variable electrical conductivity,
".+)z/!)%+* 10+.z0+z%*/1(0+._z$2!z!!*z,.+ 1! z5z &1/0%*#z+*(5z0$!z +,*0z+*!*¥
tration. This allows the use of these films in a variety of devices such as solar cells, different
diode types, TFTs, MEMS sensors, among others (Vetter, 2006; Oliveira, 2004).
The main chemical elements used as SiC dopants are in group III (aluminum, Al, and boron,
B) and group V (nitrogen, N, and phosphorus, P) of the periodic table. Therefore, n-type
doping of SiC is commonly achieved by the use of nitrogen or phosphorus whereas p-type is
by aluminium or boron. The in situ doping process is done by adding doping gas, such as
nitrogen (N2) or ammonia (NH3) as nitrogen precursors, diborane (B2H6) as boron precursor,
phosphine (PH3) as phosphorus precursor and trimethylaluminum (TMA) as aluminium
precursor, during SiC epitaxial growth (Miyajima, 2006d^z$%/z,.+!//z%/zz*+*w/!(!0%2!z +,¥
%*#z+"z%z!,%04%(z(5!./z#.+3*z+*z %""!.!*0z/1/0.0!z05,!/zc!^#^z/%(%+*_z/%(%+*w+*w%*/1(¥
tor (SOI) and quartz) and it has allowed the preparation of SiC films with high electrical
conductivity and low defect density. In situ doping exhibits advantages when compared to
post-deposition doping methods as ion implantation and thermal diffusion, such as the easy
incorporation of dopants in CVD or PVD processes and the reduction of processing steps. It
%/z*+0!3+.0$5z0$0z0$!z%*+.,+.0%+*z+"z +,*0/z!/% !/z""!0%*#z0$!z+* 10%2%05z+"z0$!z)¥
terial also influences other properties namely Young’s modulus, hardness, optical gap,
transmittance, morphology, etc. (Murooka, 1996; Sundaram, 2004).
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In situ doping of amorphous and crystalline SiC films is well-documented in the literature.
Historically, the first papers on the electrical properties of a-SiC films were published during
0$!zJCj/^z *zDLJJ_z* !./+*z* z,!.z%*2!/0%#0! z0$!z!(!0.%(z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z,(/)z!*¥
hanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) hydrogenated amorphous SiC (a-SiC:H) films. In
the 80's, several papers on doping of a-SiC and a-SiC:H films and their potential applications
were published (Tawada, 1982; Beyer 1985; Pereira 1985). Since then, numerous studies have
demonstrated the great potential of the SiC-based thin films for electronic device applications.
2.1.1. Nitrogen incorporation
)+*#z0$!z %""!.!*0z%w/! z"%()/_z0$!z/%(%+*z.+*%0.% !zc%dz$/z!!*z0$!z)+/0z%*¥
2!/0%#0! z 1!z0+z%0/z!/5z/5*0$!/%/^z!*!.((5_z%z"%()/z.!z,.+ 1! z5z%*0.+ 1%*#z*%¥
trogen gas (N2) during SiC film growth by CVD and PVD processes. The use of N2 as doping
gas is advantageous due to non-toxicity, low cost and high efficiency (Fraga, 2008d^z$!z+*¥
trol of N2 gas flow during deposition process has been shown as a convenient and effective
35z0+z$*#!z0$!z!(!0.%(z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z%z"%()/z%*z+. !.z0+z+0%*z"%()/z3%0$z !/%.! z!(!¥
trical conductivities for each application type. According to Alizadeh and Sundaram, for
N2/Ar ratios from 0.2 to 0.4, the N2 gas acts like a dopant in a-SiC films prepared onto glass
substrate by radiofrequency (RF) magnetron sputtering of a SiC target in N2/Ar atmosphere,
reducing their electrical resistivities from the range of 109 .cm to 104 .cm. However, for
N2/Ar ratios between 0.6 and 0.8 the film resistivity reach values in the range of 1010 ^)_
indicating the formation of insulator SiCN films. Other important correlations between
N2/Ar ratio and the properties of a-SiCN films were shown in their previous work: the
bandgap and the percentage of optical transmission of these films increase with the N2/Ar
ratio increases. The electrical conductivity of sputtered a-SiCN films was also studied by Wu
!0z (^z 3$!.!_z %*z 0$%/z 3+.'_z 0$!z w%z "%()/z 3!.!z !,+/%0! z +*0+z -1.06_z #(//z * z %z /1¥
strates at room temperature by RF reactive sputtering of a SiC target in Ar/N2/H2/CH4 0¥
mosphere. They observed that the dark conductivity decreases with increases in N2 flow
rate. Besides sputtering, other processes are being used to grown a-SiCN films. Gomez et al.
used the electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) PECVD to prepare a-SiCN films using nitrogen,
)!0$*!_z* z.#+*z %(10! z/%(*!z/z,.!1./+.z#/!/^z))+0+z!0z(^z%*2!/0%#0! z0$!z+.¥
.!(0%+*z!03!!*z*%0.+#!*z%+*z!*!.#5z* z0$!z"+.)! z$!)%(z+* /z%*zw%z"%()/z !,+/¥
ited on (100) Si substrates by nitrogen ion-assisted pulsed-laser ablation of a SiC target.
*z/%01z*%0.+#!*z +,%*#z+"z.5/0((%*!z%z"%()/z$2!z(/+z!!*z+))+*(5z.!,+.0! ^z%&!/1*¥
dara et al. investigated the nitrogen doping of polycrystalline 3C-SiC films grown on (100) Si
substrates by LPCVD at various growth temperatures 650–850ºC using 1,3-disilabutane and
NH3 as precursors. They concluded that the electrical resistivity of the polycrystalline lms
is further controlled by adjusting the NH3 ow rate in the reactor and that nitrogen-doped
3C-SiC lms exhibit lower resistivities (around 0.02 .cm) than the undoped (around 10
^)dz+0%*! z0zKCCB^z$!z!""!0/z+"z2 ow rate and growth temperature on the electrical
properties of nitrogen-doped 3C-SiC thin lms, grown on Si3N4/p-Si (111) substrates by
LPCVD at temperature 1100-1250ºC using organosilane-precursor trimethylsilane
((CH3)3%d_z3!.!z %/1//! z5z$!*#z!0z(^z 0z3/z+/!.2! z0$0z%* !,!* !*0z+"z0$!z0!),!.¥
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ature process the film resistivity decreases continuously with N2 "(+3z%*.!/!/^z %1z!0z(^z.!¥
ported the synthesis of nitrogen-doped polycrystalline 3C-SiC thin films by LPCVD at 800ºC
with optimized properties for MEMS applications: resistivity of 0.026 .cm, residual stress
of 254 MPa and strain of 4.5 × 10PG. The deposition conditions to produce films with these
characteristics were established through studies on the effects of the precursor gases flow
rate, NH3 and diclorosilane, on the material properties such resistivity, residual stress,
strain, crystallinity and surface morphology. It is necessary to underline that for crystalline
SiC films prepared by CVD processes, the site-competition epitaxy model has been shown
as an efficient method to control in situ doping. This model is based on the variation of the
Si/C ratio within the CVD reactor in order to control the dopant incorporation. In the case of
the nitrogen doping in SiC, its incorporation is directly related to Si/C ratio (Larkin, 1997).
2.1.2. Phosphorus incorporation
In situ phosphorus doping, although little used, is another way used to obtain n-type SiC.
Ruddell et al. employed a thermal CVD reactor for the deposition of phosphorus-doped SiC
layers on Si substrates using silane/propane/phosphine gas chemistry over the temperature
range 720-970ºC. SiC films with a phosphorus concentration of 5×1020 cm-3 and resistivity of
C^Iz^)z3!.!z+0%*! _z3$%$z%* %0!/zz#++ z!""%%!*5z+"z,$+/,$+.1/z +,%*#^z$!z+..!¥
(0%+*/z!03!!*z0$!z)%.+32!z,+3!.zc".+)zDHCz0+zLCCzdz* z0$!z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z,$+/,$+¥
rus-doped SiC:H films, prepared by ECR-CVD from a mixture of methane/silane/ hydrogen/
,$+/,$%*!_z3!.!z%*2!/0%#0! z5z++*z!0z(^z$!z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z*w05,!z**+.5/0((%*!z$5 .+¥
genated cubic silicon carbide (nc-3C-SiC:H) prepared by hot-wire chemical vapor deposition
cd_z1/%*#z,$+/,$%*!z* z$!4)!0$5( %/%(6*!zc dz/z +,*0/_z0z(+3z0!),!.¥
01.!/z.+1* zFCCBz3!.!z/01 %! z5z %5&%)z!0z(^z *z/%01z,$+/,$+.1/z +,%*#z 1.%*#z/,10¥
tering process was reported by Pereira et al. that performed the substitutional doping of RF
sputtered amorphous SiC by adding controlled amounts of phosphine (PH3dz0+z0$!z.#+*z0¥
mosphere at a constant substrate temperature of 200 °C. They observed that the conductivity
of the SiC film increases about one order of magnitude when doped with phosphorus and in
the presence of 0.5 m Torr of hydrogen. In recent work, Loubet et al. reported an epitaxy
process based on a cyclical deposition-etch (CDE) technique to obtain ultra-low resistivity in
/%01z,$+/,$+.1/w +,! z/%(%+*z.+*zc%dz(5!./z"+.z.%/! z/+1.!u .%*z,,(%0%+*/^z!¥
spite studies have demonstrating the efficiency of in situ phosphorus doping during SiC
film growth, this process is not much used due to high toxicity and flammability of PH3 gas.
When used, in general, PH3 is highly diluted (< 1%) in hydrogen because the risks in diluted
form are less critical.
2.1.3. Aluminum incorporation
Considerable efforts have also been made to prepare p-type SiC films. In situ aluminum
doping of SiC films is one of the processes used for this purpose. Wang et al. presented a
+,%*#z)!0$+ z"+.z#.+30$z+"z(w +,! z/%*#(!w.5/0((%*!zFw%z!,%(5!./z+*0+zcDCCdz%z/1¥
/0.0!/z 5z 0+)%w(5!.z !,%045z 0z DCCC[z 1/%*#z /%(*!_z !05(!*!z * z  z #/!/z %*z z +*¥
ventional LPCVD reactor. The hot-probe and Hall effect measurements confirmed that the
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Al-doped SiC are of p-type conductivity. The film resistivity, measured at room temperature
by a standard four-point probe system, was of 0.31 ^)^z$z!0z(^z %/1//! z0$!z,$+0+(1¥
minescence properties of Al-doped SiC films deposited on Si substrates by RF magnetron
/,100!.%*#z+"zz/%*#(!z.5/0((%*!z%z0.#!0z+*0%*%*#z/!2!.(z,%!!/z+"z(1)%*1)z+*z%0/z/1.¥
face. The influence of substrate temperature (300–390°C) on the aluminum doping of µcSiC:H prepared by hot-wire CVD using TMA as gas dopant was discussed by Chen et al..
They concluded that a process temperature higher than 350°C is needed to obtain effective
aluminum doping of µc-SiC:H thin films. An important observation on in situ aluminum
+,%*#z%*z%z%/z0$0z+. %*#z0+z0$!z/%0!w+),!0%0%+*z!,%045z)+ !(_z0$!z(z +,*0z%*+.¥
poration has been found to be inversely related to the Si/C ratio within the CVD reactor.
This behavior is opposite to that observed in nitrogen incorporation in SiC (Larkin, 1997).
2.1.4. Boron incorporation
*z/%01z+.+*z +,%*#z%/z+0$!.z,.+!//z1/! z0+z+0%*z%z"%()/z3%0$z,w05,!z+* 10%2%05^z+.¥
+*w +,! z /,100!.! z w%`z "%()/_z ,.!,.! z +*0+z +.*%*#z #(//z * z w%z /1/0.0!/z )%*¥
tained at temperatures of 125–250°C by magnetron sputtering of silicon in Ar+H2+B(CH3)3
atmospheres, were reported by Uthanna et al. The highest values of dark conductivity and
doping efficiency were achieved at a carbon content x= 0.04. It was also found that the film
3%0$z4zRzC^DG_z !,+/%0! z0zDJH[_z$/z!(!0.%(z,.+,!.0%!/z/z.!-1%.! z"+.z/+(.z!((z,,(%¥
tions. Yoon et al. studied the effects of the diborane (B2H6dz(!2!(/z+*z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z.0!_z+,0%¥
cal band gap and conductivity of boron-doped SiC:H films prepared using ECR PECVD
technique from a mixture of methane, silane, hydrogen and diborane gases. It was observed
that at a low microwave power of 150 W the band gap of the SiC:H film decreases as the
diborane flow increases, whereas the films deposited at a high microwave power of 800 W
remains relatively unaffected throughout the entire range of diborane levels investigated.
Highly conductive boron-doped nanocrystalline SiC ()/z 3%0$z z (+3z +*!*0.0%+*z +"z $5¥
.+#!*w %(10%+*z c,w*w%`dz #.+3*z 5z z )!.1.5w/!*/%0%6! z ,$+0+wz )!0$+ z 1/%*#z /%¥
lane, hydrogen, diborane and ethylene as a carbon source, were reported by Myong et al.
These films were tested as window material for amorphous silicon solar cells and a good
conversion efficiency of 10.4%, without use any back reflectors, was obtained. It has also
been noticed the improvement of the Young’s modulus of polycrystalline SiC film grown by
LPCVD through the introduction of B2H6 in the precursor gas mixture (Murooka, 1996). This
study concluded that the Young’s modulus of SiC films increases with the addition of B2H6,
and a maximum value of 600 GPa, which was 25% higher than in the case without B2H6, was
reached at a source gas ratio B/Si=0.02.
Although boron-doped SiC films exhibit suitable properties for different applications, these
films are still little used because, like the PH3, the B2H6 dopant gas is toxic. An alternative
method for the formation of SiCB films has been shown in the literature: the deposition of
SiCB films using sputtering target containing boron in its composition. This method has also
allowed the growth of quaternary compound SiCBN by introducing N2 gas into deposition
process. Optical properties of amorphous SiCBN thin films obtained, by co-sputtering from
SiC and BN targets using N2/Ar gas mixtures, were studied by Vijayakumar et al. It was
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"+1* z 0$0z 0$!z 0.*/)%00*!z +"z 0$!z %z "%()/z %*.!/!/z 3%0$z *%0.+#!*z %*+.,+.0%+*z %*¥
creases. Petrman et al. prepared SiBCN films by reactive magnetron sputtering of a
Si75(B4C)25 target in N2/Ar gas mixtures. They showed the dependence of electrical resistivity
and optical gap of SiBCN films on the N2 content used in the N2/Ar gas mixture.
2.2. Unintentional doping
$!z %*+.,+.0%+*z +"z +,*0/z 1.%*#z %z #.+30$z *z (/+z !z 1*%*0!*0%+*(_z %^!^_z 3$!*z !(!¥
ments presented during the deposition process are incorporated into film due to unwanted
$!)%(z.!0%+*/^z45#!*z* z$5 .+#!*z$2!z!!*z/$+3*z/z0$!z)+/0z+))+*z1*%*0!*¥
tional dopants of SiC films.
The contamination sources by hydrogen are well clear. It is known that the presence of
hydrogen in the plasma and its consequent incorporation into the SiC film, in CVD or PVD
deposition processes, is due to use of hydrogenated precursor gases as source of carbon (e.g.
CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, C3H8 and C4H10) and as source of silicon (e.g. SiH4 and Si2H6). The
hydrogen incorporation is significant, when the SiC films are produced at low temperature
,.+!//!/z/zz* z/,100!.%*#^z$%/z$/z)+0%20! z/!2!.(z/01 %!/z+*z$+3z0$!z$5 .+¥
gen incorporation affects the properties of SiC films and on the applications of a-SiC:H films
in devices. Studies on PECVD and sputtered a-SiC:H films have shown that the hydrogen
incorporation induces the formation of voids (Beyer, 1985) and increases the compressive
/0.!//zc %)_zDLLHd^z*z0$!z+0$!.z$* _z%*.!/%*#z$5 .+#!*z+*0!*0z%*zw%`z"%()/z%*.!/¥
!/z0$!z+,0%(z#,zc$%) _zDLJLd_z%),.+2!/z0$!z,$+0++* 10%2%05z* z%*.!/!/z0$!z!(!0.%¥
cal resistivity. The optical and electrical changes due to hydrogen incorporation have stimulated
the research on growth of a-SiC:H films by using the hydrogen dilution method, i.e, adding
hydrogen gas (H2) to the deposition process. This method is attractive because the optical gap
of the a-SiC:H films can be varied by changing the H2 flow rate while the other deposition
,.)!0!./ z .! z '!,0 z +*/0*0^ z * z .!!*0 z 5!./_ z w%` z "%()/ z $2! z !!* z /1!//"1((5 z !)¥
,(+5! z/z!(!0.+*%z/1."!z,//%20%+*z+"zw%z%*z,$+0+2+(0%z,,(%0%+*/z!4$%%0%*#z,!.¥
formance comparable to thermal SiO2 and a-SiNx that are the most used materials. As the
photoconductivity of a-SiC:H films is high, another attractive application of these films is
replacing Si:H top layer of pin solar cells (Vetter, 2006).
!#. %*# z 0$! z 1*%*0!*0%+*( z +*0)%*0%+* z 5 z +45#!*_ z 0$! z /+1.!/ z $2! z !!* z )+.! z %/¥
cussed in the literature. Many studies have showed that the oxygen contamination sources
1.%*#z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z+"z%z"%()/z.!z)%*(5z0$!z.!/% 1(z#/z%*z.!0*0z$)!./_z,+//%¥
ble air leak in the deposition system and adsorbed gas molecules on the reactor inner walls
(Medeiros, 2011). Moreover, post-deposition film surface contamination by oxygen, that can
+1./z3$!*z0$!z%z"%()z%/z!4,+/! z0+z0)+/,$!.%z%._z$/z(/+z!!*z !/.%! z5z %""!.¥
!*0z10$+./zc.#_zECCKd^z$!z+45#!*z%*+.,+.0%+*z%*z%z"%()/z* z0$!z+*/!-1!*0z"+.)¥
tion of silicon oxycarbide (SiCO) can be interesting for different applications such as thin film
*+ !/z"+.z(%0$%1)z%+*z00!.%!/zc$!*_zECDDdz* z/z +,%*#z+*00/z"+.z/+(.z!((z,,(%¥
tions (Martins, 1996). The excellent physical and chemical properties identified in SiCO films
$2!z)+0%20! z/01 %!/z+*z0$!z#.+30$z* z$.0!.%60%+*z+"z0$!/!z"%()/z%*0!*0%+*((5z !,+/¥
ited through oxygen gas addition during their growth process. Amorphous SiCO films have
been produced mainly by sputtering of a SiC target in O2/Ar atmosphere or by PECVD using
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CxHy/SixHy/O2z#/z)%401.!z3$%$z.!/1(0z0z$5 .+#!*0! z"%()/zcw%`d^z 0z$/z!!*z.!,+.0¥
ed that these films exhibit mechanical and electrical properties strongly dependent of the
oxygen-to-carbon ratio in their chemical composition. A potential application of SiCO and
SiCO:H films is to replace SiO2 in microelectronic devices because it possesses advantages
over other lower dielectric materials since it is formed as an interface phase between SiC and
SiO2^z,.0z".+)z,,(%0%+*/z%*z/1."!z,//%20%+*_z %!(!0.%z%*/1(0%+*z* z+,,!.z %""1¥
sion barrier, SiCO films have also been used in photodetectors and for oxygen detection in
high temperature and corrosive environments. The literature also shows the synthesis of
silicon oxycarbonitride (SiCNO) films by unintentional oxygen incorporation during low
temperature reactive magnetron co-sputtering of silicon and graphite targets in mixed Ar/N2
atmosphere (Medeiros, 2011). As others SiC-based films, SiCNO films exhibit high thermal
/0%(%05_z01*(!z* #,z$.0!.%/0%/z* z$%#$z#1#!z"0+.z2(1!/zc.+//_zECDCaz!.¥
auds, 2010). A comparison among the physical, electrical, and reliability characteristics of SiC,
SiCN, SiCO, SiCNO and SiN thin films was performed by Chen et al. It was observed that
%z"%()/z.!z0$!z)+/0z,,.+,.%0!z0+z!z1/! z/z+,,!.z %""1/%+*z..%!.z!1/!z!4$%¥
%0z)+.!z.!(%(!z!(!0.+w)%#.0%+*z* z/0.!//w)%#.0%+*z!/% !/z0+z,.!/!*0z,$5/%(z* z!(!¥
trical performance comparable to those of SiN films.
Although less studied, the argon is another atom that can be incorporated during the growth
of SiC films. For this, bias assisted CVD or PVD technique with high potentials applied to the
substrate holder allows tuning the argon ion (Ar+dz"(14z+*z0$!z/1/0.0!z/1."!z* _z+*/!¥
-1!*0(5_z0$!z+*!*0.0%+*z+"z%*+.,+.0! z.#+*z%*0+z"%()^z+)!z/01 %!/z+*z$!)%(z+),+¥
sition of SiC films using RBS and XPS analysis have indicated argon content up to 8 at.% in
film composition. A.K. Costa and co-workers investigated the influence of the substrate
negative bias increases (from 0 to -100 V) on the properties of sputtered SiC films. They
observed that the substrate bias leads to substantial argon incorporation into the SiC film,
which results in the increase of the hardness. A negative characteristic was also observed. The
microscopic examination of the film surface showed a large number of defects and pinholes
as the argon content increases together with a reduction in the deposition rate due to the
sputtering of the film surface by argon ions. In a recent work, Medeiros et al. showed that
increasing the argon incorporated in SixCy films, deposited onto (100) Si by dc magnetron cosputtering technique under different negative substrate bias, promotes an increase of the
elastic modulus and a reduction of the electrical resistivity. In addition, it is also noticed that
co-sputtered SixCy films grown at high negative substrate bias (between -100 and -300 V) are
free of oxygen contamination.

3. Challenges and trends of the growth processes of SiC thin films
$!z)%*z)+0%20%+*z0+z1/!z0$%*z"%()/z%/z/%),(!`z!/5z#.+30$z+*zz3% !z2.%!05z+"z/1¥
strates. In the case of the SiC, the use of thin films includes other motivations: (a) the cost of
SiC bulk substrates is still high; (b) the defect density is relatively high and (c) the area of the
substrate available is still small (Fraga, 2011d).
Nowadays, the SiC devices are categorized into two groups: one uses SiC bulks and the other
uses SiC thin films grown on Si or insulator/Si substrates. In general, comparative studies
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show that devices based on SiC bulk substrates exhibit better performance than those thin
"%()z/! zc..%/_zDLLHd^z$!*_z0$!z"%./0z$((!*#!z%/z0+z#.+3*z%z0$%*z"%()/z3%0$z,.+,!.¥
ties as good as the bulk substrate. In addition, it is necessary to achieve high film growth rate
as well as thickness uniformity and homogeneity when deposited on large-area Si wafers,
which are important factors to reduce costs. For this, the influence of SiC growth process
parameters, such as gases flow rate, substrate temperature, pressure and doping, have been
evaluated and optimized.
The literature has shown that devices based on thin films, grown on the same conditions,
often did not exhibit similar performance (Fraga, 2012). Identify and overcome the causes of
the non-reproducibility is another challenge. The synthesis of high-quality SiC films with
reproducible properties is fundamental for the advancement of the SiC thin film device
0!$*+(+#5^z 0z%/z'*+3*z0$0z0$!z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z0$%*z"%()/z.!z/0.+*#(5z !,!* !*0z+*z0$!z !,+¥
/%0%+*z+* %0%+*/_z%^!^_z0$!z.!,!0(!z* z,.!%/!z+*0.+(z+"z !,+/%0%+*z+* %0%+*/z%/z%),+.¥
tant to ensure the reproducibility film. The electrical resistivity and thickness measurements
of films, deposited under same conditions, are the most used parameters to evaluate their
reproducibility.
40!*/%2!z.!/!.$z$/z!!*z +*!z+*z#.+30$z+"z%z"%()/z0z(+3z+.z$%#$z0!),!.01.!z,.+¥
ess aiming to produce high quality films. Three methods have been most frequently used:
_zz* z/,100!.%*#^z(!zDz+),.!/z0$!/!z)!0$+ /^z$!z)+/0z.%0%(z%//1!z"¥
ing CVD SiC films for device applications is the high temperature necessary to assure the
surface reactions and good deposition rate (Ong, 2006). The low temperature deposition is
2!.5z%),+.0*0z".+)z0$!z,+%*0z+"z2%!3z+"z !2%!z%*0!#.0%+*^z$!z/5*0$!/%/z+"z(+3w0!),!.¥
01.!z !,+/%0! z$%#$(5w+* 10%2!z%z"%()/z$/z!!*zz#+(z+"z)*5z.!/!.$z#.+1,/z"+¥
cused on the development of TFTs, solar cells and heterojunction bipolar transistors (Cheng,
1997). This has encouraged more studies on the optimization of low-temperature methods as
PECVD and the different sputtering processes. PECVD SiC films have been deposited at a
.!(0%2!(5z(+3z0!),!.01.!zc(!//z0$*zFCC[d^z$!z"%()/z,.!/!*0zz#++ z $!/%+*_z$%#$z !,+¥
sition rate and good uniformity. Sputtering process presents poor sidewall coverage due to
0$!z/%#*%"%*0z %/0*!z!03!!*z0$!z0.#!0z* z0$!z/1/0.0!^z!/% !/_z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z%/z".!¥
quently made at room temperature and usually has a low deposition rate (Ong, 2006).
CVD

PECVD

Sputtering

Cost

Fair

Fair

Fair

Uniformity

Fair

Fair

Fair

Substrate versatility

Good

Very good

Very good

Stress control

Poor

Very poor

Good

Throughput

Varies

Very good

Fair

Table 1. Comparison among the main methods used to grown SiC films.
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+z%((1/0.0!z0$!z+),.%/+*z)+*#zz* z/,100!.%*#_z3!z3%((z %/1//z0$!z.!/1(0/z+¥
0%*! z%*z+1.z3+.'/z+*z%z"%()/z#.+3*z5zz* zz)#*!0.+*z/,100!.%*#^z!#. ¥
ing the throughput of the method, we have found high PECVD SiC film growth rate, from
24 to 36 nm/min, depending on SiH4/CH4 flow rate used (Fraga, 2007) and from 4.0 to 7.0
nm/min for films deposited by RF magnetron sputtering of a SiC target under different
Ar/N2 mixtures (Fraga, 2008). In order to evaluate the uniformity, the following tests were
performed: (a) before the SiC film deposition, three small steps were created by placing
strips on different points of the 2 inch p-type Si wafers, (b) after the deposition, each wafer
3/z 10z %*z "+1.0$z ,0$z !-1(/_z cdz 0$!z 0$%'*!//!/z * z .!/%/0%2%0%!/z +"z 0$!z ,0$/z 3!.!z )!/¥
ured by profilometry and four-points probe, respectively. It was found: thicknesses between
432 and 470 nm and resistivities between 12 and 16 .cm for the pieces of PECVD SiC film,
3$!.!/z "+.z 0$!z /,100!.! z "%()/z !03!!*z 0$%'*!//!/z FFJz * z FKHz *)z * z .!/%/0%2%0%!/z !¥
03!!*zC^Ez* zC^EHz ^)^z$!/!z.!/1(0/z%* %0!z0$0z0$!z0$.+1#$,10z+"zz%/z+*/% !.¥
ably greater than of RF magnetron sputtering. However, both methods present problems in
0!.)/z+"z"%()z1*%"+.)%05^z 0z%/z*+0!3+.0$5z0$0z+1.z0!/0/z3!.!z,!."+.)! z3%0$zEz%*$z%z3¥
fers whereas the semiconductor industries have been using up to 12 inch wafers. It is likely
that the problems of uniformity are more significant in substrates with larger dimensions.
The residual stress control of SiC thin films is another issue, which can also be added to the
challenges. It has been demonstrated that SiC film stress can affect the sensitivity, precision
and functionality of thin-film based devices, thus, in some applications, is important to have
a low residual stress.
SiC film deposition process

Young’s modulus (GPa)

Reference

APCVD

450

Zorman, 1995

LPCVD

396

Fu, 2004

PECVD

88 to 153

El Khakani, 1994

PECVD

56

Flannery, 1998

PECVD

196

Cros, 1997

RF triode sputtering

231

El Khakani, 1994

RF magnetron sputtering

363

Singh, 2012

Co-sputtering

245 to 377

Medeiros, 2012

Table 2. Young’s modulus reported in the literature for SiC films grown on Si substrates.

Initially, the research efforts on semiconductor and dielectric thin films were focused on
their electrical properties in order to satisfy the demand in microelectronic devices industry.
In general, studies on mechanical properties were limited to internal stress measurements
(Tsuchiya, 2008). With the advent of microelectromechanical system (MEMS) technology,
the thin films started to be used as mechanical structures, which made fundamental the
'*+3(! #!z+"z0$!%.z)!$*%(z* z!(!0.+)!$*%(z,.+,!.0%!/^z$!z$%#$z+1*#j/zc+.z!(/¥
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0%dz)+ 1(1/z%/z0$!z'!5z)!$*%(z,.+,!.05z0+z1/!z0$!)z/z/0.101.(z(5!.z%*z  z !2%¥
ces. As can be observed in Table 2, crystalline and polycrystalline SiC films grown by
atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD) and LPCVD processes exhibit
higher Young’s modulus than the amorphous produced at low temperatures by PECVD and
sputtering. In addition, it has been observed that the most of the SiC films still exhibit lower
Young’s modulus than the reported for SiC wafers which is in the range between 330 and
700 GPa depending on the polytype (Zorman and Parro, 2010).
One issue that should be considered is that, although the researches on SiC film growth
$2!z!!*z)%*(5z"+1/! z+*z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z+"z%z+*z%z/1/0.0!/_z  z,,(%0%+*/z".!¥
-1!*0(5z.!-1%.!z0$!z#.+30$z+"z%z0$%*z"%()/z+*z/.%"%%(z* z%*/1(0%*#z(5!./_z/z"+.z!4)¥
ple SiO2 or Si3N4, grown on Si substrates. Thus, to evaluate the influence of substrate type on
the properties of SiC films is another important point. Some works have investigated the
growth and properties of SiC films on SiO2, Si3N4 and poly-Si (Fleischman, 1998; Wu, 1999;
Chen, 2000). A known drawback of SiC on insulator layers is the high stress caused by the
(.#!z(00%!z* z0$!.)(z)%/)0$z!03!!*z%z* z%*/1(0+._z3$%$z!+)!z,+/0w !,+/%¥
0%+*z**!(%*#z*!!//.5z0+z)%*%)%6!z0$%/z,.+(!)z* z%),.+2!z0$!z-1(%05z%z"%()z+*z%*¥
sulator. Other particularities of SiC growth on insulator/Si substrates include: the effect of
insulator layer thickness on the properties of SiC film and the choice of the suitable insulator
for each device application. Chen et al. reported the SiC growth by CVD on the following
substrates: thermally oxidized Si substrates with SiO2 thicknesses of 30, 50, 70, and 100 nm,
Si substrates with native oxide of 2 nm and 3 µm thick phosphosilicate glass (PSG). They
observed that in the thickness range between 30 and 70 nm, the SiO2 serves as a compliant
layer which reduces the strain between SiC film and the substrate besides allows the growth
of a more oriented SiC film. In relation to choice of the insulator, Si3N4 $/z/$+3*z)+.!z/1%0¥
able than SiO2 due to: (i) its higher dielectric constant that can reduce the leakage currents,
and (ii) its thermal expansion coefficient is much closer to that of SiC than one of SiO2, thus
the stress in SiC film grown on Si3N4 will be lower than that on SiO2 ($!*#_zECCFd^z!2!.¥
theless, most of the SiC thin-film MEMS devices reported in the literature use the SiO2 as
sacrificial layer and/or substrate electrical isolation (Chang, 2008; Mishra, 2009). One reason
for this is the easy formation of SiO2 achieved by thermal oxidation of Si substrates.
In our researches, we have explored the properties of SiC thin films grown on SiO2u%z/1¥
strates by PECVD and RF magnetron sputtering for the development of strain gauges (.¥
ga, 2010) and pressure sensors (Fraga, 2011a; Fraga 2011c). Young’s modulus was found to
be 65 GPa for PECVD a-SiC film and 57 GPa for nitrogen-doped PECVD a-SiC film. These
values are near to 56 GPa that was reported for PECVD a-SiC film grown on Si substrates
((**!.5_zDLLKd^z*z0$!z+0$!.z$* _z0$!z+1*#j/z)+ 1(1/z2(1!/z"+1* z5z1/z"+.zw/,10¥
tered SiC and SiCN films on SiO2u%z3!.!z+*/% !.(5z(+3!.z0$*z0$+/!z.!,+.0! z%*z0$!z(%0¥
erature for films on Si substrates. We found Young’s modulus of 40 GPa and 88 GPa for
sputtered a-SiC and SiCN films respectively, whereas other authors have found values
above 200 GPa for sputtered SiC film grown on Si (see Table 2) and 117 GPa for SiCN film
grown on Si (Sundaram, 2004). For CVD processes, the following Young’s modulus was
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found: 426 ± 100 GPa for SiC grown on SiO2/Si by APCVD (Fleischman, 1998) and 426 GPa
for SiC grown on Si3N4/Si by LPCVD (Cheng, 2002).
*z #!*!.(_z 0$!z (%0!.01.!z $/z /$+3*z 0$0z 0$!z /1/0.0!z 05,!z %*"(1!*!/z 0$!z /0.101.!_z )+.¥
,$+(+#5_z!(!0.%(z* z)!$*%(z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z%z"%()/^z+3!2!._z(0$+1#$z0$!.!z.!z %"¥
ferences related to the substrate type, the properties, such as high Young’s modulus, high
$!)%(z.!/%/0*!z* z$%#$z0$!.)(z/0%(%05z)+*#z+0$!./_z0$0z)'!z0$!z%z"%()z00.¥
tive for a variety of harsh environment MEMS device applications are maintained.

4. SiC thin film based electronic devices: diodes and TFTs
4.1. Diodes
4.1.1. Heterojunction diodes
z%u%z$!0!.+&1*0%+*z %+ !z%/z"+.)! z5z0$!z#.+30$z+"zz%z0$%*z"%()z3%0$z+,,+/%0!z +,¥
ing impurities to the Si substrate used. Thus, it forms a p-n heterojunction with principle
similar to a homojunction. However, the energy band for a heterojunction diode is much
)+.!z+),(%0! z0$*z0$0z+"zz,w*z$+)+&1*0%+*z!1/!z1/!/z03+z/!)%+* 10+./z+"z %"¥
ferent band gaps (Li, 2006).

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of cross-section of heterojunction diode structures reported in literature: (a) and (b)
Yih et al., (c) Chung and Ahn, (d) Oliveira et al.

The SiC/Si heterojunction diodes with high breakdown voltage and performance dependent
on the quality of the SiC film used have been reported in the literature. Yih et al. developed
SiC/Si heterojunction diodes using two different rapid thermal chemical vapor deposition
(RTCVD) processes: one through the formation of crystalline w%z 5z ,.+,*!z .+*%6¥
tion of the Si substrate in regions unprotected by SiO2 layer forming planar diodes, as shown
in Figure 1 (a), and another by growing polycrystalline -SiC through the decomposition of
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methylsilane (CH3SiH3) at 1300ºC forming mesa diodes, Figure 1 (b). Both diodes used Ni on
the SiC film as ohmic contact and Al on Si as backside contact. These SiC/Si heterojunction
%+ !/_z "+.z +0$z !2%!z +*"%#1.0%+*/_z !4$%%0z #++ z .!0%"5%*#z ,.+,!.0%!/^z !2!./!z .!'¥
+3*z2+(0#!/z+"zHCzz* zDHCzz3!.!z+0%*! z"+.z0$!z,(*.z* z)!/z$!0!.+&1*0%+*z %¥
odes, respectively. These results demonstrated the potential use of SiC/Si heterojunction for
the fabrication of bipolar transistor.
A 3C-SiC/Si heterojunction diode fabricated by a more simple process was reported by
Chung and Ahn. This diode was fabricated by the deposition of poly 3C-SiC thin films on ptype substrates using Ar, H2 and HMDS gases in an APCVD system at 1100ºC. The ohmic
contacts were prepared by the deposition of Al circle electrodes on poly 3C–SiC surface and
an Au layer on the Si substrate side. Figure 1 (c) shows schematic diagram of the 3C-SiC/Si
heterojunction diode formed. They concluded that p–n junction diode fabricated by poly
3C–SiC film has similar characteristics to single 3C–SiC p–n junction diode.
(0$+1#$z/01 %!/z$2!z/$+3*z0$0z0$!z !,+/%0%+*z+"z%z"%()/z+*z%z/1/0.0!/z0z(+3z0!)¥
peratures processes results in heterojunctions with low breakdown voltage and high reverse
leakage current, Oliveira et al. developed PECVD SiC/Si heterojunction diodes (Figure 1 (d))
with satisfactory electrical performance exhibiting good rectifying properties. An interesting
conclusion of this work is that the post-deposition thermal annealing improves the electrical
,.+,!.0%!/z +"z 0$!z z %z "%()/^z 0z 3/z +/!.2! z 0$0z 0$!z $!0!.+&1*0%+*z "+.)! z 5z *¥
nealed PECVD SiC film, at 550ºC for 120 min, has a leakage current approximately one order
of magnitude smaller than that formed by as-deposited films.

Figure 2. SiCxNy /A@=L=JGBMF;LAGF<AG<=9/=IM=F;=G>>9:JA;9LAGF9F<:K;@=E9LA;<A9?J9EG>=D=;LJA;9D;@9J9;s
terization.
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We have also studied heterojunctions formed at low temperatures using RF magnetron
sputtering of a SiC target under different N2/Ar gas flow ratio (from 0.1 to 0.3) to prepare aSiCxNy film with different compositions on p-type (100) Si substrates (Fraga, 2011b). After
deposition, the films were submitted to a thermal annealing at 1000ºC for 30 min. The n-type
conductivity of the sputtered a-SiCxNy thin films was verified by hot probe technique. The
electrical contacts were fabricated through deposition of Al dots on the a-SiCxNy surface and
subsequently a layer of Al was sputtered on the back side of Si substrate (see Fig. 2 (a)). The
a-SiCxNyz "%()z 0$%'*!//!/z .!z !03!!*z FECz * z FHCz *)_z 3$!.!/z 0$!z (z (5!./z $2!z 0$%'¥
*!//!/z.+1* zEEHz*)^z$!z)+0%20%+*z+"z0$%/z/01 5z3/z!2(10!z0$!z%*"(1!*!z+"z"%()z+)¥
position on I-V characteristics of a-SiCxNy/Si heterojunction diodes. The I-V characteristics
were measured using an Agilent B1500A semiconductor.
The analyses were performed in a voltage range from -10 to +10 V at room temperature. As
can be observed in Figure 3, the N2u.z"(+3z.0%+z%*.!/!/z".+)zC^Dz0+zC^Ez.! 1! z0$!z!(!¥
trical current in three orders of magnitude (from mA to µA). On the other hand, the current
was not affected significantly increasing the N2/Ar flow ratio from 0.2 to 0.3.

Figure 3. I-V characteristics of a-SiCxNy/Si heterojunction diodes at room temperature.

Regarding the temperature effects, the I-V characteristics at different temperatures of the aSiCxNy/Si heterojunction diode, fabricated with the a-SiCxNy deposited at N2/Ar of 0.1, is
/$+3*z%*z%#1.!zG^z 0z3/z+/!.2! z0$0z0$!z!(!0.%(z1..!*0z%*.!/!/z3$!*z0$!z0!),!.¥
ture is increased from 35 to 135 ºC. However, at temperature of 160 ºC there is an almost
overlap with the curve obtained at 135ºC.
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Figure 4. I-V characteristics of a-SiCxNy/Si heterojunction diode (N2/Ar flow ratio= 0.1) at different temperatures.

4.1.2. Other diode types
SiC thin film electronic devices also include Schottky diode and light emitting diode (LED).
Komiyama et al. fabricated Schottky diodes through the heteroepitaxial growth of 3C-SiC on
a (001) Si substrate by introducing low-temperature growth (700–900ºC) of 3C-SiC using
methylsilane single source, as an intermediate buffer layer, prior to the subsequent 3C-SiC
active layer growth at a higher temperature (1150 ºC) using SiH4 and C3H8 as precursors. The
diode achieved a breakdown voltage of 190 V. A correlation between the film thickness and
the leakage current of the Schottky diode was observed: on reverse bias the leakage current
!.!/!/z3$!*z0$!zFw%z"%()z0$%'*!//z%/z%*.!/! ^z%#1.!zHzcdz/$+3/z0$!z$+00'5z %¥
ode with Au,Al/poly 3C–SiC/SiO2/Si substrate structure developed by Chung and Ahn. This
diode exhibited a breakdown voltage of over 140 V together with a high leakage current. The
authors suggested that the problem of the high leakage current is associated to random grooves,
1! z 0+ z !4%/0!*! z +" z *0%w,$/! z +1* .%!/ z cd z %* z 0$! z ,+(5 z Fw% z "%() z 3$%$ z !)+*¥
strates the dependence between the diode performance and the film characteristics.
Wahab et al. reported a Schottky diode formed by w%z0$%*z"%()/z#.+3*z+*zcDCCdz%z/1¥
strates, using reactive magnetron sputtering of a Si target in CH4/Ar mixed plasma, with Au
electrical contacts. Good electrical properties were observed such as ideality factor of 1.27
and leakage current density of 4 µA/cm2.
A hot wire deposited a-SiC:H based thin film light emitting p–i–n diode was fabricated by
Patil et al. The diode structure is formed by glass/TCO (SnO:F)/p-a-SiC:H/i-SiC:H/n-aSiC:H/Al as illustrated in Figure 5 (b). The p-type a-SiC:H film was grown using SiH4/
C2H2/B2H6 gas mixture, the n-type using SiH4/C2H2/PH3 and the intrinsic using SiH4/C2H2.
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The deposition conditions of each film were optimized to obtain the p-, i- and the n-layers
with desired electrical and optical properties. The layers exhibit the following bandgaps: 2.0
eV for p-type a-SiC:H, 2.06 for n-type a-SiC:H and 3.4 eV for intrinsic a-SiC:H.

Figure 5. Schematic illustration of cross-section of device structures: (a) Schottky diode and (b) light emitting diode.

$!z %+ !z3/z$.0!.%6! z* z!)%0/z(%#$0z%*z0$!z2%/%(!z.!#%+*z3%0$z(+3z%*0!*/%05^z$!z1¥
thors attributed the low emission efficiency to the fact of the device be made in a single
chamber and the same filament has been used to deposit all the a-SiC:H layers, which can
has caused the contamination across the p–i interface.
4.2. Thin-film transistors (TFTs)
+.z)*5z5!./z0$!z%z0$%*z"%()z0.*/%/0+./z,.!,.! z0z(+3z0!),!.01.!z$2!z00.0! z/,!¥
cial attention. In 1994, Hwang et al. developed two models of SiC submicron MOSFETs with
vertical channel. The first model, as illustrated in Figure 6 (a), uses a sputtered SiC thin film,
grown on a Si substrate at 600°C and annealed at 1300°C for 5 h under Ar atmosphere, as
$**!(z(5!.^z 0z3/z+/!.2! z0$0z0$%/z/0.101.!z*z00%*z$%#$!.z1..!*0_z10z0$!z wz$.¥
acteristics can not be saturated because the channel depth is too large to be depleted. The
second model fabricated (Figure 6 (b)) is formed by SiC thin film deposited by RF sputtering
at 600°C on the sidewall of SiO2z%*/1(0+.^z%0$z0$%/z)+ !(_zz+),(!0!z/01.0%+*z3/z$¥
ieved at drain voltage of 8 V for a 400 nm channel length. Furthermore, a drain breakdown
voltage more than 16 V was achieved due to the wide bandgap of the SiC film used (2.2 eV).
+0$z)+ !(/z3!.!z$.0!.%6! z1* !.zICCz z* z0$!z wz1.2!/z +z*+0z/$+3z01.*w+""z%* %¥
cating that the TFTs fabricated can operate in this temperature range.
In 2006, Garcia et al. reported the first PECVD amorphous silicon carbide TFTs. The a-Si1xCx:H films were deposited on glass substrates by PECVD at 300ºC using SiH4/CH4/H2 gas
mixture. Subsequently, n-type a-Si:H layer was deposited using SiH4/H2/PH3 gas mixture
and a photolithography was performed. Then, a PECVD SiO2 layer, for the gate dielectric,
was deposited using SiH4/N2O and a second photolithography was performed. The metal
contacts were formed through the deposition of an Al layer followed by photolithography.
Finally, an annealing in H2z0)+/,$!.!z0zFHCBz3/z,!."+.)! z"+.zFCz)%*^z$!zz/0.1¥
ture obtained is illustrated in Figure 6 (c). The TFT was tested at different temperatures. The
drain current increased two orders of magnitude as temperature increased from 30ºC to
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200ºC. This work compared this a-Si1-xCx:H TFT with a polycrystalline TFT fabricated by a
KrF excimer laser annealing of the a-Si1-xCx`z"%()/^z$!z,+(5.5/0((%*!zz!4$%%0! z+10¥
put current at least an order of magnitude higher, when operated at room temperature, with
respect to its amorphous being VGS = 10 V for both.

Figure 6. Schematic illustration of cross-section of TFT structures reported in literature: (a) and (b) Hwang et al., (c)
Garcia et al.

5. SiC thin film based MEMS devices: sensors, RF MEMS and BioMEMS
5.1. Piezoresistive and capacitive sensors
0z%/z3!((z'*+3*z0$0z/%(%+*z,%!6+.!/%/0%2!z/!*/+./z*z*+0z!z1/! z"+.z$%#$w0!),!.01.!z,¥
,(%0%+*/z !1/!z +"z 0$!z ,w*z %*/1(0%+*z +"z 0$!z ,%!6+.!/%/0+./^z !2!.(z /01 %!/z $2!z !)+*¥
strated that the use SiC thin film piezoresistors is a good alternative for these applications
due to their high gauge factor together with thermal stability. Ziermann et al. developed a
piezoresistive w%w+*w/%(%+*z+*z%*/1(0+.zc dz,.!//1.!z/!*/+.z3%0$z*z+*z$%,z,+(5.5/¥
0((%*!z%z0$!.)%/0+.z"+.z$%#$z+,!.0%*#z0!),!.01.!/^z$!z0!/0z.!/1(0/z".+)z.++)z0!),!.¥
ture to 573 K demonstrated the capability of this sensor to monitor the cylinder pressure of
combustion engines. We have studied the piezoresistive properties of amorphous SiC (aSiC) films produced at low temperatures by PECVD and magnetron sputtering (Fraga,
2011dd^z%#1.!zJzcdz%((1/0.0!/zz,%!6+.!/%/0%2!z,.!//1.!z/!*/+.z3%0$zw%z,%!6+.!/%/0+./z !¥
veloped by us.
*z ECCG_z +1*#z !0z (^z ,.+,+/! z /%*#(!w.5/0(z Fw%z ,%0%2!z ,.!//1.!z /!*/+./z c/!!z /$!¥
matic illustration shown in Figure 7(b)) for sensing capabilities up to 400ºC. The fabrication
+"z,+(5.5/0((%*!zFw%z,%0%2!z,.!//1.!z/!*/+./z3/z.!,+.0! z5z1z!0z(^z +.!z.!!*0¥
ly, Chen and Mehregany reported the first all-SiC capacitive pressure sensor, incorporating
z%z %,$.#)z+*zz%z/1/0.0!^z !/1.!)!*0/z+"z,.!//1.!/z1,z0+zJCCz,/%z* z0!),!.¥
tures up to 574°C were demonstrated. This shows that thin film-based technology has a lot
to be developed to achieve the performance of sensors based on bulk materials.
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Figure 7. Examples of SiC film sensors shown in the literature: (a) piezoresistive and (b) capacitive.

5.2. RF MEMS
%z"%()/z$2!z!!*z/$+3*z/zz#++ z(0!.*0%2!z0+z0$!z)!0(z"%()/z%*z. %+".!-1!*5z)%.+¥
electromechanical systems (RF MEMS) applications, especially microbridge-based RF MEMS
switches (Parro, 2008; Mishra, 2009) and MEMS resonators (Chang and Zorman, 2008).
Mishra et al. proposed a MEMS switch with low actuation voltage as illustrated in Figure 8
(a). This model uses a beam that is made of two materials: the SiC film to give mechanical
stability and the Au to provide the conducting path to the ground. A process using four
)/'/z3/z!),(+5! z0+z".%0!z%0`zz$%#$w.!/%/0%2%05z,w05,!zcDCCdz%z3"!.z3%0$zD^Cz)z0$!.¥
mal SiO2 was used as substrate, 800 nm of Au was deposited and patterned using lift-off to
define the coplanar waveguide (CPW), to form the switch, a 1.5 µm of polyimide sacrificial
layer was spun, soft-baked, and patterned to define the anchors. The anchors and the beam
are made by depositing a 0.3 µm and 0.9 µm layers of SiC and Au, subsequent etching of the
polyimide sacrificial layer. The switch exhibited an isolation of -40 db at 10 GHz and pull
down voltage of 3 V.
The single-crystal and polycrystalline 3C-SiC lateral resonators were developed by Chang
and Zorman. An illustration schematic of the cross-section of this resonator is shown in %#¥
1.!zKzcd^z$!z/%*#(!z.5/0((%*!zcDCCdz%z"%()z3/z,.+ 1! z5zz3$!.!/z0$!z,+(5¥
crystalline (111) SiC film by LPCVD. Both films were deposited on SiO2/Si substrates. The
experimental results showed that the 3C-SiC lateral resonators exhibit a resonant frequency
similar to polysilicon devices and temperature coefficient of 22 ppm/ºC comparable to
quartz oscillators (from 14 to 100 ppm/ºC), which confirm the potential of SiC films for RF
MEMS applications.
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Figure 8. Examples of SiC thin film RF MEMS shown in the literature:

(a) switch and (b) lateral resonators.
5.3. BioMEMS
%+)! %(z+.z%+(+#%(z %.+w(!0.+w !$*%(z5/0!)/zc%+  dz.!z !"%*! z/z/5/¥
tems or devices, which are constructed using micro/nanofabrication technology, for the
*(5/%/_z !(%2!.5_z,.+!//%*#_z+.z"+.z0$!z !2!(+,)!*0z* z+*/0.10%+*z+"z$!)%(z* z%+¥
logical entities (Bashir, 2004d^z$!z"%./0z!""+.0/z%*z0$%/z"%!( z3!.!z %.!0! z0+z/01 5z0$!z%++)¥
patibility of common MEMS materials such as Si, SiO2, Si3N4, polysilicon, SiC and SU-8.
+06.z!0z(^z,!."+.)! z+),.0%2!z/01 %!/z)+*#z0$!/!z)0!.%(/z* z%*0!.!/0%*#z+*(1¥
sions were reached: (a) all materials were classified as non-irritants based on 1- and 12-week
.%0z)1/(!z%),(*00%+*/azcdz*+*!z+"z0$!z)0!.%(/z3!.!z"+1* z0+z!z50+0+4%z%*z2%0.+z1/¥
%*#z)+1/!z"%.+(/0/azcdz+*(5z/%(%+*z*%0.% !z* zwKz(!$! z !0!0(!z*+*w2+(0%(!z.!/%¥
dues in aqueous physiochemical tests and (e) only SU-8 leached detectable non-volatile
residues in isopropyl alcohol.
$!z%++),0%%(%05z+"zw%z* zw%z"%()/z$2!z!!*z3% !(5z/01 %! z* z,.+)%/%*#z.!¥
sults were reported (Santavirta, 1998; Kalnins, 2002; Coletti, 2007).
Fw%z "%()/z #.+3*z +*z /%(%+*z /1/0.0!/z $2!z !!*z /$+3*z /z z ,+0!*0%(z )0!.%(z "+.z %+¥
MEMS applications, especially for biosensing. Due to the mechanical strength, surface areato-volume ratio, and extreme low mass, 3C-SiC BioMEMS structures have the potential to be
mass sensors and resonators that are able to detect individual protein adsorption events
(Zorman, 2012).
On the other hand, a-SiC based BioMEMS has been extensively developed and tested.
Among the various bio-applications of a-SiC films can be mentioned: (i) coating material for
%),(*0(!z)%.+/5/0!)/z.!-1%.%*#z$!.)!0%z/!(%*#_z+3%*#z0+z0$!z"0z0$0zw%z%/zz!4!(¥
(!*0z %""1/%+*z..%!.z)0!.%(azc%%dz)!).*!/z"+.z)%.+"(1% %/z* z w+*ww$%,z,,(%¥
tions due to good a-SiC film chemical inertness property (Zorman, 2012).

6. Summary
In this chapter, the incorporation of dopant elements (such as N, P, B, Al and O) during the
growth of SiC thin films has been described. The influence of each dopant type on the properties
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of SiC films was discussed. Furthermore, the challenges and trends related to the SiC thin
film technology for device applications were discussed. The literature has shown that a-SiC
* zw%z"%()/z$2!z)%*0%*! z0$!z)+/0z.!(!2*0z,.+,!.0%!/z+/!.2! z%*z %""!.!*0z,+(5¥
types of SiC substrates. However, to obtain high quality films is necessary to optimize the
growth conditions. This review has indicated that using low temperature growth processes
and in situ doping are the trend to produce high quality SiC thin films compatible with
microelectronic and MEMS technologies. Particular attention should be directed to grow large
area uniform SiC films on Si and insulator/Si substrates, which is essential to make lowcost devices.
Regarding the SiC-based thin film applications, it was showed that these films have been
widely used in electronic and MEMS devices such as diodes, TFTs, sensors, RF MEMS and
%+  ^z 0z%/z%),+.0*0z0+z1* !.(%*!z0$0z0$!z1/!z+"z%z"%()/z%*z0$!z)+.,$+1/z+.z.5/0(¥
line form, doped or not, should be evaluated in terms of their properties. Much has been
studied about the use of a-SiC films due to the fact of its ease of integration with the rising
technologies, especially those that use temperature-sensitive substrates. Today, the area of
bio-applications is a good example of this kind of requirement.
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High-Power Hexagonal SiC Device: A Large-Signal
High-Frequency Analysis
Moumita Mukherjee
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1. Introduction
Among the microwave and MM-wave solid-state devices, IMPact Avalanche Transit Time
c dz !2%!z$/z!)!.#! z/z0$!z)+/0z!""%%!*0z* z,+3!."1(z/+1.!z+"z
w32!z,+3¥
er. Most of the current research activities for MM-wave systems are focused on the design
and development of IMPATT devices at MM-wave window frequencies, i.e., 35, 94, 140, 220
GHz, where atmospheric attenuation is relatively low. These devices are finding important
applications in tracking radars, missile guidance, battle field communication, collision
2+% *!z /5/0!)z * z . %+)!0!./^z z %+ !/z /! z +*z %_z /_z *z $2!z !!*z !4¥
perimentally realized to provide sufficient power at MM-wave frequencies. For realizing
higher RF power (PRF) from an IMPATT device, one should choose a semiconductor material
that has higher value of critical electric field (Ec), saturated drift velocity (vsdz\z0$!.)(z+*¥
ductivity (K), since PRF from an IMPATT device is proportional to Ec 2.vs 2^z$!z!4!((!*0z)¥
terial properties of WBG semiconductors suggest that WBG semiconductor based IMPATT
devices are the future MM-wave sources. With the advent of new technologies for growth of
%z .5/0(/_z .!/!.$!./z .!z /$+3%*#z .!*!3! z %*0!.!/0z %*z !4,(+.%*#z 0$!z ,+//%%(%0%!/z +"z !4¥
0.0%*#z)+.!z,+3!.z".+)z%w/! z z !2%!/^z$!z!4,!.%)!*0(z.!/!.$z+*z0$!z !¥
velopment of SiC-IMPATTS is underway. On the other hand, IMPATT device technology
based on Si is well established over a wide frequency range. The authors have therefore
chosen Si/SiCbased hetero-structure IMPATT diodes, to simulate the large signal properties
of the device at W-band (75-110GHz). The authors have developed a generalized technique
based on self-consistentmodel for large-signal simulation of SiC DDR IMPATT devices.
!2!.(z)!0$+ /z"+.z0$!z(.#!w/%#*(z*(5/%/z+"z /z* z+0$!.z*!#0%2!z.!/%/0*!z !2%¥
ces are reported in the literature [1-5]. Earlier reported large-signal modelling are basically
analytical modelling of Read-diodes with some simplifications and restrictive assumptions, such

© 2013 Mukherjee; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use,
distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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/_z!-1(z..%!.z2!(+%0%!/_z%+*%60%+*z.0!/z+"z!(!0.+*/z* z$+(!/_z,1*$! z0$.+1#$z !,(!¥
tion layer boundaries, non-inclusion of mobile space charge effects. Consequently in their
analysis, the generated power increases monotonically with the increasing RF amplitudes i.e.
those analyses do not exhibit saturation effects and this constitutes an important limitation in
applying those type of models. The authors have assumed a sinusoidal current at the input of
the Si/SiC double drift device and obtained the corresponding voltage response to calculate
0$!z !2%!z%),! *!^z *z0$!z,.!/!*0z,,!.z0$!z10$+.z$/z"+.)1(0! zz/%),(!z* z#!*!.(¥
ized method for large-signal simulation of Si/SiC IMPATTs at 94 GHz based on current excitation
at the input of the device. The large-signal impedance as a function of frequency has been
obtained by considering the fundamental frequency and higher harmonic terms.

2. Modelling and Simulation Technique
1)!.+1/z+),10!.z/! z)+ !(/_z0$+/!z.!z,,!.! z%*z0$!z!.(%!.z(%0!.01.!/_z)5z!z %2¥
ided into two main categories:
1.

*(50%(z)+ !(%*#z+"z! z %+ !/z3%0$z/+)!z/%),(%"%0%+*/z* z.!/0.%0%2!z//1),¥
tions, such as, equal carrier velocities, ionization rates of electrons and holes, punched
0$.+1#$z !,(!0%+*z(5!.z+1* .%!/_z*+*z%*(1/%+*z+"z)+%(!z/,!z$.#!z!""!0/^z+*¥
/!-1!*0(5z %*z 0$!%.z *(5/%/_z 0$!z #!*!.0! z ,+3!.z %*.!/!/z )+*+0+*%((5z 3%0$z 0$!z %*¥
creasing RF amplitudes i.e. those analyses do not exhibit saturation effects and this
constitutes an important limitation in applying this type of model.

2.

The second type of large signal model is defined as ‘full-scale-simulation’ with again
some assumption.

$+1#$z0$!z"1((z/(!z/%)1(0%+*z%/z,,(%(!z0+z3% !z2.%!05z+"z/0.101.!/z* z0$!5z*z(¥
low for realistic physical processes at large RF amplitudes, they are difficult to program and
time consuming to run on a routine basis. In addition to this, numerical instability appears
to be a common problem with these simulations, particularly at larger RF amplitudes.
The purpose of this article is to describe an alternative to the generally unrealistic and/or
time consuming and complicated approach of earlier analytical and numerical methods. In
essence, the present full-scale program employs a generalized, non-linear analysis of a p+ p n
n+ type SiC based Double Drift IMPATT device, without any drastic assumption. In this self+*/%/0!*0z/%*#(!z".!-1!*5z*(5/%/z+"z z %+ !/_z0$!z)+ %"%! zi"%!( w)4%)1)z)!0$¥
od’is used to obtain the detailed ‘snap-shot’ of the electric field, hole and electron current
!*/%05z/z"1*0%+*z+"z0%2!z.!#%+*z3% 0$z 1.%*#z+*!z+),(!0!z5(!z+"z/0! 5w/00!z+/%((¥
tion. This program takes into account the non-linear model that contains the differential
equations for the carrier concentrations, current density equations, un-equal values of field
!,!* !*0z..%!.z%+*%60%+*z.0!/_z)+%(!z/,!z$.#!z!""!0/_z0$!z!$2%+.z+"z$.#!z..%¥
ers and their interactions with electric filed as well as most of the physical effects, such as
elevated temperature effects, parasitic effects etc., pertinent to IMPATT operation. With this
program it is possible to obtain large signal admittance and impedance of the diode, RF
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power output as well as other important properties of the device at larger amplitudes of RF
signal. A drift-diffusion model has been used for the large-signal analysis. A time varying
electric field is assumed in the form, iV DV i p BV ' x i p -#(V Mq.NV BV ' x 2 i p -#(V M:q.NV B………,
where i p is the DC peak electric field and ' x is the modulation factor. The value of ' x can
be varied to study the effect of field modulation on the large signal properties of IMPATT
device. The physical phenomena take place in the semiconductor bulk along the symmetry
axis of the mesa structure of IMPATT diodes.

Figure 1. One-dimensional model of DDR IMPATT device.

$!z"1* )!*0(z !2%!z!-10%+*/z%^!^_z+%/+*j/z!-10%+*zc!-10%+*zcDdd_z+*0%*1%05z!-1¥
0%+*/zc!-10%+*/zcEd\zcFddz* z1..!*0z !*/%05z!-10%+*/zc!-10%+*/zcGd\zcHddz%*2+(2%*#z)+¥
bile space charge in the depletion layer are simultaneously solved under large-signal condition
5z1/%*#z,,.+,.%0!z+1* .5z+* %0%+*/z5z1/%*#zz +1(!z%0!.0%2!z"%!( z)4%)1)z+)¥
puter method described below. The fundamental device equations are given below.

d  ( x, t ) q
 ( N D  N A  p ( x, t )  n ( x, t ) )
dx

(1)
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J p ( x, t )
p ( x, t )

 q ( n ( x, t )  n ( x, t ) vn ( x, t )  p ( x, t )  p ( x, t ) v p ( x, t ) )
t
x

(2)

n ( x, t ) J n ( x, t )

 q ( n ( x, t )  n ( x, t ) vn ( x, t )  p ( x, t )  p ( x, t ) v p ( x, t ) )
t
x

(3)

 p ( x, t ) $
J p ( x, t )  qp ( x, t ) v p ( x, t )  qDP 
%
 x &

(4)

 n ( x, t ) $
J n ( x, t )  qn ( x, t ) vn ( x, t )  qDn 
%
 x &

(5)

Where the symbols _ n, _ p, v n, v p, µ n, µ p, etc. have their usual significance.
In the above mentioned simulation method, the computation starts from the field maximum
*!.z0$!z)!0((1.#%(z&1*0%+*^z$!z+1* .5z+* %0%+*/z"+.z0$!z!(!0.%z"%!( z0z0$!z !,(!¥
tion layer edges are given by,

 (  x1 , t )  0
 (  x2 , t )  0

(6)

Similarly the boundary conditions for normalized current density P(x,t) = (J p (x,t) – J n (x,t)) /
J 0 (t) (where, J 0 (t) = J p (x,t) + J n (x,t)) at the depletion layer edges ie, at x = -x 1 and x = x 2 are
given by,


$
2
1
P (  x1 , t )  
 M (  x , t ) %%
1
 p
&

$
2
P ( x2 , t )  1 
%%
 M n ( x2 , t ) &

(7)

Mn(x2,t) and M p (-x 1 ,t) are the electron and hole multiplication factors at the depletion layer
edges are given by.
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M p (  x1 , t ) 

J0 (t )
J p (  x1 , t )

J (t )
M n ( x2 , t )  0
J n ( x2 , t )

(8)

The initial values of electron and hole densities are either furnished by a previous run or are
given by the quiescent zero bias solution, i.e. solution when

J n ( x, t )  J p ( x, t )  0
n ( x, t ) p ( x, t )

0
t
t

(9)

$!z.!' +3*z2+(0#!z0z*5z0%)!z%*/0*0z%/z(1(0! z5z%*0!#.0%*#z0$!z/,0%(z"%!( z,.+¥
file over the total depletion layer width, i.e.

VB ( t ) 

x2

#  ( x, t ) dx

(10)

 x1

The magnitude of peak field at the junction (i p), the widths of avalanche and drift zones (x A
and x D; where x D = d n + d p), breakdown voltage (V B) and the voltage drops across these
zones (V A, V D = V B - V A) are obtained from double iterative DC simulation program at t = 0.
$!z /*,w/$+0/z +"z !(!0.%z "%!( z * z 1..!*0z !*/%05z ,.+"%(!/z %*z 0$!z !,(!0%+*z (5!.z +"z ¥
PATT diodes can be obtained from the simultaneous numerical solution of the basic device
equations (equations (1) – (5)) subject to appropriate boundary conditions (equations (6)&
(7)). A software package has been developed for simultaneous numerical solution of the
above said equations. Boundary conditions are imposed at the contacts (at the n + -n& p + -p
contacts) by setting up the appropriate restrictions in equations (1) – (5).
$!z!2(10%+*z+"z1..!*0z* z2+(0#!z%*z0%)!z\z/,!z +)%*z+"z0$!z !2%!z* z0$!z!-1%2¥
lent circuit has been obtained through the developed simulation program. The total terminal
current (i.e. the external current) is given by,

I ( t )  Cd

dV ( t )
 Ie (t )
dt

(11)

Where, C d is the depletion region capacitance of the diode, V(t) is the AC terminal voltage
and I e (t) is the terminal current induced by the transport of carriers through the diode (Fig.
2). The optimized design parameters are obtained after several computer runs. Once the
/*,w/$+0/z+"z!(!0.%z"%!( z* z1..!*0z,.+"%(!/z0z %""!.!*0z0%)!z\z/,!z+2!.zz+),(!0!z5¥
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(!z.!z+0%*! _z0$!z+,0%)%6! z2(1!/z$2!z!!*z1/! z"+.z/%)1(0%+*z+"z(.#!w/%#*(z%),!¥
dance and admittance characteristics of the device. The diode admittance (including the
depletion region capacitance (C d) at the oscillation frequency q is given by the fundamental
frequency components of current and voltage by,

Yd  jCd 

I e,1 ( )

(12)

V1 ( )

Finally the expression governing the terminal voltage V(t) is given as [7],

 
2 A0ld sin  d
   d $*
A0ld
 2
cos   t  % + 
V (t ) 
2 &,
 Ar
 2 d Ar
! 

$
%
& cos t   a Ec ld
( )
2m

   $*
A0 cos   t + d % +
2 &,
! 
   d $*
I dc + A0 sin   t + % +
2 &,
! 

(13)

Where,

A0 = I RF

  d $

%
 2 &
  $
sin  d %
 2 &

(14)

Simultaneously,

I e ( t ) = I dc + I RF sin (t )

(15)

   $*
I c ( t ) = I dc + A0 sin   t + d % +
2 &,
! 

(16)

The fundamental frequency component of V(t) is found by a Fourier analysis of (13) and is
given as,

{ }

qmd
)
2A0ld sin(
A0ld
md
2
) 
cos q (t +
cos(qt)
V 1(t) =
2
cqAr
2
cq md Ar

{

}

m1Ec ld q
md
)
(I dc  I dc 2  A02)cos q(t +

2
mA0

(17)
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After I e (t) and V 1 (t) in equations (15) and (17) are represented as phasors and substituted
into equation (12), the diode admittance is found to be,

  j d $
jCd A0 I RF exp 
%
 2 &
Yd = jCd +
  $
sin  d %
2
2
2
 2 & exp   j d $  2 I  I  I 2  A 2
A0  A0
dc
dc
0

%

a 2 dc
 d$
 2 &

%
 2 &

(

)

(18)

A generalized large-signal program has been developed to solve the equations (12), (13), (17)
and (18d^z$!z/5)+(/z$2!z0$!%.z1/1(z/%#*%"%*!^z$!z/%)1(0%+*z%/z..%! z+10z5z+*/% ¥
ering a space division of 500 steps and time scale is varied from 100-150z0+z%*.!/!z0$!z1¥
racy of the simulation. Material parameters of SiC is taken from NSM archive [6].

Figure 2. 0=JEAF9DNGDL9?=9F<;MJJ=FL>GJ9F%),00<AG<=K@GOAF?L@=K=H9J9LAGFG>L@=<=HD=LAGFJ=?AGF;9H9;As
tance Cd from the diode admittance Y d. Y c is the circuit admittance including the diode package.

3. Results and Discussions
The optimized structural parameters of Si/SiC DD hetero-structure IMPATTs for operation
at W-band are given in Table 1 for the bias current density of 8x108 A/m2^z%#1.!/zFcwdz !¥
*+0!/z0$!z2+(0#!z* z1..!*0z32!"+.)z"+.z%z z !2%!z+,!.0%*#z1* !.z(.#!w/%#¥
nal condition. The plots depict the 1800 phase-shift between voltage and terminal current,
essential criteria for IMPATT oscillation. This proves the validity of the simulation software.
Large-signal simulation provides the snap-shots of electric-field profiles at different phase
angles as shown in figures 4(a) to 4(e). The electric field increases from t=0 and attains its
peak value in the positive half-cycle at t =T/4 (Emax = 5x108 V/m) as shown in figure 4(b). It
then decreases and attains the same magnitude of negative peak in the negative half-cycle at
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t = 3T/4., as shown in figure 4(d). The program is also run for the second and consecutive
cycles and it is observed that the above nature of variation of electric field is repeated in
each and every cycle.

Figure 3. a-c) : Voltage and current waveforms of Si/SiC IMPATTs under large-signal analysis

$!z!""!0z+"z2+(0#!z)+ 1(0%+*z+*z0$!z(.#!w/%#*(z*!#0%2!z.!/%/0*!_z.!0*!_zz,+3¥
!._z!""%%!*5_z*!#0%2!z+* 10*!z* zw"0+.z+"z0$!z !2%!z$/z!!*z/01 %! z* z0$!z.!¥
sults are presented in this paper. Large-signal admittance plots (conductance versus
susceptance) for different modulation factors are shown in figure 5. It is observed that the
magnitude of peak negative conductance decreases from 37.5x106 S/m2 at 94 GHz to 5.0 x106
S/m2 3$!*z2+(0#!z)+ 1(0%+*z%*.!/!/z".+)zDCMz0+zHCM_z%^!^_z+..!/,+* %*#zz2+(0#!z%*¥
creases from 20.0V to 104.0 V. In the limiting case of RF-voltage being very low, the largesignal peak negative conductance value should approach the small-signal value. When RF
voltage modulation is very low, i.e., 2% and the RF voltage amplitude is 4.0V, the simulated
large-signal negative conductance is 43.5x106 S/m2. The authors have also carried out small/%#*(z/%)1(0%+*z+"z0$!z%u% !2%!z/! z+*z1))!(w(1!z,,.+$z* z+0%*! z0$!z ¥
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mittance plot with the same design structural parameters to verify whether the peak
*!#0%2!z+* 10*!z1* !.z/)((w/%#*(z+* %0%+*z,,.+$!/z0$0z1* !.z(.#!w/%#*(z+*¥
dition with negligibly small voltage modulation of 2%. It is observed from Figure 5 that the
(.#!w/%#*(z )%00*!z,(+0z"+.z(+3!/0z2+(0#!z)+ 1(0%+*z()+/0z+%*% !/z3%0$z0$!z/%)1¥
lated small-signal admittance plot which verifies the validity of the proposed large-signal
modeling of the device.
Structure

-ZR

RS

Expected load

Rs, total

(-G x106)

(B x 106)

(for 2%

c

conductance

(including

(Sm-2)

(Sm-2)

modulation

(GL x 106)

p+& n+ohmic

c

(Sm-2)

contact)

32.0

2.3

Diode conductance Diode Susceptance

Si/SiCDD

35.0

80.0

6.0

0.5

hetero-structure
Table 1. Optimised design parameters of Si/SiC DD hetero-structure IMPATTs for large-signal analysis.

Fig. 6 shows the variation of RF output power with RF voltage. It is interesting to observe
that under large-signal condition RF power initially increases with the increasing voltage
)+ 1(0%+*_z.!$!/zz,!'z2(1!z0zHCMz2+(0#!z)+ 1(0%+*z* z0$!*z !.!/!/z3%0$z"1.¥
0$!.z%*.!/!z+"z2+(0#!z)+ 1(0%+*^z%#1.!zIz/$+3/z0$!z2.%0%+*z+"z!""%%!*5z3%0$zz2+(0¥
age. It is observed that the efficiency increases with increase in RF voltage, attains a peak
value corresponding to 50% voltage modulation and then starts decreasing. It is observed
that, with the increasing amplitude of RF voltage from 21.0V to 104.0 V, the magnitude of
negative resistance of the device decreases from 10.0  to 6.0 ^z$!z*(5/%/z/$+3/z0$!z2.¥
iation of negative reactance of the device for different voltage modulation. It is observed that
the magnitude of negative reactance increases from 13.0 ohm to 14.5 ohm when RF voltage
increases from 10% to 50%. The variation of negative reactance with RF voltage is sharper
than that of the negative resistance with RF voltage. At 94 GHz window, the increase in Q"0+.z".+)zD^Cz0+zI^Cz3%0$z$*#!z%*zz2+(0#!z".+)zED^Cz0+zDCG_z/z!4,!0! ^z .#!w/%#¥
nal Q-factor for a particular RF voltage indicates the overall RF performance of the device.
Diode

n and p

Width

Depletion

DC breakdown

Transit Time

Junction

Si (substrate)

epilayers

of

layer

voltage

(pS)

area

layer width

(10-9m2)

(µ)

1.0

4.0

doping
conc.

n and p capacitance
epilayer

(ND,A)

s

(10 23 m-3)

(Wn,p)

2.2

1.105

(V)

(pF)

(µ)
Si/SiC DD

0.11

207.6

5.525

heterostructure
Table 2. Values of series resistance (RS, total) of SiCDD hetero-structure IMPATT [bias current density = 8.0 x108 Am-2 and
frequency =94GHz].
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Figure 4. a-b): Plots of electric field profiles (snap-shots) at various points in time (phase angle 00 and 900>GJL@=<As
ode operating at a fundamental frequency 94 GHz, current density 8x108 Am-2 and efficiency = 15%. (c-d): Plots of
electric field profiles (snap-shots) at various points in time (phase angle 1800 and 2700) for the diode operating at a
fundamental frequency 94 GHz, current density 8x108 Am-2 and efficiency = 15%. Plots of electric field profile (snapshot) at various points in time (phase angle 3600) for the diode operating at a fundamental frequency 94 GHz, current
density 8x108 Am-2 and efficiency = 15%.

Figure 5. Diode admittance plots as a function of fundamental frequency and ac-voltage amplitude.

High-Power Hexagonal SiC Device: A Large-Signal High-Frequency Analysis
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/52982

Figure 6. ,DGLKG>HGO=J?=F=J9LAF?=>>A;A=F;Q9F<."HGO=JOAL@9;NGDL9?=9EHDALM<=G>@=L=JG KLJM;LMJ=
PATTs for fundamental operating frequency 94 GHz (current density 8x108 Am-2)

/A%)s

4. Conclusion
The author has developed a generalized technique for large- signal simulation of DDR SiC
IMPATT diode. This simulator is applicable for other WBG semiconductor based IMPATTs
* z(/+z"+.z %""!.!*0z/0.101.!/z* z +,%*#z,.+"%(!/z+"z0$!z !2%!^z$!z2(% %05z+"z0$!z,.+¥
posed technique is verified from the simulated small-signal admittance plot. The results
show for DC breakdown voltage of 207.0 V the large-signal (for ~ 50% voltage modulation)
power output and efficiency are 25.0 W and 15.0%, respectively. To the best of author‘s
knowledge, this is the first report on non-linear analysis of 4H-SiC IMPATTs at W-band.
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Chapter 15

Silicon Carbide: A Biocompatible Semiconductor Used
in Advanced Biosensors and BioMEMS/NEMS
Mahboobeh Mahmoodi and Lida Ghazanfari
Additional information is available at the end of the chapter
http://dx.doi.org/10.5772/51811

1. Introduction
In the last decade, there has been a tremendous development in the field of miniaturization
of chemical and biochemical sensor devices. Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) refer
to microscopic devices that have a characteristic length of less than 1 mm but more than 100
nm and combine electrical and mechanical components. Nanoelectromechanical systems
(NEMS) refer to nanoscopic devices that have a characteristic length of less than 100 nm and
+)%*!z!(!0.%(z* z)!$*%(z+),+*!*0/^z *z)!/+/(!z !2%!/_z%"z0$!z"1*0%+*(z+)¥
,+*!*0/z.!z+*z)%.+wz+.z**+/(!_z0$!5z)5z!z.!"!..! z0+z/z  z+.z _z.!/,!0%2!¥
ly. These are referred to as an intelligent miniaturized system comprising sensing,
processing, and/or actuating functions and combine electrical and mechanical components.
The acronym MEMS originated in the USA. The term commonly used in Europe is micro
system technology (MST) and in Japan, the term is micromachines. Another term generally
used is micro/nanodevices.
MEMS/NEMS terms are also now used in a broad sense and include electrical, mechanical,
"(1% %_z+,0%(_z* u+.z%+(+#%(z"1*0%+*/^z  u z"+.z+,0%(z,,(%0%+*/z.!z.!"!.¥
red to as micro/nano optoelectromechanical systems (MOEMS/NOEMS). MEMS/NEMS for
electronic applications are referred to as radio-frequency-MEMS/NEMS or RF-MEMS/RFNEMS. MEMS/NEMS for biological applications are referred to as BioMEMS/BioNEMS.
MEMS and emerging NEMS are expected to have a major impact on our lives, comparable
0+z0$0z+"z/!)%+* 10+.z0!$*+(+#5_z%*"+.)0%+*z0!$*+(+#5_z+.z!((1(.z* z)+(!1(.z%+(¥
ogy. MEMS/NEMS are used in electromechanical, electronics, information/communication,
chemical, and biological applications [1f^z+z,10z0$!z %)!*/%+*/z+"z  z* z z%*z,!.¥
spective refer to Fig.1.

© 2013 Mahmoodi and Ghazanfari; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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 u z*!! z0+z!z !/%#*! z0+z,!."+.)z!4,!0! z"1*0%+*/z%*z/$+.0z 1.0%+*/_z05,¥
%((5 z %* z 0$! z )%((%/!+* z 0+ z ,%+/!+* z .*#!^ z $.+1#$ z   z %0 z %/ z ,+//%(! z 0+ z %*+.,+¥
rate micro-scale types of devices such as motors, pumps, fluidic channels, sample
preparation (including mixing or vaporization) chambers, and various types of sensors
(including optical sensors) that will perform assorted tasks, such as monitoring. Again,
one can do both monitoring in the physical sense and the chemical sense. SiC has been
'*+3*z"+.z%0/z+10/0* %*#z)!$*%(z* z$!)%(z,.+,!.0%!/z)'%*#z%0z!-1((5z00.¥
tive for MEMS and NEMS.

Figure 1. Dimensions of MEMS and NEMS in perspective. MEMS/NEMS examples shown are of a vertical single walled
carbon nanotube (SWCNT) transistor (5 nm wide and 15 nm high), of molecular dynamic simulations of a carbonnanotube based gear, quantum-dot transistor obtained from van der Wiel et al., and DMD obtained from
www.dlp.com.

*z !2!.w%*.!/%*#z !)* z "+.z %+)! %(z !2%!/z ,.+2% !/z )+0%20%+*z "+.z 0$!z !2!(+,¥
)!*0z+"z 2*! z/!)%+* 10%*#z)0!.%(/z"+.z$((!*#%*#z,,(%0%+*/z.*#%*#z".+)z %/¥
ease detection to organ function restoration. The superior bioelectrical properties of silicon
.% !zc%dz)'!z%0z*z% !(z/1/0.0!z"+.z%+!(!0.+ !/z0$1/z((+3%*#z"+.z*z((w%++),0¥
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ible, non-metalic biomedical system. Most of the studies conducted in the past on singlecrystal SiC provide evidence of the attractive bio-potentialities of this material and hence
suggest similar properties for crystalline SiC.
!!*0z%*0!.!/0z$/z.%/!*z%*z!),(+5%*#z0$!/!z)0!.%(/_z0++(/z* z0!$*+(+#%!/z"+.z0$!z".%¥
0%+*z+"z)%*%01.!z/!*/+./z* z010+./z* z0$!%.z%*0!#.0%+*z3%0$z!(!0.+*%z%.1%0/z0+z,.+¥
duce smart devices and systems. This effort offers the promise of: (1) increasing the
performance and manufacturability of both sensors and actuators by exploiting new batch
fabrication processes developed including micro stereo lithographic and micro molding
techniques; (2) developing novel classes of materials and mechanical structures not possible
,.!2%+1/(5_z/1$z/z %)+* w(%'!z.+*_z/%(%+*z.% !z* z.+*z**+01!/_z)%.+w01.¥
bines and micro-engines; (3) development of technologies for the system level and wafer
level integration of micro components at the nanometer precision, such as self-assembly
0!$*%-1!/z * z .++0%z )*%,1(0%+*az cGdz !2!(+,)!*0z +"z +*0.+(z * z +))1*%0%+*z /5/¥
tems for MEMS, such as optical and wireless radio frequency, and power delivery systems,
etc. The integration of MEMS, NEMS, interdigital transducers and required microelectronics
and conformal antenna in the multifunctional smart materials and composites results in a
/).0z/5/0!)z/1%0(!z"+.z/!* %*#z* z+*0.+(z+"zz2.%!05z+"z"1*0%+*/z%*z10+)+%(!_z!.+¥
space, marine and civil strutures and food and medical industries. The principle aim of this
chapter is to present an overview of bioMEMS and bioNEMS technologies that utilize SiC as
a key component in the structure. Therefore, this chapter focuses on reviewing examples
3$!.!z%z%/z1/! z%*z0$!z)!$*%(z+),+*!*0/z+"z)%.+zu**+".%0! z !2%!/z* z%+¥
sensors for biomedical applications that can be used to further develop the technology.

2. SiC MEMS and NEMS
%z%/z*z!4!((!*0z/0.101.(z)0!.%(z"+.z  z* z z,,(%0%+*/z 1!z0+z%0/z+10/0* ¥
ing mechanical, chemical, and electrical properties combined with its compatibility with Si
)%.+)$%*%*#z 0!$*%-1!/^z +3$!.!z %/z 0$!z (%)%00%+*z 0+z /%(%+*w/! z  z )+.!z ,,¥
rent than in applications characterized by high temperature environments. The electronic
properties of silicon place an upper limit on the operating temperature of electronic devices
at roughly 250 °C for devices fabricated on conventional bulk silicon substrates and around
300 °C for devices built on silicon-on-insulator substrates. As for the mechanical properties,
the upper limit for silicon-based micromechanical structures is around 500 °C, as seen in the
plastic deformation of Si membranes subjected to deflecting loads at that temperature. The
silicon surface is chemically active and will appreciably oxidize at temperatures above 800
°C. These material limitations require that silicon-based MEMS structures be enclosed in
protective packaging to make them suitable for use in these conditions. In many cases, the
packaging is so extensive that the benefits of using a silicon based MEMS device (i.e., low
cost and small device size) are completely negated by the package. The desire to capitalize
on MEMS technology for applications where the use of silicon is impractical has motivated
the development of alternative semiconductors whose material properties are better suited
for such applications [2].
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Mostly, efforts to develop SiC for MEMS have focused on developing device technologies
for harsh environment applications where Si, the dominant material in MEMS, is not well
suited. Such environments include high temperature (>600 °C), high mechanical wear, high
radiation, high oxidation, and harsh chemicals. Properties that make SiC particularly well
suited for harsh environments include a wide electronic bandgap (ranging from 2.9 eV for
3C-SiC to 3.2 eV for 4H-SiC), high hardness (2,480 kg/mm2d_z$%#$z.!/%/0*!z0+z$!)%(z!0$¥
ing in acids and bases, slow oxidation rates, and very strong covalent Si–C bonds. SiC is of
particular interest for use in MEMS-based microactuators, where its inert surface resists the
deleterious effects of stiction and its high Young’s modulus (~400 GPa) enables fabrication of
mechanical resonators that can operate over a very wide frequency range, including the
GHz range. Its chemical inertness, favorable mechanical properties, and biocompatibility
make SiC particularly attractive for bioMEMS applications. Several comprehensive reviews
of SiC MEMS technology, including material properties, processing techniques, and device
examples have recently been published [2, 3].
$!z".%0%+*z+"z1('z)%.+)$%*! z%z  z/0.101.!/z1/%*#z+*2!*0%+*(z%z1('z)%¥
cromachining techniques is enabled by the ability of 3C-SiC films to be epitaxially grown on
bulk Si substrates. These processes benefit tremendously from the chemical inertness of SiC
with respect to Si etchants [2]. In applications where SiC surfaces are desired but bulk SiC
/1/0.0!/z+1( z!z0!$*%((5z+.z!+*+)%((5z+*/0.%*%*#_zFw%z"%()/z#.+3*z+*z%z/1¥
strates provide a convenient and low-cost alternative to 6H- and 4H-SiC wafers. One of the
earliest 3C-SiC MEMS structures to be fabricated was the freestanding membrane [4].
*z #!*!.(_z 0$!z )0!.%(z ,.+,!.0%!/z +"z ,+(5w%z 0$0z .!z +"z %),+.0*!z 0+z  z (+/!(5z .!¥
/!)(!z%0/z/%*#(!z.5/0((%*!z+1*0!.,.0^z$!z,+(5w%z"%()/z.!z*+0z#!*!.((5z2%!3! z/z !¥
sirable for electronic devices for largely the same reasons as polysilicon. In terms of chemical
inertness, fully crystallized poly-SiC is essentially as inert as 3C-SiC. Poly-SiC oxidizes
/(%#$0(5z"/0!.z0$*zFw%z 1!z0+z#.%*z+1* .5z %""1/%+*z+"z+4% *0/^z$!z+1*#j/z)+ 1¥
lus is typically reported to be around 400 GPa.
%_z+3%*#z0+z%0/z$!)%(z%*!.0*!//_z%/z+"z%*0!.!/0z/zz/0.101.(z)0!.%(z"+.z%+)! %(z)%¥
crosystems. A recent study that investigated a wide range of MEMS materials (including Ti,
Si, SiO2 and Si3N4) has shown that single crystal SiC is both biocompatible (to the extent of
the tests performed) and sterilizable [2].

3. Biocompatibility
Biocompatibility is related to the behavior of biomaterials in various contexts. The term may
refer to specific properties of a material without specifying where or how the material is
1/! _z+.z0+z)+.!z!),%.%(z(%*%(z/1!//z+"zz3$+(!z !2%!z%*z3$%$z0$!z)0!.%(z+.z)0!.%¥
als are featured. The ambiguity of the term reflects the ongoing development of insights into
$+3z%+)0!.%(/z%*0!.0z3%0$z0$!z$1)*z+ 5z* z!2!*01((5z$+3z0$+/!z%*0!.0%+*/z !¥
termine the clinical success of a medical device (such as pacemaker, hip replacement or
/0!*0d^z + !.*z)! %(z !2%!/z* z,.+/0$!/!/z.!z+"0!*z+),+/! z+"z)+.!z0$*z+*!z)0!.%¥
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(z/+z%0z)%#$0z*+0z(35/z!z/1""%%!*0z0+z0('z+10z0$!z%++),0%%(%05z+"zz/,!%"%z)0!.%¥
al. Cell-semiconductor hybrid systems represent an emerging topic of research in the
%+0!$*+(+#%(z .!z 3%0$z %*0.%#1%*#z ,+//%(!z ,,(%0%+*/^z z +),.!$!*/%2!z 1* !./0* ¥
%*#z +"z 0$!z %*0!.0%+*/z #+2!.*%*#z /1$z /5/0!)/z %/z 0$!z /%/z +"z ,.!/!*0z * z "101.!z !2!(+,¥
ment of biologically interfaced device performance. To date, very little is known about the
main processes that govern the communication between cells and the surfaces they adhere
to. When cells adhere to an external surface an eterophilic binding is generated between the
cell adhesion proteins and the surface molecules. After they adhere, the interface between
them and the substrate becomes a dynamic environment where surface chemistry, topology,
* z!(!0.+*%z,.+,!.0%!/z$2!z!!*z/$+3*z0+z,(5z%),+.0*0z.+(!/^z$!z%++),0%%(%05z/%*¥
gle-crystal SiC was determined by culturing mammalian cells directly on SiC substrates and
5z!2(10%*#z0$!z.!/1(0%*#z!((z $!/%+*z-1(%05z* z,.+(%"!.0%+*^z$!z.5/0((%*!z%z%/z%*¥
!! zz2!.5z,.+)%/%*#z)0!.%(z"+.z%+w,,(%0%+*/_z3%0$z!00!.z%+w,!."+.)*!z0$*z.5/¥
talline Si. 3C-SiC, which can be directly grown on Si substrates, appears to be an especially
promising bio-material: the Si substrate used for the epi-growth would in fact allow for costeffective and straightforward electronic integration, while the SiC surface would constitute a
more biocompatible and versatile interface between the electronic and biological world. The
main factors that have been shown to define SiC biocompatibility are its hydrophilicity and
surface chemistry. SiC surface morphology is shown to influence cell adhesion only when
macropatterned, while SiC polytypism and doping concentration seem to have no influence
on cell proliferation. The identification of the organic chemical groups that bind to the SiC
surface, together with the calculation of SiC zeta potential in media, could be used to better
understand the electronic interaction between cell and SiC surfaces. Using an appropriate
cleaning procedure for the SiC samples before their use as substrates for cell cultures is also
%),+.0*0^z $!z (!*%*#z $!)%/0.5z )5z ""!0z !((z ,.+(%"!.0%+*z * z !),$/%6!z 0$!z %),+.¥
tance of the selection of an appropriate cleaning procedure for biosubstrates. SiC has been
/$+3*z0+z!z/%#*%"%*0(5z!00!.z0$*z%z/zz/1/0.0!z"+.z!((z1(01.!_z3%0$zz*+0%!(5z.!¥
duced toxic effect and enhanced cell proliferation. One of the possible drawbacks that may
!z//+%0! z3%0$z0$!z1/!z+"z%z%*z2%2+z%/z.!(0! z0+z0$!z1*(!.z* z$%#$(5z !0! z50+¥
toxic level of SiC particles. Nonetheless, the potential cytotoxicity of SiC particles does not
represent a dramatic issue as much as it does for Si, since the great tribological properties of
SiC make it less likely to generate debris.
Several papers have discussed testing silicon SiC in vitro. In one study the researchers tested
SiC deposited from radiofrequency sputtering using alveolar bone osteoblasts and gingival
fibroblasts for 27 days. The investigators reported that ‘‘Silicon carbide looks cytocompatible
+0$z +*z /(z * z /,!%"%z 50++),0%%(%05z (!2!(/^z +3!2!._z "%.+(/0z * z +/0!+(/0z 0¥
0$)!*0z%/z*+0z$%#$(5z/0%/"0+.5_z* z 1.%*#z0$!z/!+* z,$/!z+"z+/0!+(/0z#.+30$_z+/0!+¥
blast proliferation is very significantly reduced by 30%’’. According to another paper, in a 48
$z/01 5z1/%*#z$1)*z)+*+50!/_z%z$ zz/0%)1(0+.5z!""!0z+),.(!z0+z,+(5)!0$.5¥
late. Cytotoxicity and mutagenicity has been performed on SiC-coated tantalum stents.
)+.,$+1/z %z % z *+0z /$+3z *5z 50+0+4%z .!0%+*z 1/%*#z )%!z "%.+(/0/z LELz !((z 1(¥
tures when incubated for 24 h or mutagenic potential when investigated using Salmonella
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05,$%)1.%1)z)10*0/zLK_zDCC_zDHFH_z* zDHFJ^z*z!.(%!.z/01 5z5z0$!z/)!z1¥
thors of a SiC-coated tantalum stent reported similar results [5].
Kotzar et al. [6fz!2(10! z)0!.%(/z1/! z%*z)%.+!(!0.+)!$*%(z !2%!/z"+.z%++),0%¥
bility. These included single crystal silicon, polysilicon (coating, chemical vapor deposition,
CVD), single crystal cubic SiC (3C SiC or w%_zd_z* z0%0*%1)zc,$5/%(z2,+.z !,+/%¥
tion). They concluded that the tested Si, SiC and titanium were biocompatible. Even though
.5/0((%*!z%z%++),0%%(%05z$/z*+0z!!*z%*2!/0%#0! z%*z0$!z,/0_z%*"+.)0%+*z!4%/0/z+*¥
!.*%*#z0$!z%++),0%%(%05z+"z0$!z)+.,$+1/z,$/!z+"z0$%/z)0!.%(zcw%d^z 0!.%(/z+)¥
monly used in the fabrication and packaging of standard MEMS devices were recently
evaluated for cytotoxicity using the ISO 10993 biocompatibility testing standards [7]. The
material set comprised of: silicon (Si, 500 µm-thick), silicon dioxide (SiO2, 0.5 µ)w0$%'d_z/%(%¥
con nitride (Si3N4, 0.2 µm-thick), polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon, 0.5 µm-thick), silicon
carbide (SiC, 0.5 µm-thick), titanium (Ti, 0.5 µm-thick), and SU-8 (50 µm-thick) (Table 1).
The biocompatibility of the materials used in silicon-based devices, such as single crystalline
/%(%+*_z ,+(5/%(%+*_z /%(%+*z %+4% !_z /%(%+*!z *%0.% !z * z /%(%+*z .% !_z 3!.!z !2(10! z ¥
cording to ISO 10993 standards by Kotzar et al. [6]. Using mouse fibroblasts in the tests,
none of the materials were found to be cytotoxic. An in vivo tests based on implantation in
rabbit muscle showed no sign of irritation. Only silicone nitride and SU-8 showed detectable
nonvolatile residues. Furthermore, in vivo studies using Stainless Steel cages and Teflon
cages reveal that silicon, silicon nitride, silicon dioxide, gold, and SU-8 are biocompatible.
However, silicon and SU-8 have shown increased biofouling.
Material

Reactivity (0-4)

Positive Control (tin stabilized polyvinylchloride)

4

Negative Control (high density polyethylene)

0

Si (monocrystalline silicon)

0

Sio2 (silicon dioxide)

0

Polysilicon (polycrystalline silicon)

0

Si3N4 (silicon nitride)

0

SiC (monocrystalline 3C silicon carbide)

0

Ti (sputtered titanium)

0

SU-8 (epoxy photoresist)

0

Table 1. In vitro cytotoxicity of MEMS materials [7]

4. Hemocompatibility
The interaction between blood proteins and the material is regarded as an important source
of thrombogenesis. The adsorption of proteins is explained, from the thermodynamic point
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of view, in terms of the systems free energy or surface energy. However, adsorption itself
does not induce thrombosis. Theories regarding correlations between thrombogenicity of a
material and its surface charge or its binding properties proved not to be useful.
Thrombus formation on implant materials is one of the first reactions after deployment and
may lead to acute failure due to occlusion and serve as a trigger for neointimal formation.
!40z0+z0$!z %.!0z0%20%+*z5z0$!z%*0.%*/%z+.z!40.%*/%z+#1(0%+*z/ !_z0$.+)1/z"+.¥
mation can also be initiated directly by an electron transfer process while fibrinogen is close
0+z0$!z/1."!^z$!z!(!0.+*%z*01.!z+"zz)+(!1(!z*z!z !"%*! z/z/!)%+* 10+.z+.z%*/1¥
lator. Contact activation is possible in the case of a metal since electrons in the fibrinogen
)+(!1(!z.!z(!z0+z+1,5z!),05z!(!0.+*%z/00!/z3%0$z0$!z/)!z!*!.#5^z$!.!"+.!_z0$!z+¥
vious way to avoid this transfer is to use a material with a significantly reduced density of
empty electronic states within the range of the valence band of the fibrinogen. This is the
case for the used silicon carbide coating.
Hemocompatibility leads to the following physical requirements: (1) to prevent the electron
transfer, the solid must have no empty electronic states at the transfer level, i.e., deeper than
0.9 eV below Fermi's level. This requirements met by a semiconductor with a sufficiently
large band gap (its valence band edge must be deeper than 1.4 eV below Fermi´s level) and a
(+3z !*/%05z+"z/00!/z%*/% !z0$!z* z#,^zcEdz+z,.!2!*0z!(!0.+/00%z$.#%*#z+"z0$!z%*0!.¥
face (which may interfere with requirement 1) the electric conductivity must be higher than
DCwFzu)^zz)0!.%(z0$0z)!!0/z0$!/!z!(!0.+*%z.!-1%.!)!*0/z%/z/%(%+*z.% !z%*z*z)+.¥
phous, heavily n-doped, hydrogen-rich modification (a-SiC:H). The amorphous structure is
required in order to avoid any point of increased density of electronic states, especially at
grain boundaries.
At present, a-SiC:H is known for its high thromboresistance induced by the optimal barrier
0$0z0$%/z)0!.%(z,.!/!*0/z"+.z,.+0!%*z $!/%+*^z$!/!z,.+,!.0%!/z)5z0.*/(0!z%*0+z(!//z,.+¥
tein biofouling and better compatibility for intravascular applications rather than Si. SiC has
z.!(0%2!(5z(+3z(!2!(z+"z"%.%*+#!*z* z"%.%*z !,+/%0%+*z3$!*z+*00%*#z(++ ^z$!/!z,.+¥
teins promote local clot formation; thus, the tendency not to adsorb them will resist blood
clotting. It is now well established that SiC coatings are resistant to platelet adhesion and
clotting both in vitro and in vivo [5]. In the Bolz et al. [8fz/01 5_zw%`z"%()/z3!.!z !,+/%0¥
ed using the glow discharge technique or plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition
(PECVD). The technique provides the most suitable coating process due to its high inherent
hydrogen concentration which satisfies the electronically active defects in the amorphous
layers. They used fibrinogen as an example model for thrombogenesis in implants, although
)+/0z$!)+,.+0!%*/z.!z+.#*%z/!)%+* 10+./^zw%`z+0%*#/z/$+3! z*+z0%)!w !,!* ¥
ent increase in the remaining protein concentration, confirming that no fibrinogen activation
and polymerisation had taken place. These results support the electrochemical model for
0$.+)+#!*!/%/z0z.0%"%%(z/1."!/z* z,.+2!z0$0zz,.+,!.z0%(+.%*#z+"z0$!z!(!0.+*%z,.+,¥
erties leads to a material with superior hemocompatibility. The in vitro test showed that the
morphology of the cells was regular. The a-SiC:H samples showed the same behaviour as
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the control samples. Blood and membrane proteins have similar band-gaps, because the
electronic properties depend mainly on the periodicity of the amino acids, and the proteins
%""!.z+*(5z%*z0$!z% z/!-1!*!_z*+0z%*z0$!%.z/0.101.(z,!.%+ %%05^z,,.!*0(5_z/%)%(.z.!¥
tions inducing a modification of proteins are responsible for the cell culture results.
A-SiC: H has superior hemocompatibility; its clotting time is 200 percent longer than to that
of titanium and pyrolytic carbon. Furthermore, it has been shown that small variations in
the preparation conditions cause a significant change in hemocompatibility. Therefore, it is
of paramount importance to know the exact physical properties of the material in use.
Amorphous silicon carbide can be deposited on any substrate material which is resistant to
temperatures of approximately 250 °C. This property makes amorphous silicon carbide a
suitable coating material for all hybrid designs of biomedical devices. The substrate material
*z!z"%00! z0+z0$!z)!$*%(z*!! /_z %/.!#. %*#z%0/z$!)++),0%%(%05_z3$!.!/z0$!z+0¥
%*#z!*/1.!/z0$!z$!)++),0%%(%05z+"z0$!z !2%!^z+//%(!z,,(%0%+*/z.!z0$!0!./z+.z/!*¥
sors in blood contact and implants, especially artificial heart valves.
Bolz and Schaldach [8] evaluated PECVD amorphous SiC for use on prosthetic heart valves.
$!5z/$+3! z !.!/! z0$.+)+#!*%%05z+"z*z)+.,$+1/z(5!.z+"z%z+),.! z0+z0%0*%¥
um. Several other studies showed that a hydrogen-rich amorphous SiC coating on coronary
artery stents is anti-thrombogenic. Three studies showed a benefit that was attributed to the
SiC-coated stent. In a direct comparison of the blood compatibility silicon wafers and SiCcoated (PECVD) silicon wafers, both appeared to provoke clot formation to a greater extent
0$*z %)+* w(%'!z+0! z/%(%+*z3"!./az/%(%+*z3/z3+./!z0$*z%w+0! z/%(%+*^z *z+*¥
clusion, the hemocompatibility of SiC was demonstrated [5].

5. Microfabrication techniques
5.1. Material selection
 z +.z )%.+!(!0.+)!$*%(z /5/0!)/_z %/z 0$!z %*0!#.0%+*z +"z )!$*%(z !(!)!*0/_z /!*¥
sors, actuators, and electronics on a substrate, in which micro-fabrication technologies are
1/! ^z$!z"%./0z/0!,z3$!*z !/%#*%*#zz,.+!//z"(+3z"+.z".%0%+*z+"zz)%.+)$%*! z !¥
vice is to choose the structural and other materials which are to be used in the process flow.
Some of the properties of materials that are commonly used in MEMS fabrication are listed
in Table 2. Traditionally, silicon and polysilicon have been used most often as the structural
)0!.%(/z"+.z  ^z$%/z3/z%*%0%((5z 1!z0+z0$!z3!(0$z+"z!4%/0%*#z'*+3(! #!z+*z,.+!//¥
%*#z+"z/%(%+*z/),(!/z".+)z)%.+!(!0.+*%z".%0%+*^z 1'%(5z"+.z0$!z)%.+)$%*%*#z!*¥
gineers, silicon has several favourable mechanical properties in addition to its superb
!(!0.%(z/,!%"%0%+*/z0$0z$2!z) !z%0z0$!z)0!.%(z+"z$+%!z"+.z)%.+!(!0.+*%/^z!2!.¥
0$!(!//_z0$!.!z.!z*1)!.+1/z/!/z3$!.!z+0$!.z)0!.%(/z+""!.z/%#*%"%*0z 2*0#!/z+2!.z/%(¥
icon. Examples include applications where a piezoelectric material is needed or when the
devices are designed to work in harsh environments.
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Materials

Tm (°C)

E (GPa)

Qy (GPa)

O

P39 3 )

H (GPa)

Bulk silicon

1,415

160-200

-

0.22

2,330

5-13

Polysilicon

1,415

181-203

-

-

-

10-13

Silicon dioxide

1,700

70-75

8.4

0.17

2,200

15-18

Pyrex glass

-

64

-

0.2

2,230

8

Silicon nitride

1,800

210-380

14

0.25

3,100

24-27

Silicon carbide

-

300-400

21

0.19

3,210

-

CVD-diamond

661

800-1,100

0.2

0.07

3,530

-

Aluminum

1,772

70

0.137-0.170

0.33

2,700

-

Platinum

1,065

170

0.120

0.38

21,440

-

Gold

-

80

2.1

0.38-0.42

19,280

6.5

Stainless steal

-

200

0.045-0.345

0.3

7,900

-

Polyimide

410

7.5-15

0.042

0.35-0.45

1,420

-

Parylene-N

290

2.4

0.055

-

1,100

-

Parylene-C

380

2.7

0.062

-

1,290

-

Parylene-D

-

2.6

0.034

-

1,418

-

0.22

-

Hard backed SU-8

4-5

Table 2. )=;@9FA;9D,JGH=JLA=KG>0QHA;9D"MF;LAGF9D)9L=JA9DK0E)=DLAF?0=EH=J9LMJ= !5GMF?VK)G<MDMK oQ
5A=D</LJ=F?L@ m,GAKKGFVK.9LAG n =FKALQ $'FGGH$9J<F=KK78

SiC has also been used for the coating of other MEMS devices for increased wear resistance. On
the other hand, the same advantages of SiC over silicon bring up challenges in deposition and
!0$%*#z+"z%z"%()/^z$!z".%0%+*z0!$*+(+#%!/z %""!.z !,!* %*#z+*z3$0z*!! /z0+z!z+)¥
,(%/$! ^z$!z%)z%/z0+z%*+.,+.0!z!(!0.+*%/az0$!5z.!z*+.)((5z".%0! z1/%*#z/0* . z%*¥
tegrated circuit processes or sequences, such as Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor
c dz0!$*+(+#5z+.z%,+(.z0!$*+(+#5^z*z0$!z)!$*%(z/% !_z0$!z)%.+)!$*%(z+)¥
ponents are fabricated using compatible micromachining processes that in essence selectively
etch away parts of the silicon wafer or add new structural layers to form a mechanical device,
or an electromechanical device if it has additional integrated electronics.
$!.!z.!z/!2!.(z05,!/z+"z)!0$+ /z1/! z"+.z)%.+)!$*%(z".%0%+*/^z3+z+"z0$!z+)¥
mon techniques are MUMPS, which applies to a poly-silicon and stands for Multi-User
 z.+!//%*#z5/0!)^zz/%)%(.z,.+!//z((! z  z%/z1/! z"+.z/%(%+*z.% !_z*+0$¥
er common substrate material used in MEMS. Through MEMS, it is possible to incorporate
micro-scale types of devices such as motors, pumps, fluidic channels, sample preparation
c%*(1 %*#z)%4%*#z+.z2,+.%60%+*dz$)!./_z* z2.%+1/z05,!/z+"z/!*/+./zc%*(1 %*#z+,0%¥
(z /!*/+./dz 0$0z 3%((z ,!."+.)z //+.0! z 0/'/_z /1$z /z )+*%0+.%*#^z +*%0+.%*#z *z !z ,!.¥
formed in both the physical and chemical sense.
$!.!"+.!_z  z*z!z0$+1#$0z+"z/z*z!*(%*#z0!$*+(+#5z0$0z((+3/z"+.z0$!z !2!(+,¥
ment of what we commonly call smart or intelligent systems, which operate without the
*!! z"+.z!40!.*(z+),10%*#z.!/+1.!/^z$%/z%*0!#.0! z)%.+!(!0.+*%/z*z,.+!//z0$!z%*¥
"+.)0%+*z !.%2! z".+)z0$!z/!*/+./z* z0$.+1#$z/+)!z !%/%+*w)'%*#z,.+!//z %.!0z01¥
tors to respond by moving, positioning, regulating, pumping, and/or filtering, thereby
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controlling the environment for some desired outcome or purpose. Because MEMS devices
are manufactured using batch fabrication techniques similar to those used over multiple
! !/z%*z0$!z%*0!#.0! z%.1%0z%* 1/0.5_z3!z/!!z1*,.!! !*0! z(!2!(/z+"z"1*0%+*(%05_z.!(%¥
%(%05_z* z/+,$%/0%0%+*z!%*#z,(! z+*z/)((z/%(%+*z$%,/z0zz.!(0%2!(5z(+3z+/0^z$!.!¥
fore, there is significant potential for MEMS technologies.
(0$+1#$z.5/0((%*!z%z%/zz,+(5)+.,$%z)0!.%(z0$0z!4%/0/z%*z3!((z+2!.zDCCz %/0%*0z,+(5¥
05,!/_z+*(5z0$!z1%zFw%_z* z0$!z$!4#+*(zGw%z* zIw%z,+(505,!/z.!z0!$*+¥
logically relevant for MEMS applications since they are the only configurations that can be
produced as high-quality substrates and/or thin epitaxial films. At present, 6H-SiC and 4HSiC are the only polytypes that are commercially available in large-area, integrated circuit
(IC)-grade wafer form suitable for epitaxial growth of single crystalline films. In contrast,
Fw%z%/z*+0z3% !(5z2%((!z/z1('z/1/0.0!/_z10z/%*#(!z.5/0((%*!z"%()/z*z!z!,%04¥
ially grown directly on Si wafers despite a significant mismatch in both lattice constant and
thermal coefficient of expansion.
%*#(!z.5/0((%*!zFw%z,%!6+.!/%/0%2!z,.!//1.!z/!*/+./z$2!z!!*z".%0! z1/%*#z1('z)%¥
.+)$%*%*#z "+.z $%#$z 0!),!.01.!z #/z 01.%*!z ,,(%0%+*/^z .!z /%(%+*z !4$%%0/z %* !¥
quate tribological performance. It needs to be coated with a solid and/or liquid overcoat or
be surface treated (e.g., oxidation and ion implantation, commonly used in semiconductor
manufacturing), which exhibits lower friction and wear. SiC films exhibit good tribological
performance. Studies have been conducted on undoped polysilicon film, heavily doped (n+type) polysilicon film, heavily doped (p+-type) single-crystal Si (100) and 3C-SiC (cubic or bSiC) film [10].
5.2. Surface micromachining
1."!z)%.+)$%*%*#z%*2+(2!/z0$!z)+*+(%0$%z".%0%+*z+"z/1/,!* ! z)%.+/(!z/0.1¥
tures by selective removal of underlying thin film sacrificial layers. Surface micromachining
is inherently an additive process utilizing thin film deposition techniques to produce both
structural and sacrificial layers. As such, the primary function of the substrate is to provide
mechanical support for the resulting device. Patterning of the thin film layers involves wet
* z .5z!0$%*#z0!$*%-1!/z0$0z.!z/!*/%0%2!z+*(5z0+z0$!z$!)%(z,.+,!.0%!/z+"z0$!z)0!.%¥
als, and not their microstructure or crystallinity, thereby enabling a high degree of flexibility
3%0$z.!/,!0z0+z,(*.z !/%#*/^z *z+*!,0_z0$!.!z%/z*+z.!/0.%0%+*z+*z0$!z/0.101.(z* z/.%¥
ficial materials to be used in the fabrication of a particular device as long as the materials are
compatible with each other during the fabrication process. As such, surface micromachining
%/z *+0z +*/0.%*! z 5z 0$!z ,.+,!.0%!/z +"z 0$!z /1/0.0!z * _z 0$1/_z *z +))+ 0!z *z !4¥
tremely wide range of materials, including SiC.
Like silicon, SiC thin films can be deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), making it
,.0%1(.(5z 3!((z  ,0! z /z z k,(1#w* w,(5lz /1/0%010!z "+.z ,+(5/%(%+*z %*z /1."!z )%.+¥
machining. SiC films can be deposited by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD),
atmospheric pressure chemical vapor deposition (APCVD), and plasma-enhanced chemical
2,+.z !,+/%0%+*zcd^z2!*z"+.z*+*wz  z,,(%0%+*/_zz%/z0$!z5z".z)+/0z+)¥
mon method to deposit SiC due at least in part to the availability of precursor gases as well
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as numerous process and equipment similarities to silicon CVD. The silicon carbide analog
to polysilicon is polycrystalline 3C-SiC, hereafter referred to simply as poly-SiC. Poly-SiC is
actually more versatile than polysilicon in that it can be deposited directly on SiO2z* z,+(5¥
/%(%+*^z *z!//!*!_z0$!z,.+!//z+"z".%0%*#z  z/0.101.!/z%*z,+(5w%z5z/1."!z)%.+¥
machining mirrors that of polysilicon. The main differences are process used to deposit the
SiC films, the selection of sacrificial layer material, and the etch recipes used to pattern the
/0.101.(z "%()/^z z /%#*%"%*0z .!'0$.+1#$z %*z 0$!z  2*!)!*0z +"z %z /1."!z )%.+)¥
chining was the development of reactive ion etching techniques that are highly selective to
%_z3$%$z3$!*z+)%*! z3%0$z  w".%!* (5z%z !,+/%0%+*z0!$*%-1!/_z((+3z%z/1.¥
face micromachining to follow directly from polysilicon micromachining.
z3% !z.*#!z+"z)%.+)$%*! z/0.101.!/_z/1$z/z(0!.(z.!/+*0+./_z"(+3z/!*/+./_z,%¥
tive pressure sensors, micromotors, and microbridge resonators can be fabricated using the
!,+/%0%+*_z,00!.*%*#_z!0$%*#_z* z/.%"%%(z.!(!/!z0!$*%-1!/z+))+*(5z1/! z%*z,+(5/%(%¥
con surface micromachining [11f^z!2!.(z#.+1,/z$2!z !)+*/0.0! z/1."!z)%.+)$%*¥
ing using a-SiC films as structural layers. Examples include RF switches and accelerometers
[12f^z)+.,$+1/w%z"%()/z !,+/%0! z5zz#!*!.((5z!4$%%0zz2!.5z3% !z.*#!z+"z.!¥
sidual stress (typically compressive in as-deposited films) that exhibit a strong dependence
on deposition conditions [13].
5.3. Bulk micromachining
1('z )%.+)$%*%*#z *z #!*!.((5z !z !"%*! z /z z ,.+!//z 0+z ".%0!z /1/,!* ! z /0.1¥
tures by selective bulk removal of the supporting substrate. Bulk micromachined structures
can be comprised of the substrate material itself or thin films that are deposited directly onto
the substrate. Unlike surface micromachining, the substrate in bulk micromachined devices
is not merely a solid mechanical support, but rather forms a key component of the device
structure.
In Si MEMS, direct wafer bonding has proven to be a key enabling process in the production
of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers for the realization of single crystalline Si MEMS devices.
To create a SiC-on-insulator substrate, the Si wafer that was originally used as the substrate
for SiC growth is removed by etching. The principal factor affecting yield is wafer bowing
due to high tensile residual stress in the 3C-SiC films. The techniques developed for Si bulk
micromachining, including photoelectrochemical etching, DRIE, and laser micromachining,
have been successfully adapted for SiC albeit typically with much lower etch rates [13].
)+*#z0$!z"%./0z%z  z/0.101.!/z0+z!z.+10%*!(5z".%0! z3!.!z %,$.#)/_z*0%(!¥
ver beams, and related structures fabricated out of single crystalline 3C-SiC films by silicon
anisotropic etching. Although conventional wet chemical techniques are not effective in
etching structures into SiC substrates, several electrochemical etch processes have been
demonstrated and used in the fabrication of bulk micromachined SiC MEMS devices from
6H- and 4H-SiC substrates. Examples of such structures include pressure sensors [DGf_z!(¥
erometers [15], and more recently, biosensors [16f^z 0z%/z3+.0$z)!*0%+*%*#z0$0_z0$!z#++ z%+¥
compatibility of devices made with common micromachining technologies allows the
exploration of these technologies.
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5.4. Encapsulation and protection
In addition to using capsules or shells for providing a hermetic or vacuum package for
MEMS, it is increasingly attractive to use thin films to provide the necessary protection or
encapsulation [17-19] (Fig.2). Thin films are attractive because they occupy a very small area,
*z!z"+.)! z1/%*#zz2.%!05z+"z0!$*%-1!/_z* z.!z+),0%(!z3%0$z3"!.w(!2!(z,.+!//¥
%*#^z *z %0%+*_z0$!5z*z0'!z*5z/$,!z+.z"+.)^z+3!2!._z)+/0z0$%*z"%()z)0!.%(/z.!z!%¥
ther not hermetic, or are so thin that they can be compromised easily when exposed to the
environmental conditions MEMS typically experience. Two categories of thin film materials
can be identified: organic and inorganic materials. Organic materials include such films as
epoxies, silicones, a variety of polymers including polyimides, polyurethanes, Parylene-C,
etc. The majority of these films can be deposited at low temperatures, are quite conformal
and their characteristics can be modified for different applications. However, most of these
films are not hermetic and most are prone to moisture penetration, or can be attacked in
harsh environments. In spite of this, these materials have found widespread use because
0$!5z *z !z /!(!0%2!(5z 1/! z %*z ,,(%0%+*/z 3$%$z )5z *+0z .!-1%.!z 2!.5z (+*#w0!.)z +,!.¥
tion, or where the conditions are controlled, or where the performance specifications are not
$%#$(5z.!/0.%0%2!^z *z"0_z,+(5)!./z.!z,!.$,/z0$!z)+/0z3% !(5z1/! z)0!.%(z"+.z,'#¥
ing, albeit not hermetic or vacuum packaging. The second category of materials used for
,'#%*#z* z,.+0!0%+*z%/z%*w+.#*%z)0!.%(/^z$!/!z)0!.%(/z%*(1 !z"%()/z/1$z/z/%(%¥
con nitride, silicon carbide, polycrystalline diamond, metal thin films, tantalum oxide, or
thin films of other materials that are resistant to environmental parameters. Semiconductor
materials such as silicon or silicon carbide are quite attractive because they can be deposited
readily and are resistant to many corrosive environments. The main challenge in using these
materials is that they typically require a high temperature to achieve a reasonable deposition
.0!_z* z%*z/+)!z%*/0*!/z0$!z"%()/z.!z*+0z-1%0!z/z+*"+.)(z/z.!-1%.! z5z/+)!z,,(%¥
tions. Therefore, they have not been widely used for hermetic packaging, especially where
hybrid components are involved. The discussion is limited to inorganic thin films since it is
not possible to discuss the broad category of organic materials that are used nowadays in
the encapsulation and packaging of microdevices [20].

Figure 2. Structure of a MEMS package formed using a thin film capsule or shell, compared with a package formed
using a bonded capsule or shell [20].
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6. Implantable BioMEMS
+z 0!_z0$!z)&+.%05z+"z0$!z !2!(+,)!*0z!""+.0/z%*z0$!z  z"%!( z$2!z"+1/! z+*z/+,$%/0%¥
cated devices to meet the requirements of industrial applications. However, MEMS devices
"+.z)! %(z,,(%0%+*/z.!,.!/!*0zz,+0!*0%(z)1(0%w%((%+*z +((.z).'!0_z,.%).%(5z+*/%/0¥
ing of micro miniature devices with high functionality that are suitable for implantation.
These implanted systems could revolutionize medical diagnostics and treatment modalities.
Implantable muscle microstimulators for disabled individuals have already been developed.
Precision sensors combined with integrated processing and telemetry circuitry can remotely
)+*%0+.z*5z*1)!.z+"z,$5/%(z+.z$!)%(z,.)!0!./z3%0$%*z0$!z$1)*z+ 5z* z0$!.!¥
by allow evaluation of an individual’s medical condition.
 z,.+!//%*#z0!$*+(+#5z%/z(/+z!%*#z1/! z0+z"/$%+*z"1*0%+*((5z/%),(!z,//%2!z)%¥
crodevices like retinal implants [21, 22]. In the future, in order to improve functionality and
reduce size, ever increasing numbers of MEMS devices will have direct patient contact thus
requiring that biocompatibility testing be performed on MEMS materials of construction.
+06.z!0z(^z/!(!0! z0$!z"+((+3%*#z)0!.%(/z/z  z)0!.%(/z+"z+*/0.10%+*z"+.z%),(*0¥
able medical devices: (1) single crystal silicon (Si), (2) polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon), (3)
silicon oxide (SiO2), (4) silicon nitride (Si3N4), (5) single crystal cubic silicon carbide (3C-SiC
or b-SiC), (6) titanium (Ti), and (7) SU-8 epoxy photoresist. Of these, polysilicon, Si3N4, and
3C-SiC were deposited by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), SiO2 by thermal oxidation of Si,
Ti by physical vapor deposition (PVD), and SU-8 by spin coating [23]. Many of the earlier
studies examining the biocompatibility of SiC employed materials generated by fabrication
methods suited to other implantable applications, such as RF sputtering. The results of the
biocompatibility tests for these fabrication methods may not apply to materials fabricated
using MEMS technology.
The Kotzar et al. study [6] results for SiC show that when the material is generated using
MEMS fabrication techniques, it elicited no significant non-biocompatible responses to the
test battery employed in this series. The biocompatibility testing discussed by Kotzar et al.
% z*+0z1*+2!.z*5z  z)0!.%(z0$0z3/z*+0z%++),0%(!z3$!*z/1&!0z0+z0$!z,.+¥
essing, packaging, and sterilization methods. Amorphous-SiC (a-SiC) has the longest and
most diverse track record of any SiC microstructure used in biomedical microdevices. Early
work using a-SiC for medical applications focused on developing a-SiC films as corrosionresistant coatings for macroscale structures, such as Ti alloy-based orthopedic implants and
metallic coronary stents [24], thus setting the stage for its use in biomedical microsystems.

7. Biosensing
7.1. Biosensors
+/0z+"z0$!z/01 %!/z+* 10! z%*z0$!z,/0z+*z%*#(!w.5/0(z%z,.+2% !z!2% !*!z+"z0$!z0¥
tractive bio potentialities of this material and hence suggest similar properties for crystalline
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%^z $!z ,.+,!.0%!/z 0$0z )'!z 0$%/z )0!.%(z ,.0%1(.(5z ,.+)%/%*#z "+.z %+/!*/%*#z ,,(%¥
tions are: 1) the wide bandgap that, as mentioned before, increases the sensing capabilities
of a semiconductor; 2) the chemical inertness that suggests the material'/z.!/%/0*!z0+z+..+¥
/%+*z%*z$./$z!*2%.+*)!*0/z/1$z/z+ 5z"(1% /zc!^#^z%z +!/z*+0z.!0z3%0$z*5z'*+3*z)¥
terial at room temperature, the only efficient etch being molten KOH at 400-600 ºC); 3) the
high hardness (5.8 GPa), high elastic modulus (424 GPa), and low friction coefficient (0.17)
that make it an ideal material for smart-implants and in-vivo biosensors. Studies report the
significant finding that SiC surfaces are better substrates for mammalian cell culture than Si
%*z0!.)/z+"z+0$z!((z $!/%+*z* z,.+(%"!.0%+*^z *z0$!z,/0_z0$!z"0z0$0z!((/z+1( z!z %¥
.!0(5z1(01.! z+*z%z.5/0((%*!z/1/0.0!/z(! z0+zz3% !/,.! z1/!z+"z0$!/!z)0!.%(/z"+.z%+¥
sensing applications [25-27].
Singh and Buchanan [28fz/01 %! z/%(%+*z.% !z.+*zc%wdz+),+/%0!z"%!.z/z*z!(!¥
trode material for neuronal activity sensing and for biochemical detection of electroactive
*!1.+0.*/)%00!./^z$!z%wz!(!0.+ !z/1."!z$/z**+/%6! z,+.!/z3$%$z/%#*%"%*0(5z%*¥
.!/!z0$!z.!(z/1."!z.!z"+.z$%#$!.z$.#!z !*/%0%!/z"+.zz#%2!*z#!+)!0.%(z.!^z!1.+¥
transmitters including dopamine and vitamin C were successfully detected using SiC-C
composite electrodes. Researchers fabricated impedance and temperature sensors on bulk
SiC for a biomedical needle that can be used for open heart surgery monitoring or graft
monitoring of organs during transportation and transplantation. According to Godignon
[29f_z+0$!.z,,(%0%+*/z*z!z"+.!/!!*_z/1$z/zz,+(5)!./!z$%*z.!0%+*zcd_z!(!¥
trophoresis chips and cell culture micro-arrays. In DNA electrophoresis devices, the high
critical electric field and high resistivity of semi-insulating SiC would be beneficial. In DNA
PCR, it is the high thermal conductivity which could improve the device'/z!$2%+1.^z *z ¥
dition, in most of these cases, the transparency of semi-insulating SiC can be used for optical
monitoring of biological processes, such as the DNA reaction or the cell culture activity.
$2)%z !0z (^z 1/! z %!( z !)%//%+*z /**%*#z !(!0.+*z )%.+/+,5z cw dz * z 0.*/)%/¥
/%+*z!(!0.+*z)%.+/+,5zc dz0!$*%-1!/z0+z!4)%*!z0$!z/0.101.!z+"z0$!z%uz)+ %¥
fied electrode. The modified electrode shows excellent electrocatalytic activity toward
#1*%*!_z  !*%*!_z 0$5)%*!z * z 50+/%*!^z %""!.!*0%(z ,1(/!z 2+(0))!0.5z cdz 3/z ,.+¥
,+/! z"+.z/%)1(0*!+1/z !0!.)%*0%+*z+"z"+1.zz/!/^z$!z!""!0/z+"z %""!.!*0z,.)!¥
ters such as the thickness of the SiC layer, pulse amplitude, scan rate, supporting electrolyte
composition and pH were optimized to obtain the best peak potential separation and higher
sensitivity. The modified electrode can be used for simultaneous detection of purine and
pyrimidine bases without any separation or pretreatment processes and may be used as a
DNA biosensor in real samples [30].Caputo et al. [31] reported on biomolecule detection
based on a two-color amorphous silicon photosensor. The device design has been optimized
in order to maximize the spectral match between the sensor responses and the emission
spectra of the fluorochromes. This optimization process has been carried out by means of a
numerical device simulator, taking into account the optical and the electrical properties of
the amorphous silicon materials. The development of minimally invasive and short-term
%),(*0(!z !2%!/z"+.z+*w(%*!z0%//1!z)+*%0+.%*#z%/zz"%!( z+"z%*.!/%*#z(%*%(z* z%* 1/¥
0.%(z%*0!.!/0_z3%0$z,,(%0%+*/z%*z.!/z/1$z/z+,!*w$!.0z/1.#!.5z+.z%*/1(%*z+*0.+(^z 1(0%¥
sensory micro-needles have been developed to measure physiologically relevant intra-
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tissular parameters during cold transportation of transplantation organs. Si-based minimally
%*2/%2!z,.+!/z$2!z(.! 5z#+*!z!5+* z0$!z,.++"w+"w+*!,0z/0#!z* z.!z1..!*0(5z1*¥
dergoing Phase-I clinical trials [32]. Gabriel et al. [33] examine the feasibility of using SiC as
z/1/0.0!z"+.z0$!z !2!(+,)!*0z+"z)%*%)((5z%*2/%2!z)1(0%w/!*/+.z)%.+w,.+!/z%*z0$!z+*¥
0!40z+"z+.#*z)+*%0+.%*#z 1.%*#z0.*/,(*00%+*^z *z,.0%1(._z0$!5z)'!zz0$+.+1#$z+)¥
parison of Si and SiC material mechanical and electrical properties. As illustrated in Figure
3, Si and semi-insulating SiC micro-needles for impedance and temperature measurement
were fabricated using remarkably similar methods.

Figure 3. A) Needle-shaped Si (left) and SiC (right) probes for impedance and temperature monitoring. (B) Schematic
drawing of the technological process for Si (left) and SiC (right) probe production. (C) Encapsulated SiC (left) and Si
(right) devices [33].

Their results show that SiC outperforms Si in all respects, with a four times higher modulus
+"z.1,01.!z"+.z%z !2%!/z* zzDCw"+( z%*.!/!z%*z0$!z".!-1!*5z.*#!z"+.z!(!0.%(z)!/¥
urements in SiC-based probes. These results suggest that SiC should be preferably used over
Si in all biomedical applications in which device breakage must be avoided or very precise
electrical measurements are required [33]. 3C-SiC has a distinct advantage over the other
SiC polytypes in that simple micromachining technique can be used to fabricate nanoscale
3C-SiC structures. In fact, the first SiC NEMS were demonstrated in 3C-SiC due to the ability
to grow ultrathin 3C-SiC films on Si substrates combined with selective reactive ion etching
processes that enable patterning and release of the nanostructures with essentially the same
plasma [34]. Other groups have used similar techniques to create 3C-SiC and AlN NEMS
structures [35f^z%#1.!zGz/$+3/z z%)#!/z+"zFw%z z)%.+.% #!/^z%'z!0z(^z!4¥
0!* ! z0$%/z3+.'z0+3. z%+/!*/%*#z,,(%0%+*/z5z !)+*/0.0%*#z0$0zFw%z z.!/+¥
nators were able to detect individual protein adsorption events by observing frequency
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/$%"0/z "+.z !$z !4,+/1.!z !2!*0z 3$!*z 0$!z .!/+*0+./z 3!.!z /!(!0%2!(5z !4,+/! z 0+z +2%*!z /!¥
.1)z(1)%*zcdz* zw)5(/!zcECCz'dzeFIf^

Figure 4. Scanning electron micrographs of 3C-SiC NEMS microbridges [35].

Silicon carbide for chemical sensing devices has been demonstrated to be the best candidate
"+.z$%#$z0!),!.01.!z$!)%(z#/z/!*/+./^z$!z3% !z* #,_z+)%*! z3%0$z$!)%(z%*¥
!.0*!//_z.!/1(0z%*z%z!%*#z0$!z!/0z)0!.%(z"+.z#/z/!*/%*#z%*z$./$z!*2%.+*)!*0/z+.z0z$%#$
0!),!.01.!/^z$%*z"%()z/%(%+*z.% !z!4$%%0/z0$!.)(z+* 10%2%05z+*z0$!z/)!z+. !.z+"
/%*#(!z.5/0((%*!z/%(%+*z* z$/zz"/0z0$!.)(z.!/,+*/!zeDFf^z  w/! z)%.+,.+!/z"+.
neural interfacing and biosensing applications are currently the subject of intense research
1!z 0+z 0$!z ,.+)%/!z +"z $%!2%*#z $%#$z "1*0%+*(%05z %*z z )%*%)((5z %*2/%2!z "+.)w"0+.^z 
05,%(z ,(*.z *!1.(z ,.+!_z "+.z !4),(!_z +*/%/0/z +"z z 0$%*z /$*'z 0$0z /1,,+.0/z )1(0%,(!_
0$%*z"%()z)!0((%z!(!0.+ !/^zz+))+*z)0!.%(z"+.z0$!z/$*'z%/z%az$+3!2!._z+*!.*/z+2!.
0$!z!(!0.%(z,!."+.)*!_z)!$*%(z.+1/0*!//z* z%+(+#%(z%*0!.0%+*/z+"z0$!/!z/0.1¥
01.!/z1..!*0(5z(%)%0z0$!%.z,,(%%(%05z%*z(+*#w0!.)z !,(+5)!*0z/%010%+*/^
+.z*!1.+/0%)1(0%+*z,,(%0%+*/_z0$!z!(!0.+ !z)0!.%(z)1/0z,.+2% !z$.#!z0.*/"!.z1*¥
!.z(+3z%*0!."!z%),! *!z0+z2+% z0%//1!z0.1)^z1."!z)+.,$+(+#5z,(5/z*z%),+.0*0
.+(!z%*z0$!z!(!0.+ !n/z$.#!z..5%*#z,%(%0%!/^z$!z.!(z/1."!z.!z+"z*z!(!0.+ !z*
!z /%#*%"%*0(5z %""!.!*0z ".+)z %0/z #!+)!0.%(z .!^z %#$!.z .!(z /1."!z .!/z *z !(%2!.
$%#$!.z$.#!z !*/%0%!/z"+.zz/)((!.z!(!0.+ !^z+.zz)%.+!(!0.+ !_z/%6!z%/zz(%)%0%*#z"0+._
/+z0$!.!z/$+1( z!z35/z0+z%*.!/!z.!(z/1."!z.!^z!(z/1."!z.!/z*z!z)+ %"%! z5
0.!0%*#z 0$!z !(!0.+ !/z !(!0.+(50%((5^z $!z %wz !(!0.+ !z /1."!z /z /!!*z %*z 0$!z  z %)¥
#!/zc%#^zHdz$/z**+/%6! z,+.!/z3$%$z/%#*%"%*0(5z%*.!/!z0$!z.!(z/1."!z.!z"+.z$%#$!.
$.#!z !*/%0%!/z "+.z z #%2!*z #!+)!0.%(z .!^z $1/z $%#$z .!(z /1."!z .!z !(!0.+ !/z .!
$%#$(5z !/%.(!z * z 3!.!z +/!.2! z %*z !(!0.+(50%((5z )+ %"%! z %wz !(!0.+ !z /1."!/^
!1.+0.*/)%00!./z%*(1 %*#z +,)%*!z* z2%0)%*zz3!.!z/1!//"1((5z !0!0! z1/%*#z%w
z+),+/%0!z!(!0.+ !/zeFJf^
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Figure 5. SEM pictures of (A) silicon carbide carbon composite fiber's etched section, (B) carbon recording tip, (C) low
voltage etch (smooth surface), and (D) high voltage etch (high surface area surface) [37]

In many clinical settings, a decrease of the blood supply to body organs or tissues can have
fatal consequences if it is not properly addressed promptly (e.g. mesenteric or myocardial
ischemia). Sustained ischemia leads to hypoxia, a stressful condition for cells that can induce
cell lysis (necrosis) and trigger programmed cell death (apoptosis) and, consequently, lead
0+z+.#*z"%(1.!^z/% !z".+)z%/$!)%z %/!/!/_z%/$!)%z1* !.(%!/z+0$!.z*01.(z* z(%*%(¥
ly induced conditions, such as tumor growth, cold-preservation of grafts for transplantation
+.z %* 1! z $!.0w..!/0z 1.%*#z +,!*z $!.0z /1.#!.5^z $!.!"+.!_z 0$!z %(%05z 0+z )+*%0+.z %/$!¥
)%z%*z(%*%(z* z!4,!.%)!*0(z/!00%*#/z%/z!+)%*#z%*.!/%*#(5z*!!//.5z%*z+. !.z0+z,.!¥
dict its irreversibility (e.g. in the transplantation setting), to develop drugs to prevent and
.!2!.0z%0/z!""!0/_z* z0+z !2!(+,z2/1(.w0.#!0%*#z .1#/z"+.z0$!z0.!0)!*0z+"z#.+3%*#z01¥
mors. To address these issues and to extend the utility of MEMS-based probe technology, a
)%*%)((5z%*2/%2!z/5/0!)z"+.z0$!z+*0%*1+1/z* z/%)1(0*!+1/z)+*%0+.%*#z+"z0%//1!z%),!¥
*!z$/z!!*z !2!(+,! _z* z!4,!.%)!*0(z.!/1(0/z$2!z/$+3*z%0/z.!(%%(%05z"+.z!.(5z%/¥
chemia detection and accurate measurement of ischemic effects. This minimally invasive
/5/0!)z+*/%/0/z+"zz/)((z)%.+w)$%*! z/%(%+*z*!! (!z3%0$z !,+/%0! z,(0%*1)z!(!0.+¥
des for impedance measurement that can be inserted in biological tissues with minimal
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damage. High frequency impedance monitoring, based on both the phase and modulus
components of impedance, has been correlated to the combined dielectric properties of the
extracellular and intracellular compartments and insulating cell membranes, and can give
+),(!)!*0.5z %*"+.)0%+*z +*z +0$!.z !""!0/z +"z /1/0%*! z %/$!)%^z +.!+2!._z )1(0%w".!¥
-1!*5z)+*%0+.%*#z+"z%),! *!z$/z0$!z 2*0#!z+"z5%!( %*#z0+z)+.!z+),.!$!*/%2!z!)¥
pirical mathematical characterizations (i.e. the Cole model) that can provide additional
information through the analysis of derived parameters and improve the reproducibility of
results [5]. Gomez et al. [38] examined the feasibility of producing SiC-based needle-shaped
%),! *!z ,.+!/z "+.z +*0%*1+1/z )+*%0+.%*#z +"z %),! *!z * z 0!),!.01.!z %*z (%2%*#z 0%/¥
sues. SiC needle-shaped impedance probes (Fig.6) were produced in standard clean room
conditions.

Figure 6. A) Needle-shaped Si probe for impedance; (B) Needle-shaped SiC probe for impedance; (C) Needle-shaped
with packaging [38]

*z 2%0.+z .!/1(0/z +0%*! z 3%0$z %z /! z %),! *!z ,.+!/z 3!.!z +),.! z 3%0$z 0$+/!z +¥
0%*! z3%0$z%w/! z,.+!/_z* z0$!5z !)+*/0.0! z0$0z0$!z1/!z+"z%z/1/0.0!/z3/z)*¥
datory to extend the effective operation range of impedance probes beyond the 1 kHz range.
*w2%2+z!2(10%+*z+"z%w/! z%),! *!z,.+!/z3/z+* 10! z+*z.0z'% *!5/z1* !.#+¥
%*#z3.)z%/$!)%z5z %//!0%*#z* z(),%*#z0$!z.!*(z,! %(!/^zz/1/0*0%(z.%/!z%*z%)¥
pedance modulus was shown throughout the ischemic period (5 to 50 min); this increase can
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be attributed to the occurrence of hypoxic edema as the result of cell swelling, which leads
to a reduction of extracellular space, an increase in extracellular resistance, and cell-to-cell
uncoupling. Upon unclamping of the renal artery (50 min), impedance modulus can be seen
0+z.!01.*z0+z%0/z/(z2(1!_zz"0z0$0z*z!z00.%10! z%*z0$%/z!4,!.%)!*0(z/!00%*#z0+zz.!¥
version from a short period of ischemia without substantial structural damage to the tissue.
z"((z%*z%),! *!z)+ 1(1/z0z(+3z".!-1!*%!/_z$+3!2!._z$/z(/+z!!*z.!,+.0! z/zz+*¥
/!-1!*!z+"z)!).*!z.!' +3*z* z!((z(5/%/z 1!z0+z/1/0%*! z%/$!)%^z 0z%/z%*z0$%/z.!¥
spect that the multifrequency analysis of the phase component of impedance made possible
by the use of SiC-based probes conveys useful complementary information [5]. Therefore,
according to this set of materials, one can conclude that SiC would be considered a good
candidate for biosensing applications.
7.2. Microelectrode arrays
$!z!)!.#%*#z"%!( z+"z)+*%0+.%*#z%+(+#%(z/%#*(/z#!*!.0! z 1.%*#z*!.2!z!4%00%+*_z/5*¥
aptic transmission, quantal release of molecules and cell-to-cell communication, stimulates
the development of new methodologies and materials for novel applications of bio-devices
%*z/%z/%!*!_z(+.0+.5z*(5/%/z* z0$!.,!10%z0.!0)!*0/^z$!z!(!0.+$!)%(z#. %¥
!*0z.!/1(0/z%*zz)!).*!z,+0!*0%(z0$0z*z!z)!/1.! z %.!0(5z3%0$z*z%*0.!((1(.z!(!¥
trode. Extracellular signals are smaller than transmembrane potentials, depending on the
%/0*!z+"z0$!z/%#*(z/+1.!z0+z0$!z!(!0.+ !^z2!.z0$!z(/0zFCz5!./_z*+*w%*2/%2!z!40.!((1¥
lar recording from multiple electrodes has developed into a widely-used standard method.
z)%.+!(!0.+ !z..5z%/z*z..*#!)!*0z+"z/!2!.(zc05,%((5z)+.!z0$*zICdz!(!0.+ !/z(¥
lowing the targeting of several sites for stimulation and extracellular recording at once. One
can plan the realisation of four activities with the following tasks:
Task 1. !2!(+,)!*0z+"z*!3z%++),0%(!z/1/0.0!/z"2+1.%*#z*!1.+*(z#.+30$z(+*#z/,!¥
cific pathways.
Task 2. Monitoring of electrical activity from neuronal networks.
Task 3. Resolution of cellular excitability over membrane micro areas.
Task 4. Detection of quantal released molecules by means of newly designed biosensors.
Task number 1 can be realized by means of SiC substrates, by plating the cells directly on
the substrate or eventually with an additional proteic layer. For this aim, 3C-SiC films with
controlled stoichiometry, different thickness and crystalline quality can be grown directly on
silicon substrates or on silicon substrates previously ‘carbonised’. The main objective of task
*1)!.zEz%/z0$!z.!(%60%+*z+"z%z)%.+!(!0.+ !z..5/z3$+/!z %)!*/%+*/z3%((z!z+),0%¥
(!z3%0$z0$!z!((1(.z/+)zcDCwECz)d^z *z0$%/z/0.101.!_z!2!.5z!(!)!*0z+"z0$!z..5z%/z+*/0%¥
tuted by a doped 3C-SiC region, with metallic interconnections coated with amorphous
/%(%+*z.% !_z/+z0$0z/%(%+*z.% !z.!,.!/!*0/z0$!z+*(5z)0!.%(z%*0!."! z0+z0$!z%+(+#%¥
cal environment. For the realization of Task number 3, the SiC array will be improved by
+*/0.10%*#z )%.+!(!0.+ !/z %*z 0$!z /1)%.+)!0.%z .*#!_z %*z +. !.z 0+z .!2!(z !(!0.%(z /%#¥
nals from different areas of the same cell. The objective of task number 4 is the construction
+"z z ,.+0+05,!z +"z %w!(!0.+ !/z ..5z /z z $!)%(z !0!0+.z "+.z +4% %6(!z )+(!1(!/z .!¥
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(!/! z 1.%*#z!((z0%2%0%!/z0.%##!.! z5z$!)%(z/1/0*!/zc (z+.z!05($+(%*!dz+*z$.+¥
maffin cells of the adrenal gland. With respect to classical electrochemical methods
requiring polarized carbon fibers with rough dimensions of 10 micrometers in diameter, the
SiC multielectrode array should greatly improve the monitoring of secretory vesicle fusion
to the plasma-membrane, allowing the spatial localization and temporal resolution of the
event [5].

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the Utah Electrode Array [41]

To demonstrate the feasibility of developing SiC-based devices on large-area SiC substrates,
Godignon et al. recently reported the development of 4H-SiC-based microelectrode arrays
on semi-insulating 4-in. diameter hexagonal substrates [39f^z$!z)%.+!(!0.+ !z..5/z+*¥
sisted of a SiO2/Si3N4 passivation layer sandwiched between microfabricated Pt electrodes
* z0$!z%z/1/0.0!^z.+*z**+01!/zc/dz3!.!z!/%(5z#.+3*z5z.,% z0$!.)(z$!)%¥
cal vapor deposition on the Pt electrodes using CH4 and H2 at 800 °C, conditions for which
the SiC substrate is well suited. The detection of biological species using microarrays and
lab on-a-chip systems is a powerful diagnostic tool that enables the acquisition of genetic,
,.+0!+)%_z* z!((1(.z%*"+.)0%+*^z1$z,,.+$!/z((+3z.,% z*(5/%/z+"z %/!/!z %#¥
nostics, drug discovery, or food and environmental analysis. In microarray applications,
each pixel in the array is functionalised with well-defined probe molecules and a molecular
recognition reaction occurs between the probe and the target molecules to be detected [40].
Hsu et al. [41fz$/z.!!*0(5z !2!(+,! zw%z/zz,.+0!0%2!z+0%*#z"+.z  w/! z%z,!*!¥
trating microelectrodes. The technology driver for this research is an integrated, Si-based
)%.+*!! (!z!(!0.+ !z..5z'*+3*z/z0$!z0$z(!0.+ !z..5zcd^z$+3*z/$!)0%(¥
(5z%*z%#1.!zJ_z0$!zz%/zz0$.!!w %)!*/%+*(z/0.101.!z+*/%/0%*#z+"zzDCzQzDCz..5z+"z0¥
pered silicon shanks that are bulk micromachined into a Si substrate. Each shank supports
Ti/Pt/Ir electrodes that provide the electrical interface to nerve tissue. The array is integrated
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3%0$z%w/! z j/z* z,'#! z1/%*#zz2.%!05z+"z+*2!*0%+*(z,,.+$!/z0$0z.!z ,0¥
ed for this particular device. Hsu et al. have developed PECVD-based a-SiC:H coatings to
encapsulate components of the UEA.

8. Biofiltration
Absorption filters based on hydrogenated amorphous silicon–carbon alloys are developed
for application as fluorescence filters in microarray and lab-on-a-chip systems. Fluorescence
is one of the most commonly used methods for the detection of proteins, cells and DNA in
microarrays [42, 43f^z $!z )!0$+ z 1/!/z *z !40!.*(z (%#$0z /+1.!_z 3$%$z !4%0!/z 0$!z "(1+.+¥
phores that label the entities of interest. The integration of a fluorophore sensor at each pixel
of a microarray would allow for a rapid and real-time detection of the biological recognition
!2!*0_z 3$%(!z ,+0!*0%((5z %*.!/%*#z /!*/%0%2%05z * z ,+.0%(%05_z * z .! 1%*#z +/0/^z (1+.!/¥
!*!z !0!0%+*_z $+3!2!._z .!-1%.!/z 0$!z !2!(+,)!*0z +"z !""%%!*0z (%#$0z )*#!)!*0z 0+z ,.!¥
vent the excitation light from reaching the detector and at the same time allow the emission
light to be transmitted to the detector. Lipovesk et al. [40] proposed a layer of hydrogenated
)+.,$+1/z/%(%+*z.% !zcw%`dz/zz/1%0(!z+,0%(z"%(0!.z3$%$z*z!z!/%(5z%*0!#.0¥
ed with a-Si:H photosensors for on-chip detection of biomolecules labelled with Alexa Fluor
430 or PyMPO. Simple fabrication of absorbing a-SiC:H filters (single-layer, low cost, with
(+3z !,!* !*!z+*z0$!z%*% !*!z*#(!dz,.!/!*0/z*z%),+.0*0z 2*0#!z+),.! z0+z+0$¥
er filtering solutions, such as interference filters [44] where a large number of layers need to
!z01*! z1.0!(5z 1.%*#z !,+/%0%+*^z$!z$((!*#!z%/z0+z+,0%)%/!z0$!z"%(0!.%*#z$.0!.%/¥
tics of the a-SiC:H filter in order to match the excitation/emission wavelength fingerprint of
any selected fluorophore. Therefore, a-SiC:H filters of different carbon content resulting in
appropriate optical properties have to be designed. The relation between the carbon content
in the a-SiC:H film and its optical filtering characteristics must be determined to enable the
fabrication of the optimal filter for detection of a selected fluorophore.
The filtering characteristics of all filters are compared to the excitation/emission properties
+"z*1)!.+1/z%+(+#%((5z.!(!2*0z*01.(z"(1+.+,$+.!/^z+.z!$z"(1+.+,$+.!_z0$!z)+/0z/1%0¥
able a- SiC:H filter is necessary in order to ensure the highest rejection ratio between the
0.*/)%00! z !)%//%+*u!4%00%+*z (%#$0_z 0$1/z $%!2%*#z 0$!z +,0%)(z /!*/%0%2%05z +"z 0$!z "(1+.!/¥
cence measuring system. As a proof-of-concept, one of the filters is tested to demonstrate the
!0!0%+*z+"z0$!z.! 1! z"+.)z+"z*%+0%*)% !z !*%*!z %*1(!+0% !zcd_z*z!*65)!z+¥
factor and an important marker for cell metabolic activity [45]. MEMS devices fabricated
from bulk 6H-SiC wafers leverage heavily on the outstanding mechanical durability of the
substrate, the chemical inertness of the 6H-SiC surface, the commercial availability of high-1(%05z3"!.z/1/0.0!/z* z0$!z2!./0%(!z)%.+)$%*%*#z0!$*%-1!/z2%((!z0+z.!* !.z !¥
vices from them. As such, bulk SiC substrates offer nearly all the advantages of bulk Si
substrates but with more robust properties. Like Si, porous SiC structures can be formed
from 6H-SiC wafers by electrochemical etching. Under the proper conditions, the pore size
and porosity of the resulting structures offer the potential to use porous SiC in biofiltration
,,(%0%+*/^z+.z%+"%(0!.0%+*z,,(%0%+*/_z0$!z,+.+1/z)0!.%(z3/z"+.)! z5z1('z!(!0.+¥
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chemical etching of p-type and n-type, 6H-SiCsubstrates [13]. Rosenbloom et al. reported the
development of porous SiC membranes for use as protein filters [46]. The performance of
the porous SiC membranes was evaluated using protein-containing solutions with proteins
.*#%*#z%*z)+(!1(.z3!%#$0z".+)zDJ_CCCz0+zKC_CCCz(0+*/zcd^z 0z3/z"+1* z0$0z0$!z)!)¥
branes were able to pass proteins with molecular weights of up to 29 kDa and were able to
exclude proteins in excess of 45 kDa. Moreover, the porous SiC membranes exhibited lower
,.+0!%*z/+.,0%+*z/z+),.! z0+z+))!.%((5z2%((!z,+(5)!.w/! z)!).*!/z/,!¥
%"%((5z !/%#*! z"+.z,.+0!%*z/+.,0%+*_z%* %0%*#z0$!z,+0!*0%(z"+.z%z)!).*!/z%*z%+¥
filteration applications [13].
%.+)$%*! zFw%z)!).*!/z(/+z,.+2% !z!4!((!*0z/,!%)!*/z0+z/01 5z0$!z)!$*%¥
cal durability of 3C-SiC films since the adhesion of the film to the micromachined substrate
is extremely high, due in part to the carbonization based growth process. Suspended 3C-SiC
)!).*!/z $2!z ,.+2!*z 0+z !z *z 00.0%2!z )!$*%(z /0.101.!z "+.z )%.+)$%*! z ,.!/¥
sure sensors owing to their chemical inertness, mechanical durability and high temperature
stability. In comparison with Si membranes, SiC membranes are much easier to fabricate [2].

9. Biomedical imaging
In addition to its outstanding mechanical properties, 3C-SiC thin films have unique electro+,0%z,.+,!.0%!/z0$0z*z!z!4,(+%0! z"+.z%+)! %(z%)#%*#^z *z+*2!*0%+*(z+,0%(z)%.+¥
scopy, diffraction effects limit the spatial resolution to one-half of the illuminating
32!(!*#0$^zz0!$*%-1!z'*+3*z/z*!.w"%!( z/**%*#z+,0%(z)%.+/+,5zc dz$/z.!¥
cently emerged as a means to resolve images below the diffraction limit. NSOM utilizes a
detector that is placed in very close proximity to a sample in order to detect evanescent
"%!( /z//+%0! z3%0$z0$!z/1."!z+"z0$!z/,!%)!*^z1$z$.0!.%/0%/z)'!z zz,+0!*¥
tially powerful tool for biological imaging. However, a drawback of NSOM is that the AFMbased probe significantly limits the ability to image biological specimens in fluidic
environments [13, 47].

10. Microfluidics/Lab-on-a-Chip
An example of a wristwatch type biosensor based on microfluidics referred to as lab-on-achip system is shown in Fig. 8. The advantages of these systems are incorporating sample
$* (%*#_z/!,.0%+*_z !0!0%+*_z* z 0z*(5/%/z+*0+z+*!z,(0"+.)^z$!z$%,z.!(%!/z+*z)%¥
.+"(1% %/z* z%*2+(2!/z)*%,1(0%+*z+"z0%*5z)+1*0/z+"z"(1% /z%*z)%.+$**!(/z1/%*#z)%¥
crovalves. The test fluid is injected into the chip generally using an external pump or
/5.%*#!^z +)!z $%,/z $2!z !!*z !/%#*! z 3%0$z *z %*0!#.0! z !(!0.+/00%((5w010! z %¥
phragm type micropump. The sample, which can have volume measured in nanoliters,
"(+3/z0$.+1#$z)%.+"(1% %z$**!(/z2%z*z!(!0.%z,+0!*0%(z* z,%((.5z0%+*z1/%*#z)%¥
crovalves (having various designs including membrane type) for various analyses. The fluid
is preprocessed and then analyzed using a biosensor.
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Figure 8. MEMS based biofluidic chip, commonly known as a lab-on-a chip that can be worn like a wristwatch [1].

$!z%),(!)!*00%+*z+"z)%.+,1),/z* z)%.+2(2!/z((+3/z"+.z"(1% z)*%,1(0%+*z* z)1(¥
tiple sample processing steps in a single cassette. The three basic components of a mechanic
valve are the actuator, the valve spring and the valve seat. The spring force keeps the valve
shut in normally closed valves. In the case of normally open valves, the spring keeps the valve
+,!*z* z3+.'/z#%*/0z0$!z010+.^zz/)((z/,.%*#z+*/0*0z*z!z.!(%6! z3%0$zz/+"0z)0!¥
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.%(z/1$z/z.1!.^z$!z/+(10%+*z3%0$z/+"0z)0!.%(/z+""!./zz"1.0$!.z 2*0#!z+"z!4!((!*0z/!(¥
ing characteristics. The leakage ratio can be improved from three to four orders of magnitude
compared to those made of hard material such as silicon, glass, or silicon nitride. If the valve is
designed for bistable operation, there is no need for a valve spring because the two valve states
are controlled actively. Since the non-powered state is undefined, a valve spring can still be
+*/% !.! z"+.z0$!z%*%0%(_z*+*,+3!.! z/00!z0+z//1.!z/"!z+,!.0%+*^zz%/0(!z2(2!z/,.%*#z(¥
(+3/z0$!z2(2!z/!0z0+z/*,z%*0+z%0/z3+.'%*#z,+/%0%+*^z *z0$%/z/!_z0$!z010+.z*!! /z0+z!z,+3¥
ered in a short period to have enough force to trigger the position change. The force generated
by the spring is then high enough to seal the valve inlet [48].
Valve seats represent a large challenge to microvalve design and fabrication. The valve seat
/$+1( z /0%/"5z 03+z .!-1%.!)!*0/`z (+3z (!'#!z * z $%#$z .!/%/0*!z #%*/0z ,.0%1(0!z +*¥
tamination. For a minimum leakage rate, the valve should be designed with a large sealing
area, which must be extremely flat. Softer materials such as rubber or other elastomers are
recommended for the valve seat. Resistance against particles can be realized in many ways.
First, a hard valve seat can simply crush the particles. For this purpose, the valve requires
010+./z3%0$z(.#!z"+.!z/1$z/z,%!6+/0'/z* z$. z+0%*#z(5!.z"+.z0$!z2(2!z/!0^z!¥
ond, the particles can be surrounded and sealed by a soft coating on the valve seat. Third,
small particle traps such as holes or trenches can be fabricated on the valve seat or on the
opposite valve base. A combination of the third measure with the first and second measures
is recommended, so that tiny particles can be trapped and buried after being crushed by the
large actuation force. For the first and third measures, the valve seat needs to be coated with
hard, wear-resistant material such as silicon nitride, silicon carbide, or diamond [9].
Blood or other aqueous solutions can be pumped into the system where various processes
are performed. If the adhesion between the microchannel surface and the biofluid is high,
0$!z%+)+(!1(!/z3%((z/0%'z0+z0$!z)%.+$**!(z/1."!z* z.!/0.%0z"(+3^z *z+. !.z0+z"%(%¥
00!z"(+3_z0$!z)%.+$**!(z/1."!/z3%0$z(+3z%+ $!/%+*z.!z.!-1%.! ^z(1% z"(+3z%*z,+(5¥
mer channels can produce triboelectric surface potential which may affect the flow.
Polymers are known to generate surface potential and the magnitude of the potential varies
from one polymer to another [1]. Conductive surface layers such as SiC can be deposited on
0$!z,+(5)!.z$**!(/z0+z.! 1!z0.%+!(!0.%z!""!0/^z+),.! z3%0$z%0/z.5/0((%*!z+1*0!.¥
parts, amorphous-SiC is particularly attractive for microfluidics and related lab-on-a-chip
applications because it can be deposited on a much wider range of substrate materials while
retaining a high level of chemical inertness.
These features are the way for on-line monitoring of several processes in many application
fields. A large new area is that of micrototal analysis systems (µTAS) or lab-on-a chip, where
attempts are made to completely integrate biochemical systems on one silicon or glass chip.
A currently emerging development is that of miniaturized integrated physical chemosensors
and biosensors. Rather than applying a chemical interface to determine the biochemical
,.+,!.0%!/z+"z"(1% /_z,$5/%(z,.+,!.0%!/z+.z,$!*+)!*z%*z0$!z"(1% z.!z1/! ^z!./%/0%*#z,.+¥
(!)/z3%0$z/1$zz$!)%((5z/!*/%0%2!z%*0!."!z(5!._z/1$z/z,++.z.!,.+ 1%%(%05_z .%"0_z#!¥
ing and contamination, are circumvented in this approach. All these devices require new
0!$*+(+#%(z,,.+$!/z"+.z0$!z".%0%+*z+"z/)((z$**!(/_z*+2!(z%*0!#.0! z)%.+ !0!¥
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tors, and other components. Most compounds used for biochemical analysis do not possess
z"(1+.!/!*0z"1*0%+*(%05_z* z0$1/z(!(%*#z3%0$zz"(1+.!/!*0z).'!.z%/z.!-1%.! ^z!!*0¥
ly, the on-chip integration of electrochemical and conductivity detection has been reported
[49]. A schematical drawing of the chip is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 9. Drawing of a microchemical detector containing electrophoresis separation and conductivity detection [49]

Conductivity detection can be used for on-chip measurements. To avoid electrolysis and
!(!0.+ !z "+1(%*#z 3$!*z 0$!z /+(10%+*z 3/z %*z +*00z 3%0$z 0$!z )!/1.!)!*0z !(!0.+ !/_z +*¥
00(!//z +* 10%2%05z !0!0%+*z 3/z ,.+,+/! ^z z "+1.w!(!0.+ !z ,%0%2!(5z +1,(! z c+*¥
tactless) detector has been integrated on a Pyrex glass chip for detection of peptides (1 mM)
and cations (5 mM K+, Na+, Li+). The Al electrode (500 nm Al/100 nm Ti) was deposited in a
600- nm-deep trench and was covered with a thin dielectric layer (30-nm SiC). The other
parts of the channel were covered and insulated with Si3N4 (160 nm). This four-electrode
configuration allows for sensitive detection at different background conductivities without
0$!z*!! z"+.z &1/0)!*0z+"z)!/1.!)!*0z".!-1!*5^z *z+*00(!//z)+ !_z0$!z %!(!0.%z0$%'¥
ness should be small [50]. Iliescu et al. [51] recently explored the use of a-SiC membranes as
structures for chip-based cell culturing. The optical properties of the SiC film supported the
use of classical fluorescence microscopy and thus were ideal for cell culturing studies. NH4F
was used to reduce the native oxide on the SiC surfaces. The NH4z/1."!z0.!0)!*0z.!/1(0¥
! z%*z#.!0!.z!((z !*/%05z+*z0$!zw%z/),(!/z/z+),.! z3%0$z1*0.!0! z/1."!/^z+((!¥
tively, these achievements show the potential for SiC in highly functional lab-on-a-chip
devices.

11. Conclusions
%(%+*z.% !z%/zz3% !w* w#,z/!)%+* 10+.z%++),0%(!z)0!.%(z0$0z$/z0$!z,+¥
tential to improve biomedical applications. SiC devices offer higher power densities and
(+3!.z!*!.#5z(+//!/_z!*(%*#z(%#$0!._z)+.!z+),0z* z)+.!z!""%%!*0z,.+ 10/z"+.z%++)¥
patible and long-term in vivo applications such as sensors. The main problem facing the
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medical community today is the lack of biocompatible materials that are also capable of
!(!0.+*%z +,!.0%+*^z %(%+*z .% !z $/z #%*! z "2+.z %*z 0$!z %+)! %(z )%.+ !2%!z +)¥
munity for its potential as a structural and packaging material. Currently, bioMEMS devices
0$0z10%(%6!z%z.!z.!(0%2!(5z/%),(!z%*z !/%#*^z+*0%*1! z !2!(+,)!*0z+"z,.+!//%*#z0!$*%¥
ques that make SiC compatible with polymeric and other temperature-sensitive substrates is
.%0%(z%"z%z%/z0+z,(5zz/%#*%"%*0z.+(!z%*z*!40w#!*!.0%+*z%),(*0(!z%+)! %(z)%.+ !¥
vices. Therefore, SiC will have matured to the point where it can take its place with Si and
its derivatives (SiO2 and Si3N4dz%*z0$!z0++(+4z+"z+))+*(5z1/! z  z* z z)0!.%¥
als. In the near future it is expected that the semiconductor structures will have a profound
effect on the capabilities of BioMEMS. Not only will the quantum dots and quantum planar
/0.101.!/z!zz)&+.z,(5!.z%*z0$%/z.!_z10z%0z%/z(/+z!4,!0! z0$0z**+,+.+1/z* z!/,!¥
cially nanorods and nanocolumn arrays will provide new directions for the development of
$!)%(z/!*/+./z* z%+/!*/+./z,(!z+"z0'(%*#z0$!z)+ !.*z$((!*#!/z+"z %.!0z$!)%¥
cal analysis.
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1. Introduction
Silicon Carbide (SiC) is regarded as a promising candidate for electronic devices used in
harsh radiation environments (Rad-hard devices) such as in space, accelerator facilities and
nuclear power plants [1-5]. In order to apply SiC to such rad-hard devices, we have to know
the radiation response of the characteristics of SiC devices, because semiconductor devices
show destructive and non-destructive malfunctions and/or degradation their characteristics
due to irradiation. For radiation effects on semiconductor devices, three major effects, Single
Event Effects (SEEs), Total Ionizing Dose (TID) effect, and Displacement Damage Dose
(DDD) effects are known.
When charged particles such as heavy ions are irradiated into semiconductors, dense charge
(electron-hole pairs) is generated in semiconductors along to the ion track. The malfunctions
of electronic devices such as LSIs and power devices caused by charge generated by charged
particles are called SEEs. The SEEs occur even by only one particle incidence, and there are
both nondestructive (soft errors) and destructive (hard errors) SEE failures [6-8f^z$!z/+"0z!.¥
rors arise if the amount of charge collected by devices is large enough to reverse or flip the
0z/00!z+"zz)!)+.5z!((_z.!#%/0!._z(0$_z+.z"(%,w"(+,^z%*!z0$!z/+"0z!..+./z.!z*+0z !/0.1¥
tive, the function of semiconductor devices can be recovered by writing new data to the bit
and/or resetting of devices. For example, the Single Event Upset (SEU) and the Multiple Bit
Upset (MBU) in a Static Random Access Memory (SRAM) and a Dynamic Random Access
Memory (DRAM), the Single Event Functional Interrupt (SEFI) in Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) or DRAM control circuitry are known as the soft errors. Recently, the Single

© 2013 Ohshima et al.; licensee InTech. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), which permits
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Event Transient (SET) arises as a serious issue for analog electronics and digital logic cells.
*z#!*!.(_z0$!z/z%*z*(+#z!(!0.+*%/z.!z.!"!..! z0+z/z/_z* z0$+/!z%*z %#%0(z+)¥
binatorial logic are referred to as DSETs. In contrast, the Single Event Latch-up (SEL), the
Single Event Burnout (SEB), and the Single Event Gate Rupture (SEGR) in power electronic
devices are known as the hard errors.
Electron-hole pairs are induced in insulator layers of Metal-Insulator-Semiconductor (MIS)
structure devices, such as Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (MOS) devices by irradiation, and as
a result, charge trapped in insulator (oxide) and/or traps near the interface between oxide
and semiconductor (interface traps) are generated. Since such charge trapped in insulator
and interface traps act give harmful influence to transport properties of semiconductors, the
electrical characteristics of MIS devices are degraded by their generation [9, 10f^z+.z!4)¥
ple, the shift of threshold voltage (V T) and the decrease in the channel mobility (µchdz.!z+¥
served in MOS field effect transistors (FETs). This radiation effect is called the TID effect,
* z%*z#!*!.(_z0$!z2(1!z+"z0$!z z!""!0/z#. 1((5z%*.!/!/z3%0$z%*.!/%*#z +/!z+"z. %¥
0%+*/z !1/!z 0$!z )+1*0z +"z . %0%+*w%* 1! z $.#!z %*z %*/1(0+.z * z %*0!."!z 0.,/z %*¥
creases with increasing dose.
When energetic particles are irradiated into semiconductor crystals, atoms at lattice sites are
scattered into non-lattice sites (knock-on effects). As a result, vacancies and interstitials are
created in semiconductor crystals. This is the origin of the DDD effect. However, in reality,
0$!z/0.101.!z+"z.!/% 1(z !"!0/z%/z*+0z/+z/%),(!z* zz3% !z2.%!05z+"z !"!0/z/1$z/z %2¥
*%!/_z2*5z(1/0!./_z* z2*5w%),1.%05z+),(!4!/z!4%/0/z%*z.5/0(/z!1/!z#!*!.¥
ated vacancies and interstitials thermally diffuse and finally they become stable defects. In
general, such defects act as scattering/recombination centers to free carriers, and as a result,
the electrical characteristics of semiconductors devices are degraded. In the case of the DDD
!""!0_z/%)%(.z0+z0$!z z!""!0_z0$!z !#. 0%+*z+"z0$!z$.0!.%/0%/z+"z/!)%+* 10+.z !2%¥
ces becomes larger with increasing fluence of radiation. The degradation of the electrical
performance of solar cells installed in space satellites is known as one of the examples of the
DDD effect [11-14].
*z0$%/z$,0!._z0$!z!""!0/z+"z. %0%+*z+*z0$!z!(!0.%(z$.0!.%/0%/z+"z%z !2%!/z.!z !¥
scribed from the point of view of the TID effect and the SEEs.

2. Gamma-ray irradiation effects on SiC MOSFETs
Figure 1 shows the change in the subthreshold region of drain current (ID) – gate voltage
(VGdz 1.2!/z c/10$.!/$+( z 1.2!/dz "+.z *w$**!(z Iw%z /z 5z #))w.5z %.. %¥
tion. The bias of 12 V was applied to drain (VD) during measurements. The gate oxide of the
MOSFETs was formed using pyrogenic oxidation (H2:O2 = 1:1) at 1100°C. The mark „+“ on
the each line indicates the value of VT. As shown in the figure, the value of VT shifts to the
negative voltage side, and also the ID-VG curves stretches after irradiation. This suggests that
charge in oxide and interface traps are generated by gamma-ray irradiation.
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Figure 1. Change in the subthreshold region of ID –VG curves (subthreshold curves) for n-channel 6H-SiC MOSFETs by
gamma-ray irradiation. The bias of 12 V was applied to drain during measurements. The „+“ mark on the each line
indicates the value of VT.

+. %*#z0+z 3$+.0!.z* z%*+'1.zeLf_z0$!z !*/%05z+"z$.#!z0.,,! z%*z#0!z+4% !zcNOX)
* z%*0!."!z0.,/zcNITdz#!*!.0! z5z%.. %0%+*z*z!z!/0%)0! z".+)z0$!z/$%"0z+"z/10$.!/¥
hold curves using a following analysis. Since charge trapped in gate oxide does not respond
to bias applied to gate, the entire subthreshold curve is simply shifted by the generation of
$.#!z0.,,! z%*z#0!z+4% !^z*z0$!z+0$!.z$* _z/%*!z0$!z$.#!z/00!z+"z%*0!."!z0.,/z !¥
pends on Fermi level (thus, the value of the bias applied to gate oxide), the subthereshold
curve is stretched by the generation of interface traps. This behavior can be expressed as

VT  VOX  VIT

(1)

where VT_zVOX and VIT are the shift of the threshold voltage by irradiation, the voltage
shifts due to the generation of oxide-trapped charge and interface traps, respectively. Also,
since the charge state of interface traps is assumed to be neutral at midgap state, at which
Fermi level corresponds to the intrinsic Fermi level, the shift of the midgap voltage (VMID)
due to irradiation is caused by oxide-trapped charge. Thus,

VMID  VOX

(2)

Since the subthreshold curve between VMID and VT is stretched by the generation of interface
0.,/_zVIT is determined as

VIT  (VT  VMID )post  (VT  VMID )pre

(3)
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where „post“ and „pre“ mean after and before irradiation, respectively.
In order to obtain the value of VMID, firstly, the drain current corresponding to the midgap
condition (IMID) is estimated. In the subthreshold region, ID is expressed as the formula [15]

I D = 21/2  ( W / L ) (qN A LB / ) ( ni / N A ) exp(
2

s

)(

s

) 1/2

(4)

where NA, ni_z£s and LB are the acceptor (or donor) concentration in the channel region of a
MOSFET, the intrinsic carrier concentration, band bending at the surface and the Debye
length given by LBzRzcs ucqNA))1/2, respectively. Here,  is equal to q/kBT, where q and kB are
the electron charge and the Boltzmann constant, respectively. At the midgap condition, £s is
equal to (kBT/q)ln(NA/ni). Thus, IMIDz*z!z!/0%)0! z".+)z!-^zcGdz1/%*#z£s for (kBT/q)ln(NA/ni).
Then, the value of VMID can be obtained from the value of VG at IMID on subthreshold curves.
It should be mentioned that for the determination of VMID for SiC, it is necessary to linearly
extrapolate the lower position of the subthreshold curve down to the lower part of the
curve, since the value of IMID is of the order of 10-30 A.
$!z2(1!z+"zNOXz* zNIT is estimated from

N OX  VOX COX / q

(5)

N IT  VIT COX / q

(6)

where COX is equal to OX/tOX, and OX and tOX are the relative dielectric constant of SiO2 and
the thickness of gate oxide, respectively.
Figure 2 (a) shows the VT as a function of absorbed dose for n-channel 6H-SiC MOSFETs.
The triangles, circles and squares represent results obtained from MOSFETs of which gate
oxide was fabricated by dry (Dry) and pyrogenic (Pyro) oxidations at 1100°C and pryogenic
oxidation followed by hydrogen annealing at 700°C for 30 min at a pressure of 20 Torr (H2),
respectively. For the details of the fabrication process of those MOSFETs, please see Ref. [16,
17]. For the Dry SiC MOSFETs, the VT slightly shifts to the positive voltage side above 50
'5z(0$+1#$z0$!z2(1!z +!/z*+0z$*#!z!(+3zFCz'5^z+.z0$!z5.+z%z /_z0$!z2(¥
ue of VT shifts to the negative voltage side, and the negative shift become smaller above 30
kGy. For the H2 SiC MOSFETs, the VT shows the negative shift around 20 kGy, however,
the voltage shift terns to the positive above 30 kGy. Since the value of VT is affected by the
#!*!.0%+*z+"z$.#!z0.,,! z%*z#0!z+4% !z* z%*0!."!z0.,/_z"+.z1* !./0* %*#z0$!z!$2¥
ior of VT, it is necessary to know the information on VOXz* zVIT. Therefore, the value of
VOX and VIT is derived from the subthreshold curves using Eqs. (1) – (4). The absorbed
+/!z !,!* !*!z+"zVOXz* zVIT is shown in Figs. 3 (a) and (b), respectively. The values of
VOX for the Dry and the Pyro SiC MOSFETs show the negative voltage shift and the shift
becomes large with absorbed dose. These results indicate that for the Dry and the Pyro SiC
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MOSFETs, the positive charge is trapped in gate oxide by gamma-ray irradiation and the
trapped charge increases with increasing absorbed dose. Since the shift of VOX for the Pyro
SiC MOSFETs is larger than that for the Dry SiC MOSFETs, the value of trapped charge for
the Pyro SiC MOSFETs is larger than that for the Dry SiC MOSFETs. On the other hand,
VOX for the H2 SiC MOSFETs shows complicated behaviors although the shift is very slight
even after 530 kGy irradiation. Thus, firstly the VOX shifts to the negative voltage side at
+/!/z!(+3zGCz'5^z+3!2!._z0$!z2(1!z/$+3/zz,+/%0%2!z2+(0#!z/$%"0z.+1* zICz'5z(¥
though a negative shift appears at 180 kGy. Then, finally, the shift becomes positive again
after irradiation at 530 kGy.

Figure 2. aV T9K9>MF;LAGFG>9:KGJ:=<<GK=>GJF ;@9FF=D$ /A)+/"!0K 0@=LJA9F?D=K ;AJ;D=K9F<KIM9J=KJ=HJ=s
sent results obtained from MOSFETs of which gate oxide was fabricated by dry (Dry) and pyrogenic (Pyro) oxidations
at 1100°C and pryogenic oxidation followed by hydrogen annealing at 700°C for 30 min at a pressure of 20 Torr (H2),
respectively.

These behaviors indicate that both positively and negatively charges are generated in gate
oxide for the H2 SiC MOSFETs by gamma-ray irradiation. It was reported from the change
%*z,%0*!zxz2+(0#!z$.0!.%/0%/z+"zIw%z z,%0+./z 1!z0+z#))w.5z%.. %¥
tion that negative and positive trapped charges were generated near SiO2/SiC interface and
in oxide at 40 nm from the interface, respectively [18]. Although the mechanism of H2w**!¥
(%*#z!""!0z+*z0$!z#0!z+4% !z* z0$!z%*0!."!z!03!!*z+4% !z* z%z$/z*+0z5!0z!!*z(.%¥
fied, since the initial value of VT decreased by H2 annealing [19], the large shift of VT to the
positive voltage side and the unique behavior of VOX might occurs due to the reduction of
H2w**!(%*#z!""!0/z5z#))w.5z%.. %0%+*^z(/+_z%0z/$+1( z!z*+0%! z0$0zz,.0z+"z%*¥
terface traps might be detected as oxide-trapped-charge in this analysis since interface traps
in the middle region of the band gap of 6H–SiC have extremely long charge release times at
RT, and they act just as charge trapped in oxide [20]. In contrast to VOX, the values of VIT
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"+.z((z%z /z/$+3z0$!z,+/%0%2!z2+(0#!z/% !z* z0$!%.z/$%"0/z!+)!z(.#!.z3%0$z%*¥
creasing absorbed dose although the absolute values depend on the fabrication process of
gate oxide, as shown in Fig. 3 (c).

Figure 3. 9aVOX9F<:aVIT as a function of absorbed dose for n-channel 6H-SiC MOSFETs. The triangles, circles and
KIM9J=KJ=HJ=K=FLJ=KMDLKG:L9AF=<>JGE)+/"!0KG>O@A;@?9L=GPA<=O9K>9:JA;9L=<:Q<JQ JQ9F<HQJG?=FA;,Qs
ro) oxidations at 1100°C and pryogenic oxidation followed by hydrogen annealing at 700°C for 30 min at a pressure
of 20 Torr (H2), respectively.

$!z2(1!/z+"zNOX z* zNIT are estimated from Figs. 3 (b) and (c), respectively, using Eq.
cHducId^z%#1.!/zGzcdz* zcdz/$+3zNOXz* zNIT_z.!/,!0%2!(5_z"+.z0$!z.5zc0.%*#(!/d_z0$!z5¥
ro (circles) and the H2zc/-1.!/dz%z /z/zz"1*0%+*z+"z/+.! z +/!^z+.z+),.%¥
son, the reported results of Si MOSFETs are also plotted in the figures (upside-down triangles)
eLf^z$!z2(1!z+"zNOX for the Dry SiC MOSFETs is slightly smaller than that of the Pyro SiC
MOSFETs and both values increase with increasing absorbed dose with an exponent of 2/3.
It is also found that Si MOSFETs show the 2/3 power-low dependence, although the value of
NOX for the Si MOSFETs is larger than that for the SiC MOSFETs [9]. On the other hand, the
$*#!z%*zNOX for the H2z /z 1!z0+z%.. %0%+*z/$+3zz %""!.!*0z!$2%+.z".+)z+0$¥
ers, and the value is in order of 1011 /cm2z!2!*z"0!.z%.. %0%+*z0zHFCz'5^z$!/!z.!/1(0/z%* %¥
cate that the characteristics of gate oxide fabricated by H2-annealing differ from those by non**!(%*#^z+3!2!._z%0z/$+1( z!z*+0%! z0$0zNOX estimated in this analysis is a value
/10.0%*#zz,+/%0%2!z+),+*!*0z".+)zz*!#0%2!z+),+*!*0^z$1/_z%"z+0$z,+/%0%2!z* z*!#¥
0%2!z+),+*!*0/z.!z()+/0z0$!z/)!z2(1!_z0$!z*!0z*1)!.z+"zNOX is small. Therefore, from
this result, we cannot simply conclude that the quality of gate oxide fabricated by H2w**!(¥
ing is higher than that of gate oxide fabricated by non-annealing or not.
For NIT, the H2 SiC MOSFETs have lower values than the other MOSFETs at absorbed
doses above 30 kGy. The characteristics of SiC MOS devices were reported to be degraded
by carbon related compounds remaining around the interface between SiO2 and SiC [21].
Since such compounds might also act as precursors of radiation-induced interface traps, it is
assumed that H2 annealing to gate oxide of SiC MOSFETs reduces residual compounds near
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the interface. For the absorbed dose dependence of NIT, the H2 and the Dry SiC MOSFETs
have the 2/3 power-low dependence although NIT for the Pyro SiC MOSFETs increases
with increasing the absorbed dose with an exponent of approximately 3/2. The 2/3 powerlaw dependence is also reported in Si of which gate oxide was formed using dry oxidation
[9]. The power-law dependence comes from the generation mechanism of interface traps,
and the structural and/or electrical properties of the interface between SiO2 and SiC for the
H2 and the Dry SiC MOSFETs are different from those for the Pyro SiC MOSFETs. Therefore,
it is suggests that the characteristics of the interface between SiO2 * z%z"+.)! z5z,5.+¥
genic oxidation followed by H2-annealing are similar to those formed by dry oxidation.

Figure 4. 9aNOX and (b) aNIT for Dry (triangles), Pyro (circles) and H2 (squares) SiC MOSFETs as a function of absorbed
dose. For comparison, the reported results of Si MOSFETs are also plotted in the figures (upside-down triangles) [9].

The µch for Si MOSFETs is known to decrease with increasing absorbed dose [10]. In order to
confirm this for SiC MOSFETs, µch for the H2 SiC MOSFETs were plotted as a function of
absorbed dose (Fig. 5). For comparison, the result reported for Si MOSFETs are also plotted
in the figure [9]. The µch for the H2 %z /z +!/z*+0z$*#!z1,z0+zECz'5z* z0$!z2(¥
ue decreases with increasing absorbed dose above 60 kGy. Then, the value of µch reduces to
be 50 % of the initial value at 530 kGy. On the other hand, µch for the Si MOSFETs decreases
with increasing absorbed dose and becomes 50 % of the initial value by irradiation at 10
kGy. Although the initial value of µch for Si MOSFETs (600 cm2/Vs) is much higher than the
initial value of µch for the H2 SiC MOSFET (~ 50 cm2u/d_z 0$!z 2(1!z "+.z %z /z %/z /¥
sumed to be almost zero after irradiation at 100 kGy whereas the H2 SiC MOSFETs still keep
25 cm2/Vs of µch !2!*z"0!.z%.. %0%+*z0zHFCz'5^z *z %0%+*_z%0z%/z)!*0%+*! z0$0z0$!z/0%(¥
ity of their electrical performance against irradiation is also important for Rad-hard devices.
$!.!"+.!_z%0z*z!z+*(1 ! z0$0z%z /z.!z-1%0!z0+(!.*0z#%*/0z. %0%+*z%*z+)¥
parison with Si MOSFETs. For the degradation mechanism of µch, Ohshima et al. reported
[17] that the relationship between the decrease of µchz* zNIT "+.z%z /z3/z !/.%¥
bed by the same relationship reported for Si MOSFETs (µch = µ0zucDzNzNIT)) [10], where µ0
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* z are the initial value of the channel mobility and a constant (= 7.0±1.3×10-13d_z.!/,!0%2!¥
ly. This suggests that µch for SiC MOSFETs as well as Si MOSFETs can be explained in term
+"z..%!.z/00!.%*#z%*z0$!z$**!(z.!#%+*z5z%*0!."!z0.,/z#!*!.0! z5z#))w.5z%.. %¥
ation. Since interface traps located in the middle of the band gap behave just like charge
trapped oxide for SiC, NIT obtained in this analysis means the net density of interface traps
which act as carrier scattering centers. It was reported that the channel mobility of 6H–SiC
MOSFETs is affected by acceptor-like traps existing near the conduction band edge [22f^z(¥
0$+1#$z 0$!z .!(0%+*/$%,z !03!!*z %*0!."!z 0.,/z %* 1! z 5z %.. %0%+*z * z %*0.%*/%z %*0!.¥
face traps has not yet been clarified in the case of SiC MOS devices, it is assumed that the
radiation resistance of SiC MOSFETs might be improved by the reduction of initial interface
traps generated near the conduction band edge.

Figure 5. ech for H2 SiC MOSFETs as a function of absorbed dose. For comparison, the result reported for Si MOSFETs
are also plotted in the figure [9]. The value of the channel mobility is normalized by the initial value.

Next, the effects of the surface morphology on µch of SiC MOSFETs irradiated with gammarays will be discussed. In this study, MOSFETs were fabricated on n-type 6H-SiC epitaxial
(5!./z1/%*#z0$!z/)!z".%0%+*z,.+!//z!4!,0z0$!z,.+! 1.!/z+"z$%#$z0!),!.01.!z**!(¥
ing after implantation [23]. Thus, although all samples were annealed at 1650°C for 3 min in
an Ar atmosphere, the surface of one series of samples was covered with carbon films (Ccoating) during the annealing to avoid the degradation of the surface morphology [24], and
the other series of samples were annealed without the carbon coating (non-coating). After
the annealing, the carbon films were removed by the oxidation at 800°C for 30 min in O2 gas.
Gate oxide of both series of the MOSFETs were formed by pyrogenic oxidation (H2:O2 = 1:1)
at 1100°C for 30 min. For the details of the fabrication process, please see Ref. [23]. The initial
values of µch for C-coating and non-coating SiC MOSFETs are 41 and 44 cm2u/_z.!/,!0%2!¥
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ly. For the surface morphology, the values of root mean square (RMS) for the C-coating and
non-coating SiC are obtained to be 0.67 and 1.36 nm, respectively, from AFM measurements,
whereas the RMS was 0.25 nm before annealing.
Figures 6 (a) and (b) show µch and NIT_z.!/,!0%2!(5_z"+.zw+0%*#zc/-1.!/dz* z*+*w+0¥
%*#zc%.(!/dz%z /z/zz"1*0%+*z+"z/+.! z +/!^z/z/$+3*z%*z0$!z"%#1.!_z*+z/%#*%"%¥
cant decrease or slight increase in µch is observed for the C-coating SiC MOSFETs. The value
of NIT for the C-coating SiC MOSFETs is estimated to be less than 4x1011 /cm2_z* z*+z/%#¥
nificant increase in NIT is observed up to 3 MGy. In contrast, µch for the non-coating SiC
MOSFETs decreases with increasing absorbed dose above 2 MGy. In the absorbed region
that µch decreases, NIT increases with increasing absorbed dose, and the value becomes of
the order of 1012 /cm2 by irradiation above 2 MGy. As above-mentioned, µch is degraded by
the generation of interface traps. Therefore, the decrease in µch "+.z0$!z*+*w+0%*#z%z ¥
FETs can be interpreted in terms of the generation of interface traps. Also, it was reported by
Kimoto [24] the channel mobility can be affected by the surface roughness. So, the higher
radiation resistance obtained for the C-coating SiC MOSFETs compared to non-coating ones
is caused by the less surface roughness.

Figure 6. a) ech and (b) aNIT for C-coating (squares) and non-coating (circles) SiC MOSFETs as a function of absorbed
dose.
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3. Radiation hardness of SiC devices
*z0$%/z/!0%+*_z0$!z$*#!z%*z0$!z!(!0.%(z$.0!.%/0%/z+"z%z0.*/%/0+./z/1$z/z00%z *¥
duction Transistors (SITs), Metal-Semiconductor (MES) FETs and MOSFETs due to gammaray irradiation will be compared to Si MOS FETs from the point of view of the radiation
$. *!//^z%#1.!zJz/$+3/zVT for SiC SITs [25], SiC MESFETs [26f_zw+0%*#N.5z%z ¥
FETs and C-coating+Pyro SiC MOSFETs as a function of absorbed dose. All transistors were
irradiated with gamma-rays at RT. During gamma-ray irradiation, no bias was applied to
any electrodes of the transistors. For comparison, the results reported for Si MOSFETs are
also plotted in the figure [9]. No significant change in VT for All SiC transistors is observed
up to 105 Gy whereas the Si MOSFETs show obvious degradation in VT. This indicates that
those SiC transistors have extremely high radiation resistance compared to the Si MOSFETs.
The value of VT for both the SiC MOSFETs shifts to the negative voltage side in high dose
regions, and the shift for the C-coating+Dry ones is larger than that for the C-coating+Pyro
+*!/^z$1/_z0$!zw+0%*#N5.+z /z$2!z$%#$!.z. %0%+*z.!/%/0*!z0$*z0$!zw+0¥
ing+Dry MOSFETs. For the SiC MESFETs, the shift of VTz 0+z 0$!z *!#0%2!z 2+(0#!z /% !z %*¥
creases with increasing in absorbed doses regions between 4×105 and 2×106 Gy, and the
maximum shift of -0.75 V is observed at 2×106 Gy. However, the negative shift becomes
smaller with increasing absorbed dose above 3×106 Gy and the value of VT becomes -0.27 V
after irradiation at 107 Gy. For the SiC SITs, although the positive shift is observed for VT
above 106 Gy, the value is relatively small (0.45V at 7×106 5dz+),.! z0+z+0$!.z%z0.*/%/¥
tors. Thus, it can be concluded that the radiation hardness of the SiC SITs and the MESFETs
is higher than that of the SiC MOSFETs. Since SITs and MESFETs do not have gate oxide,
/1$z $%#$z . %0%+*z .!/%/0*!z 0+z #))w.5/z *z !z +/!.2! ^z +3!2!._z %0z /$+1( z !z *+¥
ticed that the characteristics of SiC SITs and MESFETs are also affected by TID effects since
0$!z %z  /z * z 0$!z /z %/z +2!.! z 3%0$z z %*/1(0+.z c+4% !dz "+.z 0$!z /1."!z 0!.)%*¥
0%+*_z* z$.#!z%/z0.,,! z%*z/1$z%*/1(0+.^z *z %0%+*_z%*z/1$zz$%#$z/+.! z +/!z.!¥
gion, the displacement damage effect by Compton electrons also occurs and the
characteristics of devices are degraded.
Next, the change in the electrical characteristics of the SiC SITs by gamma-ray irradiation is
expressed. The SiC SITs have an on-resistance of 0.15  and a blocking voltage of 900 V at
VG of -10 V before irradiation [27, 28]. Since the SiC SITs were developed as power devices,
two Si power devices with similar current and voltage ratings, Si MOSFET (17N80C3) and Si
IGBT (5J301), were also irradiated with gamma-rays for comparison. The SiC SITs mounted
in TO220 packages were irradiated with gamma-rays at absorbed dose rate of 8.8 kGy/h at
^z1.%*#z%.. %0%+*_z*+z%/z3/z,,(%! z0+z!(!0.+ !/^z$!z/$%"0z+"z0$!z.!' +3*z2+(0¥
#!z"+.z0$!z%z /zc/-1.!/d_z0$!z%z /zc0.%*#(!/dz* z0$!z%z zc1,/% !w +3*z0.%¥
angles) as a function of absorbed dose is shown in Fig. 8. The blocking characteristics for the
SiC SITs and the Si ones (IGBTs and MOSFETs) were measured under VG at 10 V and 0V,
respectively. No significant change in the breakdown voltage for the SiC SITs and the Si
IGBT is observed up to 107z5^z+.z0$!z%z /_z0$!z/$%"0z+"z0$!z.!' +3*z2+(0#!z%*¥
creases with absorbed dose above 4×105 Gy, and the large shift of -500 V is observed at 107
Gy. It was also reported [25] that no significant increase in the leakage current for the SiC
SITs (of the order of 10-6zdz3/z+/!.2! z3$!.!z0$!z(!'#!z1..!*0z"+.z0$!z%z /z%*¥
creased to 10-4 A level after irradiation 107 Gy.
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Figure 7. Change in a2T for SiC SITs (squares), SiC MESFETs (diamonds), C-coating+Dry SiC MOSFETs (triangles) and Ccoating+Pyro SiC MOSFETs (circles) as a function of absorbed dose. All transistors were irradiated with gamma-rays at
RT. During gamma-ray irradiation, no bias was applied to any electrodes of the transistors. For comparison, the results
reported for Si MOSFETs (upside-down triangles) are also plotted in the figure [9].

Figure 8. Shift of the breakdown voltage from the initial value for SiC SITs (squares), Si MOSFETs (triangles) and Si IGBT
(upside-down triangles) as a function of absorbed dose. The blocking characteristics for SiC SITs and Si ones (IGBTs and
MOSFETs) were measured under VG9L29F<2 J=KH=;LAN=DQ
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The on-state characteristics were measured under VG at +2.5 V for the SiC SITs and at +15 V
for the Si transistors (IGBTs and MOSFETs). Then, the on-voltage was defined as the value
of VD at ID of 10 A. Figure 9 shows the shift of the on-voltage for the SiC SITs (squares), the Si
MOSFETs (triangles) and the Si IGBT (upside-down triangles) as a function of absorbed
+/!^z$!z/$%"0z+"z+*w2+(0#!z"+.z0$!z%z /z* z0$!z%z /z 1!z0+z#))w.5z%.. %¥
ation shows a very stable behavior up to 107 Gy, whereas the on-voltage for the Si IGBTs
remarkably increases after irradiation at 8×105z 5z c".+)z E^Fz 0+z )+.!z 0$*z ECz d^z 0z 3/z .!¥
ported [29] that the displacement damage effect induced by Compton electrons degrades the
gain for Si bipolar transistors. So, the result obtained from the Si IGBT is interpreted in terms
+"z0$!z)&+.%05z..%!.z.!)+2(z%*z0$!z .%"0z.!#%+*zc(+3z +,%*#z.!#%+*dz 1!z0+z0$!z %/,(!¥
ment damage effect. For the SiC SITs and the Si MOSFETs, since the doping concentration in
the drift region is not low, the displacement damage effect might not be observed and as a
result, on-voltage shows almost constant values up to 107z5^z(0$+1#$z0$!z/0(!z+*w2+(0¥
age behavior is obtained for the SiC MOSFETs, the large fluctuation of VT was reported due
to the TID effect. Considering gamma-ray irradiation effects on the breakdown voltage, the
on-voltage, and VT, the characteristics of only the SiC SITs show the stable behaviors up to
107 MGy. Thus, we can conclude that the SiC SITs have extremely high radiation resistance,
they have an enough potential for electronic devices used in harsh radiation environments
such as nuclear power plants, space, and so on.

Figure 9. Shift of the on-voltage from the initial value for SiC SITs (squares), Si MOSFETs (triangles) and Si IGBT (upsidedown triangles) as a function of absorbed dose.
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4. Charge induced in SiC diodes by Ion irradiation
%*!z !/0.10%2!z+.u* z*+*w !/0.10%2!z)("1*0%+*/z((! z/z+1./z%*z!(!0.+*%z !2%¥
ces by charge (electron-hole pairs) generated by charged particle incidence, especially heavy
%+*/^z$!z/z+*z/!)%+* 10+.z !2%!/z.!z+*!z+"z0$!z)+/0z)&+.z%//1!/z"+.z/,!z,,(%¥
tions. On the other hand, for high energy physics using accelerators with high luminosity,
such as J-PARC and Super-LHC, Rad-hard particle detectors are expected to be developed.
For the development of Rad-hard particle detectors as well as Rad-hard devices for space
,,(%0%+*/_z%0z%/z%),+.0*0z0+z(.%"5z0$!z!$2%+.z+"z$.#!z#!*!.0! z%*z !2%!/z5z$.#¥
ed particle incidence. In a previous study [30f_z2z!0z(^z.!,+.0! z0$0z0$!z$.#!z+((!¥
tion Efficiency (CCE) obtained from 4H-SiC Schottky diodes by alpha particle incidence was
estimated to be 100 %. It was also reported that 4H-SiC Schottky diodes could detect X-rays
from radio isotopes [31,32]. Besides, the neutron detection by SiC diodes was investigated
previously [33, 34]. As for light ions and X-rays irradiation into SiC, relatively large number
of studies has been already reported. On the other hand, from the point of view of SEEs,
study of ion irradiation on electronic devices using heavy ions is important. In this section,
$.#!z%* 1! z%*z%z %+ !/z5z$!25z%+*z%*% !*!z%/z.!2%!3! z+*z0$!z/%/z+"z+1.z,.!2%¥
ous studies [35-40].

Figure 10. Schematic set-up of the TIBIC system installed at JAEA Takasaki and photo of the TIBIC system.

*z +. !.z 0+z +0%*z 0$!z %*"+.)0%+*z +*z $.#!z %* 1! z %*z !(!0.+*%z !2%!/_z +*z !)z *¥
duced Charge (IBIC) measurements is thought to be one of the useful methods. However,
0$!z !.!/!z%*z+((!0! z$.#!z 1.%*#z  z)!/1.!)!*0/z/$+1( z!z+*/% !.! z"+.z0$!z¥
1.0!z !2(10%+*z +"z $.#!z %* 1! z 5z %+*z !)/_z /%*!z 0$!z !2%!z $.0!.%/0%/z .!z !¥
graded by radiation damage created in samples by ion incidence [41]. Therefore, single-ion
hit Transient Ion Beam Induced Current (TIBIC) was developed at JAERI Takasaki in order
to realize the evaluation of ion-induced current with minimizing the influence of damage
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[42]. Figure 10 shows the schematic set-up of the TIBIC system installed at JAEA Takasaki
and the photo of the TIBIC system. The TIBIC collection system connects with a heavy ion
microbeam line from the 3MV Tandem accelerator, and consists of a single event triggering
system and a fast switch beam shutter system. The transient current signals induced by ions
can be detected using a digital sampling oscilloscope (Tektronix 3 GHz TDS694C or 15 GHz
TDS6154C). The details of the single ion hit TIBIC collection system are described in Ref.
[43f^z%*!z0$!z  z/5/0!)z+**!0/z3%0$zz!)z/**%*#z/5/0!)_z/,0%(z%)#!/z+"z0.*/%¥
ent current signals can be obtained.
Figure 11 shows TIBIC signals obtained from 6H-SiC n+p diodes with applied bias of 30, 90
or 150 V. Si ions with 12 MeV were used as probe beams. In this study, the 6H-SiC n+,z %¥
odes with 100 - 300 µm diameters were fabricated on p-type substrates with p-type epitaxial
layers (Al doping concentration between 8x1014 and 3.5x1015 /cm3). The n+ region was formed
by three-fold implantation (60, 90, 140 keV) of phosphorus (P) ions at 800°C and subsequent
**!(%*#z0zDIHC[z"+.zFz)%*z%*z.#+*zc.dz0)+/,$!.!^z$!z0$%'*!//z* zz)!*zz+*¥
centration of the implanted layer are ~100 nm and 5x1019 /cm3_z.!/,!0%2!(5^z1.%*#z0$!z*¥
nealing, the sample surface was covered with a carbon film to avoid the degradation of the
surface morphology [24f^z $!z !0%(/z +"z 0$!z %+ !z ".%0%+*z ,.+!//z .!z !/.%! z !(/!¥
where [40]. The peak height of the TIBIC signals increases with increasing applied bias, and
the value becomes to 0.50 from 0.19 mA when applied bias increases to 150 from 30 V. The
fall-time, which is defined as the time from 90 % to 10 % of the current transient, shorten
3%0$z%*.!/%*#z,,(%! z.!2!./!z%/_z* z0$!z2(1!z !.!/!/z0+zC^GKz".+)zC^LKz*/z3$!*z,¥
plied bias increases to 150 from 30 V. These results can be interpreted in terms of an increase
of the electric field in the depletion layer due to increasing applied bias. It is also mentioned
the leakage currents of the diodes were in order of 10-11 A at an applied reverse bias of 150 V,
and no significant differences in I -Vz$.0!.%/0%/z!03!!*z!"+.!z* z"0!.z  z)!/1.!¥
ments were observed.

Figure 11. TIBIC signals obtained from 6H-SiC n+p diodes with applied bias of 30, 90 or 150 V. Si ions with 12 MeV
were used as probe beams.
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By the integration of a TIBIC signal, charge collected by a diode can be estimated. Charge
collected by the 6H-SiC n+p diodes as a function of applied bias is shown in Fig. 12. In this
study, Si ions with different energies were applied as probe beams, and the value of energy
+"z%z%+*/z.!z !/.%! z%*z0$!z"%#1.!^z$.#!z+((!0! z5z0$!z %+ !/z%*.!/!/z3%0$z%*.!/¥
%*#z,,(%! z%/_z* z0$!z2(1!z+"z+((!0! z$.#!z/01.0!/z%*zz$%#$!.z%/z.!#%+*^z+.z!4¥
ample, the saturation is observed above 40 and 60 V for 15 and 18 MeV, respectively. Charge
#!*!.0! z%*z0$!z !,(!0%+*z.!#%+*z+"zz %+ !z*z!z+((!0! z5z%0/z!(!0.%z"%!( zc.%"0z+)¥
ponent). On the other hand, charge generated in deeper than the depletion region diffuses,
* z+*(5z$.#!z.!$%*#z0$!z.!,(!0%+*z.!#%+*z*z!z+((!0! z5zz %+ !zc%""1/%+*z+),+¥
*!*0dz3$!.!/z/+)!z#!*!.0! z..%!./z.!+)%*!z 1.%*#z %""1/%+*^z$1/_z%"z0$!z !,(!0%+*z.!¥
gion is shorter than the projection range of ions, the decrease in collected charge is observed
1!z0+z0$!z.!+)%*0%+*z+"z#!*!.0! z..%!./z 1.%*#z %""1/%+*^z%*!z%+*/z3%0$z$%#$!.z!*!.¥
#5z$2!zz(+*#!.z,.+&!0%+*z.*#!_z0$!z.!/1(0/z+0%*! z%*z%#^zDEz*z!z-1(%00%2!(5z%*0!.¥
preted in terms of the drift and the diffusion components. However, in reality, since an
extended drift region is temporarily created in a deeper region than the depletion region, the
saturation of collected charge occurs even in the case that the depletion region is shorter
than the ion projection range [44].
At a bias of 150V, the depletion region is estimated to be 7 µm, and this is longer than the
ion projection range of Si ions at 18 MeV which is estimated to be 4.8 µm by a Monte Carlo
simulation code, SRIM [45f^z$1/_z0zz%/z+"zDHCz_z((z$.#!z#!*!.0! z%*z0$!zIw%z %¥
odes by Si ion incidence can be collected by the electric field in the depletion layer. The CCE
for the 6H-SiC diodes is estimated from the value of charge collected at a bias of 150 V.
Here, the value of CCE is defined as

(Q

exp

/ Qideal ) x 100

(7)

where Qexp and Qideal are the value of charge experimentally obtained at 150 V and the ideal
value of charge generated in SiC, respectively. The value of Qideal is obtained by the equation

Qideal =

( Eion / Eeh ) xe

(8)

where Eion, Ee-h and e are the energy of incident ions, the generation energy of an electronhole (e-h) pair and electron charge, respectively. In this study, the value of Ee-h in 6H-SiC is
assumed to be 7.8 eV (= 2.8Eg) on the analogy of Ee-h in Si because the value of the energy for
6H-SiC has not been determined yet. It should be mentioned that the energy loss in the top
Al electrode, the n+ region and by non-ionizing collisions and also the decay of signal in the
measurement system are not considered in this estimation, and the reduction of the CCE
due to those effects is estimated to be between 8 and 14 %. The value of the CCE for the SiC
n+p diodes probed by Si ions at energies of 6, 12, 15 and 18 MeV is estimated to be 74, 83, 86
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and 88 %, respectively. Since the effect of the energy loss in the Al electrode and the n+ .!¥
#%+*z +*z 0$!z .! 10%+*z +"z 0$!z z 2(1!z !.!/!/z 3%0$z %*.!/%*#z %+*z !*!.#5_z 0$!z !4,!.%¥
mental result that higher CCE value is observed by higher energy ion incidence is
reasonable. However, even after considering energy loss in those regions, the value of the
CCE for 6MeV is not comparable to that for 12, 15 and 18 MeV. This suggests that the CCE is
degraded by another effect in the case of 6 MeV-Si.

Figure 12. Charge collected by 6H-SiC n+p diodes as a function of applied bias. Si ions with different energies were
applied as probe beams, and the value of energy of Si ions are described in the figure.

In order to understand the degradation of the CCE due to not energy loss near the surface
regions, the effect of ion species on the CCE was investigated. Figure 13z/$+3/z0$!z.!(0%+*¥
/$%,z!03!!*z%+*/z/,!%!/z3%0$z0$!z/)!z!*!.#5zcDEz !dz* z0$!z2(1!z+"z0$!z^z$!z2(¥
ue of the CCE is obtained from the integration of TIBIC signals for the 6H-SiC n+p diodes at
a bias of 150 V. The CCE for the diodes probed by O ions is estimated to be 90 %, and this
value is the highest of all ion species in Fig. 13. With increasing atomic number, the value of
the CCE decreases. The CCE of 42 % is observed by Au ion incidence. The degradation of
the CCE for SiC diodes by Au ion incidence was also reported [36]. Zajic et al. suggested
that high density of e-h pairs is generated by heavy ions, and generated e-h pairs are easy to
recombine in such dense plasma [46].
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Figure 13. Relationship between ions species with the same energy (12 MeV) and the value of CCE. The value of CCE is
obtained from the integration of TIBIC signals for 6H-SiC n+p diodes at a bias of 150 V.

The carrier density generated in SiC, and the distributions of e-h pairs are calculated on the
basis of Kobetich and Katz (KK) theorem [47]. In this calculation, the KK model improved
using empirical equations reported by Fageeha et al. [48] was applied since the KK model
overestimates the density of e-h pairs at the core of the ion track. The calculated results of
the density of e-h pairs generated in SiC by (Left) 12 MeV-O and (Right) -Au ion irradiation
are shown in Fig. 14. In the case of 12 MeV-O ion incidence, the radius of the ion track at the
sample surface and projection range of ions are estimated to be S 40 nm and 5.2 )_z.!/,!¥
tively. On the other hand, the ion track radius at the surface and the ion range for 12 MeVAu ions are estimated to be S 2 nm and 1.9 µm, respectively. Since the energy (12 MeV) is
the same for both O and Au ions, the total number of e-h pairs generated in the ion track
region is the same between O and Au ions. Thus, the density of e-h pairs in SiC irradiated
with Au ions is much higher than that irradiated with O ions, and the estimated density of
e-h pairs in SiC irradiated with 12 MeV-Au ions is a several orders of magnitude higher than
that in SiC irradiated with 12 MeV-O ions. In such a high density of e-h pairs, the ambipolar
effect occurs easily and the electric field temporarily weakens. As a result, the amount of the
recombination between electrons and holes increases. For the dynamics of carriers generated
in SiC by heavy ion incidence, please see Ref. [44]. The result obtained in this study indicates
that it is important to consider the decrease in the CCE for SiC particle detectors when
heavy ions are detected. From the point of view of SEEs in SiC, the decrease in collected
charge is thought to be one of the advantages for the development of Rad-Hard devices. The
similar charge collection behaviours have been also obtained for SiC p+n diodes, although
only results obtained from SiC n+p diodes were introduced in this article [39].
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Figure 14. Calculated results of the e-h density generated in SiC by (Left) 12 MeV-O and (Right) -Au ion irradiation.

For the effects of ion incidence on MOS capacitors fabricated on SiC, it was reported that the
,!'z),(%01 !z+"z  z/%#*(/z !.!/! z* z0$!z"((z0%)!z%*.!/! z3%0$z%*.!/%*#z*1)¥
ber of incident ions [49-51]. Furthermore, the peak of TIBIC signals can be refreshed to its
+.%#%*(z2(1!z5z,,(5%*#zz"+.3. z%/z+"zNzDz0+z0$!z#0!z!(!0.+ !^z.+)z0$!z)!/1.!¥
)!*0z+"z0$!z,%0*!z+"z%z z,%0+./z 1.%*#zz%+*z%.. %0%+*_z0$!z2(1!z+"z,%¥
tance was found to increase with increasing number of incident ions. This indicates that the
depletion length of the MOS capacitors becomes shorten with increasing number of incident
ions. Since large amounts of charge are induced by heavy ion incidence and some of them
might flow to the interface between SiO2 and SiC, the degradation of TIBIC signals can be
explained by a change in the net bias applied to the gate oxide due to the creation of the
%*2!./%+*z.!#%+*z+.u* z$.#%*#z1,z !!,z0.,/^z$!z.!".!/$)!*0z+"z  z/%#*(/z5z,,(5¥
ing a forward bias can be also interpreted in terms of releasing charge from the interface
or/and deep traps. For the effects of heavy ion irradiation on 6H-SiC MOSFETs, Onoda et al.
Reported from experimental results and their simulation using the Technology Computer
Aided Design (TCAD) [52fz0$0z0$!z$.#!z+((!0%+*z!$2%+1./z3!.!z""!0! z5z .%"0_z"1*¥
nelling, diffusion, and recombination, and especially, the enhancement of transient currents
was observed due to the parasitic bipolar action. It was also reported that the enhanced
charge collection was observed for 4H-SiC MESFETs by heavy ion incidence [26]. According
to device simulations using the TCAD, it was concluded that the enhanced charge collection
!""!0z*z!z%*0!.,.!0! z%*z0!.)/z+"z*+0z+*(5z0$!z%,+(.z0%+*z10z(/+z0$!z$**!(z)+ 1(¥
tion effects. For the DDD effect in SiC devices, it was reported that the value of the CCE for
SiC n+p diodes and the majority carrier concentration in them decreased with increasing
gamma-rays, electrons or protons and the damage factor of the CCE and the carrier removal
rate can be scaled by Non Ionizing Energy Loss (NIEL) [53-55].
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5. Summary
In order to develop Rad-hard devices based on SiC, the radiation response of SiC devices
have to be understood. In this chapter, effects of gamma-rays and swift heavy ions on SiC
!2%!/z3!.!z.!2%!3! ^z%./0(5_z0$!z#))w.5z%.. %0%+*z!""!0/z+*z%z /z3!.!z%*¥
troduced, and the degradation of their characteristics was discussed on the basis of charge
generated in gate oxide and interface traps by irradiation. Then, the radiation resistance of
SiC transistors, MOSFETs, MESFETs and SITs was compared to Si transistors. SiC transistors
showed higher radiation resistance than Si transistors, and SiC SITs could be operated up to
10 MGy. This indicates that SiC SITs have extremely high radiation tolerance from the point
of view of TID effects. Charge generated in 6H-SiC n+p diodes by heavy ion incidence was
evaluated using TIBIC. The signal peak of the transient current increased, and the fall-time
decreased with increasing applied reverse bias. The high CCE values were observed when
ions with relatively light mass such as O and Si ions were applied as probe ions. However,
the CCE decreased with increasing atomic number, and the value reduced to approximately
40 % when 12 MeV-Au ions were applied as probe ions. From the calculation based on the
modified KK model, it was found that the density of e-h pairs in SiC irradiated with heavy
ions, such as Ni and Au, is much higher than that in SiC irradiated with O and Si ions.
$!.!"+.!_z0$!z !.!/!z%*z0$!zz5z0$!z%.. %0%+*z+"z%+*/z3%0$z$!25z)//z3/z%*0!.,.!0¥
ed in terms of the recombination of e-h pairs in plasma.
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